
Chapter 1 

Phonetics & Phonology 
(Ludmila Urbanová - Jana Chainonikolasová [6.2.2]) 

1 General Phonetics and Phonology 

1.1 Language and Linguistics 

Language is the basic means of human communication and as such it has 
an important social function. The basic form of languages is spoken, ie. phonic. 
Speech is a sound continuum, the sounds of a language being combined into 
complex phonic sequences. For a member of a certain language community 
such phonic sequences represent signs endowed with meaning. Thus the sign 
consists of two aspects: 

(i) material 
Spoken language is materialized as a sequence of articulate sounds and 
their corresponding acoustic impression. 

(ii) conceptual - meaningful 
"...in traditional grammar die word results from die combination of a 
particular form with a particular meaning" (Lyons, 1971). The 
conceptual meaning is the mediating meaning within 'the semiotic 

According to the structuralist approach of Ferdinand de Saussure, the term 
language can be interpreted in three ways: 

triangle': 

(1) 

WORD 

Form Referent 
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(i) language in the sense la langue as a system of signs used by the 
members of a language community for communication and thought; 

(ii) language in the sense la parole (utterance) as the utilization of the 
means provided by the system of signs for the formation of concrete 
utterances and for conceptual thought; 

(iii) language in the sense le langage which represents a complex linguistic 
entity, as well as the ability of the language user to implement a certain 
system of signs for communication and thought This concept implies 
both la langue and la parole. 

Linguistics is a branch of science. Its subject of investigation is language 
from the point of view of its struchire and function. The complex nature of 
language requires linguistics to be divided into several mutually interrelated 
disciplines. 

The phonological system forms the foundation of the entire language 
system. It provides all the supraordinated levels of language, ie. the 
morphosyntactic level, the lexico-semantic level and the discourse level, with 
the phonic material they require to function. 

1.2 Phonetics as a Linguistic Discipline 

Phonetics is a science dealing with the phonic aspect of speech as 
manifested in utterances. The tenn phonetics is derived from the Greek 
phoneo, which means *to speak out loud, to pronounce'. Thus phonetics 
investigates the phonic material of speech and the way it is manifested in 
concrete utterances. Phonetics analyzes two aspects of phonic material; 

(i) the aspect of the speaker (producer) 
(ii) the aspect of the listener (receiver) 

The first aspect includes the activity of the speech organs participating in 
the production of tne speech sounds. The second aspect includes the 
transmission of phonic, acoustic entities perceived by the listener. Apart from 
the investigation of the acoustic signal, attention lias recently been drawn to the 
process of decoding, ie, the aspect of perception 

According to the subject of investigation, the following branches of 
phonetics can be distinguished: 

(i) generic, articulatory phonetics 
(ii) acoustic phonetics 
(iii) auditory phonetics 

The science of phonetics is not merely theoretical in its substance. Serving 
as a means of linguistic analysis, it also provides an indispensable wealth of 

facts which can be applied to areas such as language teaching, speech 
therapy and communication systems 

The basic phonic element at the level of utterance, as well as the basic 
element of the phonetic analysis of speech delivery is the sound segment. The 
flow of speech is thus characterized by incessant change in the sequence of 
sounds Through the process of segmentation the individual basic units of 
connected speech are identified. 

In phonetic research, two types of method can be distinguished: 
(i) subjective methods: methods of direct observation through senses -

eyesight and hearing - which were prevalent until the end of the 19 t h 

century 
(ii) experimental methods: using technical measurements, as first 

performed by Pierre Rousselot in his experimental phonetic laboratory 
in 1899, 

1.3 Production of Speech 

1.3.1 Physiological Aspect. Tliis aspect throws light on the activity of the 
organs of speech during the production of speech sounds. According to Hála 
(1962) articulatory activity is defined as "the secondary modification of the 
primary physiological abilities of the organs of speech for social 
communicative purposes in the use of language" (translated from the Czech by 
the author). 

The coordinated activity of the speech organs can be divided into the 
following component parts: 

(i) respiration 
(ii) ph on at ion 
(iii) modification 

1.3.2 Respiration. The basic condition for the production of speech sounds is 
the air stream During speech production the expiratory, egressive air 
stream expelled from the lungs is used. Some languages make use of the 
inspiratory, ingressivc air stream. In English and Czech the latter form of 
speech production appears only rarely, in the production of reflexive, ie. extra-
linguistic sounds. 

The expiratory air stream is further processed from lungs to the bronchi, 
then to the trachea, and finally to the larynx. 

1.3.3 Phonation. The larynx is made up of cartillages and muscles. The 
phonation apparatus consists of four cartillages: 
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- caitillago thyreoidea {'chrupavka štítná') 
- caitillago cricoidea ('chrupavka prstencov') 
- cartillagines arytenoideae ('chrupavky hlasivkové') 

The entrance into the larynx is protected by the epiglottis. The movements 
of arytenoid cartillages are carried further by the vocal cords (vocal lips). The 
vocal cords consist of two bands of muscle and connective tissue lying 
opposite each other at the top of the trachea, fixed adjacent to each other at the 
front end (the 'Adam's apple') but horizontally moveable at the back, where 
they are attached to arytenoid cartillages. The vocal cords interfere with the air 
stream. These may come together very firmly and prevent air at very great 
pressures from issuing from the lungs. They may be drawn wide apart at the 
arytenoid ends so that they allow air in and out of the lungs with no 
obstruction. 

The space between die vocal cords is called the glottis. From the 
functional point of view the glottis is subdivided into two parts: 

- die front part (intcgument-like) 
- the back part (cartillage-like) 

During breathing the glottis is open. During phonation the arytenoid 
cartillages and vocal cords are held close together. 

The basic phonation position is established by closing the glottis. The 
vocal cords are held entirely closed and the expiratory air stream becomes 
blocked in the sub-glottal space. The compressed air overcomes the elasticity 
of the muscles which hold the vocal cords together, the glottis is opened and a 
certain amount of the expiratory air stream escapes from the sub-glottal space 
to the supra-glottal cavities. The pressure on die vocal cords becomes weaker 
and these in turn are brought close together so as to occupy the basic phonation 
position. The activity of the vocal cords is repeated during the entire process of 
phonation. Tlus is called vocal-cord vibration. 

Vocal-cord vibration brings about alternating rarefaction and compression 
of air and in this way sound waves come into existence, and these are 
registered by die hearing mechanism 

(2) The Articulators 

1.3.4 Basic Positions of the Vocal Cords. 
(i) The glottis is tightly closed and the air stream is released only 

explosively when die vocal cords suddenly part. This total interference 
is called the glottal stop (glottal catch). 

(ii) The vocal cords are held closely together and diey vibrate giving rise to 
die tone. In tliis way vowels come into existence. 

(iii) The vocal cords are held loosely together. There is very little tension, 
dieir vibration is weak. In this way occlusives, semi-occlusives and 
spirants come into existence. 

(iv) The vocal cords are held closely together. They part after the final 
phase of articulation when no voice is produced. In this way voiceless 
occlusives come into existence, 

(v) The vocal cords are loosely open and there is no vibration, no voice is 
produced. In tliis way voiceless spirants come into existence, 

(vi) The vocal cords are held closely only in the integument part, die 
cartillage-like part is set apart. In this way |h] comes into existence. 

(3) Positions of the Vocal Cords 

1.3.5 Modification, In the supraglottal cavities (resonance chambers) the 
expiratory air stream is further modified. The following supraglottal cavities 
can be distinguished: 

(a) the pharynx 
(b) the oral (mouth) cavity 
(c) the nasal cavity 

1.3.6 The Pharynx. The pharynx stretches from the top of the larynx up to the 
back of the nasal cavily and serves mainly as a container for a volume of air 
which can be set into vibration in harmony with the vibration of the vocal 
cords. The pharynx is not very variable in shape. Its dimensions can be altered 
by raising die larynx or by raising the soft palate. 

1.3.7 The Oral Cavity. The oral cavity is die most important of the three 
cavities because it is the most variable in dimensions and shape. The speech 
organs of die oral cavity can be subdivided into two groups: 
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(i) a group of organs which are passive from the point of view of 
articulation 

(ii) a group of organs which are active in articulation, and which are of 
great importance in the distinctions of articulate speech 

The passive articulator} organs are also sometimes collectively termed 
as the roof of the mouth'. They support the functioning of the active 
articulator} organs. The following passive articulator}' organs can be 
distinguished: 

- the maxilla (the upper jaw) 
- the teedi 
- the alveolar ridge 
- the liard palate 

The most active articulator}' organ in the oral cavity is the tongue. The 
tongue is an organ of speech of special importance. In many languages the 
'tongue' is synonymous with the 'language' itself (a mother tongue). The 
tongue can be divided into three parts: 

- the tip (apex) 
- the blade (dorsum) 
- the root (radix) 

The other active articulator}' organs are: 
- the mandible (die lower jaw) 
- Uie lower lip 
- the soft palate 

The soft palate is moveable; it can either be raised or lowered. The activity 
of the soft palate is crucial for Uie distinction between oral and nasal sounds. 

The tenu articulation in the narrower sense indicates the activity of the 
speech organs in the oral cavity, implying also phonation since the 
participation of the vocal cords plays an important part in the activity of the 
speech organs in the oral cavity. When discussing exclusively the activity of 
die speech organs in the oral cavity, the term modification is preferred. Tliis 
tenn reflects the modification of the expiratory air stream during the 
production of individual sounds. 

The tenn articulation in the broader sense is understood as the coordinated 
activity of all three component parts - ie. respiration, phonation and articulation 
proper - as an interrelated process of sound production. 

According to the contact between the active articulator organs and the 
passive articulatory organ, Ihe following basic t>pes of articulation can be 
distinguished: 

, (1) bilabial: an interaction of the lower and upper lips 

(2) labio-denlal: an interaction of the lower lip and the upper teeth 
(3) dental: an interaction of (he tip of the tongue and the teeth 
(4) apico-alveolar: an interaction of the tip of the tongue and the alveoli 
(5) dorso-alveolar: an interaction of the blade of the tongue and the alveoli 
(6) dorsopalatal: an interaction of the blade of the tongue and the hard palate 
(7) dorso-velar: an interaction of the blade of the tongue and the soft palate 

The lips can be either active or passive during the articulation. The 
following basic positions of the lips can be distinguished: 

(i) close rounding 
(ii) open rounding 
(iii) spreading 
(iv) neutral 

1.3.8 The Nasal Ciwity. The nasal cavity is of fixed dimensions and shape. Its 
primary function is that of a resonator. Nasality is the term used for the 
modification within the nasal cavity. The nasal cavity participates in 
articulation Uirough the soft palate. The soft palate can be held in two 
positions: 

(i) raised, forming the velopharyngeal closure which prevents the air 
stream from passing to the nasal cavity 

(ii) lowered, enabling the expiratory air stream to pass to Ihe nasal cavity 

1.3.9 Acoustic Aspect. Sound is formed by means of the vibration of air 
molecules and is transmitted in sound waves in all directions The voice comes 
into existence on the basis of vocal—cord vibration. The periodic vibration of 
the vocal cords gives rise to tone, while the aperiodic vibration results in the 
production of noise. 

From the acoustic point of view, vowels are represented by tones. Some 
consonants are noises accompanied by tones, other consonants are mere noises. 

The tone is characterized by tliree basic qualities: the pitch, the intensity, 
the timbre. 

The pitch is given by the frequency of the vibration of the vocal cords in 
cps (cycles per second). The pitch is in direct proportion to the number of cps, 
and is in indirect proportion to the cycle's period. 

The intensity of a sound is die amount of energy transmitted tlirough the 
air. Intensity is related to amplitude of vibration. If the amplitude of a sound is 
doubled, the intensity will increase four times. The intensity of a sound is 
proportionate to the square of the amplitude. 

The timbre is given by the composition of the tone. Simple tones are 
practically non-existe;it. Complex loncs arc called sounds (and are complex 
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because any object set in motion vibrates not only as an entity but also in the 
individual parts). The vocal cords vibrate in such a way as to produce, in 
addition to the fundamental frequency (a basic vibration over their whole 
length), a number of overtones or harmonics having frequencies which are 
simple multiples of the fiindamental or first harmonic. 

The characteristic tone (the oral fonnant) is not the only vocalic formanl. 
It is accompanied by the pliaryngeal fonnant. In nasal vowels the nasal formant 
is also present. The combination of these components makes up the acoustic 
spectrum. 

Consonants are subdivided into two groups according to the following 
acoustic criteria: 

(i) noise consonants cliaracterized by a mere noise which comes into 
existence when the expiratory air stream passes through various 
obstacles which block its way 

(ii) a combination of noise and tone 
Noise consonants are further subdivided into tliree subgroups: 

(a) a continuous noise during the whole articulation [f.s| 
(b) a short pause + a short noise after the final phase of articulation [p.t,k] 
(c) a gradual noise [s, tf) 

Consonants consisting of a combination of noise and tone arc further 
subdivided into two subgroups: 

(i) consonants similar to the first group of noise consonants 
(ii) consonants on die transition to vowels, namely sonorants [r.Lm.nJ 

Acoustic phonetics has made great progress in the latter half of the 20 t h 

century especially due to a piece of apparatus called the acoustic spectrograph 
(sonography This apparatus produces a visible recording of speech 
(spectrograms). The following dimensions of speech sounds are recorded on 
die spectrogram: 

(i) time (duration) on the horizontal axis in centiseconds 
(ii) frequency on the vertical axis in cycles per second 
(iii) intensity indicated by the relative blackness of the markings 

The component bands are called formants and are numbered from the 
bottom upwards. It is the first two formants (F 1, F 2). above all the second one. 
that contribute most to the distinctive cliaractcr of vocoids (vocalic 
articulations). 

From the articulatory point of view. F 1 is correlated with tongue height 
(the pharyngeal fonnant). F : with front-to-back tongue placing (the oral 
formant). The spectrograph makes it possible to investigate both isolated 
speech segments and connected speech. 

1.3.10 Auditory Aspect. The perception of a sound is mediated by the brain 
rather than by the ear itself. The ear has three major functions: 

(i) to collect stimuli 
(ii) to transmit them 
(iii) to analyze them 

The upper limit of frequency which can be perceived is a maximum of 
20,000 cps. The ear is subdivided into the outer ear. the middle ear and the 
inner ear The outer car leads to the ear-drum. The middle ear is a small air-
filled cavity which contains a chain of tliree tiny bones connected to the ear
drum at one end and the inner ear at the other. The main part of the inner ear is 
the cochlea (the spiral lube), shaped like a snail's shell, which converts sound 
vibrations into nerve impulses. 

Speech sounds are perceived in terms of the four perceptual categories of 
pitch, loudness, quality and length. The categories are subjective and must not 
be equated exactly with the related physiological and physical categories, 

1.4 Classification of Sounds 

The description and classification of the sound types found in speech is 
based on the following Uiree criteria: 

(i) the production stage 
(ii) the transmission stage 
(iii) the reception stage 

The first criterion determines the articulatory characteristics, the second 
criterion covers the acoustic characteristics, and on the basis of the third 
criterion the auditory characteristics are established. 

The articulatory, acoustic and auditory characteristics embrace the phonic 
aspect of the classification of sounds. 

Another aspect relevant to the description and classification of sounds is 
the linguistic aspect. This aspect evaluates sounds according to the function 
they fulfil widiin the syllable. 

In general, the sounds of speech fall into two basic categories, namely 
vowels and consonants. Despite the fact that the above-mentioned terms have 
been used for centuries, Uiey become ambiguous if die phonetic and linguistic 
aspects have to be differentiated. It follows that the phonetic aspect and the 
linguistic aspect are not always identical. 

1.4.1 The Phonetic Aspect. A vowel is a type of sound "depending largely on 
very slight variations of tongue position, which is most easily described in 
terms of auditory relationships, since there are no contacts or strictures wliich 
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we can feel with any precision. Such sounds are generally voiced, having no 
noise component but rather a characteristic patterning of formants. These 
sounds fall generally into the traditional category of vowels and will be known 
as the vowel type" (Gimson 1980). 

A consonant is a type of sound "which is most easily described in terms of 
articulation, since we can generally feel the contacts and movements involved. 
Such sounds may be produced with or without vocal-cord vibration and they 
very often have a 'noise' component in Uic acoustic sense; these sounds fall 
generally into the traditional category of consonants and will be known as the 
consonantal type" (Gimson 1980). 

In die past, the distinction between the vowel and the consonant was 
primarily related to linguistic categories. The term 'vowel' determined the 
sound forming the peak of the syllable (the syllabic nucleus), whereas the 
consonant determined die sound having the non-syllabic, marginal function. 

Skali£kova (1970) labels vocalic elements as the 'carrier' elements of the 
syllable. These are modified at the beginning and end by consonantal elements. 

To enable a clear-cut differentiation to be made between die phonetic 
aspect and the linguistic aspect in the classification of sounds, the terms 
'vocoid' and 'non-vocoid' ('contoid') have been used (e.g. in B. Strang 
Modern English Structure, 1969). These terms coined by K . L . Pike are used 
when referring to die phonetic aspect. For linguistic evaluation the traditional 
terms vowel and consonant are still in current use. 

1.5 Fundamentals of Phonology 

In phonological analysis, the social function of language appears to be die 
central concern. Phonology is the science of language investigating the sounds 
of language from die point of view of their function in a language system. 

Apart from die basic phonetic concept of the sound, die concept of the 
phoneme was also introduced. The latter is based on its function in the process 
of communication The term phoneme is derived from the Greek phonema 
(sound, speech). 

The fundamental difference between phonetics and phonology lies in the 
difference between the sound and the phoneme. 

The phoneme is die basic unit of the phonological level of language. It is a 
complex of phonic features, ie. articulatory. acoustic and auditory features, 
which enables the user to differentiate a certain sound, on the basis of the 
complex of features, from every other sound as an independent, non-
interchangeable unit capable of meaningful distinction. By means of the 

substitution of one phoneme for another, die meaning of a word can be 
changed (e.g. pen - ten). 

Thus phonemes arc abstract units based on the generalization of the basic 
and, for the given language, characteristic qualities of certain types of sounds. 

A sound is a non-recurrent phonic phenomenon. Every new 
materialization of a sound occurs under different conditions.Tlirough the 
generalization of the features typical of the individual articulations of one 
sound die sound type is obtained. Such a sound dius becomes a general 
representative of every concrete sound of a certain type. 

Phonemes form a system which is constituted by the mutual structural 
relations between its individual members. The features of phonemes are 
determined on the basis of (heir relations within the phonological structure. 
Mutual relations between two phonemes, established according to dieir 
similarities and differences, are called phonological oppositions Phoneme 
features are divided into two basic groups: 

(i) relevant features: the presence of which enables the phonemes to 
distinguish the meaning of words; consequently, these features are 
called distinctive features as they distinguish the meaning of words 

(ii) irrelevant features: diese features accompany the distinctive features; 
but their presence cannot influence meaningful distinction 

1.5.1 Materialization of Phonemes, A phoneme is phonically signalled by a 
sound. One phoneme can be materialized by several sounds which are called 
allophones or phoneme variants. 

A phoneme is a class of allophones The following diree classes of 
allophones are to be distinguished: 

(i) combinatory: positional variants dependent on the sound environment 
(ii) individual: depending on the materializations produced by individual 

speakers 
(iii) expressive: depending on their materializations within the styles of 

speech, e.g. declamatory, colloquial, familiar etc. 

1.5.2 Theories of Distinctive Features. In phonology several conceptions of 
distinctive features have been devised by individual schools of phonology. 
Two conceptions are noteworthy here, namely 

(i) die Prague School phonological theory: the Prague School, known as 
die phonological school, is mainly represented by N . S. Trubelzkoy; his 
theory is based on articulatory features 

(ii) Jakobson-Halie's binaristic phonological theory: based on acoustic 
phonetics and die invention of the sonograph 
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1.5.3 Phonological Theory of the Prague School. Trubetzkoy's exposition of 
his pioneering approach to phonology can be found in liis work Grundztige der 
Phonologie (Main Features of Phonology, 1939). 

Treatises of other members of (he Prague Linguistic Circle dealing with 
phonological problems were published in several collections of papers under 
the title Twaux du Cercle Linguistique de Prague (S. Karcevskij, J. Vachek, 
E. Novak). 

Adherents of the Linguistic School of Prague also tried to solve the 
problem of the mutual relationship between phonetics and phonology Both 
Trubetzkoy and Jakobson drew a very sliarp line of demarcation between 
phonetics and phonology. In their interpretation phonology was a component 
part of linguistics while phonetics was merely an auxiliary discipline ranking 
among the natural sciences. Later development was rather orientated towards 
an interpretation which stressed their interrelatedness (see Trnka, 1967). 

In the traditional conception of the Prague School the following distinctive 
features are recognized: 

(a) permanent features 
1. vocalic character (vowels vs. non-vowels) 
2. consonantal character (consonants vs. non-consonants) 
3. height (openness in vowels) 
4. localization (place of articulation in consonants) 
5. manner of articulation (in consonants) 
6. timbre (secondary articulation) 
7. nasality 
8. quantity (in vowels) 

(b) features capable of neutralization 
9. voiced vs. voiceless character 

10. tension (fortis vs. lenis) 
11. aspiration (aspirated vs. non-aspirated) 
12. recursion (recursive vs. infraglottal) 

In certain positions the features capable of neutralization disappear. Such 
instances are labelled as neutralization positions of the phoneme. 

From the logical point of view. Trubetzkoy distinguishes three types of 
phonological opposition: 

(i) privative oppositions, which are formed by pairs of phonemes; the 
difference between the two members of the pair is given by the 
presence or absence of a single relevant feature (e.g. the difference 
between /p/ - /b/) 

(ii) gradual oppositions, in which case the feature is present in both 
members of the pair, but to a different grade (e.g. the height in vowels 
M/e/) 

(in) equipollent oppositions, in which case the members of the pair differ 
in several features (e.g. the difference between /p/-/f/) 

According to Trnka (1967) and others, gradual opposition cannot be 
considered as true opposition. 

A further division of oppositions in Trubetzkoy is that of proportional and 
isolated oppositions. 

Proportional opposition is not restricted to one pair only; it exists in 
several pairs (e.g. Ipf - fbf, Itl - /dV. /k/ - /g/). 

Isolated opposition exists exclusively in one pair (e.g. Irl 
Phonemes are also divided into paired and impaired. 
Correlation is said to exist between two or more pairs of consonants in 

tlie phonological system when each pair has an identical basis for comparison, 
and the phonemes of one set liave a similar common feature which is absent in 
the phonemes of the other set. 

The correlation of voice is represented in the following way: 

(4) /pi - Itl - /k/ unmarked members, absence of voice 
fbl - /d/ - /g/ marked members, presence of voice 

1,5.4 Jakobson - Halle's Binaristic Phonological Theory. In this theory 
phonemes enter into a binary opposition the term binary means consisting of 
two members). Thus oppositions are reduced merely to the choice between the 
presence or the absence of a feature, ie, to a series of binary decisions. In this 
scheme they are presented as follows: 

(5) + presence of a feature 
- absence of a feature 

At the same time in tltis theory the independent existence of distinctive 
features is recognized as an expression of language universals. The phoneme is 
thus the final product, a bundle of distinctive features. Distinctive features are 
subdivided into two categories: 

(i) prosodic features, which are manifested in a syllable 
(ii) inherent features, which are manifested without any regard to the role 

they play within the syllable 
Prosodic features are: tone, force, quantity These features are analyzed 

on the basis of sonograph measurements (Visible Speech). The tone is 
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measured on the basis of frequency, the force on the basis of intensity and the 
quantity on the basis of time duration. 

Inherent features are subdivided into two groups: 
(a) sonority features, depending on the amount and concentration of 

energy in the spectrum and in time: 
1. vocalic vs. non-vocalic 
2. consonantal vs. non-consonantal 
3. compact vs. diffuse 
4. tense vs. lax 
5. voiced vs. voiceless 
6. nasalized vs. non-nasali/.cd 
7. discontinuous vs. continuant 
8. strident vs. mellow 
9. checked vs. unchecked 

(b) tonality features, which involve the ends of the frequency spectrum: 
10. grave vs. acute 
11. fiat vs. plain 
12 sharp vs. plain 

A detailed explanation of this conception can be found in Jakobson-Halle 
(1956). Distinctive features are determined by a spectral analysis of speech and 
complemented by a genetic (articulator}') analysis. 

Apart from the distinctive features, which are primary, other types of 
feature function in language as bearers of information. Configurative features 
signal the division of an utterance into units, being further subdivided into: 

(i) culminative features, separating units and determining their hierarchy 
(ii) demarcative features, having delimitative and integrating functions 

Expressive features emphasize certain parts of the utterance and indicate 
the emotional attitude of the speaker. 

Redundant features assist in the identification of similar or closely related 
features, distinctive and configurative. 

2 History of Phonetics and Phonology in the Field of English Studies 

2.1 Phonetic Research 

The tradition of phonetic research in Britain started approximately four 
hundred years ago. Early work in this field can hardly be compared with 
current phonetic research, since in its early stages this work dealt specifically 

with the comparison of English sounds with the sounds of other languages to 
meet the demands of practical language study. 

John Palsgrave wrote a French grammar (1530) containing descriptions of 
French and English sounds. The author distinguished the sound and the letter 
and introduced a transcription system. 

William Salesbury compared English and Welsh sounds in his Dictionary 
in Englvshe ana" Welshe (1547). In the 16th and 17th centuries linguists started 
to observe the relations between the letter and the sound. At tliat time spelling 
was not consistent, the same word would be written in different ways 
according to the usage of the writer. 

One phoneme was recorded by several graphemes and one grapheme 
represented several phonemes. The gap between pronunciation and spelling 
was enormous, much more evident tlian in any other period in the history of 
English and incomparable with many other languages. The adherents of a 
spelling reform had to analyze English sounds first to be able to propose a 
more logical relationsliip between the sound and its graphic representation. 

Thomas Smith (1568) made comments on die aspiration of English 
plosives and the syllabic nature of In! and /I/, and presented a precise 
description of the articulation of consonants. 

Jolui Hart, one of the most important phoneticians of the past, was the 
author of the work Orthographic (1569). In this work he advocated a spelling 
reform, described the organs of speech and defined vowels and consonants. 

In the 17 th century orthoepy was addressed by Alexander Gi l l . From the 
17 th century onwards interest in linguistic research started to overshadow a 
mere interest in spelling reform. At that time comparative studies on the sounds 
of various languages emerged together with classifications of sound types and 
presentations of systemic relationships between English sounds. 

The predecessors of modern phoneticians in the 17 th century were John 
Wallis, Bishop Jolui Wilkins and Cluistopher Cooper. 

In his principal linguistic work Grammatica Linguae Anglicanae (1653) 
John Wallis intended to help foreigners in the acquisition of English. He made 
attempts at establishing a general system of classification for the sounds in all 
languages similar to a model of universal categories. 

Bishop Jolui Wilkins published Essay towards a Real Character and a 
Philosophical Language (1668). The author described the function of the 
speech organs and presented a classification of sounds which surpassed that of 
John Wallis' 

Christopher Cooper is considered to be the greatest English phonetician of 
the 17 th century. His work The English Teacher, or the Discovery of the Art of 
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Teaching and Learning the English Tongue (1687) concentrated on the rules of 
the pronunciation of English. 

In the 18 th century the main interest of linguists was centered around the 
spelling and pronunciation norm, especially in Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of 
the English Language (1755), 

Sir William Jones is considered to be the first really scientific phonetician, 
and influenced Ellis and Bell in the 19th century. 

Alexander Jolm Ellis based his work on a systematic study of English 
pronunciation and English dialects of the time. Ellis wrote a compendium On 
Early English Pronunciation (1869-1889) which looked at the history of 
English pronunciation and contemporary English dialects His transcription 
system - known as Paleotype - is derived from the Latin and Greek alphabets. 
Ellis also developed other types of transcription, namely Glossic and, together 
with Isaac Pitman, Phonotype. 

Alexander Melville Bell was a lecturer on speech at the University of 
London. He published the book Visible Speech (1867) which contains a 
classification of sounds accompanied by a unique transcription system made up 
of non-alphabetic symbols applied lo the teacliing of the deaf. 

Henry Sweet was a disciple of Ellis and Bell. He revised the transcription 
system invented by Bell in his Revised Visible Speech. Later he returned to the 
alphabetic system of transcription and developed a system called Romic based 
on the Latin alphabet. There were two versions of Uiis system, namely Broad 
Romic and Narrow Romic. Broad Romic can be characterized as a phonemic 
transcription, whilst Narrow Romic is a more detailed phonetic transcription. 

Sweet is the author of several well-known works on English phonetics, 
such as A Primer of Spoken English (1911) and History of English Sounds 
(1888). In 1887 the International Phonetic Association accepted Sweet's Romic 
transcription system as die basis of official phonetic transcription. 

Among the 20 t h century phoneticians Daniel Jones won recognition for his 
well-known works on English pronunciation, such as An Outline of English 
Phonetics (1964), The Pronunciation of English (1966). and above all, his 
Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary (Ist edition 1917). He also made a 
contribution to the development of phonology with Ills work The Phoneme, its 
Nature and (/,«> (1950). 

The tradilion of English phonetics has been carried on by A. C. Gimson 
whose book An Introduction to the Pronunciation of English (3 r d edition 1980) 
has become a classic in die field of phonetics, paying due regard to the 
phonological aspect. 

J D. O'Connor has enriched the scope of phonetic literature with his lucid 
Phonetics (1973) and several practical handbooks on pronunciation, namely A 
Course of English Pronunciation and A Course of English Intonation (BBC 
courses). Better English Pronunciation (1967) and, in collaboration with G. F. 
Arnold. Intonation of Colloquial English (1961). 

At present the most important contribution to phonetic research is being 
made by the works of J. C Wells, especially in his 3-voIume Accents of 
English (1982). Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (1990) is his most 
appreciated work for general use. 

General phonetics is the main field of interest of D. Abercrombie. who 
was the author of Elements of General Phonetics (1967), 

2.2 Phonological Research 

In Greek linguistics the unit capable of forming meaningful entities was 
called the primary element' (stoichcon). 

In the Middle Ages Thomas Aquinas supported the view that it is possible 
lo mediate meaning through speech sounds. 

Before Aquinas, however, in the 12th century, an anonymous Icelandic 
scholar wrote a treatise called The First Discussion on Grammar. This work 
includes the principles of phonological analysis and its application. The work 
remained unknown until 1818 Yet it did not reach Europe and thus could not 
influence linguistic tliinking in its orientation towards phonology. 

2.2.1 Foundations of Modern Phonological Research. Jean Baudouin de 
Courtenay was the founder of the Kazan School. He worked in universities in 
Russia and in Poland. In his works he combined the abstract and Uie applied 
mainstream of linguistics and developed a new type of linguistic theory. 

Even during die early years of his scientific endeavour he embarked on the 
search for something general - the phoneme (not merely the sound as a 
concrete real substance in language). He also addressed die problem of the 
mutual relationship between the sound and the phoneme. 

His work can be subdivided roughly into two periods. During the first 
period, in the 1870s and 1880s. his approach to the solution to the problem can 
be characterized as morphological. His analysis of the phoneme was based on 
its function within the morpheme His attention was devoted especially to the 
phonetic and historical alternation. 

The result of his work in this period is An Attempt at the Theory of 
Phonetic Alternations (1881). His morphological approach of that period 
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influenced Trubetzkoy and Ihe phonologists of the Moscow Phonological 
School. 

During the second period, in die 1890s, Baudouin abandoned his 
morphological conception of the phoneme and tried to find the phoneme as a 
unit independent of Ihe morpheme. In his new conception the phoneme is 
grasped as a sound image which is pictured in the mind of the individual during 
die perception of a certain sound on the basis of a complex of articulators 
movements and the corresponding acoustic impression. The phonological 
conception of the secetid period was further developed by Baudouin's disciples 
N . V. Kruszewski and L, V . Scerba. 

N. V. Kruszewski was the first to use the term phoneme. In his conception 
the phoneme was interpreted as the sound image. L . V. Scerba continued in the 
tradition of Baudouin. Scerba defined phonemes as sound images but contrary 
to Baudouin he mentioned generalized images. He went a step further by 
relating sound images to semantic images. He was the first scholar in the 
history of linguistics to understand the phoneme as a unit capable of word and 
morpheme distinctions, and he contrasted the phoneme with the phoneme 
variant (the latter being deprived of the ability to make a distinction in 
meaning). In later years Scerba reevaluated his conception of the phoneme and 
his final definition is the following: 

A phoneme is a sound type having the ability to distinguish words and 
their forms and thus serving the needs of human communication. Phoneme 
variants are sound variants which are really uttered: they are the individuals 
representing the general. The phoneme incorporates the unity between the 
individual and the general, ie. (lie individual sounds which are uttered and their 
generalized reflection in the mind of the language user. The phoneme also 
incorporates the unity between the concrete and the abstract. The phoneme is 
an abstract unit and its concrete materialization is that of its sound. 

2.2.2 Roots of Phonology in British Phonetics. Henry Sweet in Iris Handbook 
of Phonetics (1877) explains sound differences "corresponding to the 
difference in meaning" and "other differences which are not significant and 
cannot change the meaning". Even before Sweet, however, Pitman and Ellis 
came to the conclusion that "no letter represents absolutely the same sound 
except in connection wiUi the same letters" (Phonotype), 

In the phonetic transcription system of the International Phonetic 
Association the rule is applied according to which "every sound wliich can 
change the meaning of the word if it is used in the place of another sound, must 
correspond to a different letter" (IPA Alphabet). 

2,3 Advances in Phonological The.oiy and Schools of Phonology 

2.3.1 Linear Phonology. The traditional view of phonological structures as 
one-dimensional, non-hierarchical strings of sound units (segments) is labelled 
linear phonology. It is clear thai linear representation is not adequate for many 
types of inorphophonemic processes such as tone, nasalization, segmental 
length, vowel harmony etc. 

In phonology, linearity is an organizational principle through which each 
occurrence of a phoneme is associated with a specific sequence of phones 
(minimally one phone) which realize thai phoneme. Thus, if phoneme A 
precedes phoneme B, Uien phone(s) A ' will precede phone(s) B ' . 

2.3.2 Autosegmental Phonology. Autosegmental phonology is characterized by 
a non-linear, hierarchical representation which allows mappings between 
different lines of segments. The term autosegmental has been coined on die 
basis of die practice representing separately strings of units which are 
autonomous, ie. independent of die basic segments, namely vowels and 
consonants. These autosegments are understood as segments in their own right. 

Autosegmental phonology deals with phonological expression in separate 
tiers (layers), one tier for segments, another lor tones. This approach allows a 
different number of elements in each tier and does not require die coincidence 
of boundaries. Different layers can be added to die representation whenever 
they are needed, ie. syllables, timing tiers, C-V tiers, stresses, nasality , tone 
etc. Thus autosegmental phonology recognizes independent existence of the 
above-mentioned elements from phonemes. 

2.3.3 Prosodic Phonology. Prosodic phonology was founded by the British 
linguist J. R. Firth (1890-1960). The notion of prosody extending over stretches 
of utterance (syllable prosodies, sentence prosodies etc.) and representing a 
synthetic approach to language study includes syllable structure, stress, 
intonation, quantity and grammatical correlations in die piece, phrase, clause 
and sentence. 

His principle by which prosodies are defined is polysystemic, ie. allowing 
die existence of phonological systems at different places in grammatical, 
lexical or phonological structure, and regarding the elements of structure as 
prosodically interdependent. According to Firth "phonology states the 
phonematic and prosodic processes within word and sentence and the 
phonetician links all ihis widi the processes and features of utterance" (Papers 
in Linguistics 1934-1951,1957: 183, Selected Papers of J. R. Firth 1952-1959, 
1968: 175). 
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2.3.4 Metrical Phonology. Libernian and Prince (1977) proposed to account 
for stress and rhydim by means of a formal system involving metrical trees. 
The trees which are the central type of structure, like in syntax, make it 
possible to predict the distribution of stress in words and phrases. Each 
brandling node is hierarchically ordered, ie. it has one strong (dominant) and 
one weak (dependent) branch. 

Metrical phonology is a theory of phonology in which phonological 
strings are represented in a hierarchical manner, using notions such as segment, 
syllable, foot and word. 

Originally this approach covered stress, but it was later extended to the 
whole domain of syllable structure and phonological boundaries. Stress 
patterns are considered to reflect die relations of prominence between the 
syntactic and die morphological constituents. The underlying metrical structure 
of words and phrases may be represented in the form of a metrical tree, whose 
nodes (ie. branches) reflect the relative metrical strength between sister 
constituents (s = strong, w = weak). 

The following cliart is taken from D. Crystal's >1 Dictionary of Linguistics 
and Phonetics (1992; 218) 

(6) 

John left hard boiled egg 

2.3.5 Lexical Phonology. A theory of phonology in which morphological and 
phonological rules are brought togctiier within a single framework. The 
approach is based on the insight that much of phonology operates together with 
die word-forniation rules in a cyclic fashion to define the class of lexical items 
in a language. The morphological sub-theory is level-ordered: affixes arc 
differentiated not by use of boundary markers, but by being divided into 
distinct subsets (numbered levels or strata) within die lexicon, where the 
division of word-formation rules corresponds to a division among die 
phonological rules. 

The phonological sub-theory is divided into a lexical component 
(sometimes called a cyclic) and a postlexical component (sometimes called a 
post-cyclic) component. 

2.3.6 Dependency Phonology. Dependency phonology makes use of the 
principles of dependency grammar to constitute a model of the internal 

relational structure of segments. The syllable is seen as a dependency structure, 
with a governor and dependents. A syllabic element (a vowel or a syllabic 
consonant) is die minimal obligatory component of a syllable, odier elements 
being marginal, governed by their syllabic. The degree of dependency is also 
represented vertically on a dependency graph, die governor being degree zero 
willi odier levels (degree one, etc.) as on this graph for cat taken from D. 
Crystal's A Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics (1992: 98): 

(7) ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ (degree zero) 

k l (degree one) 

2.3.7 Generative Phonology. Generative Phonology seeks to establish a single 
underlying representation for every morpheme, from which the speaker will 
then derive, or generate, die appropriate phonetic surface form in any given 
context. This objective is not shared by phonemic dieory. The fact dial the 
word long has two phonemic representations, namely that in the word long and 
another one in die morphologically complex form longer, is not a problem for 
ihis dieory. 

For a generativist, complex derivations are a matter of necessity rather 
dian choice, arising from the overall objective of Generative Phonology, 
Similarly, vowel parameters, alternations such as divine - divinity fall into die 
domain of Generative Phonology: here, again, is a morpheme with two 
different phonetic surface forms which diercfore must be derivational!y related, 

2.3.8 Government Phonology. In diis dieory die phonological phenomena in 
die representations are derived directly from universal principles and language 
specific parameters. The most important terms are licensing and government. 

Lincensing is die relation between nuclear positions, ie, heads, which are 
usually unlicensed, and dependent positions. 

(8) X licenses Y when X makes Y 's presence possible. 

Nuclear positions can be licensed or not by a parameter specific to a 
language. 

Government is local, die governor and die governee must be adjacent, die 
direction being given by die value of the parameter. 

(9) X governs Y when X assigns to Y a feature, or some status. 
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3 20th Century English Phonetics and Phonology 

3.1 Pronunciation of Present-Day English 

Problems of English Pronunciation nonns and English pronunciation 
variants ltave been tackled by a number of linguists. The most significant 
contribution is that of Daniel Jones. In his book The Pronunciation of English 
he states that "no two people pronounce exactly alike" and he concludes that 
" [ i l l cannot be said that any standard exists" (1966: 3). If, according to Jones, 
the public required unified standardized pronunciation, he liad no doubts that 
such a norm would be constituted. 

Jones' Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary (14 t h edition 1979) 
was considered by Jones himself to be a recording of really existing 
pronunciation winch can be heard in the South of England in the everyday 
speech of people educated at public schools. Far from preferring any 
pronunciation variant, his intention was to record a type of pronunciation in 
use. Jones did, however, consider the norm necessary for reasons provided by 
two groups of users: 

(i) diose who lace difficulties with their local pronunciation in 
communication in other areas 

(ii) foreigners learning English 
The 14 th edition of Jones' Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary, 

revised by A .C . Gimson, reflects the dynamic character of English 
pronunciation, and records Die substantial changes which have taken place in it 
in recent decades, whilst simultaneously representing, in the interpretation of 
its editor A. C, Gimson, a revision of some basic concepts, notation and the 
arrangement of entries in the dictionary. The most striking changes concern the 
definition of Received Pronunciation (RP). 

3.1.1 Received Pronunciation. The character of RP is no longer strictly bound 
to die social status of the speaker. In Giinson's new conception, RP reflects a 
style of pronunciation which has a regional basis and a wide intelligibility. 

Thus RP status has been extended to include those regional varieties of 
pronunciation which are current and acceptable from the point of view of the 
present state of pronunciation. 

In Well's Longman Pronunciation Dictionary (1990) die recorded model 
represents what Wells labels "a modernized version of the type known as 
Received Pronunciation". In die introduction to the dictionary Wells gives a 
short overview of the development of the concept of Received Pronunciation. 

To him. RP is associated particularly with "educated formal speech". He takes 
RP and B B C pronunciation as alternative names for the same model. Although 
he states that the changes which ltave taken place in society necessitate a 
broader definition of RP than before, he rather understands RP in England as a 
social accent- not a local, regional accent associated with a particular region. 
The 'classical' RP model makes a distinction between three forms of 
pronunciation, namely 

(i) conservative RP forms, used by the older generation, and as a result of 
tradition also by certain professions and social groups 

(ii) general RP forms, used currently in the pronunciation of BBC 
announcers 

(iii) advanced RP forms, used especially by young people from the upper 
end of the social-class continuum, and for reasons of prestige also by 
certain professional circles. 

In summary, it can be stated that Received Pronunciation is a rather 
controversial issue because of the lack of unanimity on the subject. 

Eighty years after the publication of the first edition of Daniel Jones' 
English Pronouncing Dictionary (first published by J. M . Dent & Sons Ltd. 
1917). which has gained wide popularity alongside the high reputation of the 
London School of Phonetics founded by Jones and Iris followers, the English-
speaking public has been presented with a newly-revised, updated, extended 
and computer-based 15 ,h edition of this highly appreciated and indispensable 
work. This new edition has tlic models of current British English and American 
English pronunciations as its base. Over 80,000 entries (compared with over 
59,000 words in die 14th edition) form die body of the dictionary. The 15th 
edition is a joint effort between Professor Peter Roach from the University of 
Reading and Professor James Hartnian from the University of Kansas. 

The original concept of Received Pronunciation, widespread and 
indicative of social status rather than function, was considered to be 
'imprecise' even by A. C Gimson, Consequently, this controversial label has 
been completely abandoned in the present edition. 'The time has come to 
abandon the archaic name Received Pronunciation" (Introduction, v). Instead, 
die concept of B B C English drawing on (he pronunciation of B B C newsreaders 
and announcers - whose pronunciation is based on a reasonable consensus and 
has no evident social class connotations - has been adopted as a "more 
broadly-based and accessible model accent Tor British English" (Introduction, 
v). 

The major and most striking innovation is the simultaneous presentation of 
the American English counterpart reflecting a type of pronunciation termed 
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'General American', which is neither markedly social nor regional in character. 
The two varieties of Present-Day English are thus treated as equal in 
importance within the English-speaking world. The much desired recognition 
of die equal status of British and American English embodied in the 15 l h 

edition of Daniel Jones' Everyman's English Pronouncing Dictionary had been 
done justice to previously by J. C Wells' Longman Pronouncing Dictionary 
( l s l edition 1990). and much earlier by J.W. Lewis' A Concise Pronouncing 
Dictionary of British andAmerican English (Oxford University Press 1972). 

As stated in the Introduction, die choice of pronunciation, or pronunciation 
variant(s), has been determined by intuition and careful observation of English 
pronunciation, especially broadcast English Thus the language of the mass 
media of communication, namely the language of broadcasting, has been 
chosen as the representative of present-day pronunciation and bridges by its 
true nature the diversity of ways of pronunciation widi regard to the social and 
regional spectrum. 

Anodier interesting feature is the implemenlation of the distinction 
between common and uncommon words; whereas the former category is 
generally connected with an informal style of speaking, the latter category of 
words is pronounced more carefully. In general, the level of formality is a 
crucial indicator of the means of language in use. Therefore this distinction at 
the level of the sound makes an important contribution to the degree of 
pragmatic awareness of the users of the dictionary. 

Standard accents chosen for British and American English used by 
educated speakers of English (Introduction, vi) are the basic criteria for the 
choice of the pronunciation (or pronunciation variants) in the novel version of 
the English Pronouncing Dictionary. In the new edition some technical changes 
can be observed. 

Syllable division lias reappeared in the 15 t h edition, after being abandoned 
in the 14 lh edition. This notion is fully justified, since syllable division is 
understood as an appropriate supportive characteristic useful for foreign 
learners of English At the same time this thoughtful procedure can be best 
utilized for purposes of automatic tagging. 

The transcription used in the dictionary is phonemic; phonetic details are 
not usually implemented. The fundamental requirement placed on tiie 
presentation of pronunciation is that of simplicity, in harmony with the "realist" 
tradition established by Jones (Introduction, viii). 

While pronunciation is subject to constant changes, a frequent change of 
trancription is felt to be an obstacle. Therefore no major change in the 
transcription system lias been introduced in the present edition. Since the 

majority of foreign words arc anglicized, very few symbols different from the 
inventory of English phonemes are utilized. 

Stressing ranks among one of the most critical issues in making a 
pronouncing dictionary because (he stress patterns in polysyllabic words 
sometimes vary, also due to the context. Therefore in such instances die 
possibility of stress-shifts has been marked, which is very useful for the 
orientation of the foreign learner. 

One or the basic differences between the British accent and the American 
accent is the treatment of Irl. British English is non-rhotic, whereas the 
American accent is rhotic (r is pronounced when found in spelling). For British 
accent, potential uses of irl in such positions, especially in the word-final 
position, are indicated by a superscript Irl. Tliis occurs only in relation to the 
linking r. The intrusive r, because it is a controversial element upon which 
agreement has not been reached by phoneticians, has been avoided. 

Other optional sounds or elisions are less systematically indicated because 
they arc not used by all native speakers. 

12 Notation 

A system of symbols which stands for segments constitutes phonetic 
notation. Phonetic notation is predominantly used in transcription, which 
represents not only a written recording of spoken texts but also dieir phonic 
analysis. 

In English, transcription is of special importance since English 
orthography does not reflect the present-day state of pronunciation. 

English orthography is not phonemic. After the Norman Conquest die 
scribes mixed two spelling systems - English and French The process of 
unification started before Caxton. With the introduction of printing to England 
in 1476 William Caxton brought a consensus with regard to spelling and 
punctuation. The usage based on die speech of die London area soon ceased to 
reflect further changes in the development of pronunciation, which has always 
been very dynamic. Real, up-to-date pronunciation can thus be recorded only 
by means of transcription. 

In the liistory of phonetic research diere lias been a vast number of 
attempts at establishing die most adequate system of notation. Two basic 
notation systems arc distinguished, namely analpliabetic and alphabetic. 
Alphabetic notation consists of symbols which have been taken from existing 
alphabets, especially those of Latin and Greek, 

En analphabetic notation special signs arc used constituting a symbol. 
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3.2.1 Types of Transcription. The system of international transcription in use 
today ( IPA Alphabet) was introduced at the end of the 19fh century. 
A key to the system of symbols for English forms part of all dictionaries 
reflecting pronunciation Two types of transcription are distinguished: 

(i) phonetic transcription: a symbol represents a sound, phoneme 
variants liave their own symbols 

(ii) phonological transcription, a symbol represents a phoneme including 
its phoneme variants 

4 The Subsystem of English Vocalic Phonemes 

4.1 Articulation, Acoustics and Perception of Vowels 

Acoustic characteristics of vocalic phonemes arc very clearly defined: 
vowels are tones characterized by a certain pitch. 

Articulator/ characteristics, however, present a problem. Articulalory 
activity is confined to the modification of die size and shape of the oral cavity. 
During articulation no contacts of speech organs can be identified. 

In the process of vocalic articulations the following speech organs are 
predominantly involved: 

(a) the tongue: its relevant position during articulation 
(b) die hps: the relevant character of lip opening 
(c) the soft palate: its relevant position during articulation 

Vocalic quality is the result of the shared activity of the above-mentioned 
speech organs. A l l vowels are voiced, the vocal cords taking an active part in 
their articulation. 

4.1.1 The Tongue Position. Since the times of Bell and Sweet (19 ( h century), 
diree basic positions of the tongue have been distinguished on the horizontal 
line, as well as three basic positions in the vertical line. 
In die 20 l h century Daniel Jones devised a system of cardinal vowels. 

Cardinal vowels represent a reliable system for die classification of 
vowels, a standard reference system according to which vowels of any 
language can be compared and specified. 

Cardinal vowels arc defined by Jones (1966) as "specially selected vowel-
sounds which can conveniendy be used as points of reference from which other 
vowels can be measured". These vowels correspond to utmost tongue positions 
which equal the highest degree of a certain quality - e.g. frontness. liighness 

etc. in C [i] - and at the same lime the greatest articulatory effort necessary for 
its articulalion (C = cardinal). 

Cardinal vowels are artificial, ie. (he existing vowels of individual 
languages are more or less similar to them. Jones' scheme consists of eight 
primary cardinal vowels which are familiar to speakers of most European 
languages. Secondary cardinal vowels (10 vowels) are less familiar. 

In the horizontal line, vowels are divided according to the part of the 
tongue which is raised during the articulation, into: 

(a) front: the front part of Uie tongue is raised towards die liard palate 
(b) central: the central part of die tongue is raised 
(c) back; the back part of the tongue is raised towards die soft palate 

In the vertical line vowels are divided according to the height of die 
tongue into: 

(a) high - mid - low, or 
(b) close - half - close - half-open - open 

Thus cardinal vowels are extremes of vocalic quality which are obtained 
through an a priori acciuate division of the space of the oral cavity available for 
articulation, 

(10) Primary cardinal vowels 

Fron t Cen t ra l B a c k 

4.1.2 Position of the Lips, Vocalic quality depends also on the position of the 
lips, the size of the opening and the degree of rounding and spreading. Three 
basic positions of the lips are distinguished: 

(a) rounded: the comers of die lips arc brought towards each other and the 
lips are pushed forward 

(b) spread: the corners of die lips are moved away from each other 
(c) neutral: die l ip i are neither noticeably rounded or spread 

Front vowels are generally unrounded; back vowels are rounded. 
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4.1.3 Position of the Soft Palate. The function of tiie soft palate in articulation 
is explained in the section on general phonetics (see 1.3 Production of Speech). 

There are no nasal vowels in English. In some varieties of English, 
however, nasalized vowels occur during articulation in which the soft palate is 
slightly lowered and nasal prommciation is heard. Nasalized vowels arc 
common in the Cockney dialect of London and in American English, the latter 
being described as the nasal twang. 

4.1.4 The Opposition of Tension in \bwels. The muscular tension of the tongue 
is considered to be another important factor in the articulation of certain 
vocalic qualities. According to this criterion, vowels arc divided into tense 
(presence of tension) and la.\ (absence of tension). This opposition, however, 
exists onlv in high vowels It i / and Iv: vi. Mid and low vowels do not display 
this opposition. 

4.1.5 The Inventory of English Vocalic Phonemes. In the vocalic subsystem of 
English two groups of vowels are distinguished; 

(i) pure vowels: vowels which remain constant 
(ii) diphthongs: vowels which consist of a movement or glide 

In RP, twenty vocalic phonemes can be distinguished (according to 
Gimson. 1980). The vocalic phonemes are further subdivided into: 

(1) seven relatively short vowels / i , e. ae. A . a, v, a/ 
(2) five relatively long vowels /n. a:, o:, u:. * / 
(3) three closing diphthongs ending in N /ex at. M / 
(4) two closing diphthongs ending in Ivl aW 
(5) diree centring diphthongs ending in /a/ Zia. tm, ue / 

4.1.6 Vocalic Quantity in English. Vocalic quantity can be investigated only in 
close connection with the corresponding vocalic quality. English vocalic 
quantity is not as absolute as in Czech, but relative, dependent on the 
surrounding context, ie. die sound environment. Tliis modifies vocalic quantity 
to a large extent. An important role is played here by the type of consonant 
following a vowel. 

A fortis consonant causes a comparative shortening of the preceding long 
vowel. 

A lenis consonant does not cliange vocalic quantity in long vowels. 
A fortis consonant does not change vocalic quantity in short vowels. 

A lenis consonant causes a comparative prolongation of the preceding short 
vowel. 

In word-final positions the length of vowel, whether long or short, remains 
die same. 

The sum total of the duration of the English long vowel plus the fortis 
consonant is identical wiili the duration of the long vowel plus the lenis 
consonant. It is a well-known fact that, as regards duration, a lenis consonant is 
considerably shorter than its fortis counterpart; the difference in die quantity of 
consonants is compensated for by modification of the vocalic quantity. 

Similarly, the sum total of the duration of an English short vowel plus the 
fortis consonant is identical with the duration of the English short vowel plus 
the lenis consonant. Let us compare the following English words regarding 
their vocalic quantity: 

(II) bit: short vowel 
bid: prolonged vowel 
beat: shortened vowel 
bead: long vowel 

The differences between English vowels lie not only in their quantity but 
predominantly in their quality (timbre). The timbre of a short vowel is 
considerably different from tiiat of its long counterpart. This is in contrast to 
Czech, where differences in vowels lie specifically in their quantity, the quality 
of a short and its corresponding long vowel being approximately the same. 

4.1.7 The Opposition of Contact. Since the opposition of tension in English 
vowels cannot be considered as primary because it can be found only in high 
vowels, the quantitative and qualitative relations between English vowels are 
most adequately reflected in the opposition of contact. The basic criterion of 
this opposition is die link between the monophthong and the following 
consonant. The basic marker of the given opposition is the checked character 
of the articulation of the vowel due to the following consonant. 

In British phonetic terminology the terms checked vs. free are in use. 
Jakobson and Halle have also coined the terms close contact vs. loose (non-
close) contact. 

The vowel becomes checked when the following consonant becomes 
connected widi the vowel as early as in the phase of the articulation proper of 
the vowel, before the off-glide of the vocalic articulation. In this way an 
English short vowel is linked with the following consonant, e.g. / i / as in lip. 

The vowel is free (unchecked) when it lias gone through all the phases of 
its articulation (on-glide, articulation proper, off-glide), and only then is die 
articulation of the following consonant started. In tliis way die English long 
monophthong is linked with the following consonant, e.g. tr.i as in leap. 
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4.2 Phonetic Description of English Monophthongs 

With regard to the general tendencies in the development of English 
monophthongs. Barber (1966) mentions two distinctive trends which can be 
observed in present-day English: 

(i) the short vowels all seem to be becoming slightly more central in 
position, and they also liavc a tendency to be lengthened 

(ii) die two long vowels. fvJ at the front and lv:l at the back, are both being 
diphthongized 

(12) Tongue Positions of Vowels 
Fron t Centra l B a c k 

Close ^ ^ r 1 

Half-closeV VV 

Half-open V ^ * 

Open \ 

4.2.1 Phonetic Characteristics of English Monophthongs. 
Ir.1 front, high, tense, lips arc spread, distinct diphthongization, especially in 

word-final position 
It/ front, centralized, lips are slightly spread, lax; it occurs also in unstressed 

syllables in which it alternates with 1*1, and the materialization with 1*1 
is considered more common. In several cases the opposition of meaning 
is created due to the opposition 111 vs. 1*1 e.g. 

(13) allusion vs. illusion 
accept v.v. except 
sitter vs. city 

Id front, articulated in the position between half-close and half-open, lips 
are slightly spread. In advanced RP /e/ becomes lengthened or 
diphthongized towards /e7 e.g. 

(14) men 

/ « / front, articulated in the position between half-open and open. This vowel 
becomes slightly lengthened in RP before a lenis consonant. The 
lengtheiung of this vowel is equivalent to long monophthongs. Thus in 

the phonological system of English a new quantitative-qualitative 
relation is being established similar to the relation between Id and Itl: 

(15) b a d ™ bed 

IAJ central, articulated in the position between half-open and open, lips are 
neutral 

/a:/ back, centralized, open, lips are neutral 
lol back, articulated in the position between half-open and open, lips are 

slightly rounded 
/»:/ almost fully back, articulated in the position' between half-open and 

half-close, lips are quite strongly rounded 
/o:/ lias replaced the diphthong / W . which in Jones' system occupies a 

special position 
Ivl almost half-ciosc, back, centralized, lips are rounded, lax; it occurs both 

in stressed and unstressed positions 
lu:l back, close, tense, lips arc moderately rounded: this vowel becomes 

distinctly diphthongized, especially in the word-final position 
Iml mid, articulated half-way between close and open, central, articulated 

lialf-way between front and back. It is generally described as lax, ie. not 
articulated with much energy. The quality of this vowel is not always 
the same. The phonetic term frequently used in connection with this 
vowel is mixed vowel or schwa. 

/*-./ central, mid, lips are neutral. The articulation of 1*1 and /*•.! causes 
difficulties to foreign learners of English 

4.3 Phonetic Description of English Diphthongs 

Before addressing the characteristics of diphthongs, it is necessary to draw 
a line between the hiatus and the diphthong. 

The hiatus is a connection of two vocalic elements (monophthongs) on 
the borderline of two syllables. The diphthong consists of two vocalic 
elements within die same syllable 

In English diphthongs it is generally the first element which is prominent 
with regard to length and stress. Diphthongs of this type are called falling 
diphthongs Contrary to these rising diphthongs also exist in which the 
second element is prominent ( more intensive). Only two diphthongs in English 
may, under certain circumstances, become prominent, namely li*l and / W 
when they bridge the morpheme boundary as in happier and doer. 
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As to length, diphthongs tire equivalent to long monophthongs and (heir 
length is also relative, depending on the sound environment. Their first element 
becomes prolonged before a lenis consonant and remains short before a fortis 
consonant. 

4.3.1 Classification of English Diphthongs. Another term used for a diphthong 
is glide, ie. a sound characterized by a movement from one vocalic element to 
another. The basic division of English diphdiongs is into centring and closing. 

(16) Division of English Diphthongs 

DIPHTHONGS 

ending in a ending in i ending in i> 

A A A 
ia ea rta er ai oi w av 

4.3.2 Phonetic Characteristics of Centring Diphthongs. Centring diphthongs 
glide towards the /a/ vowel. The inventory of this type consists of three 
diphthongs, namely /ea/ and / W . 

In the starting point is a little closer than the monophthong /W. the 
glide is directed towards a more or less open variant of /a/. In some cases this 
diphthong becomes a rising one. especially when /a/ has a morpheme status 
and as such the connection til + /a/ in fact represents a hiatus, e.g. die 
comparative degree of adjectives such as easier and happier. 

In /ee/ the starting point is approximately the same as C IfJ and the glide is 
directed towards a more open variant of /a/, especially when it occurs in the 
word-final position. In the advanced type of RP this diphthong becomes 
monophthongized towards IvJ in declare. 

In /«a/ the starting point is a little closer than the monophthong Ivl. The 
glide is directed towards a more or less open variant of /a/. This diphthong may 
become rising in unstressed syllables when the second element becomes more 
prominent as in detour. 

4.3.3 Phonetic Characteristics of Closing Diphthongs. A l l closing diphthongs 
arc characterized by a glide towards a closer vowel. The second element of the 
diphthong being weak/non-proininent, it often does not reach a position that 

could be called close. It is important that a glide from a relatively more open 
towards a relatively more close vocalic element becomes evident. 

The inventory of this type consists of three diphthongs gliding towards /»/ 
and two diphthongs gliding towards Ivl. 

/ « / The first element is closer than the monophthong /e/: it has several 
allophones, the most open of thein being /sal, which is socially 
determined (Cockney); there is a comparatively wide range of variants 
of Uiis diphthong within RP. and outside RP many variants occur which 
are either geographically or socially determined; in many British 
regional dialects a long monophthong can be heard corresponding to 
RP/ci / . 

/ai/ The first element of this diphthong is articulated in a position slightly 
behind the front open position /a/; the glide is much more extensive 
than that of /et/; the starting point may be similar to the articulation 
used in the advanced type of/ei / ; a long monophdiong. long fronted 
/a:/, can also be found in advanced RP. 

foil This diphthong starts between the back half-open and open positions 
and moves in the direction of /a/; the first element is rounded, the 
second neutral; it is the only glide with a back starting point (excluding 
/oa/); thus /oi/ can be can be considered asymmetrical in the RP 
diphthongal system. 

/an)/ The vowel position for the on-glide is the same as for the 'schwa' 
vowel; the lips may be slightly rounded in anticipation of the glide 
towards Ivl which is quite noticeably rounded; the conservative type of 
pronunciation is shifted backwards. 

/an/ This diphthong begins with a vowel similar to /a/, a little fronted; the 
glide towards Ivl is not completed; die lips are only slightly rounded, 

4.3.4 Phonetic Characteristics of English Triphthongs. Triphthongs are the 
most complex sounds of the vocalic type. They can be explained as 
combinations of closing diphthongs with /«/ added. 

The inventory of triphthongs consists of five vocalic combinations, 
namely /eia/, /aW, / « » / , /««»/, Inval. 

The pronunciation of triphthongs is rather difficult to learn. In present-day 
English triphthongs very often become diphthongized, in which case the 
central element is elided, or even monophthongized to a long monophthong, 
e.g. fire,flower. 

4.3.5 General Tendencies in the Subsystem of English Diphthongs. Barber 
(1966) states that "While new diphthongs are ... being formed, there is perhaps 
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a tendency for some of the existing diphthongs (o be smoothed out, Uiat is, for 
the glide to become shorter, so that they are more like pure vowels". 

Thus opposing tendencies can be observed in the present-day vocalic 
system, namely the tendency towards diphthongizauon of monophthongs and 
vice versa, ie. the tendency towards the monophthongization of diphthongs. 

4.4 Phonological Interpretation of English Diphthongs 

The basic problem which arises in interpretation is whether diphthongs are 
monophonemic or biphonemic units. Opinions differ regarding dus 
dichotomy. An exhaustive treatise on the problem was presented by Vachek in 
(1976), 

According to Vachek, closing diphthongs are interpreted as 
monophonemic. whilst centring diphthongs are interpreted as biphonemic. 

Closing diphthongs arc monophonemic due to the fact that from the 
phonetic point of view both elements are mutually dependent; they cannot be 
separated during dieir articulation, and ihcir elements differ from die existing 
monophthongs. 

The only monophdiong in which the elements are independent is the 
diphthong N which occupies a special position outside the system. 

The monophthongs Ivi and /u:/. which become diphthongized, complete 
the chart of monophonemic diphthongs as follows; 

(17) l-al hi Ivut 
/ei/ hi/ Iwt 
Isuf /a:/ /ml + /oil 

Centring diphthongs arc biphonemic From the phonetic point of view, 
their first elements are articulated in the same way as monophthongs. Their 
second clement, 'schwa', is much more stable in comparison with the second 
element of closing diphthongs. 

According to Barber (1966), there is a tendency in the diphthongs /is/ and 
/ W to replace the diphthongs with a sequence of two monophthongs, 
especially in the word-final position, e.g. clear, dear. 

In the medial position such a materialization is sull considered non
standard. 

Generally speaking, there is a tendency in the English vocalic system to 
eliminate centring diphthongs as a phonological category. The 
monophthongization of diese diphthongs is very common, eg. iayear it is not 
die /iW which is pronounced but hi: in sure /»:/ is pronounced instead of /va/. 

According to Wells' Longman Pronouncing Dictionary the pronunciation of 
die word year is still bound to be /iW, with only 20% of speakers pronouncing 
die /*/ (the rcsidts of the British English poll panel); in the case of .we die 
materialization with the hi/ ranks first. 

5 The Subsystem of English Consonantal Phonemes 

5.1 Classification of English Consonants 

Consonants are easily characterized from the articulatory point of view 
with regard to the type of blockage in die air stream and contacts of the 
articulatory organs. 

From the articidatory and acoustic points of view, consonants are 
classified according to the following criteria: 

(a) place of articulation 
(b) manner of articulation 
(c) acoustic impression 
(d) position of the soft palate 

5.1.1 Place of Articulation. According to die place of articulation. English 
consonants are divided into ten groups: 

(1) bilabial/p, b. m/ 
(2) labio-dental /f. \l 
(3) dental /fl, 67 
(4) alveolar /t, (I, s, z, n, 1/ 
(5) post-alveolar /tr, dr/ 
(6) palato-alveolar //. 3, t ,d / 
(7) palatal/j/ 
(8) velar/k,g,n/ 
(9) glottal /h,?/ 
(10) labio-velar/w/ 

5.1.2 Manner of Articulation. The type of obstacle which hinders the escape of 
the air stream forms another important criterion in the classification of 
consonants. The first type of obstacle is in the form of a closure, which can be 
complete, partial or intermittent. Consonants formed by means of a closure fall 
into the category of occlusives (or stops). 

English occlusives are /p, t, k, b, <l, g/. These are formed by means of a 
complete closure. 
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A special group is represented by nasal occlusives (nasal stops): Im. n, n/. 
By means of a partial closure the lateral consonant l\l is formed, during 

the articulation of which the air stream can escape either on one side 
(unilateral) or on both sides (bilateral). 

By means of an intermittent closure the vibrant allophone of Irl (the 
lingual roll) and the flap (a single tap r) are formed. 

A special type of occlusive is represented by a glottal stop 17/. In this case 
the complete closure is formed by the glottis. 

The second form of obstacle is a narrowing. Consonants formed by means 
of a narrowing fall into the category of constrictives or spirants English 
spirants are ft, v, s, z. J, 3, h/. 

A combination of closure + narrowing is characteristic of semi-occlusives. 
English semi-occlusives are /((/ and /dj/. 
5.1.3 Acoustic Impression. According to lite acoustic impression, the following 
groups of consonants are distinguished: plosives, affricates and fricatives. 

English plosives are as follows, /p. h, t, d, k, g/. 
Nasal plosives represent a special group: /nr. n, n/. The glottal plosive 171 

is specific as regards articulation and use. 
English affricates are /tJ7 and /(I3/ Sometimes ltd and /dr/ are also 

included among affricates. 
English fricatives are as follows: If, v, 0. 0. s, z, (. 3, hi. Within fricatives 

a special group is constituted by sibilants, which are subdivided into hissing 
and hushing. 

Hissing sibilants arc /s, z/. hushing sibilants /J, 3/. 
5.1.4 Position of the Soft Palate. According to the position of the soft palate, 
oral and nasal consonants are distinguished. English nasals are /m, n. rj/ 

(18) Table of English Consonants (Roach. 1983) 

Place of articulation 

Bi lab ia l Labiodental Dental Alveolar Palato-alveolar 
(Post-alveolar) 

Palatal Velar Glottal 

Plosive P ° 1 d k K 

Fricative f v ft o s 1 i 3 h 

Affricate 
Nasal m n n. 

Lateral 1 

Approximate w r j 

5.2 Phonological Interpretation of English Consonants 

The following oppositions present in English consonants are of special 
importance: 

(19) (i) opposition of tension 
(ii) opposition of voice 
(in) opposition of continuance 
(iv) opposition of stridency 
(v) opposition of nasality 

5.2.1 The Opposition of Tension. According to the presence v. absence of 
muscular tension during articulation, consonants fall into the categories fortis 
vs. lenis, 

5.2.2 The Opposition of Voice. According to the participation v. non-
participation of the vocal cords in articulation, consonants fall into the 
categories voiced vs. voiceless. 

It is very important Uiat the basic difTcrencc between Czech and English 
with regard to the oppositions of voice and tension is stressed. In Czech, voice 
is a relevant feature while in English voice is irrelevant. In English, tension is a 
relevant feature while in Czech tension is irrelevant. 

A fortis consonant is articulated without any vocal cord vibration and 
thus no energy is spent 111 the vocal cords. It can in turn be utilized for 
modification in the oral cavity. 
A lenis consonant is articulated in the presence of voice (vocal cord vibration) 
and thus a substantial amount of energy is utilised in the larynx. 

From the point of view of duration, the articulation of a fortis consonant is 
more demanding and therefore more time-consuming than the articulation of a 
lenis consonant. 

The opposition of tension in English is a constant feature; it cannot be 
neutralized 

The opposition of voice in English can be subject to neutralization. 

5.2.3 The Opposition of Continuance. Tins opposition is established on the 
basis of the presence vs. absence of the uninterrupted air stream. 

Continuants in English are characterized as marked e.g. 1(1. hi. Non-
continuants are unmarked e.g. /p/, /»/ 

5.2.4 The Opposition of Compactness. This opposition is based on the closer 
vs. looser distribution of formants in the spectrum. In English this opposition 
is manifested in the pairs Is - j/, /z - 3/. 
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The former members of the pairs are non-compact; the latter, on the other 
hand, are compact. 

5.2.5 The Opposition of Stridency. This opposition is found in English in the 
pairs /0 - si, Id - zf. The former members of the pairs are characterized by a 
greater intensity of noise (marked members) while the latter members contain a 
lesser degree of noise (unmarked members). The opposition of stridency is 
most frequent in complex opposition. 

5.2.6 The Opposition of Nasality. In English, this opposition can be found in 
the three consonantal pairs lb -ml, Id- of, lg - n/. The former members of the 
pairs are unmarked, not implementing the distinctive feature of nasality, 
whereas the latter are marked by the distinctive feature of nasality. 

5.2.7 Complex Opposition. In some pairs more than one opposition is 
manifested, which is an instance of a complex opposition. This opposition 
indicates that the phonemes entering it are made distinct through several 
features. In the pair It- si two oppositions can be found - that of continuance 
and that of stridency. 

5.3 Characteristics of English Consonant Groups 

5.3.1 English Oral Plosives. Plosives are articulated by means of a complete 
stoppage in the air stream. In this way a compression of air is brought about, 
and the pressure causes a sudden release of air through a tense opening of the 
air stream passage. 
Roach (1983) distinguishes four phases in the production of English plosives: 

(20) (i) the closure phase, when the articulators form a closure 
(ii) the hold phase, when the compressed air is stopped 
(iii) the release phase, when the stricture gives way and the air is 

allowed out 
(iv) die post-release phase, which has an acoustic effect and also an 

effect on the following sound 

In English there are three oral plosive consonantal pairs: /p - bl, it - At, 
Ik - g/. As regards their places of articulation, /p - bl are bilabial, It - d/ are 
apico- alveolar, and /k - g/ are velar. 

The consonants /p, t, k/ are characterized by fords articulation, ie. a 
relatively strong degree of muscular effort and breath force. 

The consonants lb, d, g/ are characterized by lenis articulation, ie. a 
relatively weak degree of muscular effort and breath force. 

In the initial and final positions devoicing can be found, ie. the loss of die 
accompanying voice in the consonants lb, d, g/, which results in die same 
acoustic effect as lp, t. k/. As regards their tension, devoiced lb, d, g/ remain 
lenis in character. 

5.3.2 Aspiration. Another typical feature of these consonantal pairs is die 
presence vs. absence of aspiration. In die initial position under stress, the 
consonants lp, t, k/ are aspirated, whereas lb, d, g/ tire non-aspirated. 

5.3.3 The Substance of Aspiration. According to Roach "...we perceive 
aspiration when there is a delay between the sound of plosion and die 
beginning (or onset) of voicing 7 (1983). In English, die link between a fortis 
plosive and a following vowel is loose, ie. the off-glide of die consonant is 
materialized well ahead of die on-glide (onset) of die vowel. The transition 
component is called aspiration. 

There arc different interpretations of this phenomenon. One of these 
considers aspiration to be a glottal sound, like [h], which is produced in die 
post-release phase during which air escapes through die vocal cords. 

Another considers aspiration to he a sort of transitory friction which 
arises in die place of the original closure or in the place of the preparation for 
the following vowel. Theories about die location of aspiration thus differ, but 
what is agreed upon is the presence of ''strongly expelled breadi between die-
release of die plosive and die onset of a following vowel" (Gimson, 1980). 

Generally it is understood diat it is aspiration, not voicing, which 
distinguishes an initial lp, t, kl from lb, d, g/. Aspiration is posilionally and 
geographically determined. As to position, die initial position under stress is 
always aspirated. In die initial clusters /sp, st, sk/ diere is no aspiration. In die 
medial position die pronunciation of lp, t, k/ depends to some extent on 
whether die syllables preceding or following die plosive are stressed. In the 
final position there is no aspiration. 

As fir as geography is concerned, aspiration is typical of die Southern 
English type of pronunciation. In Nordiem English, aspiration does not occur 
to such an extent. An initial lp, t, k/ causes devoicing in die following 
taulosylJabic consonant, e.g. please, claim. 

5.3.4 'The English Glottal Plosive. The glottal plosive represents a special type 
of plosive in English. The phonetic symbol 111 is used in the phonetic 
transcription of the sound. The closure present during its articulation is located 
in die glottis. In this way the air stream is stopped and cannot escape to die 
supraglottal cavities. The air pressure under die glottis is released by a sudden 
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separation of ihe vocal cords. Acoustically, die phase of articulation proper 
equals a pause which occurs after a sudden interruption of the preceding sound, 
or by a sudden onset of the following sound. The glottal plosive is fortis and 
voiceless. 

5.3.5 The Occurrence of the Glottal Plosive in ihe RP System. According to 
Gimson 'The glottal plosive, though frequently used by RP speakers, is not a 
significant sound in the RP system. Moreover, a distinction must be made 
between its regular occurrence in RP, and special cases which are found 
exclusively in regional speech" (1980). 

Roach (1983) mentions its frequent occurrence but explains it as "usually 
just an alternative pronunciation of p, t, k in certain contexts". In connected 
speech, four functions of the glottal stop can be distinguished as follows: 

(i) the glottal stop may be used as a syllable boundary marker; in this way 
a liiatus can be separated into two sounds in careful speech, e.g. co
operate, geometry, reaction 

(ii) the use of die glottal stop by some speakers replaces a linking r or a 
potential intrusive r, e.g. later on. far off. law and order, drama and 
music 

(iii) any initial accented vowel may be reinforced by a glottal stop, if we 
want to emphasize the word, e.g. empty, aunt, anywhere 

(iv) the glottal stop may reinforce a final fortis plosive, and in some cases it 
can even replace this plosive, the latter being much less frequent, e.g. 
went, help, luck 

The suppression of plosive is current in cases of homorganic consonants, 
such as Uiat table, stop talking; tliis type of pronunciation is typical of 
Cockney. 
5.3.6 English Fricatives. The production of fricatives is characterized by the 
presence of a small passage which is formed by two articulatory organs coming 
close together, and dvrough wliich air escapes. In this narrowing a strong 
friction of the air stream arises. 

In RP four pairs of fricatives can be found: / f - v. 0 - d. s - z. J - 3 and an 
unpaired consonantal phoneme /h/. 

As far as the place of articulation is concerned, li - v/ are labio - dental, /0 
- 0/ dental. Is - zf alveolar. /| - J palato-alveolar and fh/ is glottal. As regards the 
opposition of tension, /f. 0. s/ are characterized by fortis articulation, while /v, 
d, ii are characterized by lenis articulation. 

Lenis fricatives arc fully voiced in the environment of voiced sounds. In 
die initial and final positions lenis fricatives are devoiced, ie. partially voiced 
or voiceless. 

The unpaired fricative Ihf cannot be labelled with certainty because it 
occupies a special position in the subsystem of English fricatives. It always has 
the quality of the vowel it precedes Simply speaking, there are as many [h] 
sounds as there are vowels. 

Phonetically, [h] is a voiceless sound with the quality of the voiced vowel 
dial follows it. 

Phonological ly, /h/ is a consonant. In die intervocalic position /h/ is 
pronounced with a voicing which is called the breathy voice, e.g. ahead, 
behind. 

It is important to pronounce /h/ where it should occur in RP In some cases 
/h/ is silent (mute), especially in unstressed pronunciations of the pronouns he, 
him, his. her and the auxiliary verb have. has. had witii practically all English 
speakers. 

Mention should be made of the two rather uncommon sounds which are 
associated with /h/. natnely a voiceless fricative with die same lip, tongue and 
jaw position as Iwf used by most American and Scottish speakers, thus 
distinguishing the pairs witch vs. which Iv/ vs. W, wear vs. where /w vs. W, and 
the sound which is found at the beginning of the words huge and human /c/. 
Phonetically this sound is treated as [h + jj = [c| 

5.3.7 English Nasals. The inventory of English nasals consists of three nasal 
phonemes, namely Ita, n, q/. 

From the articulatory point of view, these phonemes correspond to some 
extent to oral plosives. The basic difference lies in the way air escapes from the 
larynx. It does not pass through the mouth, but escapes through the nose. Nasal 
consonants are continuants because the air stream can freely escape tlirough the 
nasal cavity during their articulation. 

As far as the place of articulation is concerned, Iml is bilabial, ltd is apico-
alveolar and /ty is velar. 

It is necessary to stress die fact tliat /n/ is an independent phoneme capable 
of distinguishing Uie meaning of a word, contrary to Czech where it exists as a 
combinatory variant in consonant clusters /nk. ng/, e.g. maminka. 

The distribution of this phoneme in English is rather peculiar. It never 
occurs in the initial position. In die medial position it is relatively frequent; 
there is a certain rule concerning its pronunciation according to whether it is 
accompanied by a following plosive or not. In the spelling cluster -nk-, -k- will 
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always be pronounced. In the spelling cluster -ng- it is sometimes pronounced 
without /g/, sometimes with /g/. A decisive factor in tins case is the 
morphology of words. If -g- occurs on the morpheme boundary, it is not 
pronounced. If the word consists of one morpheme only, /g/ is pronounced, e.g. 
singer /g/ as opposed to finger /n + g/, hanger /n/ as opposed to anger /n + g/. 

The comparative and superlative forms are exceptional, despite the 
morphological boundary /g/ is usually pronounced, e.g. long - longer - longest 
/g -q + g- n + g/, strong - stronger - strongest /n - » + g - n + g/. 

5.3.8 English Laterals. As regards their articulation, laterals are articulated by 
means of a partial closure in the middle of the upper alveolar ridge. The air 
escapes along the sides of the tongue. The English lateral phoneme IV is 
usually voiced and belongs to the same category as nasals, die phoneme Irl and 
also partially Uie semi-vowels Ijl and /w/. Since there is only a partial obstacle, 
the articulation is vowel-like. 

The distribution of this phoneme is not particularly limited. We can 
distinguish three basic allophones of this phoneme, namely 

(i) a clear IV which is articulated in the front of the oral cavity and 
resembles a vowel, with the front of the tongue raised; it occurs before 
vowels and before the semi-vowel /}/, e.g. tip. 

(ii) a dark IM which is articulated in the back part of the oral cavity and has 
a quality similar to a vowel, with the back of the tongue raised; it 
occurs before vowels and before or after a consonant, e.g. call. 

(iii) a devoiced III occurs after lp, t, k/ in a stressed syllable; this effect is 
similar to aspiration when a vowel follows, in which case the first part 
of the vowel is devoiced 

Both clear and dark III are allophones of the same phoneme III, occurring 
in complementary distribution. 
5.3.9 The Phoneme /r/. In different accents of English, considerable differences 
in the articulation and in the distribution of this phoneme can be found. The 
phoneme Irl in English has many more allophones than any other English 
consonant. This phoneme "...is beginning to be felt in the phonematic pattern 
as another peripheral item" (Vachek, 1976). 

The most common allophone is labelled 'a post-alveolar frictionless 
continuant' by Crimson (1980) and 'a post-alveolar approximant' by Roach 
(1983). 

During the articulation of this allophone the tip of die tongue approaches 
the alveolar area, but it never actually makes contact widi the roof of the 
mouth. The tongue is curled slightly backwards with the tip raised, while the 

blade is lowered, forming a hollow. The air stream can escape freely widiout 
any friction. Phonetically this allophone is vowel-like, but its phonological 
function is that of a consonant. 

In RP. this phoneme is restricted to the pre-vocalic position. If Irl is 
preceded by /p, t, k/, it is voiceless and slightly fricative. The lips are slightly 
rounded during the articulation. Here is a list of die other allophones: 

(i) an alveolar tap (or flap), which can be found in die intervocalic 
position, e.g. very, sorry, hurry and after consonants /0, 3/, e.g. threat, 
with regard to. 

(ii) a lingual roll, which is articulated by means of a rapid succession of 
taps by the tip of Uie tongue; this allophone is predominantly used in 
some Scottish English types of pronunciation 

(iii) a uvular Irl, which can be either a roll or a fricative and is used in the 
north-east of England and in Scotland 

(iv) a retroflex irl, which has a greater degree of retroflexion than in RP and 
is used in the south-west of England and in some varieties of American 
English. The retroflexion of the tongue may colour Uie articulation of 
the preceding vowel; this modification is called r-colouring, e.g. park, 
birch. 

The distribution of die phoneme Irl differs in individual accents. As has 
been already stated, Irl in RP is pronounced only before vowels. Many accents 
pronounce Irl in postvocalic positions, both medial and final. 

The occurrence of die post-vocalic Irl hi American English distinguishes 
pairs of words otherwise homophonous, e.g. court vs. caught, fort vs. fought. 

The final post-vocalic Irl reflected in spelling is pronounced for Uie sake 
of linking and marked as linking Irl in hiatus cases, eg. there is, here is, 
mother is at home. 

Tlie intrusive Irl is another instance of an Irl which is pronounced in 
hiatus cases, the difference being mat die hi does not occur in Uie spelling. 
Pronunciations of die type / saw it /sDint/, vanilla ice /rats/ are common in 
present-day Received Pronunciation, alUiough die use of die intrusive Irl is still 
much criticized (see Crystal 1988). 

In general, a distinction is made between rhotic accents, which have Irl in 
die final position, before a pause and before a consonant, and noii-rhotic 
accents, in which Irl only occurs before vowels, as for example in RP. 

5.3.10 English Approximants. The original term semi-vowel has recently been 
replaced by Uie term approximant. The inventory of approximants consists of 
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two phonemes, name'y / j / and Ivil. Phonetically they resemble vowels but 
phonologically they function as consonants. 

From the articulator^ point of view, approximants are characterized by a 
rapid vocalic glide. 

The approximant / j / is palatal. The articulation is closely connected with 
the following vowel (the same happens during the articulation of Ihl). The on-
glide is identical with the front half-close or close vowel Itl and immediately 
glides to the following vocalic position. The position of the lips depends on die 
following vowel. 

The approximant /w/ is considered to be labio-velar (Giuison); some 
phoneticians regard it as bilabial (Roach). The articulation is also closely 
connected with the following vowel. The on-glide is identical with die back 
half-close or close vowel IvL and immediately glides to the following vocalic 
position. The lips are rounded. 

Both / j / and /w/ arc voiced - they can, however, become voiceless when 
they are preceded by lp, t, k/ and become slightly fricative in these contexts, 
eg, twice, quite. 

5.3.11 English Affricates. Affricates are semi -occlusives. Their articulation is 
composite, consisting of two successive ptiascs. The start is cliaraclerized by a 
closure which is immediately replaced by a narrowing. Acoustically no plosion 
occurs, but die release of the air causes friction. In the articulation the plosive 
and the fricative must be homorganic. 

In English, there are two affricates, namely /tj/ and /dj/. They form a fortis 
vs. lenis pair. The place of articulation is palato-alvcolar. Phonologically /tj/ 
and l&xl are considered monophonenuc 

5.3.12 General Tendencies in the Subsystem of English Consonants. In the 
current system of English consonants the following tendencies can be 
observed: 

(21) (i) die weakening and loss of consonants 
(ii) die devoicing of consonants 
(iii) tlte voicing of consonants 
(iv) intrusive consonants 

5.3.13 The Weakening and Loss of Consonants. This trend becomes evident 
especially in word-final position, but it also occurs in some other positions. The 
most frequently affected consonants are plosives, especially the alveolar stops 
Itl and /d/. and die alveolar nasal Inl. Double consonants liave a tendency to be 
simplified, e.g. not had, halfpast five, a good deal, lamp-post. 

According to Barber (1966) "The Ihl phoneme is often lost, too, and may 
be on its way out of the language. It is commonly thought Uiat to 'drop one's 
aitches' is a mark of vulgarity; in fact, however, in rapid familiar speech the Inl 
disappears from many words even in the most highly educated and socially 
impeccable speakers, diough diey may not be conscious of it". 

5.3.14 The Devoicing of Consonants. As for devoicing, final voiced 
consonants, especially stops, have a tendency to become devoiced; in initial 
and final positions it is normal for English consonants to be partly devoiced. 

5.3.15 The Voicing of Consonants. In medial positions diere is an opposite 
tendency, especially in intervocalic positions, for voiceless consonants to 
become voiced (pronounced with weak breath-force), e.g. tetter, better /leda, 
beds/ This type of pronunciation is still considered to be careless or vulgar. 

5.3.16 Intrusive Consonants. While some consonants become weakened or lost 
in the pronunciation of words in connected speech, there is an opposite 
tendency - a tendency to insert consonants into words where they do not exist. 
In tlte Soudiem type of pronunciation there is a tendency to change die group 
/-ns-/ into /-nts-/, e.g. fancy is pronounced as /faentsa/. Intrusive tpl and IVJ 
appear especially when the following consonant is /s/, Itl, or /0/, e.g. warmth is 
pronounced as /wo:mpO/, length as /lenkO/. 

6 Connected Speech 

6.1 Basic Units in Speech Continuum 

In die flow of speech, it is die utterance which is the largest unit 
constituted by the speaker An utterance can be divided into sentences or 
clauses which are relatively independent as to their meaning and form. Their 
phonic structure lias distinct features such as their tune and pause. 

The word is an independent unit only in the sense that its meaning can be 
identified widiin a given context. As a phonic unit, however, the word is 
considered to be a potential unit Sweet (1911) docs not divide sentences into 
words, but into stress groups representing units governed by a single main 
stress and pronounced by means of a single breadi impulse. 

The syllabic is die basic rhythmical phonic unit. A great number of 
theories covering the nature and the structure of the syllable characterize the 
syllable on the basis of articulatory. acoustic and linguistic (ie. phonological) 
aspects. 
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According to Jespersen's theory of sonority, sounds are classified into 
eight categories according to their degree of sonority. The most sonorous 
sounds are vowels and sonorants, ie. consonants with a high degree of sonority. 
Every word consists of a certain number of peaks of sonority which are 
identical with the number of syllables in the word. 

According to Abelova's theory of articulatory effort, the peak of the 
syllable is constituted by a sound which is characterized by the maximum 
articulatory effort, ie. the effort utilized in die formation of die peak of the 
syllable, not die effort spent on die articulation of the sound itself. 

In English die syllabic nucleus is formed also by certain consonants widi 
a great degree of sonority (laterals and nasals). 

Phonetically the syllable is understood as a complex phenomenon. 
Phonologically the syllable is understood as the basic unit at the prosodk 

level. The syllable is the bearer of prosodic, suprasegmental features such as 
stress, quantity, tone and rhythm. 

Words are constituted by means of syllables, namely by the combination 
of stressed (strong) and unstressed (weak) syllables. The terms strong and weak 
seem to be more adequate, since it is not merely die stress (intensity) which is 
involved here, but also (in English predominantly) the vocalic quality and 
quantity. 

The basic rhythmical unit is represented by die foot (or beat), which 
begins witli a stressed syllable and includes all die following unstressed 
syllables up to (but not including) the following stressed syllable. 

6.2 Speech Modulation 

In connected speech, there are diree distinct types of modulation, namely 
temporal modulation, force modulation and tone modulation 

Temporal modulation is manifested in pauses Uirough which die 
individual sentences or clauses are delimited. Temporal modulation in English 
is a reflexion of the marked stylistic function of the speed of utterance. 

The speed of utterance exercises a decisive influence on die reduction of 
sound qualities. At a slow speed there is a minimum of reduction, whereas a 
more rapid speed makes the reduction clearly noticeable. 

According to O'Connor (1979) there are four style categories in English 
pronunciation, namely declamatory, formal colloquial, colloquial and familiar. 

Declamatory: die pronunciation used in oratory, verse-speaking or the 
stage performance of, for example, Shakespeare. There is comparatively little 
gradation and strong forms of words are common. Phrases are short, 

necessitating frequent connective intonations, and phrase-final pauses are 
frequent. There is little or no assimilation or elision, and the glottal stop is 
often used for both separative and emphatic purposes. 

Formal colloquial: a style appropriate for, though not necessarily 
confined to, the reading of serious, especially descriptive, material. There is a 
good deal more gradation but there are still some strong forms and the less 
extreme of the available weak forms. Assimilations are rare, but some of the 
commoner elisions may be found. Phrases are longer and actual pauses phrase-
finally are fewer. 

Colloquial: the style of polite conversation or the reading aloud of lively, 
conversational material. No strong forms are used and some extreme weak 
forms occur. The lengdiening of the phrase-final syllable, not a pause, marks 
minor phrase boundaries. 

Familiar: the relaxed, unbuttoned pronunciation associated with die 
conversation of familiars. Weak forms are at their weakest, elisions and 
assimilations abound. Minor phrase boundaries are often marked by intonation 
alone, with neither pause nor syllable lengthening. (Characteristics of the styles 
of pronunciation are taken in full from J. D. O'Connor, 1979). 

Force modulation is characterized by the presence of stress. Phonetic 
stress, however, is a complex phenomenon deserving detailed investigation. 
Being part of speech synthesis, die stress is a component which cannot be 
separated from other co-existing components of the utterance, especially those 
of quantity and tone. Suprasegmental features are discernible only in dieir 
complexity and interrelatedness. 

Stress can be investigated on the basis of its form and function within the 
syllable, die word, die rhythmical unit, or the sentence. 

The notion of stress is generally subordinated to the notion of 
prominence. According to Jones (1950), there is a clear-cut distinction 
between the two notions in the sense that prominence is "an effect objectively 
perceived by the hearer", whereas stress is "a subjective activity on the part of 
the speaker". 

Gimson (1980) distinguishes four components of prominence and 
introduces the following hierarchy: 

(22) (i) pitch prominence 
(ii) quantitative prominence 
(iii) qualitative prominence 
(iv) stress 
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Stress is accompanied by paralinguistic features (gesticulation). The 
acoustic and paralinguistic features of stress are considered to be 
complementary; acoustic features are the primary signals of stress. 

From the phonological point of view, stress in English lias phonological 
value, ie. it is capable of phonological semantic distinction. Thus stress in 
English lias a phoneme status. 

As far as placement is concerned, stress in English can be characterized as 
free in the sense Uiat its place is not constanUy bound to die same syllable in 
the word (ie English stress does not have a phonologically-delimitalive 
function); at the same time, however, it is considered to be fixed in the sense 
that every word lias "a characteristic accentual or rhythmic pattern for speaker 
and listener alike" (Gimson. 1980), 

6.2.1 Word Stress and Sentence Stress. Under word stress two basic types arc 
distinguished in English, namely main stress and secondary stress. Main 
stress occurring on a more distant syllable of the word is sometimes combined 
with secondary stress in the initial position. Secondary stress can be placed also 
after main stress and combinations of several stresses in the same word are also 
possible, e.g. impartiality has three slresscs (secondary stress on the first 
syllable, main stress on the second syllable, and another secondary stress on die 
fourth syllable). 

Sentence stress is connected in English with what wc call New English 
Gradation. Words in the sentence are divided into two categories, namely 
significant words and grammatical words, (or short words). 

Significant words are under sentence stress as words carrying meaning. 
Grammatical words are mostly unstressed. Examples of what are labelled 
iitde words' are articles, prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, particles and 
auxiliary words 

Grammatical words have two potential forms of pronunciation: a strong 
form and a weak form. 

In certain contexts, strong forms are used with grammatical words, 
especially in cases of emphasis, and also in harmony with positional 
requirements. 
Stress is placed on prepositions in English in the following instances: 

(i) in connection with a pronoun, e.g. with us, on it 
(ii) if used independently in sentence-final position, e.g. What are you 

looking for? 
(iii) in plirasal verbs, e.g. come in, bring up 

A weak form differs from the strong form in one of three indications: 

(i) reduction of full vowels, e.g. at /act - at/, for /fa: - fa/ 
(ii) reduction of vocalic quantity, e.g. he /h i : - hi/, her /ha: - he/ 
(iii) elision of consonants in consonant clusters, e.g. and/xnů - an/ 

Lists of strong and weak forms of pronunciation with examples can be 
found in J. D. O'Connor (1967). J T. Pring (1967). P. Roach (1983), and 
Gimson's Pronunciation of English, 5th edition, revised by Alan Cruttenden 
(1994) 

The phonological value of stress in English is limited. Pairs of words 
different in meaning have a different pitch prominence or stress, accompanied 
by differences in vocalic quantity. In certain cases differences in the quality of 
die vowel in unstressed syllables become a decisive factor. The role of stress as 
a marker of distinction is no longer productive. Vanvik (1961) gives a list of 
248 words in which the stress is capable of meaningful distinction. These 
words are classed among differenl morphological categories on the basis of 
different stressing: 

(23)a. noun v*. verb distinction 
export /ekspa:t/ vs. export /eks'pttt/ 
record /reko:d/ vs. record /re'ko.'d/ 
produce /prodju:s/ vs. produce /prVdju:s/ 

b. adjective vs. verb distinction 
absent /sebsnt/ vs. absent /ab'sent/ 
perfect /p«:f*kt/ vs. perfect /pa'fekt/ 

In the course of the historical development of the English language many 
changes in stressing have taken place. An interesting merger occurred between 
the original Germanic way of stressing, where the words were stressed on the 
first syllable, and the French way. with the stress on the last syllable. Thus two 
opposite tendencies in stressing have been amalgamated, resulting in what 
Kingdon (1958) calls the irregularity of English stress'. 

Rhythm is characterized by Skaličková (1970) as "die quantification of 
the sound-flow in time". Sweet (1877) mentions "a rhythmic character of stress 
or the tendency to alternate weak and strong stress". 

The phonic structure of lhe English sentence has a distinct rhythmical 
character. There is a marked difference between stressed and unstressed 
syllables. Unstressed syllables, apart from being produced with lesser intensity, 
are markedly reduced. The reduction of the syllable is sometimes so strong that 
it results even in die loss of a syllable and a reduction in the number of 
syllables, e.g. interesting is pronounced as /mtnshq/. 
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With regard lo temporal modulation, reduced syllables are pronounced 
much more rapidly than stressed ones. In English diere is a distinct tendency 
towards isochronicity (approximately equal time intervals between stressed 
syllables without any regard to the number of unstressed syllables placed in 
between). The greater the number of unstressed syllables, the more rapidly they 
are pronounced to create the effect of isochronicity. 

Tone modulation is reflected in die changing pitch of die voice. The basic 
unit of intonation is the tone unit. Every tone unit comprises of a nucleus (a 
tonic syllable). The tonic syllable carries die tone as well as tonic stress. 

6.2.2 The structure of the tone unit. Tone units are segments of speech of 
different size, perceived by the listener as relatively complete. A tone unit may 
extend over a whole clause or it may be limited to a single phrase or a single 
word. Different authors refer to tone units by different names: intonation unit, 
intonation-group, tone group, word group, breath group, sense-group, 
phonological phrase, phonological clause, or intonational phrase. Crystal 
(1969:204) speaks about a tone-unit and defines it as "die most readily 
perceivable, recurrent, maximal functional unit to which linguistic meanings 
can be attached". A tone unit is a segment of speech identified phonologicalty 
as a unit containing one peak of prominence (though some scholars admit the 
existence of tone units containing no peak and tone units containing more 
peaks, cf. Chafe 1994: 58) and divided from neighbouring tone units by tone 
unit boundaries indicated by two phonetic factors, a pitch change following 
the nucleus and a slight pause. The pitch change takes the form of a step up 
(after falling tones in the preceding tone unit) or a step down (after rising 
tones) at die beginning of a new tone unit to die natural level of the speaker's 
voice. The pitch change and die pause usually clearly identify tone unit 
boundaries in non-hurried speech, but in fast unprepared speech, especially in 
conversation, identification of the tone unit boundaries is sometimes 
ambiguous. The pitch change at the beginning of a new tone unit may not be 
noticed by the listener in very fast and drawled sequences and pause as the 
odier indicator of a tone unit boundary is in such cases also unreliable because 
the speakers often do not produce any pause at die end of a tone unit at all. On 
the other hand, pauses may occur inside tone units in the form of hesitation 
pauses. Hesitation pauses, however, differ from pauses between independent 
tone units in that die two sections divided by the hesitation pause do not 
contain two peaks of prosodic prominence. 

Crystal (1969: 206) and Cruttenden (1986: 39-40) suggest diat die 
junctural pause is usually accompanied by segmental phonetic modifications. 

especially the lengthening of the last syllable (stressed or unstressed) before 
the pause. In the absence of a pause in fast speech, this lengthening may act as 
a pause substitute. As an additional boundary marker, Cruttenden (1986: 24, 
39) mentions the presence of anacrusis (unstressed syllables produced at a 
very high speed) at the beginning of a tone unit. The consideration of the 
internal structure of the tone unit (the obligatory presence of a nucleus) and the 
boundary markers (pitch change, pause and/or lengthening of die last syllable, 
anacrusis) helps to disambiguate the identification of the tone unit in difficult 
cases. Still, diere are circumstances (e.g. in the sequence of a tone unit ending 
with a relatively long tail and a tone unit beginning widi a series of low, 
unstressed syllables) in which a clear indication of the tone unit boundaries is 
impossible and grammatical or semantic criteria have to be considered (cf. 
Crystal 1969: 206-207). 

A tone unit must minimally consist of one syllable (one monosyllabic 
word) carrying a prosodically important stress (accent), die nuclear tone, ie. die 
nucleus. The presence of the nucleus is essential for the identification of the 
tone unit (but see Chafe 1994: 58) and for die perception of the tone unit by the 
speaker as complete. A complete tone unit usually consists of a group of 
words. Crystal (1969: 207-235) distinguishes the following parts of a tone unit: 
pre-head - head - nucleus - tail. 

The pre-head is a stretch of utterance preceding the first stressed and 
usually pitch prominent (ie. accented) syllable (die onset) in a lone unit. The 
syllables of the pre-head are unstressed but occasionally they may carry some 
slight degree of 'inherent' stress. 

The head consists of an unspecified number of stressed and unstressed 
syllables. It stretches from die first stressed and usually pitch-prominent 
syllable of the tone unit (die onset) up to the nucleus. 

The nucleus is the most prominent stress of the tone unit; it is usually 
perceived either as a pitch glide (widi nuclei in monosyllabic words) or a pitch 
jump (with nuclei in words consisting of more syllables). The pitch jump is 
functionally equivalent to a glide. An exception to the presence of a glide is die 
level nucleus (see below) which takes the form of a sustention on die accentual 
syllable of the most prominent word. Levels are functionally equivalent to 
glides. 

The tail consists of stressed or unstressed syllables following the nucleus 
which continue the pitch movement of die nucleus. 

The nucleus is the only obligatory part of a tone unit, all the other parts are 
optional. Below is an example of a tone unit containing the nucleus and all die 
optional parts (tone unit no. 318) and a tone unit containing only die nucleus 
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and die head (tone unit no. 319). The examples are taken from text S. 1.6 of A 
Corpus of English Conversation (Svartvik and Quirk 1980). Dashes show the 
boundaries between the individual parts of die tone units, the word carrying the 
nucleus is printed using all capital letters, 

(24) (318) I - went to this - OTHER - person 
(319) some years - LATER 

There seems to be a general agreement concerning the luerarchy of 
prosodic prominence of the different types of stress within the tone unit. The 
lowest possible degree of prominence is (i) the absence of stress occurring in 
the pre-head, head, and the tail. A higher degree of prominence is represented 
by (ii) (unaccented) stress occurring in the pre-head and die tail. The next 
degree of prominence is (iii) accented stress occurring in the head. The highest 
degree of prominence is represented by (iv) the nuclear accented stress, ic. 
nucleus. The terminology under (i)-(iv) above is that used by O'Connor and 
Arnold. 

The same scale of prosodic prominence is referred to by Crystal with (i) 
unstressed/absence of stress, (ii) stress, (iii) pitch-prominent stress, (iv) 
nucleus, and by Cruttenden with (i) unstressed/absence of stress, (ii) tertiary 
stress, (iii) secondary stress/accent, and (iv) primary stress/accent = nucleus. 
Al l the auUiors suggest that tire nucleus is usually die last accented (ie. pitch-
prominent) syllable in a tone unit. 

6.2.2.1 The nucleus. Crystal describes different types of nuclei within the 
prosodic systems of pitch direction (or tone) and pitch range. Within the 
system of pilch direction he distinguishes the following basic types of simple, 
complex and compound nuclei: 

(25) Simple Complex Compound 
fall \ fall-rise V fall+rise W 
rise / rise-fall A rise+fall /+\ 
level > 

In addition to the basic types of nuclei. Crystal (1969: 225) includes in the 
lone system the following secondary types of nuclei: rise-fall-rise A/, fall-rise-
fall VY rise-fall+rise A+/, fall-rise+fall V+\. and fall+level \+>. 

The system of pitch range consists of seven degrees of pitch differences 
between die beginning-point of the nucleus and the preceding liead: 

(26) zero 0 continuance > booster t 
drop I liigh booster T 

low drop 11 extra-high booster t t 

Continuance indicates pitch height equivalent lo dial of the preceding 
pitch-prominent (ic. accented) syllable, zero indicates a very slight drop 
(corresponding lo declination, ie. the general tendency for the end of a tone 
unit to be lower than the beginning of the tone unit, cf Cruttenden 1986: 126, 
167), a drop is a more perceivable step-down, a low drop represents a 
considerable step-down. The tliree boosters indicate a slight, high, and extra-
high step-up from the pitch height of the preceding head, 

O'Connor and Arnold (1973) and Cruttenden (1986) use a less refined 
scale, especially in the sphere of pitch range. They do not indicate pitch range 
with complex nuclei (fall-rise and rise-fall), and wiUi the simple fall and the 
simple rise, the beginning of the tone is indicated within a scale of only two 
relative degrees: high and low. The level is considered to be always of a 
medium pitch and is referred to as mid-level. The combination of different 
types of pitch direction and pitch range gives a system of seven simple and 
complex nuclei: 

(27) high fall ( X ) fall-rise ( V ) 
low fall (\ ) nse-fall ( A ) 
high rise ( ' ) mid-level (> ) 
low rise (/) 

The compound nuclei are referred to by Cruttenden (1986: 61) as 'split' 
nuclei, ie. as split fall-rises and split rise-falls O'Connor and Arnold (1973) 
work with only one type of compound tones, the high fall followed by a low 
rise. The other type, the rise+fall lone is not part of their intonation system. 
Intonation contours are interpreted with regard to their corresponding 

meanings. The moving tones, ie. the falling tone and the rising tone, constitute 
the basic elements of English intonation. The falling tone is explained as 
polarity known, giving an impression of finality and certainty; the rising tone is 
explained as polarity unknown, giving an impression of incompleteness and 
uncertainty. 

The level tone (i,ot moving) is not used frequently by English speakers 
and its main function is dial of linking. 

Complex tones are fall-rise, and rise-fall. Fall-rise ranks second as regards 
frequency of occurrence and expresses limited agreement or response with 
reservations. Rise-fall is used to convey rather strong feelings of approval, 
disapproval or surprise. 
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6.2.3 Functions of Intonation. In spoken discourse intonation fulfils a number 
of functions which are difficult to delimit because of their simultaneity It often 
happens, however, tltat one of the functions becomes dominant. 

Four functions of intonation can be distinguished with regard to die 
meaning and organization of discourse, namely 

(i) die attitudinal function; intonation conveys emotions and attitudes 
which add special meaning(s) to die wording 

<ii) die accentual function, intonation produces the effect of prominence 
and highlights the most significant parts of the utterance 

(iii) the grammatical function: intonation enables the hearer to recognize 
and interpret the grammatical, ie. syntactic structure of the utterance 

(iv) the discourse function: intonation signals new and given information. 
The co-existence of these functions in discourse is sometimes labelled 

syntagmatic functions of intonation. 

6.2.3.1 The Attitudinal Function of Intonation. The expression of emotions and 
altitudes is a very complex phenomenon. In order to signal a certain attitude, 
we do not only use one specific tone, we also use variations in loudness and 
speed and different voice qualities. 

Paralinguistic features (facial expressions, gestures, body movements) 
also accompany spoken language. The acquisition of the means utilized in the 
attitudinal function is based mainly on the exposure of foreign learners to a 
native speaker environment. 

6.2.3.2 The Accentual Function of Intonation. This function is closely-
connected with the placement of tome stress. The tonic stress may be normal, 
contraslive, non-emphatic or empliatic. 

6.2.3.3 The Grammatical Function of Intonation. The placement of the tone 
uiut boundary can indicate the grammatical structure to the hearer, e.g. the 
difference between restrictive and non-rcstricilve clauses. In question-tags the 
difference between falling and rising tones indicates a difference in meaning: 
the falling tone expresses certainty and a request for confirmation, whereas the 
rising tone expresses a true question (a request for information), 

6.2.3.4 The Discourse Function of Intonation. This function is split into two 
aspects: 

(i) attention focussing: intonation is used to draw attention to the most 
important parts of the message 

(ii) regulation of conversational behaviour 

The tonic stress is placed on the words with high information content. The 
placement of tonic stress depends on the verbal and situational context. 

Generally it is stated that a falling tone indicates new information and a 
rising tone indicates 'shared' information or given' information. 

Another function connected with attention focussing is international 
subordination, which signals the importance of a given tone unit. 

The role of intonation in the process of interaction between the speaker 
and the hearer is that of signalling their behaviour. Intonation in connection 
with body language establishes die contact between the participants in 
conversation 

In Discourse Intonation and Language 7caching (1980) two basic tones 
are distinguished: 

(i) the proclaiming tone (ic. die falling lone) rendering new information 
(ii) die referring tone (the fall-rise), indicating information that is shared 

or referred to. 
It is necessary to understand intonation in the broad sense (Danes, 1957) 

as an 'utterance-making device'. In English, intonation plays a very important 
role in the sense that it carries a high functional load. The word-order being 
relatively fixed, the irtonation centre cannot always be placed in the sentence-
final position, and thus there is a great variability of positions in which the 
intonation centre may appear. 

Intonation is one of the devices of functional sentence perspective 
(together with context, semantics and linear modification). Within the FSP, 
intonation can signal: 

(i) new information as well as contrastive emphasis 
(ii) the boundary between the thematic and non-thematic sections of the 

utterance 
(iii) in certain cases it can also signal die theme via prosodic intensification 

of die tiieme 
The sentence as part of an utterance is a distributional field of 

communicative dynamism (CD) and as such it is also a distributional field of 
prosodic weight. In the majority of cases there is a congruence between the 
scale of communicative dynamism and the scale of prosodic weight. Prosodic 
features finalize the meaning of an utterance, 

Prosodic intensification represents a specific feature. Intensification, as 
can be found in the theme or in transitional elements, is a bearer of contrast, an 
additional meaning or prominence, and can also reflect the emotional colouring 
of the utterance. In these instances of prosodic intensification, die thematic -
rhematic perspective of the utterance is not re-evaluated. 
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There are also instances in which the thematic-rheinatic perspective 
becomes re-evaluated. This phenomenon is called intonation shade. In this 
way intonation can change matter-of-fact information into emotive 
information. 

7 Economy of Articulatory Effort 

In die flow of speech, phonic sequences are influenced by the effort of the 
speaker to make the articulation less demanding. The Uirce phases of sound 
articulation: on-glide. articulation proper, off-glide are not always 
materialized. The economy of articulatory effort is reflected in three typical 
manifestations of speech economy: assimilation, elision and linking. 

1A Assimilation 
Two basic types of assimilation are distinguished according to the 

direction of influence between neighbouring sounds: 
(1) regressive assimilation: in the succession of two sounds the following 

sound influences Uie preceding sound 
(2) progressive assimilation: in die succession of two sounds the preceding 

sound influences the following sound 
The degree of assimilation varies according to the style of speech and its 

corresponding speed of utterance. Assimilation affects consonants and their 
Uiree distinctive features: 

(28) (i) place of articulation 
(ii) manner of articulation 
(iii) tension/voicing 

The place of articulation becomes assimilated in meat pie /mt:ppai/. 
bright colour /braikk/\k/ 

The manner of articulation is assimilated in nasals. The place of 
articulation of the nasal is always determined by the place of articulation of die 
following consonant, e.g. bump, hunt, bank. This assimilation lias become 
fixed as part of the phonological structure of English syllables. 

Tension/voicing assimilation is found in the pronunciation of the ending -s 
(3rd person singular of verbs, plural form of nouns, Uie Saxon genitive). This 
type of assimilation is also fixed. Similarly the ending ~ed is assimilated in the 
past tense and the past participle forms 

The second type of assimilation of tension/voicing is progressive, since 
the final sound of the stem determines die pronunciation of the ending. 

In English, the distinction between die fortis and Uie lenis consonant in the 
word-final position is used for die differentiation of meaning, e.g. in pairs of 
words such as bet - bed, dock - dog, mop - mob. Sandhi (intraword) 
assimilation is not applied, 

7.2 Assibilation 

Assibilation is a special kind of assimilation in die process of which two 
sounds merge togeUier into a single sound: namely, a hissing sibilant and a j -
sound produce a hushing sibilant: 

(29) [ s+ j= f ] [z + j = 3) 

From die diachronic point of view we distinguish between historical 
assibilation and contextual assibilation. 

Historical assibilation came into existence in French loans, e.g. nation 
/neifn/, occasion /a'kei3n/. 

Contextual assibilation occurs in present-day English, e.g. issue / i /u : / . 
As well as intraword assibilation, diere also exists interword (.sandhi) 

assibilation. This type of assibilation, however, is still considered to be 
extremely colloquial, e.g. this year /9ijja7, as you know tezvnwl. 

7.3 Affrication 

In die neighbourhood of die alveolar sounds [t, d] and Uie [j] sound, 
affricates conic into existence, namely 

(30) [ t+j = tr| [d+j = d3] 

Affrication is also divided into historical and contextual examples. 

Historical affrication is manifested in the word literature /litrrt/W, still 

pronounced in American English as / i i tars t jW. 

Contextual affrication can be found in die merger would you go 

pronounced as /wvd3vga\)/. 

7.4 Elision 

Elision is characterized as die zero manitestation (an omission) of a 
certain sound. Elision is part of a complex process called gradation. Elision 
concerns bodi vowels (die mixed vowel) and consonants, especially consonant 
clusters. Contracted forms represent a special case. Examples of elision: 

The word perhaps is informally pronounced as /prseps/, positive is 
informally pronounced as /pozatav/; Uie preposition <?/'as /av/; die sound [h] 
disappears in weak forms such as have Iwl, had /ad/, he 111, him hml. 
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Chapter 2 

Morphology 
(Stanislav Kavka) 

1 Place of morphology 

The first man to ever coin the word 'morphology' was J. W. Goethe, his 
'die Morphologie' being the equivalent of the German "Formenlehre". As is 
easily understood, this fairly modern scholarly term is based on the Greek 
fidptpr}, the meaning of which can be translated as 'form'; consequently, 
morphology can be defined briefly as the study of forms of things. As a truly 
scientific term it was used in biology as early as in the 1830s, referring to that 
branch of biology that dealt with the forms of living organisms, namely 
animals and plants, and with relationships between their structures. (As a 
matter of fact, this is the definition to be found in current English dictionaries.) 
At that time the science of language was influenced by the evolutionary model 
of Charles Darwin as described in his famous treatise called On the Origin of 
Species: languages, too, were seen as living organisms, which are bom, which 
grow, and which compete with one another. No wonder that morphology as a 
scientific term was ascribed to that specific area of linguistic concern which 
zeroed in on forms of words in their various uses and constructions. Different 
approaches to morphology have been developed since, including those that try 
to separate the side of morphology dealing with forms from the sides 
encompassing syntax and semantics. Some linguists even maintained that it 
would be most convenient to consider the interrelation of words and their 
respective forms separately; then the way in which words were arranged, it was 
believed, would belong entirely to syntax while the forms of words proper 
would be the subject of morphology. 

However, no matter which way the concern of morphology students was 
oriented, a heated discussion still took place as to what the smallest units of the 
grammatical analysis actually were, ft represented, as a whole, a reaction 
against the grammars which had ruled over the ideas on language for the 
preceding two thousand years, namely, against word-based grammars. It was 
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the almost ingenious concept of phoneme that brought about the achievement 
of its grammatical parallel, ie. morpheme, which was to replace the concept of 
word as the minimal unit of grammatical description. Advocates of structural 
linguistics would certainly find the idea of morphemic units very attractive 
since it was believed that the mere identification of diese, and, consequently, 
their classification and distribution would serve well enough to describe die 
grammar of a specific language, and, hopefully, the grammar of language as 
such. Many problems arose, and they had to be solved, in one way or another, 
though, not always satisfactorily Yet this chapter is meant to defend the status 
of morphology, pointing to certain issues that may stir the interest of both 
prospective pure linguists and practitioners 

2 Status of word 

2.1 Attempts at determining a 'word' 

When trying to look for and determine a minimal unit of grammatical 
analysis people ignorant of linguistic arguments usually tend to think of word. 
They are convinced that diey are able to identify individual words, that diey 
can tell where boundaries between words are, and that they are capable of 
counting words in one's performance. The problem, however, is that they liave 
in mind their own mother tongue, or, possibly, the language(s) they can speak, 
and, moreover, they rely, though subconsciously, on the written form, where 
words are identified by spaces between them. It will not be difficult to make 
diem think again: asking them to distinguish words in a language with which 
they are not familiar will result in embarrassment on their part. They will be 
able to identify sentences at the most, but surely not the words of which those 
sentences are composed. The apparent parallel widi written performances will 
not help at all; even i f we carried out testing with a the language that uses 
writing (and we know that most languages do not), spaces between words 
written material are a mere convention, which has very little to do with the 
word boundaries in speech. As a matter of fact, there are no true spaces in 
speech to signal individual words Speech is rather a continuum, and any 
spaces', more precisely pauses, potential or real, in an unmarked performance, 

signal larger stretches than words. Some phoneticians must have been right in 
claiming that there are no words as phonetic entities but radier stress groups, or 
feet, as units hierarchically above syllables. 

It is difficult, indeed, to define what a 'word' is. and not only for the 
layman; even linguists have had problems to discuss the issues involved 
Before we touch some of them, let us note that while the notion of 'word' is 
difficult to define, oilier grammatical terms are freely defined using it; even the 
traditional partes orationis have been referred to as 'classes of words' lately! 
Thus all definitions run in circles, and this has been so since L. Bloomfield's 
minimum free forms', and, before him, E. Sapir's "true, significant elements 

of language" (Palmer 1986: 107). 
What issues can, or must, be investigated? One of them, which has 

bothered linguists, is the following: is boy and boys one word or are they two 
words? If we asked a non-linguist, s/he would most probably take them as two 
different words. The reason for a decision like this may lie in a superficial 
observance; yet even a linguist would have to admit the truUifuIness of the 
statement; namely, if we accept the fact diat a word' carries meaning (and 
hardly anybody has ever denied it), then 'boy' and 'boys' have, quite evidently, 
different meanings. And yet lexicographers do not list them as two words! A 
similar, though a more subtle example is match: is this one word or more? Here 
issues concerning polysemy are involved: the word match has many meanings, 
both as a noun and a verb, which are listed under one entry in most 
dictionaries. Yet some dictionaries, for instance, Chambers English Dictionary. 
introduce two entries, namely, 'match I' and 'match 2'. 

2.2 'Word'as a semantic entity 

As a matter of fact, linguists must be aware of the difficulties arising from 
the requirement that a 'word' is a semantic entity, namely, that it is a linguistic 
uiut of a single meaning. In other words, a word' is believed to convey one 
complete thought. We can, for the time being, disregard the fact that defining a 
(single) meaning is a no less easy task than defining a word This can be 
illustrated by one practical impact of the issue: there are strings of words that 
undoubtedly have one meaning each. e.g. washing machine, usually referred to 
as compounds, or spick and span, put up with, or even kick the bucket, which 
are idiomatic phrases of various types. If we admit that these consist of two, 
three, or more words, respectively, then we go somehow counter the postulated 
traditional view of words as units of sense. And, at the same time, we would 
hesitate to say that they are one word each, in spite of the fact that no one 
would try to make an even potential pause within the phrases. 

A closer inspect will reveal still more difficulties, namely, we have to 
admit that even single words sometimes carry more than one 'single' meaning. 
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The above-quoied instance of boys : boy is good proof of that: the former 
'word' brings about the meaning of 'a boy + a boy + a boy +...', in other 
words, the 'bit' of meaning which is added to the meaning 'a male child/youth' 
is 'plural number'. And something similar can be observed in, for instance, 
understood: the expected single meaning is composed, as it were, namely, one 
'bit' of the meaning is 'understand', the other is 'past'. And still one more 
example is to show that there may be more than one single meaning in one 
single word: lamb, ewe, ram (to quote Palmer 1976: 44) mean 'sheep', and 
simultaneously also 'baby', 'moiher/femaie', and 'father/male*, respectively. 

It happens, too, that very often word boundaries do not coincide widi 
meaning boundaries. Suffices to compare, for instance, criminal act with 
criminal lawyer to see that the meaning of the latter is not understood as 
'lawyer who is criminal'; rather the meaning boundary is placed within the 
word lawyer, so that the idea is 'he who deals with criminal law'. 

2.3 'Word' as a phonological unit 

More examples could be added and discussed to show diat it is a difficult 
task to define a 'word' as a semantic unit. No wonder that some linguists came 
up in widi the idea of 'word' as a phonetic or phonological unit. Even if we 
disregard the fact of the existence or non-existence of pauses, there must be, as 
those linguists claim, at least some features that characterise a word on the 
phonic level. And indeed, many languages have fairly fixed stress on one 
particular syllable, which makes it possible for us to go counting forwards 
and/or backwards and in this way to mark where die word begins and where it 
ends. This is not always as easy as it seems, since, for instance, in Czech 
unmarked sentence Jedu do Prahy ('I am going to Prague') there are only two 
stresses and hence only two (?) words. Phoneticians will know Uiat to speak in 
terms of feet rather dian words is much safer. Yet what is the situation like in 
English? The position of stress is movable, namely, it is not placed on any 
particular syllable. Nevertheless, if we do insist on establishing the category of 
'word', then the (main, primary, strong) stress falls, we can argue, on only one 
syllable in each word. The advocates of diis principle usually contrast 
blackbird, blackboard, greenhouse with black bird, black board, green house. 
Unfortunately, the relationship between the oral and the written forms of these 
and similar words is not always consistent enough, e.g. 'bread shop, 'beehive, 
'Anglo- 'Saxon. Moreover, many of die 'litUe' words, which carry grammatical 
meaning, are not normally stressed, e.g. /, her, to, it in / thought her to do it. It 
seems then that the mere stress as a factor of a word's existence falls short. 

However, there is one more phenomenon in English, which is commonly 
known as juncture. Namely, even in casual speech it is possible to hear the 
difference, and thus to distinguish between a nice cake : an ice cake. The 
precise signal for the distinction is difficult to specify: it may be anything from 
the noticeable feature of aspiration (e.g. keep sticking : keeps ticking) to timing 
of various articulatory movements (e.g. grey day : grade A). We do not need to 
care: the most important fact is that we can distinguish the pairs even if in 
some cases the test is invalid, e.g. at all is pronounced by most people as a tall. 

2.4 'Word' as a syntactic unit 

Finally, 'word' Is sometimes defined as an indivisible unit from tire 
syntactic radier than the semantic point of view. A word is believed to be a 
linguistic unit winch does not allow for the insertion of any other linguistic 
units Put in another way, words are supposed to have a fixed internal structure, 
they are internally stable. Word identification can be made in terms of a 
minimal unit of positional mobility: as D. Crystal (1971: 190) has it, " i f we 
want to insert fresh information into a sentence, then it is between the 
words...not within tliein". For instance, we know that small children are two 
words because we can insert English between them, the resultant phrase being 
small English children. Another lest to prove the stabilised inner structure of a 
word is one showing the impossibility of forms like *edkick, *ball the, and 
similar, based on the unpermitted restructuring of the stretch # the # boys # 
ktckedn the # bait u. Unfortunately, Uie test falls short because we have not yet 
defined what a word is and still we somehow a priori require that the criterion 
of "non-insertion" apply only to full words! 

Neither was the great L. Bloomfield successful in defining a word. As we 
have already mentioned above, his 'minimum free form' 1 was regarded as the 
smallest piece of speech diat could occur in isolation. However, we can utter in 
isolation anything ifour deliberate intentions are to do so. Asking die question 
what, for example, dancing, looking, seeing, etc. liave in common, the answer 
would undoubtedly be: ing. And is this considered a word? Anybody wil l 
understand tliat what we arc likely to pronounce in isolation is almost certainly 
what we have learnt to recognise as a word from writing. And tliis cannot be a 

1 "...Forms which occur as sentences aiefreefornii-.-h free form which consists entirely of 
two or more lesser free forms ... is a phrase. A free form which is not a phrase is a word. A 
word, then, is a free form which does not consist entirely of (two or more) lesser free forms; in 
brief, a word is a minimum free form" (Bloomfield 1933: 178). 
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definition. Moreover, in any normal speech many so-called words would not 
occur by themselves: we are accustomed to label these as grammatical, e.g. / , 
a, the, my, of etc. But could they be defined as words, indeed? We are afraid 
not, if Blooinfield's criterion is taken into account. Let us also note that some 
of these grammatical words have developed their true independent forms, just 
for their use in isolation, e.g. mine for my, or the French mot for je. What we 
have just commented upon is what some linguists put as a test criterion trying 
to verify a word as a unit which can become a sentence. One can only wonder 
why they tend to refer to grammatical words if they cannot, by the same token, 
be defined as words at all 

2.5 Two senses of 'word' as a linguistic term 

It follows from what lias been said so far that it would be the best idea to 
get rid of the notion 'word' altogether and to work with other terms which did 
not raise difficulties. And, indeed, it was the concept of morpheme that 
replaced that of 'word' Nevertheless, 'word' is still such a deeply rooted term 
that it may deserve a little more attention instead of being simply turned down. 

The word 'word' is a linguistic term, and as with other terms, we have to 
be careful about understanding it and using it. The above-mentioned example 
boy : boys will serve us well again in order to show tliat 'word' as a term (or 
notion, or concept) is very often used in two different senses. We can refer 
either to two different words, or to two different forms of one and the same 
word. The former procedure is possible, though it will not be considered very 
fruitful; as we may hive noticed, the lexicographic practice has ignored this 
approach. If we were to follow the view that in English boy and boys are two 
(different) words, then in so-called inflectional languages the number of words 
defined like that would increase enormously. In Latin, for instance, nouns have 
12 forms, adjectives 36, and verbs 124 (though some of them appear more than 
once in paradigms)! The latter, alternative approach seems to be evidently 
more attractive: we can refer to the word boy and say that it lias two forms, 
namely, boy and boys. And there is still one more alternative: we can say that 
boy and boys are different words, not just different forms, and we can establish 
a new, specific term for 'boy' which encompassed them both. The term that has 
been used widely is 'lexeme'. Then our example BOY is a word in the sense of 
lexeme, and boy and boys are words in the sense of forms of words. Let us 
notice that this is the practice used in dictionaries and grammar books of 
respective languages: 'lexemic' forms are introduced as ones considered 
'simple' or 'unmarked', and they can be used in a variety of positions in their 

respective appropriate forms. Thus while in Latin the form amo is used as an 
entry to refer to the verb AMO, in Czech, Russian, Spanish, etc. it is a form 
corresponding to 'to hve' (mitovat, jito6untb, querer), and in English the entry 
love will do for the verb LOVE. 

However much we may try to defend the status of 'word', we shall come 
to the conclusion that the word is not a clearly definable linguistic unit. No 
wonder that scholars needed something to provide a theory which was general 
enough for all languages The invention of 'morpheme' was to overcome all 
difficulties,., 

3 A n alternative: Morpheme 

The most concise definition says tliat a morpheme is the smallest unit of 
grammatical analysis This will not explain much before we try to comment 
upon it, though. 

7i.\A new concept of grammar 

Students of grammar were convinced that all the linguistic phenomena 
could be broken down into pieces, or units, that were smaller than words. Tlus 
conviction grew once they realised that something like a word was evidently 
difficult to establish unambiguously for all languages. Following the 
structuralist approach, they postulated tliat the grammar of a language could be 
analysed in terms of identifying these new minimal units and then classifying 
them and describing the patterns in which the classes occurred These minimal 
units were called 'morphemes', powerful alternatives to 'words'. There is a 
well-known metaphor showing morphemes as bricks: these are made and fired 
in different sizes and shapes and then used, or belter, assembled in order to 
build walls of different types. The parallel to grammatical structures is evident: 
the different sizes and shapes of bricks are classes of morphemes, and the walls 
represent sentences, paragraphs, and texts. Yet we should note one fact, 
namely, the morphemic concept was no entirely new idea since smaller parts 
than a word had been known for a long time, such as prefixes, suffixes, roots, 
etc. However, the morpheme as defined by structuralists was a new concept, 
indeed, in that il was far more general and hence it could serve, as was 
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maintained, to describe agglutinative as well as inflectional languages.2 From 
the beginning, the morpheme as a concept, taking after the already established 
concept of phoneme, was so apparently comprehensive that its advocates could 
be rightly convinced of its everlasting power. As said above, it was believed 
that once the morphemes had been listed and classified, all larger units could 
be shown to be simply patterns of morphemes. However, the postulated 
processes of identification, classification and distribution of morphemes are not 
as easy and straightforward as it might have seemed. (Sec more in Sections 4 
and 6.) 

3.2 Morpheme identification 

What arc the issues, and possible problems of morpheme identification? 
This task of linguists' activity is really the most important, and difficult, too. 
since after we liave divided up the complex" forms of language and liavc 
arrived at the simple' forms (to use Bloomfield's terms), then all that we have 
to do is simply to describe all (he possible combinations of these simple forms. 
(See Section 4) How do we arrive at these, though? 

There must be certain criteria to tell us unambiguously which one is "the 
true, significant element of language" (Sapir; after Palmer 1986: 107), which 
one is just the minimum unit of grammatical analysis. Namely, if we analyse a 
stretch of speech, we shall come (o a point at which we cannot analyse it any 
further. What we need is a template in terms of restricting the basic definition 
or of adding something to the definition. Here all linguists will come to an 
agreement that one of the attributes often added to the definition is 
'meaningful', and the other is 'conlrastive'. 

The so-called morphotactics offers, put very briefly, a procedure 
consisting of two tests: The first raises the question of whether the portion of 
speech recurs in various utterances with approximately the same meaning, and 
die oilier asks whether the form can be split into smaller parts, each of which 
recurs with approximately tiie same meaning. Test 2 will evidently take place 
even if the answer to question 1 is yes". The positive answer will confirm that 
the respective portion is a grammatical form, but this can be both a composite 
form and a morpheme. It is only a negative answer to the second test question 

" Humboldt's inflectional, agglutinative and isolating languages arc not three language lypes 
but rather three morphological characlerislics of parts of languages. Therefore it would be 
much more precise to say that the morpheme concept was expected to describe forms and 
structures of parts of the respective languages. 

that will specify the portion as a single morpheme. Two examples wil l 
illustrate this, older recurs in various utterances, but as a composite form, 
which can be broken into two recurring parts, ie. morphemes [auld] + (•]; these 
can recur again and again, as in an old man, the oldest of all, etc., and in 
younger, finer, etc. Sister, on the other hand, would be given the negative 
answer in test 2 since fsis(| is not the portion recurring in ihc phonetically, yet 
not meaningfully, similar a cyst, a system, consists. We shall learn hereafter 
how much these and similar 'tentative guesses' of morphotactics follow 
Bloomfield's ideas. 

3.3 ^ lorpheme properties 

3.3.1 Morpheme as a carrier of meaning. As early as L. Bloomfield (1933: 
158), speaking of "linguistic forms", namely, of "a fixed combination of 
signalling units, the phonemes", refers to constant meaning of these. As a 
mailer of fact, he distinguishes between bound forms, which are linguistic 
forms never spoken alone and never heard in isolation, and free forms, which 
are all other linguistic forms. A constant meaning is ascribed to all of them. 
Thus many linguistic forms referred to as 'bound' can never be used as 
sentences, such as -ess in lioness, -ish in greenish, or - i - in hats, and yet they 
convey meaning (Bloomfield 1933: 177). If we now speak in terms of 
morphemes, we must admit that meaning will change with only adding or 
subtracting a morpheme. For example, idiom idiomatic idiomatically -
idiomaticity are different "things', as well as boy - boys or call - called are 
different 'things'. Moreover, this meaning is different from the meanings of all 
(he other morphemes in the language; in other words, it contrasts with the 
others. Let us conclude, at least partially now. by saying that the morpheme has 
been viewed as a minimal unit of grammar which carries meaning. 

3.3.2 Morpheme se a formal unit. There is one more point (not really only one) 
worth noting: the morpheme is a formal, physical unit, which has its phonetic 
shape. This characteristics was a part and parcel of Bloomfield's definition of 
linguistic forms. In his opinion, "some linguistic forms bear partial phonetic-
semantic resemblances to other forms..." (Bloomfield 1933: 160-161), e.g. 
John ran. John fell; Johnny. Billy, playing, dancing; blackberry, strawberry, 
"...while others do not", e.g. bird, play, -y, -ing. The former are called 
complex forms', the latter 'simple forms', or 'morphemes'. Explicitly, the 

morpheme, as viewed by Bloomfield (1933: 161) is "a linguistic form which 
bears no [emphasis added) partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to any other 
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form".3 It means ihat in order to arrive at morphemes we liave to go on cutting 
linguistic forms until no part of any linguistic form is similar to any other in its 
phonetic and semantic characteristics. Following the definition, playing cannot 
represent a morpheme because a part of it resembles the first part of ploys and 
the other part of it resembles die second part of dancing. However, if we make 
a cut witlun the 'complex1 form playing dividing it into play [plei| and ing 

then neither fonn lias any partial resemblance to any other form and so the 
two can be, with great certainty, looked upon as simple' forms, namely, 
morphemes. 

3.3.3 Morpheme in its syntactic role. In order to convey a complete picture of 
the morpheme, we liave to add one more characteristics to its being a minimal 
physical (formal, phonetic) and meaningful unit; the morpheme also has a 
syntactic role, which it plays in the construction of larger grammatical units, 
say, sentences. There are morphemes tliat create complex forms of a syntactic 
class different from the base: for example, -er/-or, -ation, etc. turn verbs into 
nouns, which obviously have different syntactic properties. The syntactic 
position of die base teach is different in He teaches English and in He is an 
English teacher, and the same holds for prolong in J'd like to ha\>e my visa 
prolonged as contrasted to Visa prolongation will be required.'' 

3.4 Morphemic recurrence 

From what has been said, the identification of morphemes may seem to be 
an easy process. But we do not need solely to identify single morphemes, 
namely one at a time; we must be sure that when the same morpheme turns up 
again, it is just an example of the same morpheme. In the sentence The prettiest 
girls in our two classes did not win the contests the morpheme the is counted 
only once though it appears twice; we are sure that it is one and the same 
morpheme because, first, it is not divisible any further without losing its 
phonetic and meaningful entity, and. second, its phonetic shape, its meaning 
and its syntactic role lias not changed at all from the first occurrence (the girls) 
to the other (the contests). In either case its phonetic value is [da], and it fulfils 
the function of determiner as the minimal signal of noun-phrase. Unfortunately, 

1 Some morphemes may resemble others in their phonetic shapes, e.g. bird-burr, or the 
homonymous fir-fur, pear-pair, but this is purely phonetic resemblance, which is not 
accompanied with resemblance in mean ing. 
' The issues touched upon here are discussed in 5.4, and in great detail in Chapter 3, 

ideal cases of uniformity like (his one do not always exist, and some problems 
involved have to be solved. 

3.4.1 Phonologically conditioned allomorphs. Let us begin by revising of 
what Bloomfield himself recognised soon after he had proposed his original 
morpheme concept. His idea of morphemes with an entirely constant phonetic 
and semantic identity is appropriate only to agglutinative languages^, whereas 
all other languages, including inflectional ones, must be adjusted, as it were, to 
the form of structure of the former. As a matter of fact, Bloomfield was forced 
to make certain modifications to his original concept, which held that 
morphemes consisted of phonemes (Bloomfield 1933: 161). Indeed, if we try 
(o further analyse the morpheme, it loses its identity and breaks down into 
segments, or better, constituents, which can only be described on (he phonic 
level as phonemes or combinations of phonemes, or. speaking in the terms of 
certain contemporary Schools, as phonetic features. These no longer carry 
meaning, as is required. However, the straightforward postulation of 
morphemes as being composed of phonemes falls short in many cases, and it is 
here that Bloomfield found it necessary to speak of alternants. The already 
classical example is thai of the plural form in English: in our sentence The 
prettiest girls in our two classes did not win the contests the forms classes, 
girls, contests all contain the morpheme {-s}, but its phonetic shape alters. Any 
speaker of English, knowledgeable of fundamental phonetic regulations, will 
confirm tliat luJ appears after sibilants and affricates, Izl appears after all other 
voiced phonemes, and /s/ after all other voiceless phonemes; therefore 
/klaisiz/. /gj:lz/, /kontests/. And somediing very similar is known to occur with 
the regular past tense and the past participle morpheme, which has three 
phonological sliapes. namely, /id/, IAL IV as in wanted, called, liked.* 
Bloomfield called these variables 'phonetic alternants' because they could be 
described in terms of phonetic modification. In order to be precise enough in 
the interpretation of Bfoomficld's views, these alternations are 'regular' and 
automatic' because "hey are due to (ie. regulated by) the features of the 

accompanying (basic) fonn, and because these features are phonemic. As is 
generally known, later the alternants were called allomorphs (or simply 
'morphs'), while the whole class of alternants was referred to as 'morpheme'. 
In the end. die problem of the plural and the past tense morphemes seems to 

5 Experts in such languages will argue that the claimed stability does not hold here absolutely, 
either. 
6 Strictly speaking, the voicedness of the final /-z/. I-Al must be evaluated together with laxness 
and with relative quantity of the syllable. 
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liave been solved in a satisfactory way: if the phonetic shape of a morpheme is 
altered only because of the phonetic influence of the neighbouring sounds, we 
do not need to bother about any change of the morpheme itself. The morpheme 
does not lose anything of its essential, abstract identity, it is always 
phonologically conditioned, and all its concrete phonetic forms are nothing 
more than variants, ie. allomorphs. of the same morpheme. To use the same 
examples, the morpheme {s} in classes, girls, contests is represented as 
allomorphs lal, /// . /s/, respectively, as well as the morpheme fed} in wanted, 
called, liked is shown through allomorphs /id/. AIA It/. Thus, wc sliall be most 
accurate if wc claim thai not morphemes proper but rather allomorphs (or 
alternants) consist of phonemes, and if we speak, as some linguists also did, in 
terms of 'morphemic alternants'. Then the idea of the morpheme can easily 
encompass such cases as we have discussed. But have we answered all of the 
questions involved? 

3.4,2 The scope of allomorphs. The 'variations' of one and same morpheme in 
the above examples were not so phonetically different as to arouse doubts. But 
what are the limits of allomorphy? The expression7 prettiest in our example 
The prettiest girls in our two classes did not win the contests could presumably 
be analysed as {prett(y)}+ {est}, where the {est} morpheme is the mark of 
comparison. Yet again, any speaker of English will know that under certain 
conditions* the 'Romance' way of comparison is preferred: thus we say the 
most beautiful girls rather tlian *the beidifulest. Undoubtedly, most is the signal 
morpheme of comparison; however, one must be at a loss whether -est and 
most arc phonologically conditioned variants of the same morpheme - the two 
arc not just dissimilar, phonetically they have nothing in common at all. And 
indeed, if we allowed for such an amount of phonetic similarity (or flexibility) 
as to sec most and -est as mere allophones, then any two synonymous forms 
could be ascribed the same status. The absurdity of doing so is obvious, and the 
desired consistency in the use of the morpheme concept is threatened. Could it 
be more convenient to leave out examples such as comparatives and 
superlatives? To our best knowledge, nobody has yet found a way out of issues 
like these without dimuiislung the comprehensiveness of the basic morpheme 
concept. And there are still more 'fuzzy' points to discuss... 

' On purpose we try to avoid using the word 'word* in this neutral' meaning, and something 
like "complex form' might make the reader believe that we arc only commenting on 
Bloom field's views. 
8 Not only with expressions longer than two syllables but also with shorter ones, depending on 
their phonetic shape, e.g. more skilled, versus narrower. 
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3.5 Morpheme irregularities: morphologically conditioned allomorphs 

While the tegular plurals of nouns are easily explicable in terms of the 
morpheme concept, the question arises as to what to do with the irregular 
forms, especially with Uiosc of so-called Umlaut (mutation), e.g. man-men, 
goose-geese, mouse-mice, etc. And the same problem exists with verbal forms 
such as take-took-taken. speak-spoke-spoken, etc. Unfortunately, these are not 
all that cause problems: plurals of the type knife-knives, ox-oxen, sheep-sheep, 
past tense forms such as hit, put. or even the French adjective forms, e.g. long-
longue. bothered many structuralists and made them amend the original 
morpheme idea. Wc are afraid that none of them arrived at a definite solution; 
yet sonic of the views and ideas are worth noting, all the same. 

3.5,1 Substitution and portmanteau morphs. L. Bloomfield (1933: 216) treats 
mutated plurals and past tense foims as ' substitution-alternants'. In these 
plurals, he argues, "a grammatical feature, phonetic modification, expresses a 
meaning... which is normally expressed by a linguistic form (namely, the 
morpheme ( E , Z, S |). We may say that substitution of (ij)... in geese, teeth, 
feet, substitution of (aj] in mice, lice, substitution of [e] in men, and 
substitution of [i] in women, are alternants of the normal plural suffix..." As 
for the past-tense verbs, he lists 11-12 substitutions of various syllables taking 
place of [-id. -d, -t|, e.g. got, drank, /led tit. saw, hung, took, gave, found, 
drove, knew, and the somewhat more complex stood. Bloomfield's view was 
accepted by Z. Harris (1966: 167 and elsewhere), who favoured the idea of 
replacement, or. viewed from the other way round, the idea of change: "If we 
compare take-took, shake-shook, we would be led to extract take and shake as 
morphemic segments, and also a morphemic segment consisting of the change 
of /cy/ —• tut and meaning past. The morpheme sequence take plus ley/ —> lul 
yields took, exactly as walk plus lil yields walked."' Although we outlined the 
two linguists' opinions very briefly, it is obvious that the exemplified forms are 
very strange allomorphs: if mice consists of two morphemes, namely 
{mousei+ {plural}, and similarly, took as {takej+ {past}, then where to find 
them? It can hardly be the Isai in mice or the lul in took since if these are taken 
away, the remaining Im-sf and It-Id cannot be identified with the morphemes 
/maus/ and Iteúíl, respectively. And if the meaning of plurality or past is 
understood as the process of change from /an/ to /sal or from letl to lul, the 
morphemes are no longer defined as formal units at all. It was C. Hockett 
(1966: 271 and elsewhere) who offered a different solution to the same 
problem, introducing the notion of 'portmanteau morph', namely, one that 
belongs to two morphemes at a time. Thus /mais/ belongs simultaneously to 
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mouse and s, and likewise /tuk/ is the portmanteau morpli of both take and ed. 
The theory works well as long as we admit that individual morphemes do not 
always consist of phonemes but two or more morphemes in combination do. It 
can be argued, however, that a similar analysis cannot be applied to o in the 
Latin amo because none of the morphemes meaning 'first person-singular-
present-indicative-active' ever seem to have their own individual allomorph. 

3,5.2 Irregular and .suppletive morphs. Irregulars of the type knife-knives and 
ox-oxen were also treated. L . Bloomfield (1933: 212 ff.) called these irregular 
alternants and suppletive alternants, respectively C. Hockett (1966: 280-
281) seems to be in agreement with Bloomfield. even though for him regularity 
is just a matter of degree and so suppletion or 'suppletive alternation' stands 
for an isolated pattern which "constitutes the high-water mark of irregularity". 
Hockelt, therefore, ranks as irregular the forms oxen, men, children, data, 
phenomena, oases, etc.. while go-went is suppletive. In any case, four 
examples were discussed in greater detail, namely knife-knives, mouth-mouths, 
house-houses, ox-oxen. Let us note that the form house-houses [-s. -ziz] is a 
unique1 irregularity, being quite idiosyncratic in this respect, while there are 

other forms of plural similar to knives and mouths, e.g. wives, lives, wreaths, 
paths, etc. This does not occur with most odier nouns, though: therefore we 
have roofs, myths, creases. As Hockett points out, the alternation between 
/wajf/ and /wajv/ for (he morpheme (wife) is morphemically conditioned: the 
shape /wajv/ is required when the noun-plural morpheme follows.9 Z. Harris 
(1966: 200) confirms the idea of morphologically conditioned alternation, 
having the following to say: "If we see that one morphemic segment (say. 
knive-) occurs only in one environment (before -s), while another morphenuc 
segment (say. knife) occurs only in some other environment (never before -s), 
we may group the two segments into one morpheme {knife}. The morpheme 
{knife} then has two members: knive occurring before -s. knife occurring 
elsewhere." The case ox-oxen also shows the so-called morphologically 
conditioned alternation because English grammar allows for no phonetic 
modification of [a] to [«n|. The plural form is neither regular nor conditioned 
by its environment, 

3.5.3 Zero morphs. Another extreme case is Eliat of zero alternants, later 
referred to as zero allomorphs. This concerns forms such as sheep, namely, 

9 Unlike in my wife 's hat, my wife's coming with me. where there arc morphemes which appear 
in the same shapes as me noun-plural one but which do not require the alternate shape. 

plurals without any formal characteristics to define them, as well as hit, and the 
like, which represent specific past-tense forms of verbs. The concept of 'zero 
allomorph' seems plausible because otherwise we would have to consider the 
plural or the past in terms of their being expressed somewhere else in the 
sentence.10 There is one condition, though: not all allomorphs can be 'zero'. If 
wc did not observe this condition, we could claim that e.g. BOY lias a zero 
allomorph in the singular. Zero allomorph will not. dierefore, be automatically 
established where there is no linguistic form at all. Briefly, the plurality can be 
said to be present in principle, though it is not given any phonetic 
manifestation: sheep -» singular, sheep + 0 ->• plural. And similarly: hit — 
present hit t- O —* past. 

3.5.4 Empty morphs. Sometimes, though very rarely in English, we need to 
solve cases of morphs wliich belong to no morphemes. A nice example is the 
plural form children: it contains Irl, wliich is absent in the singular and is 
therefore referred to as an empty morph by some linguists. Otherwise, it 
seems reasonable to look upon /tladd/ in die singular and /tjild/ in the plural as 
allomorphs of die same morpheme and to identify the /an/ in children with the 
/an/ in oxen. It is the very same procedure as applied with knife-type forms and 
the unique oxen simultaneously.11 

3.5.5 Subtractive morphs. There is one more type of morphs, which attracted 
linguists' attention, namely one that is called subtractive. or. by L . Bloomfield 
(1933: 217). minus feature. Examples arc usually shown in French adjectives, 
which mostly occur in distinct masculine and feminine forms, e.g. plein-pleine, 
bas-basse, frais-fraiche, etc. These could be described in two possible ways: 
either the masculine forms are taken as bases and the specific consonants for 
each case in the feminine forms are listed, or vice versa, the feminine forms are 
regarded as bases and the masculine ones are said to be derived from them by 
means of loss of the final consonant and of the j-kt-] cluster. Since the 
consonants are many and they vary from adjective to adjective, it is. no doubt, 
more convenient to opt for the latter procedure. This was what L. Bloomfield 
himself proposed, being convinced that "all the other differences between the 

1 ( 1 It would be an odd solution to argue that the plural allomorph \n are-form of the verb in The 
sheep ore coming as opposed to 77K- sheep is coming. Besides, where would this signal be in 
The sheep came'! As for /,-"/, the distinction couid only be made in the 3'd person. He hit (vs.. 
hits) the ball. 
1 1 Something similar, in terms of considering one phenomenon from two angles at a time, is the 
form postman-postmen: it displays the same characteristics as the type mouse/mice in its 
written form, while in speech it resembles the sfteep-type. 
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two forms" (vowel quantity, e.g. gris [gnj vs. grise |gri:z|, nasalization, e.g. 
ptein [pie| vs. pleine [plc:nj "reappear in other phases of French morphology 
and can in large part be attributed to the phonetic pattern" As for English, the 
'minus feature' is believed to explain the cases like have : had or make : made, 
in which one of the constituents is modified by the loss of a phoneme. It is fair 
to say that the concept was not widely accepted; since the minus feature' 
could not be proved as being composed of phonemes, most linguists preferred 
treating aJI the varying consonants in French adjectives as allomorphs of the 
morpheme {feminine}. In so doing they did avoid some of the difficulties but. 
on the other hand, they could not arrive at the desired simplicity of description. 

The scope of this chapter docs not allow for details. Nevertheless, from 
what lias been said one may gel the impression, and it will not be merely an 
impression, that morpheme did not reach the prestige of an all-embracing 
concept - something that i l was supposed to be. It can certainly be taken as a 
minimal unit of grammatical analysts in most language data, and it is certainly 
almost entirely applicable in the analysis of agglutinative languages. Problems 
arise i f we insist on its full application in inflectional languages - even in 
English where irregularities arc not extensive. No wonder that many linguists 
have been taking the inventory of morphemes as the basis of respective 
dictionaries: no wonder that some of them have been looking for features 
common to both morphology and phonology; and no wonder tliat others Iiave 
maintained that dierc is no morphology al all since all phenomena traditionally 
dealt with in the domain of morphology can easily be treated on the level of 
phonology and/or syntax. Yet we know of coherent models that were worked 
out using morphological data. and. even though linguists' interests have moved 
on to issues of syntax, the morpheme is still very much with us. 

4 Morpheme combination and patterning 

Accepting the idea that every complex form (Bloomfield's term; see 3.2) 
is made up of morphemes, we believe that a full list of these must represent all 
the phonetic forms of the given language. Practically such a list of morphemes 
is what we are used to calling the lexicon. It would nol be enough to only 
master the lexicon, though; in order to make ourselves understood, we expect 
morphemes to be arranged in certain, definite ways. And as is generally 
known, the meaningful arrangements of morphemes in a language constitute 
the language's grammar. Here we should be more precise and admit that only a 

part of meaning depends upon the arrangement, namely, upon the order of 
successions of morphemes making up larger units. 

4.1 Ways of morpheme arrangement 

L. Blooinfield (1933: 163ff.) suggested that there were four ways of 
arranging morphemes, ie, order, modulation, phonetic modification, and 
selection, 

(i) "Order is the succession in which the constituents of a complex form 
are spoken", said L . Blooinfield. Its significance lies not in the apparent 
fact Unit it is one feature of an arrangement but rather in that it has a 
specific grammatical function. It is easy to show that *ingdance (unlike 
dancing) is not a form, that Vohn Bill saw is not permissible, that John 
saw Bill and Bill saw John convey two different meanings, and that On 
the corridor they stood has a different connolalive value than the 
unmarked They stood on the corridor}2 

(ii) "Modulation is the use of secondary phonemes". As L. Bloomfield put 
it, secondary phonemes are those which appear in grammatical 
arrangements of morphemes. Today we refer to supra-segmental 
features, namely, to intonation and stress. Some people might be 
tempted to disregard these properties; yet we cannot simply turn down 
the issues involved because intonation and stress are linked with sound 
and meaning and therefore they must be treated within the domain of 
grammar. It suffices to utter the morpheme John: there are three basic 
pitch-contours ready for us to choose, depending on whether John is 
the answer to a question, or the call for a person's attention, or the 
listener's yes/no question. And, secondly, a shift of stress position will 
sometimes signal the word-class conversion, e.g, to record |n'ko:d] v*. 
the record |'reko:d]. 

(iii) "Phonetic modification is a change in the primary phonemes of a 
form". What L. Blooinfield has in mind is substitution forms like [dw] 
for [du:| in don /. or [datf-] for [dju:k] in duchess, or [kep-] for [ki:p] 
in kept. These forms are treated as 'alternants', out of which one is 
believed to have a much wider range and it is therefore considered as a 
basic alternant'. In the above examples the basic alternants are |du:J, 

[dj«:k], fki:p], and many more examples can be shown, such as the 
s in cats, dogs, horses, the fonns wife-wives, etc. Within morphemic 

1 1 As for the last example, word-order is one of the factors of functional sentence perspective. 
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theory, however, this is not a matter of the arrangement of morphemes; 
as we pointed out above (see 3,4.1 and 3.5). this is rather a matter of the 
classification of alternants, or (allo)morphs. 

(iv) Selection as one way of arranging morphemes has very much to do 
with 'order'. Of course, the simplest interpretation of these two 
concepts does not say anything more than that a grammatical structure 
consists of morphemes in sequence. We tried to show above, quite in 
line with Bloomfield's opinion, that 'order' had a specific grammatical 
function: now it must be stressed tliat "selection' is not mentioned only 
because of tin. natural expectation of selecting one form rather tlian 
another but that the same form selected in combination with other 
forms will make the resullimt combinations differ. Thus fresh milk is 
different from drink milk, and as based on this difference fresh will be 
labeled as an adjective, while drink will be a verb. Similarly, in the 
Latin Pater fdium amat, the form pater will be identified as the 
nominative case, and fdium as the accusative case. In speech the 
exclamatory final pitch in John! produces a call, but the same pitch in 
Run! produces a command. Hence we are allowed to mark John as a 
noun, and run as a verb. Briefly, morphemes are believed to belong to 
various 'form classes', clearly identifiable, and these classes can 
combine into different constructions and liavc different meanings. 

4.2 Morphemic models 

Let us note in tliis context that attempts undertaken by linguists at working 
out coherent models of linguistic behaviour brought in the approaches 
commonly known as Item and Arrangement and Item and Process. 
According to (he former approach, we simply list all the alternatives, whereas 
according to the latter we render one form, or set of forms, as being derived 
from the other. Thus forms such as knife-knives, or take-took are either 
individual items on the respective lists, having equal alternative status, or, on 
die contrary, knives is subsumed to knife, and took is formed, or rather 
processed, from take by a change of vowel. Those who opted for the Item and 
Arrangement view, and are in fact in opposition to Bloomfield's opinion, were 
convinced tliat from the synchronic perspective no form at any time could be 
said to change into another and that the only reasonable approach to treating 
them is merely to put them in a list. Recent!}', the Item and Process approach 
lias been preferred and respected again - because it is simpler. The issue no 
longer is what morphemes took consists of; all we have to do is to state a rule 
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which changes the vowel of take into the vowel of took. Tliis rule is general 
enough to also include other verbs of the same class, such as shake, forsake. 
On the other hand, we certainly need a sequenced set of rules in order to 
process cases such as speak —> spoke ~* spoken, in which (unlike take-took-
taken) the past participle fonn is derived from the past tense form, with the -en 
identified just as the "past participle".13 In diis respect nothing could be shown 
clearly enough if we applied the Item and Arrangement model. (See also 3.5.1.) 

4.3 Hockett's 'privileges of occurrence' 

C. Hockett (1966: 157ff.) offers a quite comprehensive explanation of the 
preceding statements, winch for the purpose of this book can be summarized as 
follows: 

The sentences She bought a new hat and He likes the old man are 
evidently distinct in their constituent grammatical forms, in other words, no 
morpheme of either occurs in the other Yet the number of their constituents is 
equal, and. moreover, these constituents show an entirely identical hierarchical 
arrangement. Hence it should follow, and it does, indeed, that the two 
sentences are similar in meaning, namely, they both convey an assertion of 
sometliing about somebody, and the assertions involve some second entity. In 
other words, the two sentences are of the same pattern, and the common pattern 
is responsible for the similarity in meaning. On the other hand, we can have 
two sentences of exactly the same constituents but these constituents are 
arranged in different patterns. e.g. John is here and Is John here(?): nobody 
will deny the fact that the two sentences are dissimilar in meaning, just because 
of the different patterning of their constituents. It can be shown, too, (and C. 
Hockelt's examples are convincing) diat certain composite forms and single 
morphemes arc alike to such an extent tliat they can occur similarly in larger 
forms. For example, yes, being a single morpheme, and the three possible 
composite forms, ie. she can, she can go, and she can go there sliare one and 
the same intonation and make up an utterance; we say that they share one 
'privilege of occurrence'. Similarly, the morpheme can and the composite 
forms can go and can go there can be used together with she, which precedes 
them to produce a larger fonn. in which sense it is also said to share one 
'privilege of occurrence'. It holds that a class of forms which have similar 

" This is a phenomenon similar to P. H. Matthews' (1972) ..parasitic formation", which means 
that a member of a paradigm is not formed on the lexical root but on the stem of another 
member, e.g. the Latin future active participle: !auda-re —* laudai- —* laudator-, 
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privileges of occurrence in constituting larger forms is a form-class' It holds, 
too, that "the form-classes are so constituted dial, i f some member of a given 
class can occur with some member of a second class, then any member of the 
first might occur with any member of the second': Examples are easy to find: 
she belongs to the same form-class as he, John, the lath' across the street; and 
similarly, can, will go, is working hard. etc. are all representatives of anodier 
form-class. The corresponding descriptive terms, commonly known to all 
linguists, are then advantageously used to describe 'constructions', in 
particular, by means of putting statements such as, for example, "any tliird 
person singular subject followed by any modal predicate builds a predication". 
A construclion is a pattern for building composite forms of a specific form-
class whose members, ie. immediate constifuents, belong lo other specific 
form-classes. The description of a specific construction is believed to assert 
that "any member of such-and-such a fonn-class. conjoined lo any member of 
a certain oilier fonn-class. produces a form which belongs to a certain ihird 
form-class". 

Let us conclude the present passage by saying thai the morphemic 
concept, morpheme combination and patterning sheds light on die surprising 
yet laken-for-granled facts of producing and understanding utterances which 
nobody has ever said or heard before. Indeed, neither morphemes as minimum 
meaningful units, nor their patterns need be new in order to produce utterances 
different from any diat have already been produced. 

5 Morphology - derivational and inflectional 

5.1 Morphology as a sub-branch of linguistics 

As we have said above, morphemes can be briefly defined as the smallest 
meaningful units of grammatical analysis. Even if they are believed to be 
building blocks of the discipline called 'morphology', one should not expect 
diat morphology alone constitutes the whole of grammar. And it is true that 
diere has been no unanimous agreement among linguists on the scope of this 
discipline, or sub-branch of linguistics. Some scholars even maintain that there 
is very little space for its autonomy since everything that linguists are 
interested in can be dealt widi as phonological or syntactic issues. And indeed, 
even if we do not disregard the domain of morphology, we have to admit that 
any full grammatical description presupposes syntactic considerations. 
Moreover, that a grammatical description involves not only grammatical forms 

and granunatical meanings but also semantic structures Then it is fairly 
acceptable to observe the Chomskyan view on grammar, namely the view that 
subsumes all aspects of sentence patterning, ie. phonology, syntax and 
semantics. In our conception, which favours the existence of morphology, 
syntax is believed to appear in two distinct areas, of which one is closely 
related to morphology and the otiier is largely unrelated to it. Speaking in 
traditional terms, the first area of syntax deals with issues of agreement (or 
concord) and government, the other is concerned widi word-order. However, 
as we shall show in the following paragraphs, the two areas are not very 
distinct if viewed from the perspective of morphology. As anywhere else in 
linguistics, we caimot always draw clear-cut lines of division between data and 
phenomena or build up frames and boxes at any cost. Tin's may sometimes be a 
matter of convenience on the researcher's part, but seeing linguistic 
phenomena as a continuum surely stands closer to reality. 

5.1.1 Morphology dealing with internal structures of linguistic forms. One way 
of looking at the scope of morphology is to see this sub-branch of linguistics as 
one that deals with the internal structure of linguistic forms; in other words, 
and briefly, morphology is said to deal widi morphemes as component parts of 
linguistic forms. Nevertheless, these linguistic forms have two characteristics, 
since die nature of the morphemes playing tfieir indispensable role differs. Let 
us compare the following examples: cloud-cloudy, rich-enrich; cloud-clouds, 
rich-richer. The base morphemes cloud and rich, respectively, combine with 
die morphemes -y, -en. -s, -er We cannot deny die fact that these four fonns 
are genuine morphemes since dieir phonological complexes convey meaning: 
cloudy means something else tlian cloud, and cloud and clouds are two 
different 'tilings'; and the same can be said about rich and enrich, and rich and 
richer. Yet the projection of these forms on to the syntactic plane will reveal a 
striking difference between them: namely, cloud and clouds will both behave 
the same way - they ire nouns (to use the traditional terminology), and they 
will play die role of subject or object in a sentence. Similarly, rich and richer 
are adjectives, occurring as attributes or parts of a predicate. On die other hand, 
cloudy and enrich will display entirety different syntactic characteristics as 
compared to their base forms cloud and rich, respectively: an adjective and a 
noun in the first case, and a verb and an adjective in the other case will have 
quite distinct syntactic functions. Then we shall arrive at a conclusion that 
certain morphemes leave the syntactic characteristics of linguistic forms intact 
while other morphemes make clianges in the respective linguistic forms' 
behaviour. As a matter of fact, and this is die reason for the distinction, die 
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latter morphemes generate new meaningful units, or lexemes. (See more in 
5.4.) 

5.2 Morphology asparadigmatics and/or morphemics 

In the light of what we have said above, morphology studies not only 
morphemic forms and their mutual relations and distribution but also their 
functions. It lias been commonplace to speak of two spheres of morphology, 
namely, (1) inflectional, or formal (also called paradigmatics'). and (2) 
derivational (sometimes referred to as 'morphemics').14 Those who believe in 
the existence of morphology as a discipline but attribute it a somewhat 
narrower yet specific status have in mind just the first of its two possible areas: 
for them morphology is the same as inflection (the old term was 'accidence'), 
and it was dealt with in wliat was sometimes called the 'word and paradigm' 
approach, very well known to students of classical languages, This restriction 
is probably due to the fact that linguists seem to have but an intuitive 
understanding of the distinction between the two spheres and they find it 
difficult to express objective criteria existing behind this intuition. 

Nevertheless, if we accept the existence of the two spheres of morphology 
and hence the existence of inflectional and derivational morphemes, we shall 
be able to describe the respective language's grammatical functioning in 
greater detail and in a more comprehensive manner. 

5.3 Morphology and issues of concord and government 

We are in agreement with most linguists in that inflectional morphemes 
are Uiose which are required by the sentence syntax. For example, in Latin the 
fonn of a verb alters according to the form of the subject, and likewise the 
attributive adjective takes on various forms depending on the grammatical 
characteristics of the head-noun: (ego) amo, (nos) amamus; pater vend; path 
veniunt; servus bonus, semi bom, faemina bona, etc. The situation is very 
similar in Romance and Slavic languages, even in German, In English there arc 
only two forms (in the present tense), namely, love and loves, the latter 
occurring with 'he/she/it' and all singular nouns, and there is only one form of 
attributive adjective, e.g. a good man, a good woman, good men. Generally, in 
cases like these there is hardly any true freedom of choice of verb/adjective 

forms; on the contrary, restrictions arc imposed on the choice, being dealt with 
under the heading 'agreement' or concord'. In English we can also speak of 
concord', but we do not need to set up a complex system since (his 

phenomenon appears only in one case, namely, in the 3 t d person singular 
present, e.g. he/she/John loves : 1/yow'we/they'people love. 

The other type of restriction imposed on the choice can be illustrated by 
the Latin mom ad montem, or patrem amare - patri parere. Here 
prepositions and verbs decide the respective forms of their nouns - they are 
said to govern' nouns in a certain case Similar relations can be observed in 
Czech and in many other languages, while in English the reference to 
'government' is of little importance since case variance in nouns is practically 
nonexistent, e.g. the mountain - from the mountain, to love father - to obey 
father, and in pronouns it requires but one common fonn different from the 
basic (nominative) one. e.g. he - about him, he loves - they love him. 

The distinction between concord and government is a product of Latin 
grammar. The fact that verbs and adjectives are said to agree with nouns, and 
that nouns are said to be governed by prepositions and verbs worked well in 
Latin and it may still be of much value for inflectional languages We may. of 
course, find different grammatical categories involved in what seem to be 
conditions very similar to those in Latin, but dealing widi some of these would 
exceed the scope of the present chapter. Perhaps what is worth noting, though, 
in order to see language functioning in its complexity, is the fact that concord 
and government are both present to restrict the choice of forms of identical 
items. In the Latin example Pater bonum ftlium amavit the verb amavit agrees 
with the noun pater (in person and number) and governs the noun fdium (in 
case), and the adjective bonum agrees with (he noun fdium (in gender, number, 
and case). 

5.4 Inflectional and derivational morphemes 

As follows from what we liave shown, inflectional morphemes are 
required by sentence syntax; let us also add tliat diey enter into operations 
which leave the syntactic categories of the base morphemes untouched, e.g. 
mons/montem is a noun, bonus/bonum/bona is an adjective, amo/amavit is a 
verb, etc. Yet it is true that they convey extra 'elements', namely those of 

The practical aspect of this book calls for the convenience of treating issues of word-
formation separately - see Chapter 3. This does not at all imply that ours is a well-grounded 
conviction for the derivational morphology to be disregarded or ignored. 
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grammatical meaning, sucli as gender, number, tense, etc.. whicli are labeled 
traditionally as grammatical categories. (See Section 6) 

There are morphemes of different syntactic functions, though; as a matter 
of fact, their choice is not given by syntax but. on the contrary, once they are 
chosen, the new 'complex' form requires a different syntactic treatment. In 
other words, these morphemes enter so-called derivational operations through 
which a new naming unit arises, belonging to a syntactic class different from 
the base. This is wliat hits also been said above and illustrated by the examples 
cloud-cloudy, rich-enrich. (See 5.1.1) Lei us only add that these morphemes, 
derivative or derivational as they arc called, are also known as affixes. If an 
affix is attached in front of the base, it is called a prefix, e.g. en ) rich, i f it is 
attached after die base, it is referred to as a suffix, e.g. cloud \y. Sometimes a 
derivative morpheme comes within the base: so<allcd infixes are known in 
many languages, but not in modern English (e.g. the C/ech -vá- in dělávat). 

5.4.1 Change of syntactic categories. What has not been said yet is that the 
distinction between inflectional and derivational morphemes could perhaps be 
understood without problems if it is explained in a simple way as above but 
that Uiere have also been some quite different approaches to the distinction. 
Unfortunately, none of them seems to have ever provided a unanimous discrete 
division between die two classes of morphemes, and. consequently, between 
inflectional and derivational morphology. Two examples will illustrate the 
problems involved. 

One and the same morpheme can be regarded as inflectional in one case 
and as derivational in another case. Thus the English -er [a| attached cither to 
the base big or to the base teach leaves the former resultant complex form 
syrilacticafly untouched (ie. bigger as well as big arc adjectives of the same 
syntactic behaviour), whereas the latter case entails a cliange from a verb to a 
noun, which will bring about syntactic consequences (ie. teach can only be a 
predicate, teacher performs the functions of a subject or an object). 

The examples such as please-pteasure, decide-decision. think-thought^. 
respectively, can be looked upon not only as different forms but also different 
naming units, diis view being based on the fact that the resultant complex 
forms as nouns beliave differendy from the base morphemes as verbs. This is 
not always the case, though: neighbour and neighbourhood are both nouns, and 
so also friend and friendship, and both will perform identical syntactic 

1 5 Here thought is a form coming into existence through a derivational process, the homonymic 
thought as the past-tense form would be treated by most linguists as a 'process' change. 

functions. And yet hardly anybody would think in terms of inflection -
undoubtedly, the morphemes -hood and -ship are regarded as derivative 
suffixes! 

5.4.2 Amount of semantic change. With reference to what we have just noted 
and searching for a relevant criterion we believe that diere must be two types of 
derivational morphemes, namely, those that change the syntactic category of 
the base morpheme to which they apply, and those tliat do not, while it always 
holds tlvat derivational processes creale new naming units (or, lexical items). 
The criterion we are looking for is a semantic one: die meaning of the affix is 
believed to alter or affect the meaning of the base morpheme to a certain 
extent, which varies from case to case. As J. L. Bybee (1985: 82) maintains, 
"in case of verbs, this means die extent to which the meaning of the morpheme 
affects the description of the situation, and for nouns, the extent to which the 
meaning of the morpheme changes the referent of the noun". And indeed, if we 
ask the question whether, and if so to which extent, the following derived 
forms differ in meaning from the base ones, we have to give a positive answer: 
untie is just the opposite, distinct event compared to tie: unhappy is not 
altogether the same as sad;]6 baker refers to a person, linguistically an agent of 
(he activity described by bake: professorship denotes a status whereas 
professor is the bearer of the status. On the other liand. die same question about 
the suffixes -ly or -ing would very probably make us admit that die expected 
change in meaning in almost none. Namely, the quality described by an 
adjective such as diligent will not change after -ly has been attached to produce 
diligently: gerundial nominalisations in -ing, e.g. reading, can appear in 
syntactic positions from which finite verbs are excluded, but they do not 
change the situations described by the underlying verbs. Thus the interpretation 
of read in bed and reading in bed will not differ much in. e.g. John reads in 
bed and Reading in bed is fun. By projecting our findings on to the issue of 
categorial changes, we are likely to arrive at the following conclusion: 
derivatives which bring about a considerably different meaning will not change 
their syntactic categories compared to those of their bases (type: untie, 
unhappy professorship), and vice versa, derivatives which add just a little 
further meaning will tend to change dieir categories (type: diligently, reading). 
Or from the odier way round, what plays a very important role in these 

" Here we do not agree fully with Dybee (op.cit.) in that the result of a derivational process has 
a lexical monomorphemic item as its counterpart, at least not from the meaningful point of 
view. See below. 
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considerations is the amount of semantic change made by the application of the 
affix to the base. We can observe that tlie greater (he difference between (he 
meaning of the derived form and the meaning of the base, the greater is the 
likelihood thai the affix is truly derivational. One would rather think not in 
terms of two (different) types of derivational morphemes but in terms of a 
continuum, which will, easily and satisfactorily enough, encompass all of the 
complex forms illustrated here above as well as the frequently discussed slatus 
of morpheme -er. 

5.4.3 A continuum rather than distinct types, II would be a plain sailing from 
now on if we could pronounce that the desired continuum extended on both 
sides, namely, to primary lexical units as well as to inflected forms. And, 
indeed, (his is possible, provided we respect the functioning of language in its 
miraculous complexity. The distinction between a primary and a derivative is 
easy to make since both are represented in the lexicon and the meaningful 
difference between thcin is a matter of synonymy, with all the consequences 
involved. Thus the derivative largeness seems to be synonymous to size, and 
unhappy to sad; the difference, or the choice, between each pair lies in the fact 
that the content of 'large' does not cover the whole of content of 'size', and 
that unhappy' is not meaningfully identical with 'sad'. And yet. when 
construing a sentence the speaker has 10 consider the balance between the 
semantic content and the grammatical form: it seems likely that unless the 
speaker's intention is to point out the difference in meaning between the base 
and the derivative, in other words, the difference which is conveyed by the 
affix, then die primary, monoinorphcniic expression will be preferred. 
Therefore, e.g. size or sad, respectively, will be the first at hand, while 
largeness or unhappy will be used only intentionally. We can only marvel at 
the fact tliat the syntactic categories of the derivatives will match those of the 
potential monoinorphcniic primary semantic equivalents: both size and 
largeness perforin the function of nouns, and both sad and unhappy behave as 
adjectives. Viewed in this way it docs not seem so important to deliberately 
look for parallels existing between die amount of meaning brought by the affix 
as compared to the meaiung of the sole base, on the one hand, and the 
categorial change, on the odier hand - also because we are unable to define any 
unit in order to measure die amounts of meaning added. Nevertheless, die idea 
of the distinctions between respective derivational morphemes being viewed as 
gradual and representing a continuum is welcomed. 

What still remains to be discussed is the sphere of transition from 
derivational morphemes to inflectional ones. Like sonic of the derivational 
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morphemes (type: -/v. -ing), the inflectional morphemes add no lexical 
meaning to the base, or, in belter words, while certain morphemes add some 
little amount of lexical meaning and are for that reason considered derivational, 
inflectional morphemes arc those which leave the lexical meaning of the base 
untouched. What makes it possible for them lo be referred to as genuine 
morphemes is the grammatical meaning they convey. Inflection, that is to say. 
is required by syntax and it is derived by rules, not in the lexicon. As L. 
Blooinfield (I9.1.1: 223) has it. thinking of the highly structured sets of 
expressions for regular patterns, inflection is characteristic of a "rigid 
parallelism of underlying and resultant forms". Thus, for example, nearly all 
norms in English underlie a derived plural, all verbs underlie a derived past 
tense, and (he like. The choice of inflectional morphemes is therefore 
obligatory for the speaker, which is not true of derivational morphemes. This 
obligatoriness is likely to be the only relevant criterion to distinguish between 
inflectional and derivational morphemes Another criterion, quite frequently 
offered, says that derivational morphemes will change the syntactic category of 
the new. derived form, while inflectional morphemes never do. Unfortunately, 
this criterion will fall short, since by applying il alone we cannot determine a 
clear-cut boundary between the Iwo categories of morphemes; suffices to 
compare, for example, hoy-boys with nice-nicely (change) and happy-unhappy 
(no change). Yet there is a positive outcome from all these considerations, too: 
namclv, certain derivational affixes border, as it were, on inflection, and in this 
sense the postulated continuum we wished to see in derivation can be smoothly 
projected further into inflection. A closer inspection of the issues discussed 
would reveal far more interesting findings, which point to the interplay of 
language phenomena. As linguists have observed (noted by Bybee 1985: 82), 
the existence or inflection in a language implies the existence of derivation; 
and whit is more essential still, though perhaps for the satnc reason taken for 
granted, derivational morphemes arc found closer to the root lhan inflectional 
morphemes. The arbitrariness of lexical meaning stands higher in the hierarchy 
of choice than the obligatoriness of grammatical meaning. 

6 Notes on grammatical categories 

6.1 Explaining the term 'category' 

We have shown in the preceding paragraphs that morphemes are believed 
to be formal minimal units of grammar which also play a syntactic role and are 
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endowed with grammatical and/or lexical meaning. Moreover, morphemes can 
very- well be arranged in classes; as a tnatter of fact, the aim of any 
grammatical analysis is to define classes of morphemes based on (heir common 
properties, namely ones that are grammatically meaningful, or syntactical. The 
morphemes within the respective classes arc ordered, as well as the classes as 
whole are ordered, and once such classes are established, they must for tlial 
very reason be coherent. Let us call them grammatical categories. Owing to 
the ingenious complexity of language, grammatical categories appear in two 
layers, namely as primary - traditionally referred to as 'parts of speech', e.g. 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., and secondary, ones of lower rank, such as 
gender, tense, mood, etc. 

The word 'category' is of Greek origin: Kcm'flopBtv meant 'accuse' or 
'predicate'. Hence 'to predicate", the meaning of which is used in logic as well 
as in linguistics, is to attribute, or to affirm, properties to things/persons. The 
Greek equivalent of 'category', ic. Kcmiyopta. used by Aristotle, was a 'mode', 
or a way, one of more different ways, in which a predication could be made of 
things. Applied to language, the Aristotelian approach was a truly ontological 
one, defining nouns as substances, while adjectives were believed to denote 
permanent qualities, verbs actions, ie. dynamic qualities, etc. A different 
approach was offered by (he Alexandrians: they pointed to the similarities in 
what we now call 'inflectional morphology'. Thus, for example, adjectives 
were considered a subclass of nouns since both were inflected alike for number 
and case. Aristotle, however, considered adjectives to be a subclass of verbs 
because the claimed permanent quality characterizes adjectives and the 
dynamic quality verbs, and both work for "predication' (let us compare, at 
least, the English He reads, vs. He isvoung.) 

6.2 Morpheme distribution 

We hope to show in the following that to investigate the issues involved in 
the notion of grammatical category from the point of view of purely 
inflectional morphology will not always bring about satisfactory' answers. And 
yet it is true that the notion of grammatical category has been central to all 
modern linguistics, which defines a grammatical category as constituted by a 
set of inflections. The basic idea is that of complementary distribution, namely, 
the sets are composed of conceptually related morphemes which contrast one 
another. (See also 3.1) It means that the presence of one particular set excludes 
the presence of another. Moreover, as is maintained, these conceptually related 
morphemes must be expressed ordinarily in a parallel fashion, which means, to 
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put it in a more comprehensible way. that they must occur in die same affix 
position. Hence it is believed that a linguist will define the general conceptual 
domain of the category and will determine how this domain is divided by the 
respective members of the category. For instance, 'tense' is understood 
commonly as a grammatical category (discussed thorougldy by Bybee 1985: 
161. and elsewhere); its domain can be described as references to lime relative 
to the time of the speech event, and it is usually viewed as divided into three 
parts, namely t imc(l) preceding, or (2) simultaneous with, or (3) subsequent to 
die speech event. In order to confirm that tense is a grammatical category' wc 
liave to show that the three markers for these functions are mutually exclusive 
and that they are expressed in a parallel fashion. 

6,3 Defining some of the respective categories 

A cross-linguistic probe will show how difficult it is to render specific 
grammatical categories. However trivial our further illustrations may be, let us 
bear in mind that a 'category' arises diachronically. Hence it is easy to 
understand that one cannot find a straightforward solution if trying to apply the 
ancient Greco-Latin views on modern living languages or to apply perhaps 
even synchronic observations made in English to other languages. Thus the 
ontological approach to primary categories in modem English will prove to be 
untenable if we try to define, for instance, sure in He is sure to tell or stow in 
He was slow to recognise it as adjectives. These do not really express 
permanent qualities but they refer rather to the actions of 'telling/recognising'. 
Another eloquent example is what wc know as 'conversion': neither the 
ontological approach nor inflectional similarities will define milk as a definite 
part of speech, although the idea of substance might be sensed by most 
speakers. c.g. in / don't like milk. However, we would hardly refer to milk as a 
noun in Did you ever milk a cow?, and we would be tempted, quite rightly, 
indeed, to lake it as an adjective in She works in a milk shop. Some problems 
will also arise in the secondary category of tense. What has been proved in a 
satisfactory way is the fact dial it is an inflectional category17, it is applicable to 
verbs, and it does not affect their inherent semantic content. However, the 
conceptual domain need not always behave like a coherent grammatical 
category in different languages. What is more easily observable and at hand 
without undertaking an extensive cross-linguistic study, is that the respective 

1 1 According to Bybee (1985: 161). within a sample of some 50 languages only in one 
(Kurakiutl) temporal notions were found as marked by non-inflectional affixes. 
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markers do nol always appear in the same position, Ii suffices to illustrate the 
future tense or the anteriors: the former seems to have a variety of sources and 
appears to be a periphrastic form in many languages, including English (ie. 
'shall/will + infinitive'), the latter developed as a combination of auxiliaries of 
'have/be type' and a past participle (e.g. hm>e written, ist gekommen, hapuesto, 
etc.) 

6.3.1 A complex view of category definition. In order to be able to treat 
grammatical categories not only and entirely as formal concepts, we opt for 
such an approach to morphology in which there is no strong separation 
between the side that deals with forms and the sides that deal with syntax and 
semantics.18 Referring once more to (he primary categories of parts of speech, 
if we accept this fairly complex view, the labels denoting so-called functional 
categories, such as 'subject', 'predicate', 'object', 'circumstantial', will add 
largely to the explication. Thus a lexeme is defined as a noun (e.g. boy\ table, 
beauty, writing) because (I) it denotes a person or an object or an abstract 
quality and process, (2) it shows characteristics of number, case and gender, 
and (3) it functions typically as (he head of NP. Similarly, another lexeme is 
defined as a verb (e.g. write) because (1) it usually expresses changeable, 
dynamic aspects of 'tilings'. (2) it shows distinctions in person, number, tense, 
mood, aspect, voice, and (3) it functions as the head of VP. 

A complex view will also be appreciated when the categories of the 
secondary layer are to be dealt with, explicated and defined. No wonder that 
the grammatical markers for tense are nol always expressed always in a parallel 
fashion in different languages. Semantic ranges, covered by the different 
forms, appear to move mainly on two axes - one relates the lime of the 
aclion/event/stalc referred to in the sentence lo the time of the utterance, and 
the other points to differences of completion and non-completion, continuation, 
momentariness. and similar. And here we liavc to draw our attention again to 
die fact that categories are products of diachronic processes, which cannot be 
expected to be parallel from a cross-linguistic perspective. The sources of tense 
inflection are nol likely to be found in derivation but rather in inflections for 
other categories: we mentioned certain semantic and phonological reductions 
of periphrastic constructions (typical of Spanish, e.g. 'hablar -H habea(t)' -* 
hablara), and now we liave to focus on the category of aspect, reflecting the 
way in which the verbal action is observed or experienced with respect to time. 

Basically in agreement with the modem lexeme-based theories of morphology. as witnessed 
inAronofll992. 

Indeed, the category of aspect is closely connected in meaning with tense, and 
two two-way distinctions are believed to be significant: the perfective -
impcrfective distinction, and the liabitual - continuous (durative, progressive) 
distinction. It is lo be noted that in some languages these two distinctions are 
related. In order to make this point clear enough, let us consider, without 
further explicit comment, the differences in meaning of the following sentences 
in Czech: Ten dopis jsem psal včera. Včera jsem napsal čtyři dopisy. Včera 
jsem tv čtyři dopisy psal až do 6 hodin do večera. Včera jsem ty čtyři dopisy 
napsal do 6 hodin (- 'stihl napsat'). Pisu (ty čtyři) dopisy už celé odpoledne. 
Za celé odpoledne jsem napsal tyhle čtyři dopisy. 

The preceding lines should not evoke the idea that there is no syncliromc 
significance to the grammatical notion of the category of tense. Just on the 
contrary, once we liave established die primary category of verb, we can show 
explicitly that many languages do express notions of tense by verbal inflections 
and that the "relative tunc' indicated by the inflection is a very important 
grammatical notion even from die synclironic point of view. It does not matter 
very much that the conceptual coherence of tense does not always correspond 
lo the structural coherence, namely, to the way the tense is expressed. We have 
to bear in mind that the various tense markers as existing in their respective 
languages have developed from different sources, which, of course, may 
produce a category tliat is not altogether structurally coherent. 
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Chapter 4 

Lexical Semantics 
(Jaroslav Peprník) 

1 Lexicology as a branch of linguistics 

].) Lexicology vs: lexicography, vocabulary vs. grammar 

Lexicology is the study of words and their meaning. Laymen often 
confuse it wilh lexicography, the making of dictionaries. The latter is a 
pragmatic study applying the principles of lexicology for a purpose determined 
by the intended use of the dictionary and by non-linguistic factors. 

Lexicology, unlike lexicography, is an integral part of any theory of 
language The most widely held conception of language is tripartite, describing 
separately the sounds, the grammar and the meaning (though the generative 
semantic theory rejects this tripartite conception). Each of the three parts is 
seen as having a structure of its own. Lexicology studies the total word-stock 
(also called 'lexicon', 'lexis', 'vocabulary', in Czech 'slovní zásoba'). 

Though the vocabulary of a language is perhaps a more important tool of 
communication than grammar, it is a relatively infrequent object of systematic 
study. There are far fewer monographs on the vocabulary than on the syntax, 
and the term semantics' more often than not refers to the semantic aspect of 
sentences rather than to the meaning of words. The word as a linguistic unit is 
being neglected in favour of the utterance (the study of the text being a new 
linguistic development and therefore getting a good deal of attention). And yet, 
lexicology - the study of the lexis - offers many insights into the character of a 
particular language. 

Survey works on lexicology (under this title) have never been published in 
the English-speaking world, but are fairly frequent in Europe: in Germany 
(Hansen, Lipka), Czechoslovakia (Filipec-Čermák, Hauser, Horečky), France 
(Greimas, Matoré, Toumier), Yugoslavia (Tomič), and especially in the former 
U S S R (Achmanova, Arbekova, Arnold, Galperin, Ginzburg, Mednikova, 
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Molhova, Sinimickij - (he final being die earliest author from ihe series: 1956). 
The existence of such numerous Soviel works is probably due (o the Soviet 
linguists' avoidance (for ideological reasons) of "Western" ('decadent', 
idealist') structuralism and transformational grammar. France is the only 
country to publish a specialised journal - (Thiers de lexicologie. 

Lipka points out that the term 'lexicology' is not to be found in most 
medium-sized dictionaries and in various handbooks (e.g. Lyons 1977) about 
English grammar - with tlic exception of the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English (Lipka 1990: I). Lipka also refers to Hermann Paul, 
who as early as 1896 spoke of neglect of the study of meaning (Lipka 1998: 
98). Linguists in English-speaking countries often conceive lexicology as a 
mere appendix to lexicography. The name of the periodical Oxford Studies in 
Lexicography and Lexicology reflects, in the order of the disciplines, which of 
the two was thought to be more important. An American linguist wrote in 
1933: "The lexicon is really an appendix of the grammar, a list of basic 
irregularities" (Bloomfield 1933: 274). Many of his successors went so far as 
to exclude semantics from linguistics entirely, on the grounds thai meaning 
could not be studied 'scientifically'. This attitude was countered by Roman 
Jakobson's epigram: "Linguistics without meaning is meaningless". 

Among American linguists, it was Bolinger who paid perhaps greatest 
attention to various issues of vocabulary. He himself defined the units of 
lexicon as words, idioms, and collocations (Bolinger 1975: 107). 

1.2 Main issues in lexicology 

Lexicology deals with such issues as the size and structure of the 
vocabulary, die link with extra-linguistic knowledge, die centre and the 
periphery of the lexical system and its subsystems, the synclvronic vs. the 
diachronic approach, the contact areas with morphology and word-formation, 
die notions of 'word' and 'language unit', and, on a more abstract level, with 
the concept-forming power of die word. 

The lexicon (ie. vocabulary) is not a mere list of words as in a dictionary -
complex structural patterns interrelate all the words of die language. The study 
of the lexicon is deservedly an independent field of linguistic study. 
Lexicology is also partly an interdisciplinary study because the study of 
meaning involves semasiology, onoinasiology, semantics, semiotics, 
pragmatics. 

Semasiology proceeds from word to concept (dictionaries are 
semasiological works), onomasiology (Greek onomasia 'name') proceeds from 
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concept to word (this approach is found in thesauruses). The term semantics is 
more or less synonymous with semasiology, and implies the study of meaning. 
Semiotics (Greek semeion 'sign') is the study of signs, both verbal and 
nonverbal (the latter includes body language, ie. gestures and facial 
expressions). This term is equivalent to semiology, coined by Saussure. 
Pragmatics is die study of the relation between die language sign and its user. 
Sometimes the term' sociopragmatics* is preferred. 

To sum up, lexicology studies bodi individual words and die vocabulary as 
a whole (ie die structure of interdependent elements). The lexicological 
description includes both formal and semantic relations and pragmatic aspects. 
The study of words must be done in relation to the other levels of language 
description, 

2 Extra-linguistic reality and concepts 

2.1 Amorphous vs. discrete 

Extra-linguistic reality (ie, the non-verbal word) includes not only the 
world around us (our experienced environment), that is real objects, but also 
ideas (e.g. 'intelligence') and actions, and imaginary reality - concepts such as 
transformation of metals, levitation, dragon, elf unicorn, angel. 

Extra-linguistic reality is less segmented and structured than man needs 
when he wants to refer to it and make himself generally understood. Reality is 
stimulus for man to shape it into many discrete things through symbolization. 
Everything, before being given a name, is subject to the process of abstraction. 
There are no clear-cut borderlines in the extra-linguistic continuum, in other 
words, words mark off arbitrary distinctions diat often do not exist in the 
reality they represent Man's products are less amorphous and therefore easier 
to 'handle' in speech than phenomena of nature or thought - e.g. it is easier to 
distinguish between a chair and an armchair and between an offence and a 
crime than between a stream and a river or a hill and a mountain or between 
red and purple. But even die meaning of a human product represents a 
structure, often hierarchical, of elements or distinctive features of meaning 
(semes). 
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2.2 Segmentation and organization 

Man's mind creates concepts - units of thought, discrete items, 
abstractions that capture reality. It is not enough to perceive what is before our 
eyes, we must recognize the continuing identity in the stream of successively 
observed phenomena. The table seen today must call up a definite picture of 
the same table in the past. The concept, a psychological term, thus forms the 
nucleus of the meaning, a linguistic term. Language is a conceptual system, a 
system by which we conceptualize our experience (though it is more than 
merely a conceptual system - sec below) Two tilings should be borne in mind 
when discussing concepts and language: 

One, the concept may change with the development of man's knowledge 
of the world. That is why the scope of a concept is different in a child and in an 
adult, in an illiterate person and an educated person. But the essentials of the 
concept remain the same - by 'water* a child basically understands Ihc same 
thing as a hydrologist. There are various sorts of triangles but mentally they 
must be classified as one triangle only Ca flat shape with three straight sides'). 

Also, between the word and the item of extra-linguistic reality, ic. between 
the form (the sound) and its content (ie. meaning) there is no direct 
relationsliip. Words only refer to reality, the word does not reflect the nature of 
that reality and that is why the same thing can have quite different names in 
different languages. The naming of reality is based on convention, and is 
arbitrary (with minor exceptions - such as spontaneous responses in the form of 
interjections, and words imitating sounds occurring in nature). 

Some ordering of experience (ordering involves segmentation and 
organization) appear to be universally recognized in all languages, and must 
therefore be regarded as a general property of mankind, e.g. the recognition of 
objects occupying space and persisting tltrough time. 

2.3 Different categorizations 

Reality can be described in the most general way by means of two 
gnoseological categories: substance and attribute. The attribute is the property' 
attributed to a substance on the basis of man's senses or man's thought or by 
consequence of the behaviour of the 'object'. In language, more than two 
categories are distinguished - several word categories are defined according to 
the function they have in die sentence 

The same extra-linguistic reality (external world) may have different 
categorization in different languages. The differences between languages are 

not so much in kind, as in cxplicitness and degree. Wliat one language builds 
into its structure, another language expresses sporadically, but both liave it. The 
content of a lexeme can have a different range in different languages. One 
language will manage with a single word for two extra-linguistic items, another 
needs a different word for each of the related items. There are cases, when 
English is more 'detailed' than Czech: ape, monkey - opice, or tlian German: 
snail, hlemýžď; slug, slimák - Schnecke. And, of course, there are cases when it 
is the other way round. 

Gender need not liave a formal representation in one language: student -
student, studentka, although it is perfectly able to make this distinction i f there 
is such a need (male student vs. woman or female student). 

3 Word 

3.1 Word definition 

The definition of word itself has been an issue of some controversy. As a 
result of principles (evolved chiefly since 1933), which demanded strict 
procedures of definition, procedures based on observation, word has been 
defined on purely formal grounds, without semantic criteria. Here are two 
definitions of word as the fundamental or primary unit of die lexical level of 
the language: 

Word (not a compound word) is a sequence of sounds (rarely a single 
sound) or its representation in writing, that communicates a meaning. It cannot 
be divided into smaller units of independent use, although a linguistic analysis 
may uncover in it more than one morpheme Also, a word cannot accept any 
insertion of further material, it is a relatively stable unit which can be arranged 
in structures with other such units to form sentences of the language. 

Word is a combination of vocal sounds (rarely one such sound) used in a 
language to express an idea (eg to denote a thing, attribute or relation) and 
thus communicate a meaning. It consists of at least one morpheme, which is 
the ultimate minimal element with a meaning. No other word can be inserted 
into a word, though a morpheme (an infix) can be inserted. In a sense, each 
word is a lexico-grammatical unit because it belongs to a particular word 
category, ie. a class of units with a function they share. One word may function 
even as a sentence. 
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3.2 Phonological and orthographic words 

This long definition of the word is still too brief to be helpful. It implies 
that die sounds are marked off by a pause on cither side. But in the early stages 
of alphabetic writing, letters followed each other in lines without spaces to 
separate off what are now conceived of as words. Spaces between groups of 
tetters became important as the conventions of writing evolved. Now literate 
people Jearn to recognize 'words' as visual rather than as auditory units. A non-
English person may hear it 's no good at all as four words: Snow good a tall. 
Nor is he able to distinguish the boundaries in a notion and an ocean: the two 
sound the same to him. The extreme view is that a word is a nonexistent (not a 
concrete) notion. 

Besides these phonological words there are orthographic words. Before 
the rules of spelling became stabilized - the standardization was encouraged by 
the newly invented print - the written form of the word varied. In the 14th 
century, merry was also spelled myry, myrie. murie. mery. Some variations 
both in sound and in writing) survive to these days, see British colour versus 
American color, British either [aid] vs.. American either [i:d]. The definition 
of word as 'a sequence of sounds between pauses' is faulty for another reason: 
a pause can liappen even in the middle of a word, for example, in acting. On 
the other hand, in French the liaison is common, 

3.3 Word in English and in synthetic languages 

Words in a language with a synthetic structure (such as Czech, Slovak) 
usually have a more definite meaning than words in a language with an 
analytical structure (such as English or French). Tliis can be shown by 
comparing the Czech verb vziti with English take - the meaning of the latter is 
usually specified by the context, whereas the Czech word is less context-
dependent. (Mathesius 1975: 18), 

4 Lexeme (lexical unit), phrase me 

4.1 Word vs. lexeme, phraseme 

So far only the term 'word' has been used here. The term lexeme was 
coined in functional linguistics in analogy to the earlier linguistic terms -
phoneme, morpheme It may also be called a lexical unit. The term unit' 
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implies that it may be "one word or an association of several words, in a 
plirase". But lexeme covers one more important function besides being a 
denotatum for a class of objects or properties to which the expression applies. 
It also an abstract unit bringing 'under one roof all the different word forms, 
ie. the cluster of inflectional variants or versions (go, goes, going, went, gone; 
man, men, hoy, boys) and orthographic variants (theatre, theater). In this sense, 
lexeme is a potential unit 

It was said that a lexeme can comprise of both a one-word unit and a 
multi-word unit - a phrase. In lexicology the term 'phrase' does not refer to any 
of the grammatical terms (noun plirase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, adverbial 
phrase, prepositional phrase) but to constructions from phraseology, 
phrasemes. ie. more or less fossilized constructions, stable (that is lexicalized; 
some authors prefer the term 'institutionalized') collocations whose meaning -
tlie sememe - is not the sum total of its parts. Know the language is a casual 
syntactic group, a collocation in the wider sense of tlie term, whereas know the 
ropes is a fixed plirase; show sb the ship (literally, ie. point to, or show round) -
show sh the ropes (= show the job, show a person how to do things). 

At least one more -erne term should be mentioned, though it belongs more 
to word-formation than lexicology. A moneme is a word unanalysable into two 
morphemes - only one constituent is a real morpheme, the other is a 
meaningless stem (e.g. Monday vs. Sunday, receive vs. rewrite, cranberry vs. 
strawberry. 

4.2 Lexeme vs. lexical unit 

Some linguists do not regard the elemental terms 'lexeme' and 'lexical 
unit' as synonymous. In tliat case, the meaning aspect of a lexical unit is 
termed a sense, in other words, a lexical unit is the union of a lexical form and 
a single sense, whereas a lexeme is a family of lexical units, it is an item listed 
in the lexicon, Lyons's pupil (Cruse 1986: 49, 77) claims. Senses do not need 
to be finite in number. Lexemes originate in word-formation, lexical units in 
metonymy and metaphors. 
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5 Meaning, denotation, sense, signification, referent 

5. ] Lexeme as a linguistic sign 

The temi meaning is rather ambiguous, even when one leaves aside ihe 
sense of 'interpretation' - such as in 'What do you mean?1. 

Lexemes are linguistic signs. A sign is something that stands for 
sometlung and lias a meaning and a form. The traffic signs 'green' and 'red1 

stand for 'go' and 'stop', respectively. The language sign is a more complex 
phenomenon than e.g. the traffic sign, because the latter can work on one level 
at a time only (the form of lights or as sounds or as gestures - see the traffic 
policeman). As a language sign, the lexical unit is a fusion of form and 
meaning (it is easier to analyse the former tlian the latter). It operates on three 
levels - phonological, morphological- syntactical, lexical-semantic. 

5.2 Conceptual and other values 

Lexical meaning is a communicative value. It is partly derived from its 
relation to other signs, partly it is a structure with a notional core (that is the 
central core) and a periphery, and with various values that go with the notional 
(also called conceptual) content, with the denotation. These extra values are 
die connotations, such as the stylistic value, and the pragmatic value (affective 
and other associations). To know the full meaning of a lexeme (lexical unit), 
however, implies also knowing its external relationships: the paradigmatic 
relations, both formal and semantic (the latter arc represented by synonyms) 
and the syntaginatic relations (ability to combine with other units and form 
utterances). In other words. Ihe meaning of a word is to be treated in terms of 
how it functions in various sentences, ie, in communicative situations. One of 
the first linguists to define meaning as the function of some linguistic form or 
clement in a context was J R. Firth. 

'Grammatical words' (also called 'form words', function words', 
'structure words') such as determiners (articles), pronoims, conjunctions, 
particles make no less contribution to the sentence than 'concrete' words. Yet, 
grammatical words are a closed set, to which new items are seldom added 

5.3 Lexeme as microsystem and microstructure 

To sum up: each lexeme is a microsystem and a microstructure. It 
functions in special ways in communicative situations. Its functions mav be for 
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pure communication or appeal or aesthetic role or contact (phatic function, a 
term coined by the Anglo-Polish social anthropologist Malinowski). 

5.4 Meaning vs. sense 

The term sense is cither equivalent to 'meaning' (e.g. sense of a text) or a 
sub-meaning (the various senses of the word make, a polysemous word). The 
term 'sense' is preferred in the case of polysemous, ie. many-sensed, words. 
The senses may even be analyzed into 'sub-senses'. Dictionaries differ 
considerably in their main sense divisions, e.g. the noun walk lias 5 senses in 
tlie Longman Dictionary of the English Language, 15 in Collins English 
Dictionary. 25 in Chambers English Dictionary. Finally, there is the distinction 
'meaning' and 'sense' observed by those who distinguish stricdy between 
lexemes and lexical units (sec above). 

Lyons and Leech use the term 'sense' differently. Lyons does not give a 
clear definition of 'sense', for Leech sense is synonymous to conceptual 
meaning, the most central aspect of meaning, or die communicative value. 
Cruse reserves 'sense' for the discrete units of the superordinate meaning and 
notes tliat besides Ihe cases of discrete senses there arc cases of sense spectra, 
cases of gradual variation. Also, he points out thai grammatical differences 
(e.g. adjective - noun, transitive - intransitive verb) do not in themselves 
produce lexically distinct units. The grammatical difference must be correlated 
with a semantic difference (Cruse 1986: 71, 76). 

5.4 Designation 

There are one or two more terms in circulation, which refer to the content 
of the form. Coseriu distinguishes between signification (ie. meaning, in 
German, 'Bedeutung') and designation (in German Bezeichnung') to 
distinguish between the linguistic sign (combining sigmfiant and signifie in 
Saussure's terminology) and the extra-linguistic object or referent. Then he 
proceeds to distinguish three types of designation (Lipka 1990: 47): 1) a 
metaphoric use. e.g. pig for 'man'; 2. multiple designation: the same referent is 
called either house, building, cottage. Likewise, the expressions the victor at 
Austerhtz and the loser at Waterloo have different meanings (or sense, in 
Lyons's terminology) but have the same designation, ie. Napoleon. Some 
linguists use the term 'reference' instead of ' designation \ 
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5.5 Referent [ 

Referent is the object or event to which the lexeme (or a symbol) refers. 
The lexeme chair lias many referents, the majority of which have a back, four 
legs and no arms. The shape of the back may vary considerably. j 

6 Components of meaning, componential analysis 

6.1 Denotation 

As it was said above, the most fundamental type of meaning is the 
denotative (also known as cognitive' or conceptual') meaning. It is basically 
the same thing as signification. The denotation of vessel is: (1) a hollow, 
usually curved, utensil for holding a liquid or loose material; (2) a large hollow 
structure designed to float on and move through water carrying a crew, 
passengers, or cargo; (3) a tube in which a body liquid is contained and 
conveyed or circulated. 

Denotation may be arrived at in various ways: e.g. colours can be 
described in terms of wavelengths of reflected light or through references to 
extra-linguistic reality: red- blood, white - snow, green - grass, etc). 

The existence of the notional core results from man's need to seize the 
amorphous extra-linguistic reality and refer to it on the basis of the knowledge 
of several relevant features - relevant to communication. But even such 
unchanging extra-linguistic reality as prismatic colours may present difficulties 
in communication. Ancient European languages were less specific about colour 
than modern ones; now the colour terms are a virtually limitless class, e.g. in 
the sphere of 'cold colours'. 538 English and 492 Czech motivators were 
found, though only 154 were used in either language (Pepmik 1987; 137). 
Besides, even on a synchronic level the denotational boundaries between 
rouglily equivalent colour terms in different languages are often incongment 
(Lyons 1977:1, 246). 

6.2 Connotation 

Leech speaks of the connotativc meaning and regards it as a subclass of 
associative meaning (in the first edition of his Semantics he called it 'stylistic 
meaning'), Lyons, instead of 'connotation' uses the term 'social or expressive \ 
meaning'. 'Expressive' is interpreted by him as 'interpersonal'. Hansen's i 
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connotations are understood as stylistic, expressive, and regional properties 
(Hansen 1982: 19). A l l authors agree in regarding connotation as additional 
properties to the denotation. As for vessel, meanings (1) and (2) are formal, 
whereas (3) is neutral. 

The connotation may be common to a group or to an individual person 
(based on one's personal experience) - but in the latter case I would prefer 
calling it 'association' instead of 'connotation' and it should be treated under 
pragmatism. For example, swimming may be associated with recreation in one 
person, with fear of drowning in another person. 

The issue whether connotation is basically a kind of association (a product 
of emotions) or a minor feature of denotation (its distinctive feature) is difficult 
to solve. This can be illustrated by the examples: ox (the English implication of 
clumsiness and strength, the Czech implication of dullness), fox (slyness); 
nudge means 'push sb gently' and implies 'to get attention'. Are the above 
mentioned elements inherent (obligatory) or optional, dependent on the extra-
linguistic context, from which (hey are derived? Leech classifies them as 
'reflected' or 'collocative' meanings. 

Part of the connotation is the stylistic layer. This may involve the 
following differentiations: 

(i) territorial 
(a) dialectisms and regional isms (e.g. five regional groups of dialects in 

English - Northern, Midland. Eastern. Western, Southern); 
(b) national standards (Scottish, American. Australian, Indian, 

Canadian. West African. South African English); 
(c) ethnic variety (Black English); 

(ii) social 
(iii) stylistic (this may involve differences in origin: domestic word vs. 

loanword - the latter may be a domesticized word, an 
internationalism, a foreignism ("exoticism") 

<iv) temporal (dated or archaic vs. neologisms), 

6.3 Relational feature.-: 

Leech introduced another form of meaning - thematic meaning. This 
feature is closely related to what Lipka (1990: 112) calls relational features 
and Lyons calls converscness. Converseness sums up the relationship between 
teacher and pupil, own and belong. Other authors might rank this as a 
pragmatic approach', which also covers deictic features - the features that 
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depend on locative and temporal orientation (this explains the difference here-
there, come-go, pull-push, bring-take), 

6.4 Inferential meaning 

Bolinger defines inferential meaning as the new features that are read 
into words and which later may become a more or less permanent part of the 
reference of the word, I believe that the notion defined in these terms is 
unnecessary in the long run and can be covered by the notions of collocation or 
association. But inferential meaning, in another conception, covers such cases 
as the verbs bark, miaow, neigh, which contain (ic. infer) the meanings 'dog', 
'cat', 'horse', respectively. On the other hand, they can be analysed simply as 
'sound' + 'animal source'. Similarly, the verb beat implies a stick, kick implies 
a foot, slap a liand, sneeze a nose, kiss a mouth, open something closed. 
Secondarily, the 'hand' could be any flat object (slap a p. with a fish), the 
'foot' could be an object fixed to it (kick a p. with a ski). 

6.5 Hierarchy of semes, binary opposition 

To understand the term 'chair', we proceed by deciphering the more 
important and relevant meanings first, then moving onto the less relevant, ie. 
something like this: a chair is a piece of furniture (furniture itself is part of 
furnishings, which are part of interior decoration); it is a piece of seating 
furniture (in contrast to a bed and a table): it has a back but no side supports (to 
distinguish it from a stool and an armchair); the issue of material (whether 
upholstered, from wood or metal or plastic material) comes next, the size, style, 
age come last. But function can assert itself earlier in the hierarchy - in this 
particular case, however, rather than chair it would be a 'wheelchair'. To put it 
in a general way: lexical items are opposed to each other, and this opposition 
yields distinctive features, also called semes or semantic elements, whereas 
the content of a lexeme may be called sememe 

6.6 Componential analysis 

The procedure described above is an example of one type of analysis of 
lexical meaning. The analysis into constituents actually begins with much more 
general features or semes (the term feature analysis' is synonymous with 
componential analysis) Thus the most general approach would be: is it 
concrete or abstract? If concrete, is it a living being or not, if not, is it part of 
nature or is it a man-made product? The line of inquiry starting from the 
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notion 'alive' would go on like this: vegetable vs. animal, animal in the wider 
sense vs. human After that, a new, independent line tries to establish the 
gender (male-female), age (adult - offspring), etc. The abstract constituents or 
features that are more or less universal may be referred to as abbreviations: 
ABSTR(ACT), ACT(ION), SUBST(ANCE), QUAL(ITY), HUMfAN), AN1M(ATE), 
MALI-. NON-ADULT, COMMON, COUNTABLE), etc. 

Each universal seme enters widely different meaiungs. e.g. MALE is 
contained not only in uncle, boar and gander but also in tenor, stamen, 
testosteron. YOUNG is found in child, cub, calf litter, sapling. HUMAN vs. 
ANIMAL is in pairs corpse - carcass, tresses - main, tell/talk - bray, cackle, 
caw, grunt, etc. 

The seme MAGNUM (covering "much" and 'high degree') is found in 
collocations hrubá chyba 'bad mistake', železná kázeň 'iron discipline', 
hrobové ticho 'deathly silence', naprostý/vyslovený nesmysl 'utter nonsense', 
neproniknutelná mlha 'impenetrable mist', tvrdý spánek 'sound sleep', 
oslepující světlo 'blinding light', ideální podmínka 'ideal condition', absolutní 
úspěch 'absolute success', etc. (see also 10.1.4). In verbs the semes present in 
the meaning are the imiversals 'agent', 'goal', 'source', etc.,for example, the 
difference between antonyms which stand in a converse relation may be 
analysed as follows: agent + goal = buy, learn, agent + source = sell, teach 
(Fillmore 1971: 378). 

'Motion' and 'space orientation' (vertical or horizontal) are universal 
seines too, usually joined by more concrete semes. Follow - chase sliare the 
semes 'motion', "direction', 'behind' but chase besides contains 'intention' and 
'fast'. (See also jump - leap, explained elsewhere). 

In verbs the type of subject and object may play a role (they are part of the 
verb's semantic structure, called 'valence' in Czech), e.g. run a race requires 
animate subjects (with legs), run an organization requires human subjects. The 
other semes besides the 'causative sense' present in run arc 'fast', 'directional', 
'motion'. Compare; 

(1) He ran back: implication of'motion', 'directional', 'fast' 
The ball ran onto the field: implication of fast directional motion 
without the precise physical characteristics of running. 
The car is running well: implication of motion, without implication of 
'direction'. 
The road runs from A to B: implication of 'direction', without 
implication of'motion'. (Kempson 1977: 81) 
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The nouns post and pole are both 'vertically oriented', but post 
presupposes that the object is 'in contact with die ground'. 

Intensity distinguishes not only synonyms (see below) but items in a 
lexical field too: hit I strike and touch share the seme surface-contact but the 
former implies intensity". 

Potential semes; kill 'cause to die', but 'intention' is here a potential seme 
only, present in kill a p. for money, but absent in kill a p. in a motor car 
accident. 

These orderings of experience are the general property of mankind, e.g. 
the recognition of objects occupying space. Last but not least, we should bear 
in mind U»at each categorization is culture-dependent. Words relating to moral, 
religious, legal matters depend on the people's ways of life - we do not all 
inhabit exactly the same world. A chair, for example, may have a different 
social prestige or may have a very special sense, such as 'throne' ('coronation 
chair'). 

Some linguists are not happy with the term 'semantic feature' and claim 
that such sharply defined units do not really exist, that rather there are infinite 
grades of rather fuzzy attributes, any of which may be shared by a wide range 
of lexemes or by a few or may be unique to one (Bolinger 1970: 78). 

Apart from the method of constituent analysis, meaning can be arrived at 
with the 'encyclopaedic' approach, ie. a definition, such as is found in entries 
in monolingual dictionaries. The definition usually is not exhaustive, and the 
dictionary user is expected to derive additional information from the illustrative 
quotations. This infonnation is both semantic and collocative, ic, a suggestion 
how to insert that particular lexeme into a meaningful sentence, in short, into 
context. 

7 Paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations, collocation 

7.1 Paradigmatic relations 

Paradigmatic (from Greek paradeigmatikos 'serving as a pattern'), and 
syntagmatic (from Greek suntagmatikos 'arranged together') are contrasting 
tenns in structural linguistics. C. Morris in Signs, Language and Behaviour 
was one of the first linguists to distinguish semantics, the study of the sorts of \ 
meaning relations covered by reference, and pragmatics, the wider range of J 
associations between what is said and other aspects of human behaviour 
(Robins 1971: 37) 
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Every item of a language has a paradigmatic relation with every other 
item which can be substituted for it (such as walk with run and cat with dog). 
Paradigmatic contrasts already operate at the level of sounds in a language, e.g. 
back, hag and bat, fat, mat contrast with one another on the basis of a single 
sound. On the lexical level, the paradigmatic contrast indicates which words 
belong to the same word class (part of speech) so that they can fill the same 
slot in the sentence pattern, e.g. He walked/wenl>ran/rushed/'strolled across the 
road. Of course, this is just the beginning of the analysis, because though all 
these verbs imply 'going', stroll implies 'going slowly', that is 'walking', and 
rush implies 'going fast', that is 'running'. So the pairs walk/stroll and 
run/rush are incompatible. One more example: leave and go crway seem to be 
synonymous. But the former besides 'motion' contains the feature 'under 
human control', and this explains why it is acceptable to say a 
girl/train/bus/ship/cargo left, but *The fog went away is unacceptable. Thus on 
a semantic level, paradigmatic substinitions allow items from a word set 
(semantic set) to be grouped together. 

The paradigm is one of the two types of the subsystem in language, the 
other being the field (see below). 

7.2 Syntagmatic relations 

Syntagmatic relations on the level of sounds reveal which combinations 
are possible word beginnings in English (sir-, spr- yes. stl- not). On the 
semantic level, syntagmatic associations indicate compatible combinations: the 
sun rose rather than the sun spoke, pale moon rather than black-and-white 
moon. 

Collocational ranges, unlike grammatical classes, are peculiar to each 
word. Disease and illness are very close in meaning, and yet catch a disease is 
acceptable and *catch an illness is not. Almost certainly no two words in a 
language share exactly the same range and frequency of occurrences within a 
range, whereas grammatical classes may each contain different words as 
members. 

Habitual collocations are regarded as cliches, but in this respect languages 
may differ, e.g. 'smiling sun' is much more frequent in Czech than in English. 
An extensive study of the collocations of sun found over 600 verbs and 350 
adjectives collocating with die sun. Another remarkable fact is that in the past 
fifty years die British writers have 'thought out' some 120 new verbs for the 
description of the sun's motion, light, heat and various effects on environment, 
although they had ca.500 existing verbs available. There is also a rather lugh 
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mortality' among the collocations, in spite of the fact that the sun throughout 
centuries has behaved in the same way (Peprnik 1983: 92). 

7'.3 Inclusion, scale, shift of meaning, causative relation 

The lexicon can thus be seen to contain systems of lexical items which are 
intricately interrelated and in wliich the meaning of each individual word 
depends on its opposition to other items in the set. Other examples of these 
relations are inclusion (see Bolinger's 'inferential meaning' in 6.4) and 
exclusion: in the Earth goes round the Sun 'earth' implies 'planet' and 
excludes 'moon'. 

Anodier type of relation is the scale, on which each item has no absolute 
value but the value is shown by comparison: boiling hot, hot, warm, tepid, 
cold, ice-cold form a scale. The temperature of hot is different in It was hot in 
equatorial Africa and in it was hot in Iceland, where the latter means 'the 
weather was hot. for Iceland'. Equally, the word good means something 
different in good looks and in good deeds. 

Another type of relation is the metaphorical extension or shift of 
meaning: kill a person vs. kill time, the girt smites vs. the sun smiles, or the 
man runs vs. the water runs and the nose runs and. finally, the car runs on 
petrol. The verb run in the last example means 'function'. Also, it should be 
pointed out that run in the last two examples has a different syntactic potential: 
Man runs on food is unacceptable. Finally, in run a factory, run means 'cause 
to function'. 

The causative relation is another type of relation, found in verbs only, of 
course: ' k i l l ' may be interpreted as 'cause sb to die' or 'cause sb not to be 
alive'. Not only kill contains a structure, even die contains it. This sort of 
analysis was proposed by a number of linguists, including McCawley and 
Bierwisch. The components such as 'cause', 'not', 'become' may be regarded 
as having universal status, because they can be identified in most languages. 
The analysis of vocabulary has not progressed so far yet as to identify a 
definitive list of such universals. 
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8 Motivation and arbitrariness 

8.1 Language sign models: Ogden - Richards, Saussure 

So far it has been claimed (see die section on extra-linguistic reality) that 
there is no link between die content and the form (the concept and the word-
image) of the linguistic sign. The animal that grunts and eats greedily is not 
called 'pig' because it behaves like a pig. 

8.1.1 Semioiic triangle. There are several models of die language sign and its 
relationship to extra-linguistic reality. The best-known is Ogden and Richards's 
semiotic triangle, which has to be interpreted as a denial of any direct 
relationship between die word (or symbol) and the referent (the extra-linguistic 
tiling) denoted by it. This non-existence is symbolized by die broken line 
connecting die two items. The relationship between them is indirect, goes via a 
concept (also labeled 'diougln' or 'reference'). 

8.1.2 Signifiant - signifie. Saussure's model is based on die principle of 
arbitrariness too. There is no connection between die signifie and the 
signifiant, die latter is not motivated by die former, die relation is 
fundamen tally arbitrary, conventional, noiimotivated. The word 
'fundamentally' implies that diere are exceptions. 

Bolinger says: "Arbitrariness has its limits" (Bolinger 1975: 24). In die 
first place, die onomatopoetic formations are motivated, e.g. die sound 
produced by the quickly closed door is bang because (lie quality of tiiis natural 
sound comes close to die sound of the sequence of sounds in 'bang'. Thus die 
limit to the arbitrariness results from die fact that a language can 'create a 
natural sound' only from die building material dial is available; in odier words, 
the imitation must give way to die system of sounds, die set of phonemes of a 
particular language. In English, for example, it could never be 'boucli' (in 
hoiicfmout) because diere is no 'ch' sound in English. So the onomatopoetic 
word is always an imperfect copy. 

Some sort of motivation behind sound symbolism has also been 
suggested. The size of die moutii cavity plays a role here: die vowel [i:] 
'means' smallness wee, teeny; a chip is a smaller piece tiian a chop. Bolinger 
(1975: 219) coined a new term, 'phonesdieme', and illustrates it by die ending 
-MM?/;, which suggests heaviness and bluntness: rump, dump, hump, lump, 
stump, bump, thump. 

But diere is also anodier kind of partial motivation - die morphological 
motivation of a complex lexeme by its constituents, e.g. washing machine is 
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more highly motivated (and therefore clearer, more transparent) than washer 
since the suffix -er can mean more things than 'machine': it can refer to a 
person or a machine. 

Bolinger in his treatment of motivation introduces the terms transparency 
and opaqueness,-For example, getatable is more transparent than accessible. 

Finally, motivation should be mentioned in a comparison of languages, 
e.g. centipede - stonožka • Tausendfiissler; sedmikráska - daisy (ie. 'day's eye') 
- Gansebliitrwhen. In the former pair there is a partial agreement in motivation, 
in the latter pair there is no agreement whatever. 

8,2 iconic sign 

In die general theory of signs, a nonarhiirary sign is called an icon Lyons 
(1977, 19? t'f.) distinguishes between primary and secondary icon icily. 

Instances of iconicity in language are infrequent, e.g. the fact that a 
superlative usually has a longer form than a positive (e.g. interesting - more 
interesting, long - longest), a plural is longer (due to the inflectional ending) 
than a singular (boy - boys, child - children). 

9 Semasiological approach 

This approach proceeds from form to meaning and involves the study of 
polysemy and homonymy. 

9.1 Polysemy 

Polysemy (from Greek polúsémos 'having many meanings') is a term for 
words widi two or more senses. Filipec (1985, 29) prefers the term 
hyperlexeme for a polyseniic lexeme with several meanings. The distance 
from one sense to the next may be small, e.g. big in the context big town 
('spacious'), big tree ('tall'), big boy ('adult'), big nation {'numerous'), big 
boss ('important'), big difference ('considerable'). The shared seme - the item 
of meaning - is 'great amount or number', in big boss is more apart, due to the 
metaphoric use (what is big, is important). 

Polysemy is revealed by means of antonymy: man (a male adult) stands in 
opposition to woman and to boy. But man also means 'human', in opposition to 
animal. Thus we have polysemous 'man': man], mart2, man?. Child stands 
against eiUier adult or against parent, and only in this term it is a kinship term. 
Kempson treats it as another case of polysemy (child\, childz) (Kempson 1977: 
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86) - though it might be argued that both 'non-adult' and 'off-spring' are part 
of the meaning of child. 

A special case of polysemy is when one sense is general and the other 
specific, e.g. cat as die beast of prey, so that die tenn includes tiger, lion, 
pandier, and cat as the common cat, a pet animal, which includes various 
breeds. 

There are a few eases when die different senses of a polysemous word are 
linked to different grammatical forms, e.g. ucho with die plurals u$i (animate), 
ucha (inanimate); brother widi die plurals brothers ('bratři' - members of a 
family), brethren ('bratří' - members of a religious group; hang with the past 
tense hung ('pověsil'), hanged ('oběsil'). 

But most often polysemy is resolved simply by means of die context so 
that misunderstandings are rare, e.g. operation performed by a doctor is an act 
of surgery, performed by an army is eidier a battle activity or a transfer of 
troops, in mathematics or some kind of technical activity it means a certain 
procedure in the work. These three contexts can hardly ever clash widi each 
other 

Polysemy is a manifestation of the economizing tendency in die language 
- making use of existing forms for additional, newly needed meanings. 

There may be differences between languages, with polysemy in one and 
two or more different words in die other: flower = 1. květina 2. květ ('bloom'); 
and reversely, klič 1. key (to a lock) 2. spanner (la.mc\íú tool to turn nuts and 
bolts') 3. clefCn sign in music'). 

The basis for die development of additional meanings is usually a transfer 
performed on die basis of identity or similarity. Sometimes it is hard to decide 
whether it is still a case of polysemy or already a case of homonymy, e.g. crane 
(I. bird 2. machine) - die long neck being the common denominator. 

9,2 Homonymy 

Homonyms are two or more words dial are identical in form but different 
in meaning, diere are diree kinds: 

Real hononyms - diose that sound and look (in written form) identical: 
bank 'slope' - bank 'place for money'. 

Homophones - diey sound identical but are spelled differently: course -
coarse, threw - through. 

Homographs - widi identical spelling but different pronunciation: lead 
[li:d] - [ted], wind [wind] [waind], etc.. 
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The development of words into homonyms is largely a matter of chance: 
some originally were related but later diverged. It may be due to sound changes 
in the past, e.g. OE deor (stag and doe) and dear (greatly liked) merged into 
[dia]. Even the cases where no link can now be seen, such as in 'bank' in the 
bank of a river and bank robbery, a unifying semantic element can be 
uncovered by etymology: bench as die ridge of earth along the river that looks 
like a bench; the other bench is that used by a money changer. 

The border between hoinonymy and polysemy is smooth, e.g. are man 'a 
human being' and man 'a male' two senses of a polysemous word or are they 
two homonyms? One fact speaks in favour of the latter interpretation: mart] 
enters different word-formations than man-i. man\ is linked to mankind, maní is 
linked to manhood, manly, to man. 

In a wider sense, homonymy even involves pairs from different word 
categories, e.g. near adverb and near adjective. 

Homonyms may differ in declination (in an inflectional language) or in 
conjugation, e.g. in Czech the animate kohoutek (cockerel) is declined 
differently than the inanimate kohoutek (water tap). In Englislu lie (be in a 
prostrate position) and lie (not tell the truth) have a different past tense and past 
participle. 

Some 90 percent of homonyms in English are one-syllable words. The 
greater number of monosyllabic words in English is the main reason why 
homonyms arc more numerous in English than in Czech. If words from 
different word categories are included (e.g. can a modal verb vs. can a small 
vessel): also felt, saw, etc.), the number of homonyms in English rises still 
further 

A sample of English homophones is given in (2): 

(2) arms - alms, be - bee, bear - bare, been - bean, beer - bier, bore - boar, 
bough - bow, buy - by - bye, cue - queue, dear - deer, die - dye, doe -
dough, eye -1 - aye, fair -fare, foul -fowl, here - hear, hi - high, him -
hymn, knight ~ night, made - maid, male - mail, main - mane, maze -
maize, no - know, not - knot, or - ore - oar, pain - pane, pair - pare, 
peace - piece, peak ~ peek, principal - principle, rays - raise, rain -
reign, scene - seen, cent - scent, so - sow - sew, sea - see, soul - sole, 
steal - steel, son - sun, war - wore, weak - week, weather - whether, 
write - rite - right, wear - where, you - ewe. 

Cruse devised a special term on die border of polysemy and homonymy, 
ie. linking two dissimilar words on the basis of their cognitive relation, some 
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affinity that can be noticed; e.g. croak - creak, crane - cranberry. Its usefulness 
is doubtful. 

Homonymy may be exploited for play on words, puns, ie. linking of 
semantically different words dial are similar in sound structure, e.g. Is life 
worth living? - It depends on the liver. One pun occurs even in the Bible; in the 
New Testament Jesus says: "Thou art Peter (Greek Petros), and upon this rock 
(Greek petra) I will build my church." Puns are frequent in newspaper 
headlines, e.g. How fares animal welfare? The sense of a senseless war. Until 
debt us do part. Czech cheque checked. A review of a book on the life of 
Herbert Read was headlined A good Read but a dull book. 

Closely linked to the issue of homonyms are interlanguage homonyms -
the faux amis (false friends): a word widi the same origin and general 
appearance as a word in another language, so that learners mistakenly assume 
that both have die same meaning and uses, e.g. English deceive - French 
decevoir, English genial - Czech geniálni (and confection - konfekce, project -
projektoval - to give at least one example from each word category. A 
collection of Czech faux amis is in Hladký (1990). 

10 Onomasiological approach 

This approach proceeds from meaning to form and involves synonymy 
and antonymy and hyponyiny. Of course, the category of onoinasiology, 
besides its lexematic realization, can have a syntagmalic realization. 

10.1 Synonymy 

10.1.1 Synonyms vs. variants. Synonyms are words or phrases with the same or 
nearly the same meaning. There are few true synonyms - words with an exactly 
identical meaning. Most pairs or rows of synonyms liave nearly the same 
denotation and a different connotation. Synonymous relations link words from 
different lexical strata (standard, dialect, informal). But many lexicologists 
disregard this kind of synonymy and regard dialectal synonyms (valley - dale). 
standard - slang synonyms (girl - bird), synonyms from two standards (Br. 
spanner - Am. wrench) as tautonyms, not synonyms. The following variants 
are not synonyms either: 

(a) spelling variants: colour - color, whisky - whiskey, story - story; 
(b) pronunciation variants: [di-] or [dai-] in digest, direction; 
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(c) morphological variants: brothers - brethren, anxiety - anxiousness, 
effectivity - effectiveness, adjectival suffixes -ic and -ical: words with 
tlie prefix a-: wait - await, wake - awake: 

(d) nominal vs. verbal constructions: smoke - ha\>e a smoke, walk - take a 
walk, laugh - give a laugh, love - be in love: 

(e) doublets due to conversion: laughter - laugh (/ had a good laugh), 
reading - read (this is a good read); 

(f) paraphrases: aptitude - natural ability or skill, female dog - bitch, male 
duck - drake, the victor from Austerlitz - Napoleon. 

But a different connotation does create synonymy: father - dad. A 
synonymous relation is possible not only between two words but also between 
a word and a phrase: last will - testament. Cruse distinguishes one special 
application of near-synonyms, when they function in pairs in one sentence: 

(3) // wasn't a tap - more of a rap. 
He is by no means fearless, but he's extremely brave. 
This loch is not a lake - it's open to the sea. 
It wasn't foggy -just misty. (Cruse 1986: 285) 

10.1.2 Absolute synonyms. There are few absolute synonyms, ie. words 
agreeing in denotation, connotation and distribution (e.g. kind - sort). They 
may be found occasionally in botany (gorse - furze, petrktic - pn'osenka (both 
'primrose') and in names of sciences and branches of scholarship (a domestic 
word vs. a loanword). In Czech many more examples of this kind are found 
than in English: dejiny - historic, jazykoveda - lingvistika, zemepis - geografie, 
obor - discipllna. Some have become extinct: lucba (chemie), hv&zdopravectvi 
(qstrologie). Other examples of one synonym becoming dated or out-of-date: 
wireless replaced by radio, scenarist by script writer. 

10.1.3 Close synonyms differing in a single seme. Jump - leap: both mean 
'movement away from tlie surface and change in vertical position', but leap in 
addition to tliat contains the seme 'change in horizontal position'. Shut - close: 
' f i l l in an opening' (by means of a door, gate, lid, cover), but close, the more 
general term of the two, stresses 'exclusion (of those who would enter or pass 
through)', whereas shut stresses die process, implying e.g. pushing or pulling 
the door or window, drawing a bar or a bolt or locking and using similar means 
to bar the entrance or departure. Therefore prevent die public from entering' is 
close to the public (e.g. park, exhibition, etc). 

10.1.4 Synonyms differing in intensity. Synonyms often involve a change in 
intensity. Greater intensity is often accompanied by expressive or stylistic 
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connotadons: break - smash; cry -•• shout, scream, screech, yell, howl, squall; 
look - peep, peek, glance, glimpse, stare, watch: laugh - chuckle, giggle, titter, 
guffaw, snigger. The decrease or increase in intensity in the latter series goes 
jointly with the use of a high-pitched or low-pitched tone and in snigger with 
die connotation of laughing at sth or sb in an unkindly or childish way. 

The stylistic synonyms are based on oppositions: neutral - marked, or 
marked I - marked 2. The marks may be combined, e.g. one word can be 
simultaneously poetic and archaic The oppositions neutral - formal, neutral -
obsolete, neutral - poetic are available due to the existence of many words in 
English that are of Greek, Latin or Romance origin The Graeco-Latin words 
are sdll more formal than Romance words. It generally holds, however, tliat the 
word of foreign origin usually has a narrower meaning than its domestic 
counterpart. 

10.1,5 Synonyms in phraseology. There are phrases in which one element (the 
verb or noun) can be replaced by a certain synonym and the meaning of the 
plirase remains unchanged: 

(4) cast / throw /fling a stone, beat about / around the bush, have a close / 
narrow shave, as stubborn / obstinate as a mule, not give / care a damn, 
rack/cudgel one's brain, be up to one's ears/eyes/neck. 

One variant may be more frequent than the other Many instances can be 
found in informal language (/ don't care a damn / hang, I don't give a hang / 
toss). 

10.2 Antonymy 

Instead of antonymy Lyons uses die term oppositeness - because two 
words have opposite meanings. A word can have two nonsynonymous 
antonyms: sweet vs. sour and bitter. Or one word can have more than one 
synonymous antonym, e.g. wealth - poverty, want, destitution; front - back, 
rear, hind. A plirase can be an antonym to a word: sleep - be asleep. 

10.2.1 Types of antonymy. Two types of antonymy may be distinguished, ie, 
there are several ways in which lexical items can stand in opposidon to each 
other: 

(a) Contradictory antonyms, also called 'complementary' antonyms 
(Kempson (1977: 84) calls them 'true' antonyms), which express an 
either - or relationship, ie, diey stand in simple binary opposition; 
above - below, absent - present, dead - alive, single - married. Breal 
distinguishes one subcategory, called 'inversion'; find - lose, buy - sell. 



Then there are the cases where there is more than one incompatible 
meaning, ie. a set, e.g. the set of colour terms: blue is incompatible with 
red, yellow, green, etc. Another set of items with the same point of 
similarity but each with its particular distinguishing characteristic are 
classes of objects (taxonomies), e.g. siding room, dining room, 
bedroom, bathroom. 

(b) Contrary antonyms - this group includes adjectives that are gradablc 
(they are implicitly comparative terms) and may be be modified with 
adverbs (very, much, slightly, etc.). Denying one member of the pair 
need not imply dial the second member is meant. These gradable 
antonyms are graded against different norms according to the items 
being discussed. The soup is not hot does not imply that die soup is 
'cold' but it implies that it is not enough warm, it does not meet the 
norm for the temperature at which the soup i,s to be served. On (lie other 
hand, John is smaller than Jim implies that Jim is more silly than John. 
An 'old man' is much older than an 'old dog', which it its turn is much 
older than an 'old c;tke'. Tlierc is no fixed range of years or days of 
each. An old book in a library will be probably 100 years old, an old 
hook of four-year-old Johnny will lie probably two years old. For this 
reason, A small elephant is a large animal is not a contradiction 
(Kempson 1977: 85). 

10.2.2 Marked and unmarked antonyms. The an ton vinous relationship in 
adjectives is sometimes accompanied by the difference marked - unmarked, 
e.g. old and big are unmarked, young and small are marked, that's why we can 
ask How old/big is the baby? Similarly the sentence Even, a small elephant is 
a large animal is clear. The questions How large is your room9 and What is the 
width of your room? do not imply that die room is large or wide. But How 
small/narrow is your room? implies that the room is small / narrow. 

10.2.3 Antonyms vs. negative words. The antonyms can be either a quite 
different word (natural - artificial), or a negative word derived from the 
positive by a negative prefix or suffix. 

The derivatives widi prefixes in-, un-, mm-, dis- usually are not rated as 
antonyms but as negative words, ie. mere denials of the positive meanings 
(certain - uncertain, finite - infinite, literate - illiterate, appear-disappear). In 
some cases boUi a real antonym and a negative word are available (easv -
uneasy, difficult: married - unmarried, single). 

The suffix -ful contrasts widi die suffix -less (painful • painless). 

There are two more sources of antonyms, the adjective free (nuclear-free) 
and die noun lack (lack of interest - nezájem). The suffix -less creates 
antonyms to positives that have or have not the suffix -ful: painless - painful, 
noiseless - noisy. 

Occasionally several more means arc available in English for what is 
basically a negation: ill-fated - neblahý, rest-proof - nereza\>ějíct, beyond 
dispute - nesporný, lack of interest - nezájem, nonftction - nebeletrie. 

A polyseinous word has more than one antonym: catch - 1. miss, 2. drop. 

10.2.4 Positive member missing. The positive item may be sometimes missing: 
dreamless sleep (there is no dreamful sleep), nuclear-free, trouble-free and 
duty-free have no Opposites (*nuclear-full, *trouble-full, *duty-full). 

AnoUier special case is presence of some other seme in the positive 
member of the antonymous pair; unknown - well-known, unprincipled - highly 
principled (in Czech simply známý - neznámý, zásadový - bezzásadový). 
Likewise, the prefix un- in verbs may have an additional element of meaning in 
addition to the negation (found e,g. in the pairs desirable - undesirable, born -
unborn, veil - unveil). Sec: undo ('remove the effects of an action'), undress 
("remove the dress'). 

In Czech, there are many adjectives with the negative prefix ne-, which 
have no positive counterparts, without the prefix ne-, e.g. nedočkám; nedílný, 
nelítostný, nenasytný, nepatrný, necita, nedbalec. etc. 

10.2.5 Antonyms in series. In some contexts, words can enter a contrasting pan-
consisting of a word that is not an antonym but a member of a series, e.g. white 
- red (for political opponents in the Russian Civil War), blue - grey (for rival 
armies in the American Civil War), black coal - soft coal, in Czech černé -
hnědé uhlí, krev - voda (in the Czech saying krev není voda). 

10,3 Hyponymy, hyperonymy 

10.3,1 Subordinate vs. super ordinate. Languages differ in their superordinate 
terms Hypo means 'under' in Greek. A hyponym, a term created by Lyons in 
1963 - the earlier term used was archileseme - is a word or lexeme widi a 
narrower or more specific meaning tliat comes under another wider or more 
general meaning. It is a subordinate term. e.g. solid, liquid, gas come under 
matter: ice, water, vapor come under the hyperonym H^O: rose, tulip, 
daffodil, carnation, peony, etc. are hyponyms of the generic or superordinate 
term or hyperonym flower. The same word may be a hyponym of several 
superordinates, e.g. dog is the hyperonym for pup as well as for names of dog 
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breeds, e.g. Alsatian, bulldog, collie, dachshund, etc The words fish, bird, 
insect are not hyponyms for animal] 'zvíře' but for animal^ 'živočich', though 
each of them could also be called a creature: the bird is a creature widi feathers 
and wings, usually able to fly. A still higher hyperonym in this line is organism 
and (living) being. 

Cruse (1986: 123) brands hyponymy as a special case of endonymy; see 
the pairs endonym - exonym: animal : horse; horse : stable, hand ; finger; 
hand: glove; foot: kick. 

10.3.2 Differences between languages. There are differences between 
languages, e.g. potato is a hyponym of vegetable in English, but not in German 
and Czech. English lacks, compared widi Czech, the hyperonyms for příbor, 
příkrm, and copes with this by using a combination of hyponyms, such as knife, 
fork and spoon for the former, rice or vegetables for the latter. Cutlery is a 
word from a different style, trimmings is more inclusive, 'all the additional 
things'. 

10.3.3 Hyperonym as underspecification. Sometimes a hyperonym is used 
instead of die more specific term - diis process is called underspecification. 
There are two reasons for its use: (a) an emotional attitude, usually compassion 
(that poor animal / creature instead of dog); (b) an expression of expertise: 
musicians often call a violin, flute, cello, etc. instrument, goldsmitiis will say 
stone instead of diamond, Czech motorists will say váz instead of auto. In 
discourse, an appropriate degree of specificity is required, e.g. to the question 
What is it?, while pointing to a dog, an inappropriate answer would be It's a 
dog because in this context the specification of the dog's breed is expected. 

11 Lexicon as a system 

11,1 Contribution of structuralism 

The main developments in semantics have been: 

11.1.1 Departure from atomism. Application of die structural approach to the 
analysis of vocabulary goes back to the work of mainly German scholars -
Trier, Weisgerber, Porzig in die prewar period It was an approach in contrast 
to die atomistic approach, describing the meaning of each word 
independentiy from the meaning of all odier words - as it is in dictionaries 
And i f there is anything relating die meaning of one word to the meanings of 
other words, it is an accidental byproduct of the lexicographer's work. By 
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contrast, die structuralist takes die view dial the meaning of a word is a 
function ot its relations to odier words in a particular 'field', ie. a lexical 
subsystem. (Recently, in France, structuralism has become an intellectual fad 
trying to explain everydiing under die sun.) 

11.1.2 Centre vs. periphery. Another principal product of structuralism is die 
distinction between die centre and Uie periphery of die system as a whole and 
of each subsystem. The members of die centre ;ire die words showing stability 
(unchanging in meaning and form), widi high frequency, capable of 
productivity, belonging to a neutral style. The members of the periphery are die 
dying out words (archaisms and dated expressions), new-born words 
(neologisms and nonce-words), emotional words, idiosyncratic words widi an 
isolated structure (when few odier words have die same combination of 
phonemes). 

11.1.3 Grammar vs. semantics. The diird achievement is a better appreciation 
of die relation between grammar and semantics. Different combinations of the 
same words may yield a difference of meaning, e.g. back is determined in one 
sense or anodier by die grammatical structure of die phrase or sentence in 
which it occurs, e.g. With his back to the wait and Let's get back to the wall. 
But diere are other, more subtle differences uncovered by using die word in 
sentence context (for examples of asymmetry see the section on Asymmetry). 
One extremist structuralist group regards the meaning of a word as die sum 
loud of die detailed syntactic properties of die word, (Y, Apresyan - see Arnold 
1973: 209). Leonard Bloom field's bchaviouristic view of meaning can be 
summed up as 'meaning is somediing dial can be deduced from a study of die 
situation in which speech is used - die stimulus and the response'. The British 
linguistic school also stressed the importance of syntagmatic properties ("You 
shall know a word by die company it keeps" J, R. Firdi (1957)), but did not go 
to the Bloomfieldian extreme, which requires tiiat people should act in die 
predicted way. 

11.2 Balance in the system 

The structure interrelating die words of a language is based on two types 
of relations: the paradigmatic and die syniagmatic relations (see below). 

The vocabulary is a set of interconnected phenomena that affect each 
odier. There is a certain lack of balance in die system - die system is in a slate 
of unstable equilibrium, widi elements in die centre and elements in the 
periphery competing with one anodier. Also, tiiere are two opposing forces at 
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work in ihe system - one leading to integration and uniformity, e.g. the efforts 
to bring words from the periphery to die centre, the oUier to diversification, ie. 
producing liner distinctions in meaning and cutting off morphological links 
(e.g. die morphological link between late and last and between near and next 
has been lost). Finally, some changes in die subsystems are due to the changes 
diat took place in the extra-linguistic reality (e.g. disappearance of some terms 
due to technological progress or due to die loss of emphasis on some 
phenomenon, e.g. die disappearance of some kinship terms). 

12 Semantic fields 

12.1 Field as a network 

The lexical content of a language is not a mere conglomeration or 
aggregation of independent items. Every word is determined in its meaning by 
die presence of other words in die vocabulary (those that are related to die 
same or associated ranges of phenomena)... By die nature or certain specific 
aspects of different cultures, some words are more tightly bound in systems 
than odiers (Robins 1971: 67). 

The term semantic field was if not coined, so widely promoted by J. Trier, 
who explored die intellectual terms in old stages of German. He pointed out 
diat die significance of each unit is determined by its members - the mutually 
defining words. His definition (quoted from Ullinann (1957: 157)) is: "Fields 
are linguistic realities existing between single words and die total vocabulary; 
diey are parts of a whole and resctnble words in that diey combine into some 
higher unit" (Ullmann's translation). This is a consistent structuralist 
orientation. The linguists after Trier partly searched for objective criteria in die 
study of die fields, partly focused on regarding language as a super-individual 
cultural product which shapes our concepts and our whole knowledge of die 
world. 

Some items in die field occur in sequences or cycles (numbers, the seasons 
of die year), some exhibit a part - whole relationship (finger part of a hand, 
hand part of die body), some are ordered hierarchically (ranks) or by taxonomy 
(fruit trees, flowers). 

The issue of die classification of relations widiin die lexical system comes 
up also in a comparison (or 'confrontational' study) of languages. Here is one 
approach, described in Dolnik et al. (1993: 17): 
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Each lexical unit enters both formal (F) and semantic (S) oppositions. The 
oppositions are privative (P), equipolent (E) or identical (1). Units widi no basis 
for comparison are in disjunctive relations (D). So on die formal level there are 
four elements: F l , FP, FE, FD, on die semantic level also four: SI, SP, SE, SD). 
In all there are 16 variants, or radier 14, when die identities (cases of idionymy) 
are excluded: FI:SI, FI:SP, FI:SE, FI:SD; FP:SI, FP:SP, FP:SE, FP:SD; FE:SI, 
FE:SP, FE:SEE, FE:SD; FD:SI, FD:SP, FD:SE, FD:SD. For illustration, here 
are a few examples: 

(5) FD:SP = hyperonyniy, e.g. motion - flight 
FD:SE = cohyponymy, e.g. snowdrop - violet 
FE:SE = paronymy, e.g. walker - runner, odkvést - rozkvést, srdeční-

srdečny 
FI:SD = homonym y 

12.2 System and subsystems 

The lexical system is comprised of subsystems, called semantic or lexical 
fields or lexical domains. The smallest subsystem (microsystem) is called die 
lexical set. A subsystem can be defined as a group or network of words or 
lexemes whose members are related by meaning. Roget's Thesaurus of English 
Words and Phrases by Peter Mark Roget, first published in 1852, was a 
pioneering work, which divided die vocabulary into six main areas: abstract 
relations, space, matter, intellect, volition, affections. Through sub-
classificaiion. 1,000 semantic categories were produced. Due to the usefulness 
of such a work, in die 20di century (after I960) several new versions appeared, 
such as ihe New Roget's Thesaurus, The New Collins Thesaurus, The Oxford 
Thesaurus, The Longman Thesaurus. The usefulness of diis kind of reference 
work is, however, limited because die diesaurus ignores stylistic values as well 
as the sense relationships between die lexemes. Lexical semantics is die study 
of die meaning of words in the subsystems and sets, rather than of words in 
isolation. An analysis of a lexical fields includes an elucidation of die 
components that are shared by all members of die field as well as the 
components diat differentiate one from another. 

12.3 Samples of lexical fields 

The best researched subsystems are colour words, kinship terms, names of 
vessels, parts of die body, domestic animals, verba dicendi, verbs of motion, 
lerms of quantity, spacial orientation, etc. 
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12.3.1 Colour terms. A comparison of subsystems in two different languages 
reveals that the vocabulary is nonisomorphic. ie. one subsystem as a whole is 
not identical with a parallel subsystem in the second language. Even when the 
extra-linguistic reality is fairly clearly deliininated, there may be a lack of 
semantic agreement between the languages (e.g. red hair but not *cervene 
vlasy in Czech), An often quoted example of languages not corresponding in 
their most used colour vocabulary is tliat Welsh has tlirec equivalents (gwyrdd, 
glas, llwyd) for four English colours - green, blue, grey, brown - and that green 
/ blue / grey in English might all be called one term (glas) in Welsh Robins 
1971:67). 

12.3.2 Container terms. In the case of containers (the archilexeme shared by 
every member of the set) the distinguishing components are the kind of 
material (metal, pottery, glass, porcelain, wood, plastic), shape (incl. narrow or 
wide or no neck), size, content (loose, flowing), function (storing, pouring, 
preparing food, fermenting, decoration). Some components are obligatory (e.g. 
glass material for a glass and flask), others are optional (barrel of wood, metal 
or plastic) and context-dependent. A polyscmic member of the set may belong 
to two lexical fields (vessel - container or ship). The English set includes the 
container words vessel, glass, pot, jar, pitcher, jug, tankard, beaker, bottle, 
cup, mug, decanter, flask, can, tin, vase, urn, barrel, keg, cask, butt, drum, 
trough, tub. pail, bucket, pan, casserole. Comparison with the lexical field in 
another language will reveal that one language may have more specialized 
terms, e.g. in Czech size may be more relevant than in English (bucket - kbelik 
and kyblicek: children play with a bucket and spade on the sandpit); or function 
of the vessel may be more distinguished in Czech (trough = koryto, flab, 
necky). Teapot and tea kettle have a single Czech counterpart konvice, because 
die two processes, boiling water for tea and serving tea. are not distinguished in 
Czech, 

12.3.3 Cooking terms. The components listed are marked plus or minus 
depending on their presence or absence in die meaning. The table for cooking 
terms would apply +/- use of water, use of oil, use of steam, quantity of the 
liquid, mild or fierce process, short or long time, what kind of vessel is used, 
whether the material is to become soft and whether it should retain its form 
(see Lehrerl969). 

12.3.4 Kinship terms. More abstract components than those used for 
commodities and work processes are needed for kinship terms - another 
favourite area for illustrating the scope of a lexical field and componential 
analysis, A diachronic perspective may reveal even more differences existing 
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between two languages than die merely synchronic view, e.g. formerly 
relatives from (lie husband's and the wife's lines were named widi separately, 
unlike the modern uncle, cousin. The latter case may illustrate die difference in 
degree of abstraction found in different languages, parents-in-law is only 
'fadier-in-law and mother-in-law' in Czech, cousin is sexless in English, Czech 
sourozenec is 'brother or sister' (the term sibling being reserved to formal or 
legal style), and Czech žena is both 'woman' and 'wife', whereas man is both 
'muž' and 'Člověk' in Czech. In Italian 'uncle' and 'aunt' are one word with 
different gender endings: zio, zia. There are all sorts of irregularities, e.g. boy-
cousin, girl-cousin are acceptable, woman-cousin is not. 

12.3.5 Space-orientation adjectives. Still more abstract are the components 
distinguishing space adjectives: tall and long contain +/-' vertically*: The pole 
is tall implies that, the pole is erected, The pole is long implies dial the pole is 
lying. But a cigarette cannot be 'tall ', only 'long' because 'inherent dimension' 
is absent (-) in the pole but present <+) in tlie cigarette. High as an adjective 
differs from high as an adverb in the element 'observer's point of view* (+ in 
the adverb). 

Objects may be conceived of as viewed from die inside or outside. The 
terms leji and right, for example, arc used according to this inner or outer 
orientation. Thus die left drawer of a chest of drawers is on our left as we face 
it, die left arm of a sofa is what would be to our right as we face it (Fillmore 
1971: 384). 

A line ('a straight mark on a piece of paper') is conceptually one-
dimensional so that dimension perpendicular to its lengdi is its thickness. But if 
it is viewed as a stripe, tlie second dimension is its width (Fillmore 1971: 384). 

12.4 Lexical configurations 

This is anodier term for lexical fields or word fields. Unlike field, 
configurations are seen merely as by-products of particular sense relations. 
Several types of lexical configuration are applied: hierarchies, proportional 
series, doublets and clusters (Cruse p. 112). There are two fundamental types of 
hierarchies: branching (ie. taxonomie, or part-whole) and non-branching. 
Doublets are exemplified by pairs of opposiles. Clusters are groupings of 
lexical items which lack a structure - e.g. some groups of synonyms). The most 
fundamental structural relation of any hierarchy is the relation of dominance, 
widi tlie capacity to form indefinitely long chains of elements: e.g. A is the 
father of B, who is die fadier of C, etc., or: mountain : hillock : mound. 
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In the proportional series • in the simplest case, with four elements - the 
relations between the elements must be such that from any three elements the 
fourth can be determined. For example, stallion is to mare as ram is to ewe; 
other examples include horse - foal, cat ~ kitten; foot - shoe, hand - glove, foot 
- toe, hand - finger; horse - stable, cow - byre; lecturer - student, warder -
convict; white - whiten, black - blacken, sad - sadden. On the other hand, the 
following is not a proportional configuration; apple - fruit, dog - animal. The 
fourth member cannot be predicted from die three. Besides apple and dog do 
not stand in contrast. 

12.5 Part - whole relation 

This is a special kind of relation, e.g. handle - door, beard - face, foot -
leg. A more detailed look will reveal several dungs Handle is optional for 
'door' (the other option being die knob), but compulsory for 'spoon, knife, 
broom, shopping bag'. Beard is optional for 'face', foot is compulsory for 
'leg'. While handle and beard are segmental parts (can be detached), foot 
cannot be detached but is connected to die whole by a joint, so it is, in the long 
run, a segment too (like head. limb, trunk, finger). The other category is 
systemic parts (for the whole called 'body', e.g. skeleton, blood vessels, 
muscles, nerves. Similarly, there are segmental parts and systemic parts of a 
house (living room, kitchen, hall, cellar, loft, etc., or floor, door, roof 
threshold, etc. vs. brickwork, plastenvork, plumbing, joinery, wiring, etc.). 

The structural integration of the parts in the whole varies: bone is more 
integrated with skeleton and centimetre widi metre than die pairs book -
library, tree - forest, clothes - wardrobe and die latter dvree pairs are more 
integrated than e.g. stone - heap. A place situated within the boundary of 
anodier place is geograpliically fully integrated: France - Europe, Mount 
Everest - the Himalayas. Wales / Scotland - Britain, tiiough in the political 
sense, the last pair shows two incomplete kinds of integration. The part need 
not even be precisely delimited; e.g. tongue - tip of the tongue. 

Cruse (1986: 177) distinguishes one more category, substance - particle 
relation, such as grain - sand/salt, drop - rain, flake - snow, thread-cloth. 

A special variant of the part - whole relation is the group - member 
relation. Cruse in his chapter on meronomy, a term he coined for tiiese 
relations, points out that most groups have no specific items to designate their 
members (we must say a member of the family, audience, committee, cabinet, 
team), but some have a specific term: tribe - tribesman, senate - senator, jury -
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jurat / juryman) (Cruse 1986: 175). hi names of nations diere are differences 
too: the English - one Englishman, the Chinese - one Chinese. 

Close to the part - whole relation is die feature - whole relation, e.g. 
growth - adolescence, fitness - health. 

What Cruse calls class - member relation (aristocracy - earl, baron, duke, 
etc.) was treated here under hyponymy - hyperonymy. Likewise, taxonomy, ie, 
taxonomie hierarchy, may be regarded as a subspecies of hyponymy. When kill 
is die superordinate, dien die taxonyms would be die verbs strangle, drown, 
hang Commit a crime has the taxonyms rob, mug, rape, assault, defraud, etc., 
tableware has die taxonyms cutlery, crockery, glassware, table linen, the latter 
also includes napkin, tablecloth. The term 'taxonomy' originated in life 
sciences and is now mainly understood as a system for naming and organizing 
plants and animals into groups which share similar qualities. 

12.6 Asymmetry and gaps 

Whenever a comparison was made between two languages (see above), 
asymmetry and gaps were revealed in die subsystems, e.g. lion - lioness, but 
not horse - horsess, sheep - sheepess; she-bear, she-wolf but no she-boy, she-
king, she-prince, etc.; hammer - to hammer, saw - to saw, comb - to comb, pen 
- to pen, but no to broom, to spade, to gun, to rudder, etc. The existence of a 
gap does not necessarily imply that diis particular language is less developed, 
or is in any way inferior, because die gap can be spanned by various means. 
When a higher abstract term is missing, die language will find a way out by 
using a nominal phrase (see die example above - parents-in-law, or příbor -
fork and knife. The finer distinction may actually be redundant, e.g. marry a p. 
ignores, unlike in Czech, whetiier it refers to a man or a woman, but Uie gender 
difference of die marriage partners is made sufficiently clear by die context: / 
married her. He got married. 

A good example of gaps in identical subsystems in English and Czech is 
die naming of young animals and birds. First, diere are gaps in each language, 
e.g. a special term (not a descriptive phrase) is used only for die young of a 
horse (foal - colt or filly), a cow (calf),, a sheep (lamb), a deer (fawn), a dog 
(jmp), a cat (kitten) - all are species with whom man has been in close contact, 
and a swan (cygnet); a deminutive is used for a young pig (piglet) and bird 
(fledgling, nestling - but not *birdling), whereas for young beasts of prey 
(tiger, lion, bear, fox) is used cub and for water animals (otter, rat, seal) pup. In 
Czech die suffix designating die young one is applied in some cases only: 
medvídě, lvíče - not *liSče, *tygře, etc. 
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The presence of absence of a term and the resulting symmetry or 
asymmetry may be due to the importance of die concept for man. Thus 
asymmetry is found in Uie designation of the 'dead body'. In man it is a corpse, 
in animals it is a carcass, but there is no term for a dead plant. One language 
may be more antiiropomorphic than the odier, e.g. to denote die end of the 
existence for a man, an animal and a plant, Czech and German have three 
separate verbs, while English only one; icmrit - pojit - zajit; sterben -
verderben - eingehen; die - die - die. 

The asymmetry (inside the field of one language) may come out in the 
context only. Bachelor and spinster seem to differ in gender only. But die 
acceptability of she isn 't a spinster yet and die unacceptability of he isn 't a 
bachelor yet reveals die operation of one minor distinguishes namely Uie seme 
'wants to find a partner', which is absent in die term bachelor. For a young 
woman who is not keen on finding a partner a special term had to be coined in 
die second half of die 20 l h century - bachelor girl. 

The constituents of a semantic field need to be described also from the 
syntagmatic aspect, namely die property of collocation or (in case of verbs) 
valency. An example of this kind of asymmetry is provided by die verbs heal -
cure, calm - soothe. Compare: 

(6) The medicine healed die wound. The medicine cured die patient. 
The wound healed. T h e patient cured. 

Lyons (TLS 23 July 1970) quoted from Fillmore an example of 
asymmetry between develop into and develop out of. This asymmetry is evident 
in die following data: 
(7) a. Every acorn developed into an oak. 

b. An oak developed out of every acorn. 
c. Every oak developed out of an acorn. 
d. M« acorn developed into every oak. 

That is, (7b.) is possible as a paraphrase of (7a.), but (7d.) is not possible 
as a paraphrase of (7c). This difference has somediing to do with die grammar 
of quantifiers {some, all, every, a/an). 

Asymmetry is of course found in word formation, too: e.g. from the Uiree 
nouns sharing die seme 'talk' - lecture, story, narration - only the first one can 
function as a verb. 

13 Change of meaning 

13.1 Types of change 

This is a diachronic phenomenon. The vocabulary increases either by 
absorbing new words - created from its own resources or adopted as loanwords 
from other languages - or by giving a new, additional meaning to the existing 
lexical fonns - these are die processes of polysemy and homonymy. With the 
arrival of the new meaning the old meaning may disappear or, which is the 
most frequent case, the old and the new meanings coexist. 

The change of meaning may be approached from two aspects; 
(a) logics - this approach involves the widening or narrowing or branching 

of the meaning; 
(b) motivation - due to 

(i) objective reasons: a change in the extra-linguistic reality or a change 
in the lexical system, e.g. a conflict of synonyms or homonyms: 

(ii) subjective reasons: a change in the interpretation of the original 
meaning (cases of folk etymology) or social and psychological 
reasons, e.g. the need for a more fashionable or less wom-ofF 
expression or for a more emotive word, or reversely, replacing an 
over-emotional word with a more neutral one, the need of a 
euphemism for a taboo word. 

13.2 Change from the aspect of logic 

13.2.1 Extension (widening) of the meaning. Examples can be taken both from 
the early and the later stages of the development of English. The widening may 
be based on: 

(a) a shift from a young creature to an adult: bird, pig. pigeon only referred 
to the young (in dialects may still be found a hen and her birds). The 
adult bird was/oW, the adult pig was swine - see Vogel and Schwein in 
German; 

(b) a sluft from an animal species to an animal in general: dog was 
originally a special breed of dog, the general word being hound; 

(c) a shift from a small to a large object: box was originally a small 
container with a lid, for storing jewels, medicines or money, but by 
1700 the limits on size disappeared. Pipe was a simple musical 
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instrument, now it may be used as a water I gas / oil I sewer pipe or a 
smoking pipe; 

(d) a shift from one special situation or category to a more general 
situation. Holiday comes from 'holy day', a day set apart for religious 
reasons. Other examples are adjectives such as awful, terrible, horrible, 
which are no more associated with awe (e.g. in watch in awe), terror, 
horror and are used like very and considerable and may be applied 
even to trivial situations. In colloquial English hate may be applied to 
strong as well as mild dislike The reference of sir was widened from 
that of a member of nobility to one who you are providing with service 
or one who is in a position of authority; thus it has become the accepted 
form of address for customers and teachers. 

The verb do and the auxiliaries shall, will, may are examples of the 
widening of the lexical into grammatical meaning. Have originally implied 
ownership, possession, now it serves in various grammatical functions too 
(have a smoke, ha\>e breakfast, have st done, have to do a /,), Similarly, the 
verbs turn, go, fall can express a change of state (turn pale, go mad, fall ill). 

The use of a Iryperonym, ie. a more general term, is an example of the 
contextual widening of a meaning, eg, weapon instead of gun. revolver, knife, 
rifle, or tree instead of a particular species. 

A comparison of languages reveals the existence of many instances where 
in one language the meaning is wider than in the other language, e.g. curtain 
opona, záclona; prst - finger, toe. 

13.2.2 Restriction (narrowing) of the meaning. Many words from the early 
stages of English shew a different, more narrow meaning than in modem 
English, while the old, narrow meaning survives in German: Deer and Tier 
originally referred to an animal, hound and Hund to a dog in general, stink 
stench meant 'smell', now only 'bad smell', witty meant 'knowing' (see 
German wissen). More recent examples include mistress from a 'responsible 
woman' to a 'sexual partner', science from 'knowledge' (Latin scio "know") to 
a much more narrow 'systematic study of the physical world, involving 
experimentation, measurements, and development of theories'. 

Many toponyms have had their meanings narrowed down to a particular 
region. The Highlands are not any raised ground, but the mountainous region in 
northwest Scotland, rather general raised ground is referred to as uplands. 
Similarly, the Midlands is not any middle part of the country, but a particular 
region in England. A similar narrowing process took place in place names 

T Avon (originally 'river, water' - see Latin aqua), Oxford (originally a ford for 
oxen), Tower, City (now die Tower / City of London), etc. 

The narrowing of die meaning can be accompanied by an amelioration or 
a deterioration of the meaning (the latter being a more frequent occurrence). 
Especially ediic terms lend to develop in a negative way, as shown by the 
comparison of die older and the present stages: cunning, orig. 'knowing', 
counterfeit from 'portrait' to 'fake'. 

Instances of amelioration: die names of nobility ranks are derived from 
neutral meanings, see duke (from Latin dux 'leader'), knight (from 'boy, 
servant' - see German Knecht and die English card term), count (from Latin 
comes 'companion'). 

13.2.3 Branching of meaning. This process makes the word polyseinous. A 
classical example of branching is head. From die basic meaning, 'part of the 
body' widi dominant features 'round' and 'at die front/ top' and die association 
'important', several new meanings developed dirough ramification: 1 mental 
abilities (have a good head) 2 life (// cost him his head) 3 an individual person 
(per head) 4 leader (head of a department) 5 culmination (things came to a 
head) 6 a measure of lengdi (the horse won by a head) 7 the top part (the 
address at the head of tlte letter, the beer has a head) 8 front or prominent part 
(at the head of the table, the head of a procession) 9 = headland, promontory. 

OUter examples of multiple branching are paper, bar, hoard. 
The basis of branching, and many odier changes of meaning, is die 

transfer of meaning. 

13.3 Transfer of meaning 

The condition to be met for a transfer to take place is some similarity 
between die two denotations, e.g. neck is a long slim shape. From the neck of 
the body a transfer is possible to the long slim part of die violin: neck of a 
violin. There are diree types of transfer or shift: metaphor, metonymy and 
synecdoche. Besides lexicalized transfers, ie, transfers dial entered die 
vocabulary, there are metaphors as figures of speech, e.g. jungle referring to a 
big city. 

13.3.1 Metaphor. Metaphor is based on die transfer of exterior features: 
actually, it is a shortened simile. In a way, a metaphor is an icon. The similarity 
may involve shape (bell —• a plant), location (heel —* part of a shoe), function 
(hand —>• of a dial), colour (ivory), extent (heap -* heaps of time). 
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The most common cases of transfer are cases of personification and j 
animation. But a more detailed analysis reveals that diere are five main 
categories involved and practically from any category a transfer can be made to 
any other, which results in more dian 20 variants (transfers from plant and 
thing to animal are nonexistent). Examples include animal —• human (ass), 
animal plant (catkin), animal —+ thing (buck - gymnastics apparatus), human 
—* animal (robin), human —• plant (hyacinth), human —• thing (eye - of a 
needle), plant —• human (peach - a lovely girl), plant —» Uiing (leaf - of a 
book), thing —*• human (honey - an endearment), thing —+ plant (shepherd's 
purse), thing —• phenomenon (shit), phenomenon —• human (fart - he's a 
boring old fart), phenomenon —* plant (honesty), phenomenon —*• dung 
(kickback). 

Weinreich (1966) makes use of the term transfer features in another 
sense - for unusual combinations: He was drinking carrots implies a transfer 
from solid to liquid, namely 'drinking carrot juice'. 

13.3.2 Metonymy. Metonymy is a figure of speech in which the name of an 
attribute of a thing is used instead of the thing itself: crown as 'monarchy'. 
Several patterns of metonymy can be distinguished, according to the type of 
transfer: activity —+ its bearer: counsel, condition —* its bearer: youth, activity 
—* its product: building, quality —* its bearer: Your Honour, material -» 
product: oil, product person: chair (person), place —* persons: country, the 
White House. 

Contextual metonymy is the product of a transfer from the artist to his 
work, from a place or date to the event linked to it: read Walter Scott, it was a 
Waterloo. 

13.3.3 Synecdoche. In synecdoche a part refers to the whole (fifty sail = fifty 
ships) or the whole refers to the part (Leeds defeated Manchester), the fruit to 
the tree, die produce to the plant (cotton). An example of a literary synecdoche 
is e,g soul: there wasrtt a soul around. Parts of the human body were turned 
into surnames (Foot), buildings into place names (Bath). 

A comparison of two languages may reveal remarkable differences in the 
exploitation of these figures of speech, e.g. there are many more Czech 
surnames based on parts of die body tlian in English. Or, one cannot say plant 
a plum/ pear instead of plum tree, pear tree. 

14 Approach to changes from the aspect of motivation 

14.1 Change due to change in reality 

Most of the old changes are known to etymologists only. The first vehicles 
were driven by steam and the driver was called a 'stoker' - chauffeur, from 
French chauffer 'to heat'. Another change in extra-linguistic reality is found in 
coach, which nowadays rarely refers to a carriage, the common meaning being 
that of a motor vehicle for long distance trips, as opposed to a city bus. Ill-
starred referred to the influence of a position of stars on man's fate, now it 
means simply 'ill-fated', 

14.2 Change due to a conflict in the system 

A change in the language system is a change brought about by the conflict 
of homonyms or synonyms. The principle of language economy requires that 
the existing synonyms should be differentiated in meanings or senses. 
Homonyms witliin the same lexical field could obstruct communication. 
Examples of how Uiis conflict is solved can be found in the early history of the 
Romance languages: Late Latin os, due to two different sound developments, 
came to mean both 'mouth' and bone'. Therefore for the former meaning a 
new word, a more expressive variant, was accepted bucca (bouche in Modern 
French). 

14.3 Folk etymology 

A cliange in the interpretation of meaning is known as folk etymology. 
The thoughts of ordinary people about the origins, forms and meanings of 
words sometimes result in replacing a 'nontransparent' word by anotiier, more 
clear form - this is actually a process of additional motivation. In particular 
words of foreign origin, which arc isolated in form and are infrequent, are 
subject to this change. Proper names may also become subject to folk 
etymology, e.g. cutlet (a slice of meat) goes back to Old French costelette 
('zebirko, kotieta') but later had its first part clianged due to an association with 
'cut'. The present word for a small piece of meat with bone still in it is chop. 
Eat humble pie hides the change from umble (the pie was made of offals or 
'umbles', a cheap food) to humble ('low in rank'). Yeltowhammer is derived 
from OE yellow + amore (the name of the plant which gives the seeds on 
which the bird feeds, later called self in English) and M E ambre was improved 
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by folk etymology into hammer, however illogical it is. An example of the 
change of the form of a proper name is the old promenade route in Hyde Park 
in London, now known as Rotten Row, originally having a much more noble 
name, Route de roi, ie, 'royal road'. 

Close to folk etymology are literal translations of terms - caiques. Besides 
those that enter the borrowing languages, and are accepted, there are other 
misguided translations, e.g. vrcholový sport - *peak sport, correct top-
performance sport, in German *Gipfelsport, correct Hochleistungssport; 
podplukovnik - *undercolonel, correct lieutenant colonel. 

15 Proper names 

A proper name or proper noun (in Czech vlastní jméno' , 'proprium') 
designates a specific entity (ie identifies, not characterizes) and is written with 
a capital letter and is distinguished from 'common noun' (in Czech 
'apelativum'), which designates a member of a class. Proper nouns are 
primarily personal names and place names. The former refer to individuals as 
single individuals, however many there may be so referred to (not only are 
there are thousands of Browns, there are e.g. several Athenses in the USA). 
Other proper names (in Czech lexicography known as 'chrématonyma') are 
names of events {the Second World War), institutions {the Congress Library), 
trade names (brands, makes) of vehicles {Ford), consumer goods, books and 
works of art, musical compositions. Names of various periods of time, which 
are basically proper nouns too, are definite and do no require the definite 
article. 

But there is no clear demarcation between proper and common nouns; see 
e.g. the Browns, buy a Gainsborough, the young Shakespeare, or the change of 
a trade name into a common name (in Czech e.g. kola from Coca Cola). 
Nationality nouns are on the borderline between the two, and occasionally a 
common noun can behave like a proper noun (/ do not fear you, Death). An 
expression like the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom in 1999 designates a 
particular person but is not a proper name Besides, some common names take 
the form of generic phrases (Cheddar cheese, Wellington boot, Siamese twins). 
A proper name has no meaning, e.g. Elizabeth only serves to denote 'a person, 
place, etc. called Elizabeth'. 

The study of names is called onomastics and besides semantics it makes 
use of insights from disciplines such as cultural history, genealogy, geography, 
etc. 
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16 Total word stock 

The potential sentences of any languages are infinite in number but they 
are formed from the total stock of words known to the speaker at any given 
time. A speaker's word stock is variable, but it may regarded as fixed at any 
given point of time. The total stock is difficult to determine or even estimate 
because the count may include either word forms only or individual senses as 
well. The estimate of the vocabulary of English is 600.000 units, but the total 
number depends on how much from special terminologies is included. 
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Chapter 5 

Syntax 
(Libuše Dušková [1]- Eva Hajíčová [2] - Petr Sgall [3-5]) 

1. Syntax in the concept of the Prague school and in British grammar 

1.1 Introduction 

Within the scope of a brief chapter, an account of any structural language 
level is necessarily bound to be limited, since an overview of the major 
approaches alone would require much more space. Moreover, even when 
confined to a particular approach, a brief discussion can hardly do more than 
pay attention to some of the fundamental concepts, without any claim to 
completeness or comprehensiveness. The approach adopted in the following 
account attempts to outline syntax on the basis of our domestic grammatical 
tradition, in comparison with a description of the corresponding points as 
presented in the most representative contemporary British grammars. The 
former aspect concentrates on the grammatical theories developed by the 
Prague school of linguistics, the latter on the treatment of syntax in the series 
of grammars written by Quirk el al., in particular A Comprehensive Grammar 
of the English Language (1985). 

1.2 Domestic tradition 

1.2.1 The domestic grammatical tradition, as far as English grammar is 
concerned, goes back to Vilém Mathesius, who presented his concept of 
language structure in his Functional Analysis of Present-day English (Czech 
original 1961, English translation 1975) Here language structure is presented 
as the result of a two-stage process of encoding, involving (a) the selection of 
elements capable of being named (functional onomatology), and (b) the 
process of bringing naming units into mutual relations. The latter process 
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constitutes functional syntax, which studies the devices whereby the relations 
between naming units are expressed. 

Mathesius' well-known definition of the sentence takes into account the 
communicative function of the sentence, conceived as the basic element of (he 
communicative process. This conception presents the sentence as an 
utterance, i.e. in its referential function, cf. "The sentence is an elementary 
communicative unit through which the speaker reacts to some reality the 
formal aspect being taken care of in the second part of the definition "... in a 
manner that appears to be formally customary and subjectively complete" 
(1975: 79). The last feature 'subjectively complete' is meant as a prosodic 
characteristic, consisting in Hie indication of the completeness of die sentence 
by its intonation pattern. In present-day syntactic treatises, the two concepts, 
the sentence and the utterance, are as a rule distinguished, the former being 
defined as an abstract linguistic (highest grammatical) unit, underlying or 
abstracted from, actual communicative utterances (cf. Dušková et al. 1994: 
309; MSA henceforth). "... we may distinguish SENTENCE (a grammatically 
autonomous unit) from UTTERANCE (a unit which is autonomous in terms of 
its pragmatic or communicative function)" (Quirk et al. 1985: 78. Note; CGEL 
henceforth). 

Mathesius' description of syntax starts from the theme-rheme division, 
die latter being defined as a statement and the former as an element about 
which the statement is made. The theme - rheme division represents the 
functional structure of the sentence. This line of research has been further 
pursued, among Czech anglicists, by Jan Firbas, who developed Mathesius' 
concept of functional perspective into a full-fledged theory.1 

The formal analysis of the sentence is based on the distinction between 
verbal and verbless sentences, the latter being further divided according to 
whether they contain a subject or not. Within the framework of verbal 
sentences, attention is paid to the clause elements (subject, verb [predicate in 
Mathesius' terminology], object, attribute, adverhials). 

Apart from functional sentence perspective, of the many questions 
treated by Mathesius in his functional syntax, two points in particular have 
received and are still receiving attention in more recent studies: complex 
condensation and word order. By complex condensation Mathesius meant 

1 Apart from a large number of studies Firbas presented a comprehensive account of his theory 
in his recent monograph (Firbas !992). For other monographic studies of the FSP theory, sec 
SvohodaU 981). 11989). 

r 
I expression by means of nonfinite verb forms of what is largely expressed by 

subordinate finite clauses in a language like Czech or Slovak. English is shown 
to employ the participle and the infinitive in constructions unknown in these 
languages, but the most specific feature of complex condensation in English 

[ appears to be the gerund, whose structural counterpart in the other two 
languages is lacking (1975: 146-53). Further research into complex 
condensation has been conducted especially by Josef Vachek.3 

Word order is presented as a complex phenomenon, resulting from the 
( operation of several word order principles: grammatical, functional sentence 

perspective, rhythm and emphasis, the first two being the most important3 In 
different languages these principles assert themselves to a different degree 
according to the cliaracter of the grammatical system of the language 
concerned. In English the grammatical principle plays a much greater role than 
in Czech or Slovak because in the absence of inflectional endings it is often 
only the sentence position of an element which determines its syntactic 

j function The principle of functional sentence perspective determines word 
i order insofar as what is spoken about (the theme) tends to be placed first and 

what is stated about it (the rheme) al the end (cf. the principle of end focus in 
' CGEL 1356-1357). In the case of inflected languages this arrangement can be 
I achieved by mere word order changes, whereas English resorts to different 
I syntactic constructions, e.g. the passive, or has to rely on intonation (Mathesius 

1975: 153-60).4 

1.2.2 In the works of the other anglicist members of the Prague school of 
linguistics, who were all Mathesius' pupils or followers, syntax has received 
attention with regard to both the syntactic aspects of special linguistic points. 

' and the general theoretical framework within which it was treated. 
In the comprehensive description of English grammar presented by 

Bohumil Trnka in his three-volume university text (1956), syntax is treated as 
one of the four structural language levels (planes in his terminology), among 
which it occupies the position between morphology and the suprasyntactic (or 

2 See Vachek (1955), and Hladký (1961). Of other Czech anglicists concerned with this 
question, see Nosek (1964), and Dušková (1978). 
1 More recent treatments of word order moreover take into account its semantic function, cf. 
e.g. MSA: 525-527. 
J The relation between word order and FSP has been the subject of many studies, cf. e.g. 
Hajičová (1991), Firhas (1957), Dušková (1999b). For a more detailed account of Mathesius' 
treatment of syntax, see Dušková (1991a). 
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stylistic) level, the lowest plane being constituted by phonology (cf. 1956, 
1964). The relations between the four levels are hierarchical in that a lower 
level realizes (is the means of realization, the form) of the immediately higher 
level. The four levels operate with different units, the basic unit of the syntactic 
level being the sentence. Syntax in Trnka's treatment includes 

(i) the study of word meanings which result from sentence context 
(it) the study of the meaning of morphological categories in sentence 

context 
(iii) the study of clausal relations 
(iv) the study of the ways clauses are joined in sentences. 

This concept of syntax is closely connected with Trnka's concept of 
morphology, which is treated in terms of morphological oppositions As 
regards meaning, morphology is concerned only with die basic meaning of 
morphological categories, whereas their semantic variations are a matter of 
syntax. Of the four- provinces constituting the sphere of syntax, Trnka's 
treatment covers the second, viz contextually based meanings of 
morphological oppositions. As the tide of die volume indicates (Syntax of the 
noun and nonjinite verb formst cf. 1956), the points discussed comprise the 
noun, the adjective, and nonfinite verb forms. 

Syntax was also a major sphere of interest for Jiň Nosek, who wrote a 
university text dealing with clause elements (1987), and a monograph on die 
complex sentence, covering all major types of subordinate clauses (Nosek 
1966), as well as various studies devoted to other specific subjects (see eg. 
Nosek 1964, 1965). 

Ivan Poldauf s university text Mluvnice současné angličtiny ('A grammar 
of contemporary English', see Poldauf 1972) is concerned with Uie noun and 
substantival clause elements. In die field of syntax he is perhaps most 
frequently quoted for his treatise on the third syntactic plan (Poldauf 1964). 

Josef Vachek's major contribution to syntactic studies has been mentioned 
in connection widi complex condensation (see above). Another of his seminal 
studies was devoted to negation, treated from both the syntactic and the 
semantic aspects (Vachek 1947; cf. also Poldauf 1947). For a comprehensive 
account of Vachek's contribution to English studies, see Firbas (1969). 

1.3 Basic syntactic concepts 

Proceeding now to a discussion of some basic syntactic concepts, our 
attention will be concentrated on the simple sentence, sentence structure, clause 
elements, and the multiple sentence. 

r 
! 

1.3,1 Simple sentences are classified according to their structure and 
function into various types whose number and character may vary according to 
the language concerned. Languages usually agree in having declarative, 
interrogative and imperative sentences: 
(1) It was raining. 

Is it still raining? 
Write in block letters. 

The distinction between sentence types is based on both a distinctive 
form and a distinctive function. Thus in English a declarative sentence is as 
a rule cliaracterized by direct word order and falling intonation, the 
interrogative sentence by inversion and rising tone in most subtypes, and the 
imperative sentence by the imperative mood of the verb and absence of an 
explicit subject, which is, however, unequivocally implied (2nd person, 
addressee) These distinctive structures combine with different primary 

I functions, a declarative sentence makes a statement, an interrogative sentence 
asks a question, and an imperative expresses a directive (command, request, 

! etc.). Apart from these sentence types, English has the exclamative sentence, 
which is again characterized by a distinctive form, the structure of the most 
common type displaying an initial how or what as components of a preposed 
postverbal element, such as the object or the subject complement, followed by 
subject and verb, thai is direct word order. This sentence type conveys the 
speaker's emotively coloured expression of feelings or attitudes: 
(2) How right you are! 

What extraordinary ideas he has! 

In Czech, exclamative sentences are not recognized as a special sentence 
type since emotively coloured expression of the speaker's feelings or attitudes 
lacks distinctive grammatical means, exclamative function being expressed by 
declarative sentences and indicated by intonation. A minor sentence type may 
be seen in the optative sentence, such as (3): 

(3) May no harm befall you! 
Heaven forbid! 

in English or (4): 

(4) Kéž bych se mýlil! 'Would I were mistaken!' 

in Czech, again on the ground of both distinctive structure and communicative 
function. 
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Apart from their primary functions, sentence types also perforin secondary 
functions. Thus the declarative sentence may express a question: 

(5) I want to know who is responsible. 

Interrogative sentences are often used as polite requests or offers in 
English: 

(6) Can you wait a moment? 
Will you have a cup of tea? 

and imperative sentences can express advice, warnings, wishes, etc.: 

(7) Consult your doctor (I advise you to consult your doctor). 
Don't exceed the speed limit (I warn you not to exceed the speed limit). 

(Cf illocutionary forces in pragmatics, expressible by performative verbs.) 
1.3.2 As a consequence of the hierarchical relation between the levels of 
language structure, decomposition of a sentence, whatever its sentence type, 
into its components does not produce words but clause elements. The element 
on which the structure of the sentence depends is the verb, whose valency 
determines the number and type of the other constitutive clause elements. 
Apart from the verb, sentence structure as a rale requires at least the subject, as 
in (8): 

(8) Nobody moved. 
However, there are also sentences constituted entirely by the verb, without 

a subject, as in the Czech: 

(9) Pršelo. 
Here English requires a subject, albeit only formal, empty in the sense that 

it lacks any semantic content reflecting an extralinguistic referent: 

(10) It rained. 
Apart from the subject, depending on the class of the verb, a sentence may 

contain different types of complementation, e.g. a subject complement after a 
copular verb, as in (11): 

(11) My decision is final. 
Other types of complementation constituted by one element are a direct 

object or an adverbial: 

(12) The boys have broken a window. 

They live next door. 

Complementation involving two elements includes direct object and one 
of the following clause elements: indirect object, prepositional object, object 
complement, adverbial. Compare, respectively: 

(13) The boy gave the dog a bone. 
You can't entrust such people with money. 
She named the girl Jane. 
He inserted the key in the lock. 

The term subject complement, viewed from the standpoint of our 
domestic grammatical tradition, is a terminological faux ami. Actually, its 
literal Czech counterpart doplněk podmětu' does not denote an obligatory 
elemcnl complementing a copular verb, as in (11), but an optional element after 
a full verb, qualifying the subject in the course of verbal action, as in (14): 
(14) He died poor. 

This construction is treated as a verblcss adverbial clause in CGEL (p. 
737). Accordingly, what is denoted as subject complement in English grammar 
corresponds to a predicative adjective or noun in our domestic grammars. 

The different syntactic structures illustrated above may have different 
semantic structures constituted on the one liand by the semantic roles of the 
clause elements (such as agent patient, instrument, means, place, time, cause, 
etc.), and on the other hand by the semantics of the verb (action, process, 
state, etc.). The semantic structure of a sentence plays an important part since 
identical syntactic structures may greatly differ in their semantic structures. 
Thus the sentences in (15) 

(15) a. The couples were dancing a waltz 
b. The room dances twenty couples 

display the same syntactic structure subject - verb - object, but very dissimilar 
semantic structures, and it is the distinction between the semantic structures 
that reveals the difference between the two sentences. While (15a.) contains an 
agentive subject (the couples were the performers of the action), in (15b.) the 
subject is locative (it denotes the place where twenty couples can dance). 
Similarly the objects have different semantic roles, a waltz denoting the 
manner in which the (inherently intransitive) action was performed, whereas 
the couples are again agents. Moreover, not only the subjects and the objects 
have different semantic roles, but also the verb expresses different semantic 
notions: an activity proceeding on a particular occasion in (15a), as against 
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general cliaracteristics in (15b.). From the viewpoint of an inflecting language 
like Czech or Slovak, the English verb appears to behave in a specific way. viz. 
the activity expressed by it does not require an agentive subject. In other 
words, the semantic role of the subject and the semantics of the verbs are 
independent of each other. Considering the Czech or Slovak equivalents, only 
(15a.) appears to have a structural counterpart: 

(16) a. Dvojice tančily valčík 
whereas in (15b.) the subject has to be replaced by a locative adverbial and the 
object by the subject: 
(16) b. V této místnosti může tančit dvacet párii. 

In Czech or Slovak an action verb assigns its subject the agentive role: 

(17) Místnost tančila. 'The room danced.1 

Apart from the constitutive clause elements required by the valency of the 
verb, sentences usually contain optional elements, which are omissible as far as 
the syntactic structure of the sentence is concerned. Thus (18) 

(18) They always serve wholesome, tasty food 

displays, in addition to the subject, verb and object, two optional elements, 
modification of the object wholesome, tasty and the temporal adverbial always. 
While this example illustrates syntactically integrated elements (which can be 
elicited by question forms, among other syntactic tests), there are also optional 
elements which stand entirely outside the sentence structure, without being 
integrated into it, and modifying the sentence as a whole. This sentence layer 
can be illustrated by adverbial sentence modifiers, as in (19). 

(19) Fortunately nobody was hurt 

and by modal or attitudinal particles in an inflecting language: 

(20) Jen když už jsi doma.5 

1.3.3 In connection with integrated optional elements, mention should be made 
of a partial difference in the treatment of this point in English and our domestic 

5 A detailed account of adverbial sentence modifiers (termed disjuncts and conjuncts) is 
presented .n CGEL. Chapter 8. pp. 612^6; particles as devices of the nonintegrated sentence 
layer (called the third syntactic plan), are discussed, besides the free dative and sentence 
adverbials, by Poldauf (1964). 

grammars. Whereas English grammar recognizes as clause elements only those 
which operate on die level of the sentence structure, wheUier they are 
obligatory or optional, viz. subject, verb, object, complement (of subject or 
object) and adverbial (CGEL; 49-50), our domestic grammatical tradition also 
includes, besides constitutive elements, the modifying (rozvíjející 'expanding*) 
elements, notably die noun modifier (cf. Mluvnice češtiny 3 Skladba, Danes et 
al. 1987 [M'-.V Henceforth], Chapter C, Clause Elements, 5; and MSA, Chapter 
13). Noun modification was illustrated in (18), other modifiers being found in 
clause elements realized by adjectives and adverbs, as in (21): 

(21) It was unbearably hot. 
I don't feel quite well. 

In English grammar, none of these modifiers are regarded as clause 
elements, modification being treated on the level of phrases (cf. CGEL: 65 and 
Chapter 17). Recognition oř die level of phrases is another divergent point in 
die treatment of sentence structure between our domestic and English 
grammar. 

In English grammar the sentence is described as having live levels with 
different units: sentences, which consist of one or more clauses, which consist 
of one or more phrases, which consist of one or more words, which consist of 
one or more morphemes (CGEL: 42-43). 

The level of phrases is an intermediate level between the higher level of 
clauses and die lower level of words. The relation of phrases to clause elements 
is dial of realization, i.e. noun phrases, verb phrases, etc., are forms that realize 
clause elements. Our domestic grammar does not work with die level of 
phrases, nor is die term 'věta' distinguished according to whether it refers to an 
independent unit ('sentence') or a unit within a sentence ('clause'). On the 
odier hand, it makes a terminological distinction between a simple sentence 
("vela1 being as a rule understood as the simple sentence) and a multiple 
sentence ('souvětí'), whereas the English term covers both (cf. simple 
sentence, compound sentence, and complex sentence). Accordingly, the 
sentence is regarded as consisting of clause elements which are eidier bare, 
when realized univerbally, or expanded (see die examples widi modifiers 
above). On the realization level, die terms syntactic noun, syntactic adjective, 
etc., arc sometimes resorted to. These tenns can be compared to die heads of 
phrases. In (22) 

(22) She admires the mystical 
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the mystical is a nour- phrase with an adjective as i(s head, i.e. the adjective 
operates as a syntactic noun. Syntactic adjectives are spoken of where nouns 
are modified by other nouns, as in life imprisonment, in which the first noun 
operates as a syntactic adjective. Here the terms syntactic noun, syntactic 
adjective are useful since the adjective mystical and the noun life behave, 
respectively, as a noun and an adjective only syntactically, not 
morphologically, i.e. they do not participate in the morphological categories of 
the respective word class. 

The level of phrases in English reflects language specific facts insofar as 
the most frequent phrases, the verb phrase and the noun phrase, which occur in 
a large majority of all sentences, are typically not univerbal. but consist of 
more than one word. The noun phrase at least includes a determiner and the 
verb phrase is mostly compound. 

Phrases are based on the various parts of speech (word classes), but at the 
same time acquire the typical syntactic functions of the respective word class 
as an integral part of their characteristics. Hence a pronoun is classified as a 
noun phrase, regardless of its prevalent univerbal form, since in its pronominal 
function it behaves syntactically as a noun. 

Within phrases, a distinction is made between form and function: 
adjectives, nouns, etc, are formal terms; they can function as a modifier or as 
the head, which are functional terms Thus in the poor the adjective functions 
as the head of a noun phrase; city in the poor city as the head, in the city poor 
as modifier (CGEL: 64). However, while the noun, the adjective, the adverb, 
etc., are formal terms, i.e. they refer to the respective word class, when linked 
to the substantive 'phrase* (as in noun phrase', 'adjective phrase', etc.) they 
may refer to the syntactic function. In the noun phrases the unemployed, the 
city poor the word noun, although a formal term, does not refer to the part of 
speech that is formally a noun, but to an adjective that lias the syntactic 
function of a noun Cf. also (22) 

1.4 Multiple sentence 

As has been noted above, the term sentence covers both the simple 
sentence and the multiple sentence, the former consisting of one clause, the 
latter of two or more clauses. The multiple sentence is usually classified either 
as a compound or as a complex sentence according to whether the constituent 
clauses are in the relation of coordination (parataxis) or subordination 
(hypotaxis) 

1.4.1 Coordination is the relation between two or more elements which are 
syntactically independent of each odier. It is found not only between clauses 
but also between clause elements and lower units. In the latter case, it 
multiplies the same syntactic function. Compare: 

(23) a. U was cold, and die window was frosted (coordination of main clauses). 
b. He doesn't go to first nights because he wants to see them but because 

lie wants to be seen (coordination of subordinate adverbial clauses of 
reason). 

c. He loved beauty, variety, oddity (multiple direct object). 

As shown by the examples, coordination may be syndetic, if explicitly 
expressed by a conjunction, or asyndetic where a conjunction is missing, cf. 
(23c). 

As shown in (23c), illustrating a triple object, coordination may involve 
more ihan two elements. The coordination of three clauses is found e.g. in (24): 

(24) It was after midnight, die last bus had gone, and there was no taxi in 
sight. 

This example also illustrates die most frequent combination of syndesis 
widi asyndesis, die first two components being joined asyndetically, while die 
last (here die diird) is linked to die preceding components by means of a 
conjunction. 

Compound sentences widi and most frequently express an additive or 
copulative relation, as in die adduced examples, whereas but conveys an 
adversative relation: 

(25) These changes will cost quite a lot, but diey will .save us money in die 
long run. 

The third principal coordinating conjunction or introduces an alternative, 
as in (26): 

(26) Is it a joke or are you serious? 

Owing to its lexical content, however, a compound sentence widi a 
coordinating conjunction may have a semantically dependent clausal structure, 
as in (27): 

(27) Take it away or VII eat it all. 

Here die realization of die action expressed in die second clause depends 
on die nonrealization of die action in the first clause, which is die semantic 
relation underlying conditional sentences, cf. (28): 
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(28) If you don't take it away I'll eat it all. 

This semantic structure of the compound sentence is frequently found in 
sayings and proverbs: 

(29) Give a dog a bad name, and he'll live up to it. 
Move an old tree, and it will wither to death. 

In the case of multiple verb, the question arises whether the coordinated 
structure should be regarded as multiple verb (i.e. as coordination within a 
clause element, illustrated by the multiple direct object above) or as 
coordination of clauses. The treatment of this point in our domestic and 
English grammar differs, presumably on the ground of the analytic character of 
English, which requires the expression of the subject by a separate word (e.g. a 
noun or a pronoun) for die lack of personal inflectional endings in the verb. 
Accordingly, the coordination of clauses is limited to instances in which no 
clause element, including die subject, is shared: 

(30) The winter had come at last, and snow lay thick on the ground (CGEL: 
445). 

In our domestic grammatical tradition die distinctive role is assigned to 
shared complementation in the case of multiple verb, as in (31): 

(31) He attracts and repels her at the same time 

where the verbs attracts and repels share the same direct object, in contrast to 
instances of different complementation, regarded as clausal coordination, 
presumably because pronominal subjects are as rule not expressed by a 
separate word (die respective pronoun) but merely by the verbal endings, cf. 
(32) : 

(32) Osprchova) se a sel spat. 

The English equivalent of this example, given in (33) 

(33) He had a shower and went to bed 

on die odier hand, is treated as coordination of predicates, not of clauses: 

(34) Peter ate the fruit and drank die beer. (CGEL; 948). 

1,4.2 In contrast to die compound sentence, which is constituted by two or 
more main, syntactically independent clauses, the complex sentence represents 
a dependency relationship. This is a relation between two elements, in this case 

clauses, one of which is superordinate and the odier, the dependent one, 
subordinate: 

(35) Let's go on as we did before. 

Within die superordinate clause Let's go on, which might be used alone, 
the subordinate clause as we did before operates as an optional adverbial of 
manner, its dependent nature being indicated by the subordinating conjunction 
as. 

Complex sentences consisting of more dian two clauses display different 
dependency relationships The main clause may be modified by two 
subordinate clauses, as in (36): 

(36) Although she needed a job, she didn't accept die offer because she 
wanted more money. 

Or one of the subordinate clauses may be dependent on the other 
subordinate clause, as in (37): 

(37) Before he could offer to accompany her in case she needed help with 
the car, she was gone. 

As was shown in 1.4.1., die relation between subordinate clauses may also 
be coordinate, cf. (23b.). Anodier configuration of clauses constituting a 
multiple sentence consists in two main clauses and a subordinate one: 

(38) The scenery we came dirougli yesterday was quite beautiful, but I didn't 
pay much attention to it. 

Obviously, in sentences with four and more clauses the number of 
possible configurations increases, but the nature of the relations between the 
constituent clauses is the same as in a three-clause sentence: coordination 
between main clauses or subordinated clauses, and subordination of clauses to 
a main clause or to a subordinate clause. In die last case subordination can 
involve several dependency levels, as in (39): 
(39) Is he the man who wrote die book you told me about when I asked you 

what you would recommend as a present for a boy who is interested in 
archeology? 

where each subordinate clause depends on the preceding one. 

1.4.3 While in English grammar the clause in a compound sentence is defined 
as a structure composed of all constitutive elements, including the subject (see 
above), the concept of clause in the complex sentence is based on a different 
criterion Here the defining feature is found in the discernibility of clause 
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elements. Accordingly, three main structural types of clauses are distinguished 
in English grammar (cf. CGEL: 992-997): 

(a) finite clauses whose verb element is finite, 
(b) nonfinite clauses whose verb element is nonfinite, and 
(c) verbless clauses 

Nonfinite and verbless clauses are recognized as clauses on the grounds 
that their internal structure can be analysed into the same functional elements 
that are distinguished in finite clauses: 
(40) a. Knowing my temper I didn't reply, 

b. I know my temper. 

(41) a. Although always helpful, he was not much liked. 
b. Although he was always helpful, he was not much liked. 

In both instances the clause elements except the subject and the verb are 
identical, whether the verb is finite, nonfinite or absent. In the two versions of 
the first example, the discernible identical clause element is the object, in die 
second instance the identical elements involve the conjunction, a temporal 
adverbial and die subject complement 

This concept of clauses results in regarding a sentence like (42) 

(42) I asked to go 

as a complex sentence (cf. CGEL; 995). On the other hand, sentences with 
adjectival relative clauses, e.g. (43): 

(43) You can borrow the car Uiat belongs to my sister 

are treated as simple sentences (cf. CGEL: 719, Note [aj). This is due to the 
concept of clause elements discussed in 1.3.2-3, according to which noun 
modifiers (as well as other modifiers) are exempted from the function of a 
clause element on the grounds of operating at the level of phrases. Relative 
clauses as a clausal type of noun modification arc no exception: they modify 
nouns as heads of phrases realizing clause elements, and hence function within 
a phrase, not at the level of the clause. Whatever complexity clausal 
modification brings about, it concerns only the phrase. 

In our domestic grammatical tradition, the concept of the clause is based 
on a different feature, the clause-constitutive function being assigned to the 
finite verb. This view is presumably connected widi the distinctly verbal 
character of Czech, which is in turn connected with a difference between the 
status of nonfinite verb forms within the Czech or Slovak verbal system in 
comparison with their status in the English verbal system. As has been noted in 

1.2, not only is the subsystem of Czech or Slovak nonfinite verb forms limited 
to two categories (die infinitive and the participles) but also where systemic 
possibilities have existed, as in the case of adverbial uses of the participles, 
diey are no longer resorted to as living devices of the contemporary language. 
According to our domestic concept of the clause, a sentence like (42) / asked to 
go is a simple sentence, whereas (43) You can borrow the car that belongs to 
my sister is a complex one. 

1.4.4 The last point to be briefly discussed is die classification of complex 
sentences. The aspects taken into consideration in the different approaches to 
the classification of subordinate clauses comprise the syntactic function of the 
subordinate clause within the sentence, the role of the subordinate clause in the 
semantic structure of the sentence, the means of subordination, i.e. the devices 
indicating the dependent status of the clause, and the character (different types) 
of these means. The resulting classificatory schemes differ according to which 
of these aspects is assigned primary importance/' 

Within both the syntactic and the semantic structure of the complex 
sentence, an important role is played by nominal clauses, i.e. clauses that 
function as syntactic nouns. Taking the nominal nature of a clause as the 
starting point involves further classification according to its syntactic function, 
nouns operating as different, mostly constitutive, clause elements, such as the 
subject, object or subject complement. This is what makes nominal clauses 
constitutive components of die sentence without which its structure would be 
incomplete. Compare die following examples of nominal clauses operating, 
respectively, as the subject, direct object and subject complement. 

(44) a. What interests mv son usually bores my daughter. 
b. He knew immediately that in some way he had erred. 
c. The question is how much it will cost. 

Apart from demonstrating different syntactic functions of nominal clauses, 
die examples also show that nominal clauses involve different types, which 
provides an additional classificatory criterion, superordinated to that of the 
syntactic function. In CGEL (pp. 1048-1061) nominal clauses are classified 
into ///(//-clauses (44b.), n>/r-interrogative clauses (44c), yes-no clauses and 
alternative interrogative clauses, exclamative clauses, and nominal relative 
clauses (44a.). The same distinctions between nominal clauses is also made in 

6 For example, Nosek's (1966) treatment of the complex sentence is based on the syntactic 
function. 
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our domestic grammar, but to begin with, they are classified into content 
clauses on the one hand, and nominal relative clauses, on the other. This 
primary distinction is made on the grounds of the fact diat all nominal clauses 
except nominal relative represent dependent forms of the major types of the 
simple sentence (cf. jWX4: 594-606). For instance, (44b.) illustrates a dependent 
declarative clause and (44c.) a dependent wA-question. According to A-fCS (p. 
503), content clauses realize enunciative propositions, i.e. propositions which 
express the content proper of a complex sentence, whereas Hie superordinatc 
clause only provides a 'frame' for it. The verbs occurring in the latter are verbs 
of speaking or verbs expressing mental activities, as well as verbs conveying 
attitudes and evaluation. On the odier liand, nominal relative clauses arc means 
of clausal denomination, instead of being named by a substantival naming unit, 
an object is described in a clausal form (A/CX: 518 ff.): 

(45) a chair / what I am sitting on7 

In die example of the subjeci nominal rclalive clause given above, what in 
the first clause can be replaced by the things that. 

In the case of nominal content clauses the subordinator does not provide a 
unifying feature, dependent declarative and imperative clauses being 
introduced by the conjunction that, in contrast to dependent interrogative and 
exclamative clauses, which have a wA-word at the beginning. Neither are 
relative clauses distinguishable by their subordinator As regards nominal 
relative clauses, a wA-word also introduces dependent questions, and wh-ever 
compounds are also found in conditional concessive clauses. Adjectival 
(adnominal) relative clauses are introduced not only by who and which, but 
also by the relative that, and in many cases can be juxtaposed (i.e. attached to 
their antecedent without a relative).s 

On the other hand, die second major group of subordinate clauses, 
expressing adverbial functions, are as a rule introduced by conjunctions. As a 
result of their adverbial character, in contrast to nominal clauses adverbial 
clauses are largely optional within the sentence structure They are 

7 MCS uses the example zbabetec - (ten) kdo se boji "coward - (one) who is afraid', but since 
who in English is not used as a free relative, another example was used. 
fi Similarly asyndesis is not specific to any one type of clause, since it functions as both a 
coordinator (see 1.4.1), and a subordinator (as an alternative of that in short content clauses), 
cf. He says he can't come. Compare also asyndetic clauses of condition: Had I known it, I 
would have come. 

subclassified in the same way as nonclausal adverbials, i.e. according to their 
semantic role The following examples illustrate, respectively, an adverbial 
clause of time, reason, and concession: 

(46) a. Strike while die iron is hot. 
b. Since you are going my way, you could give me a lift, 
c. Although he was diin and pale, he was in good health. 

As shown by die examples, adverbial clauses express different kinds of 
semantic dependence between the clauses of the sentence However, a 
subordinating conjunction may also occur in a sentence whose semantic 
structure expresses two semantically independent contents (cf. the opposite 
case of compound sentences expressing a dependency relationship in 1.4 1). In 
contrast to the temporal function of the conjunction while, illustrated by (46a.), 
the same conjunction is also found in sentences like (47); 

(47) English is an analytic language, while Czech is a synthetic one. 

Here the two clauses might be used independently: 

(48) English is an analytic language. Czech is a synthetic language. 

Or the implied contrast might be conveyed by means of an adverbial 
expression: 

(49) English is an analytic language. In contrast/On the other hand, Czech is 
a synthetic one. 

A similar use of an adverbial clause is also found in other cases, notably in 
{/-clauses, which basically express a condition on which the realization of the 
action in the superordinate clause depends, as in (50). 

(50) She would achieve good results if she applied herself. 

Nevertheless, an //-clause may also express the speaker's comment on the 
way the content is presented or on the content itself: 

(51) She gave a little laugh, if anything so mirthless could be called a laugh. 

Within the classification of adverbial clauses English grammar recognizes 
one type whose most frequent subtype is specific to it, viz, the comment 
clause illustrated in (52): 

(52) There is a good chance of success, I believe. 

Clauses of this type may also be construed with the comment clause as the 
main clause, in which case the main clause appears as a dependent content 
clause: 
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(53) I believe that there is a good chance of success. 

However, owing to their meaning, verbs like believe tend to function as 
adverbials commenting on the truth value of the content being expressed, and it 
is this change in the function which gives rise to a special clause type, the 
comment clause. 

The third major group of subordinate clauses is constituted by relative 
clauses, which are of two kinds, adnominat (adjectival) and nominal. Both 
types have been discussed before, adjectival relative clauses in connection with 
the role of modifiers within the sentence structure (cf. 1.3.3 and 1.4.3), and 
nominal relative clauses in the section on nominal clauses (cf. 1.4.4). As has 
been shown, the treatment of this type of subordinate clauses differs in English 
and our domestic grammar, the difference consisting in a different concept of 
clause elements in the case of adjectival relative clauses, and in a different 
hierarchy with respect to the other nominal clauses in the case of nominal 
relative clauses. 

To complete the picture of the classification of subordinate clauses, 
mention should be made of clauses of comparison, which are treated as a 
separate type in English grammar (cf. CGEL. 1127-1146), On the other hand, 
in Czech grammar they are subsumed under the different semantic roles of 
adverbial clauses (degree, intensity, effect and others, cf. A/OS': 497-498, 485-
487; MSA: 630-633). The reasons for the different approaches are to be sought 
partly in the nature of English comparative clauses, whose largely elliptical 
structure devoid of formal signals requires a much more detailed analysis of the 
underlying relations, and partly in the involved nature of comparative clauses 
themselves. Within a brief overall account of syntax, this complicated type can 
only be given a mention, and have its complexity pointed out. 

1.5 Concluding remarks 

In conclusion, syntax is to be considered from the contrastive point of 
view with regard to the other levels of language structure, in particular 
phonology and morphology. Although this account lias revealed certain 
differences in both the syntactic structure of the languages under consideration 
and the treatment of certain syntactic points, on die whole syntactic structure 
appears to be remarkably similar in different languages. Such concepts as 
sentence types, clause elements, semantic roles, compound sentence, complex 
sentence are applicable fairly generally, at least as regards Indo-European 
languages. Even the types of subordinate clauses largely coincide On the other 
hand, in phonology and morphology the differences between languages 
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manifest themselves to a greater extent, many phonological and morphological 
leatures being specific to one language only, and hence defying a uniform 
descnpuoi, Of the three levels of language structure, it is thus on L syntaSc 
evel that a previous knowledge of syntactic structure gained from the mother 

tongue can be applied to another language, and facilitate insights into the 
latter's syntactic structure. 
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2 The international scene 

2.1 Introduction 

In the second half of the 20di century, the madiematization of science has 
even penetrated to the humanities. It has already found fruitful soil in 
American descriptivist linguistics, where the means of expression have always 
tended to be relatively explicit. This tendency, known from die writings of L. 
Bloomfield, R. S. Wells, C. Hockett, Z. Harris and odiers, culminated widi C. 
C. Fries (1952), who attempted a fully distributionist description of die 
grammatical patterns of English. (It is wordi noting dial a pattem-like 
description of the fundamentals of English syntax can already be found in Otto 
Jespersen's Analytic syntax.) 

Still, in die terms of Kuhn's (1962) 'paradigms', it is not an exaggeration 
to say that it was N. Cbomsky who actually started a new paradigm in 
linguistics, first of all by establishing certain general mediodological standards 
for dieoretical linguistics, radier dian just by bringing a particular linguistic 
Uieory to the scene. As J. Lyons (1970; 14) put it, Chomsky's arguments "can 
be accepted or rejected: diey cannot be ignored". 

The madiematical rigor and precision required concern, first of all, die 
explicitness of linguistic descriptions, which can be achieved by basing one's 
research on a formal framework supported by operational criteria. Such a 
framework should combine a precise description of complex linguistic 
structures widi an explicit formulation of the complex relationships between 
die different components and aspects of die language system. This does not 
mean that linguistics looses its empirical character, but die results of die 
empirical research, i.e. the description of the language system and its individual 
components should be formulated widi a degree of rigor and of testable 
correctness coming close to Uiat of die domains of science dial have developed 
means for a precise representation of complex systems, namely madiematics 
and logic. 

It was shown later, especially by R. Montague and his followers, among 
whom a prominent place belongs to B. H. Partee, dial die mediodological 
requirements of a formal, mathematical (algebraic) approach can be applied 
not only to a description of grammar but also to certain basic aspects of die 
semantics of natural language. The inquiries of formal semanticists have 
opened the way for concrete collaborative efforts of linguists and logicians in 
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complex semantics research, providing a way to a manysided analysis of 
meaning. 

This does not mean tliat every good linguist should master all the complex 
details of the madiematical formalisms, or that a use of formalism is a 
necessary prerequisite of reaching new linguistic results. However, what is 
important is the very approach of a linguist to die object studied: s/he should 
not be satisfied with metaphorical, vague and thus not verifiable formulations, 
and should work with notions defined on the basis of operational (testable) 
criteria and, in formulating the resulting description, s/he should put these 
notions into clear, explicitly formulated relationships. 

Furthermore, besides observation and description - the requirements of 
which were present in (he descriptivist framework - a linguistic description 
should attempt to reach a level of explanatory adequacy - answering the 
question of die links between phenomena and dieir explanation. This includes 
the necessity to attempt generalizations, rather than to be satisfied with 
describing just individual groups of phenomena. 

The American structuralists pursued the goal of developing a theory of 
geueral discovery procedures uiat would make it possible to detect the 
grammar for a recorded corpus of utterances in what they considered the only 
fully systematic manner. 

Chomsky and his followers, die generative grammarians, try to explicate 
the notion of grammar. This is done by proposing answers to such questions as: 
What is the specific form of a grammar of a natural language? How many types 
of rules are there and what is their form? What substantive categories such as 
nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc., may be referred to in the rules? 

In our brief and necessarily sketchy overview, we will follow first of all 
the historical development of Chomsky's approach allowing more space for the 
basic notions and general tendencies rather than for the concrete details of the 
individual modifications of the theory over time (2.2). We then pass over to 
two theoretical trends originated in the United States that follow the basic 
mediodological starling points as explicated above but differ in some 
fundamental standpoints: Lexical Functional Grammar in 2.3 and the 
Optimality Theory in 2.4. We are fully aware that we cannot avoid several 
simplifications and dial we can follow only the main lines of the trends chosen; 
one of the criteria of our selection was to show in wluch respects the 
development in the United States stands not so far removed from the 
theoretical considerations inherent to Continental linguistic thinking. 
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2.2 The Transformational Generative Grammar of N, Chomsky 

As mentioned in die Introduction above, Bloomfieldian linguistics was 
remarkably, and at limes almost ostentatively uninterested in general 
theoretical questions. The main aim of linguistics was declared to be to 
describe languages; it was believed thai die only useful generalizations about 
language are inductive generalizations. In diis respect, Chomsky's attitude was 
radically opposed to Bloomfield's: Chomsky claimed diat linguistics should 
determine die universal and essential properties of human language and diat die 
central purpose of linguistics is to construct a deductive dieory of die structure 
of human language. 

In his first systematic account of die transformational generative 
framework outlined in Syntactic Structures (Chomsky 1957), Chomsky 
proposed the following organization of die grammatical description (see (1), 
taken from Lyons 1970, Fig. 7, p. 74): 

(1) Initial element 
I 

Phrase structure rules 
I 

<kernel sentences> 
I 

Transformational component 
I 

Morphophoneniic component 
I 

Phonemic representations of sentences 

In this original version of die grammar, die descriptive burden of the 
syntactic component rested on two types of syntactic rules: phrase structure 
rules and transformational rules. Phrase structure rules capture die idea that 
die words in a sentence are grouped together in phrases; thus the English 
sentence The son of Mary broke a vase' can be broken down into phrases as 
indicated by brackets in (2); NP and VP stand tor 'noun phrase' and 'verb 
phrase', respectively: 

(2) (the son of Mary) (broke a vase) 
NP VP 

The relationship between a sentence and its constituent parts can be 
represented in terms of the rule in (3): 

(3) S ̂  NP VP 

The NP and VP themselves can be broken down as in (4). which can be 
represented by the two rules in (5); diere, Art stands for 'article' and PP for 
prepositional phrase': 

(4) a. (die) (son) (of Mary) 
Art N PP 

b. (broke) (a vase) 
V NP 

(5) a. NP -> Art N PP 
b. VP -> V NP 

The rules illustrated in (3) and (5) are called phrase structure rules and 
their general form is in (6), where X is the name of the phrase defined and Y Z 
W etc. are eidier phrases (defined by other rules) or names of lexical categories 
(such as Noun, Verb, etc.): 

(6) X - > Y Z W . 

A set of such rules defines a set of structures called the phrase structures 
of the language described. Plirase structures may be represented by means of a 
phrase structure tree (called phrase marker), which shows graphically how 
the phrase structure rules determine the form of die structure. An extremely 
simplified example of a set of plirase structure rules that may create, generate 
(hence die name generative' grammar) the English sentence in (7a.) and those 
in (7b.) and also some odiers, fully grammatical though lexically odd as 
exemplified in (7c), is in (8). 

(7) a. The boy broke a vase. 
b. A boy broke a vase. A boy broke die vase. The boy broke the vase. The 

boy took a vase. The boy took the vase. 
c. A vase took the boy. 

(8) S -+ NP VP 
NP Det N PP 
VP ^ V NP 
Det -> the, a 
N -» boy, vase,... 
V -> broke, took,... 
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These phrase structure rules can be applied to generate die structural 
description of (7a.) in a mechanical and steplike fashion, until a point is 
reached where no more rules can be applied. The structure of (7a.) can be 
represented by a tree diagram in (9): 
(9) S 

vase 

However, as Chomsky claimed, phrase structure rules are not sufficient to 
describe human language, because they cannot encode certain relationships 
between parts of sentences. Therefore, anodier component was added called 
tratisfonnauonal component die input to wliieh is die phrase structure. The 
rules of diis component are called transformations (or transformational rules) 
and are composed of elementary operations diat e.g. rearratige die categories in 
a tree, delete categories, add new ones, etc. 

Each transformation is characterized by (i) a structural description (SD), 
in which variables can be used to cover segments of die sentence die structure 
of which is not relevant for die given transformation (see X in (11), and (ii) a 
structural change (SC) which specifies die rearrangements of die individual 
elements or segments of die structure done by die given transformation. It is 
also necessary to specify for eacli transformation whedier it applies optionally 
or obligatorily. 

In(10)and(ll) some examples of transformations are shown (diese rules 
are cited from die textbook by Akmajian and Heny 1976). 
(10) Passive (optional): 

SD: NP - Aux - V - NP 
1 2 3 4 

SC: 4 2 be en 3 by 1 

(11) WH-fronting (obligatory): 
SD: Q - X - f+WH] 

1 2 3 
SC: 1 + 3 2 0 
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Rule (10) relates active-passive pairs as e.g. in (12a.) and (12b.): the 
subject of the active structure is moved to die end of the sentence following a 
newly inserted preposition by; in addition, the postverbal NP is moved into the 
subject position and the auxiliary be and the participle ending en are inserted 
into the passive structure. Rule (11) moves a wh-element leftward to the 
beginning of the sentence, and dius converts the structure (13a.) to (I3b), 

(12) a. The son of Mary broke a vase. 

b. A vase was broken by the son of Mary. 

(13) a. Iknow the son of Mary broke what, 
b. I know what the son of Mary broke. 

Natural languages display one important feature, namely the tact that 
languages have infinitely many sentences. In the first stage of Chomsky's 
framework, the phrase structure rules themselves defined only a finite number 
of structures, die so-called kernel sentences, each of which was a simple S. 
Transformational rules then embedded one kernel sentence inside the other, 
thus producing the recursive effect. This mechanism accounts e.g. for the 
generation of (15) out of two kernel sentences (14a.) and (14b.): 

(14) a. John knows it 
b. Bill loves Mary 

(15) John knows that Bill loves Mary. 

In 1965, in the monograph Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, Chomsky 
refined his picture of grammar, but maintained the view that the respective 
grammars of languages were composed of these two major types of rules, 
phrase structure and transformational. The most striking difference between the 
Syntactic Structures and the Aspects grammars is the addition of a semantic 
component. In the years diat followed the publication of the former 
monograph, Chomsky and his collaborators came to die conclusion that the 
meaning of any sentence could, and should, be submitted to the same kind of 
rigorous, formal analysis as the syntactic structure, and that semantics should 
be included as an integral part of the grammatical analysis of languages. Thus, 
the grammar of a language has come to be seen as a system of rules relating the 
meaning (or meanings) of each sentence it generates to the physical 
manifestation of the sentence in the form of sound. The overall architecture of 
the Aspects-type grammatical description is sketched out in (16): 
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(16) Initial element Semantic Meaning 
Component 

Base -> 
Component 

I 
<deep structures> 

I 
Transformational 

Component 

I 
<surface structures> 

I 
Phonological 
Component 

I 
Sound 

The base component consists of the phrase structure rules together with 
the lexicon, which includes the mechanism of subcategorization. The lexicon 
lists with each verb the specification for the contexts in which it can appear, 
and for a phrase structure tree to be well formed all such context specifications 
must be met Different verbs fit into different types of VPs, and not others: e.g. 
believe and break both belong to the same category, the Verb, but a limited 
kind of context sensitivity must be allowed for this kind of context dependence 
since only believe fits into a VP that contains an S (John believes that... is a 
grammatically acceptable structure while *John breaks that... is not). 

In this framework, the recursive properties of human language are realized 
essentially by adding a rule of the form (17), which makes it possible that an S 
can contain another S (via VP), and the contained S may contain another S and 
so on, without any limit 
(17) VP-> V S 

An important novelty introduced in the Aspects-like scenario is the 
replacement of the kernel structures by the specification of the underlying 
structure in terms of the semantically relevant deep structures. The 
transformations then operate on these deep structures and the result of their 
application are surface structures.1 

1 One can come across views praising certain claims of Chomsky as being truly ingenious but 
such an appreciation stems mostly from the ignorance of any developments made outside the 
United States on the side of the evaluator; an example of that is the statement that among the 

Once semantic considerations had entered the Chomskyan paradigm, how 
'deep' the underlying, semantically relevant structure should be became a 
matter of discussion. This issue was first raised in 1967 by Chomsky's students 
G. Lakoff and J. Ross in their famous pamphlet (disseminated widely in 
mimeographed form, as was quite common in those times, and published only 
much later in a volume with die well-fitting title Papers from the Linguistic 
Underground). Starting from the observation of tire semantic difference 
between .sentences such as (18a.) and (18b.) (the former being appropriate for a 
situation in which each of the men could read a different (small) set of books, 
the latter fitting situations in which die men read the same small set of books), 
they claimed that the two sentences should have different, rather abstract deep 
structures. 

(18) a. Many men read tew books. 
b. Few books are read by many men. 

Another example, often discussed in this context, is sentence (19); the 
claim is that the verb kill is to be broken down in the abstract underlying 
structure into 'to cause to become dead' in order to obtain two possible 
readings of this sentence as paraphrased in (20a.) and (20b.). 

(19) The car almost killed a boy. 

(20) a. The car almost caused die boy to become dead (but, fortunately, did not 
even touch him). 

b. The car caused the boy to become almost dead (but the doctors 
fortunately saved his life). 

The development trend in generative transformational grammar in this 
direction (among the adherents of which at that lime were also other 
distinguished linguists such as J. McCawley) was called Generative 
Semantics because the output of the truly generative component were 
semantic representations of sentences; the transformations applied to the 
abstract underlying structures could not lead to any changes in the meaning of 
the generated structures. 

ingenious innovations of linguistic theory is Chomsky's introduction of the distinction between 
'deep' and 'surface' structure; a Prnguian linguist can immediately recall the well-established 
distinction between (he 'grammatical' and the 'semantic' structure in the work of the adherents 
of Praguian functional and structural school of thought. 
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Chomsky himself and his followers adhered to their understanding of deep 
structure and claimed tliat almost all of the distinctions could be read from the 
surface structure if enriched by certain traces inherited from the deep structure 
and allowing the surface word order to indicate the difference as illustrated by 
(18) above. As for die lexical decomposition, illustrated by (19) above, this 
may be handled by semantic interpretation, which uncovers not only the 
oppositions present in the sentence structure, but also those based on contextual 
and other knowledge. 

This Chomskyan approach then was referred to as Interpretive 
Semantics (the meaning of the sentence was 'interpreted' from the surface 
structure), and the scheme of his grammar, called the Extended Standard 
Theory, is shown in (21): 

(21) initial element Base 
Component 

<deep structure> 

Transformations 
I 

<annotated surface 
structure^ 

Semantic 
Component 

Phonological 
Component 

I 
Sound 

In this connection, it is of interest to have a deeper look at the examples 
that were used as crucial arguments on both sides of the dispute. As a matter of 
fact, Chomsky noted a similar distinction in one footnote of his Aspects; 

(22) a. Everybody in this room knows at least two languages. 
b. At least two languages are known by everybody in this room. 

To account for the difference between (22a.) and (22b). he hinted at the 
possibility of distinguishing their 'topics': e\>erybody in this room in (22a.) and 
at least two languages in (22b.). He also mentioned as another possibility that 
the source of the difference between (22a.) and (22b.) may be the use of active 
vs. passive. 

For English, the active/passive distinction goes hand in hand widi die 
distinction of die topic-focus articulation of die sentence, as already observed 
by Madiesius in his paper on the function of subject in English. 'Subjecdiood' 
in English is firmly determined by die position of die given element in the 
sentence; in languages widi word order determined by odier dian grammatical 
factors, die distinction between active and passive is not necessarily connected 
widi die position of die subject v.*. object. 

However, the situation is not so simple, because also prosody should be 
taken into account, as can be illustrated by anodier example taken from one of 
Lakoffs discussions of diis 'mysterious' matter, namely (23). 

(23) a. John and Mary saw an explosion, 
b. An explosion was seen by John and Mary. 

LakolT remarks dial while in (23a.) two different explosions might be 
referred to, in (23b.) only a single explosion can be meant. Professor I. Poldauf 
lias drawn our attention to die fact that if (23b.) is pronounced with the 
intonation centre at die beginning of die sentence, as indicated by die capitals 
in (23c), die sentence gets die same interpretation as dial of (23a.). 

(23) c. AN EXPLOSION was seen by John and Mary. 

It seems to be an advantage not to read diis semantic aspect of die 
sentences from die surface structure but to account for TFA on die level of 
underlying structure (for a more systematic account, see Section 3 below). 

It is regrettable, but true, to say diat die dispute over the status of die 
notion of 'deep structure' widiin dicse trends of American linguistics has 
become radier dranimatically sharpened, and dial die representatives of die 
branch of generative .semantics have left the field wiUiout pursuing or 
modifying dieir diesis any further; G. Lakoff has been attracted by cognitive 
radier dian purely linguistic models, J, J. Ross has broadened die scope of his 
interests to also include poetry and only die late J. McCawley remained true to 
die grammatical study of English, emancipating himself of any dieoretical 
doctrines and bringing some of the most interesting and stimulating insights 
into die grammar of English. 

In die furdier development of syntactic considerations Chomsky 
introduced the so-called X-bar theory, which was based on die observations of 
a similarity across categories in dieir inner structure. Four basic categories 
were distinguished, namely N(oun), V(erb), A(djective) and P(reposition). 
Each of diem was supposed to constitute die head of die respective phrase (NP, 
VP, AP and PP); diese phrases are understood as (maximal) projections of tiic 
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given heads. The inner structure of these phrases in English has the form given 
in (24) (X is a variable standing for any of the basic categories, and the original 
bar sign is substituted here by a prime): 
(24) X" 

Modifier Specifier 

X Argument 

The following examples in (25) (taken from Sells 1985) exemplify an 
application of the general scheme for the (maximal) projections of the basic 
categories: 

(25) a. NP: the agreement about money / the claim that Bill leaves 

NP 

Det 

tie 

N* 

N 

agreement 
claim 

PP/S 

about money 
that Bill leaves 

b. AP: quite proud of his children / quite sure that Mary will win 
AP 

c. VP: 

PP/S' 

z \ 
proud of his children 
sure that Mary will win 

sold the house at a profit 
VP 

V 

sold 

NP 

:1c 

PP 

at a profit 

the house 

d. PP: at a profit 

PP 

I 
at 

NP 

a profit 

The overall structure of the sentence is dien 'built' out of the partial 
structures, as illustrated in (26); notice that the structure of S' allows for 
embedding a clause into a 'matrix' structure by a connective under COMP, 
while S is a 'lower' phrase that stands for the embedded clause. If the structure 
does not represent an embedding (as in (26)), the node COMP is 'empty', and 
S' equals S: 

(26) that John is sitting / for M m to watch the TV 
S' 

NP 
I 

John 

INFL VP 

I A 
PRES be sitting 

to watch the TV 
(26') John is sitting / John watches the movie 

S" 

NP 

John 

INFL 

:>B!E 

VP 

S be sitting 
watch the movie 

The head of the S'-phrase is the category of INFL; there is a certain 
inconsistency in naming the projections of this category, due to an effort to 
reserve the old label S for the phrase that decomposes into NP and VP; thus S' 
corresponds to X-double bar phrases and S to a single-bar phrase. 

Maximal projections are important for the specification of possible 
structures with regard to die combinatory properties of lexical items: The heads 
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iook for' certain maximal projections as their arguments and adjuncts. Thus, 
e.g., kick, discuss, etc., take an NP as their inner argument, while think, believe, 
etc., take S\ In this sense, every head word 'subcategorizes' for its 
complementations, and subcategorization is used as a fdter checking the 
generated structures. 

The X-bar dieory is the core of syntax in that phase of Chomsky's 
paradigm called the Theory of Principles and Parameters, the original label 
of this phase was Government and Binding (GB), presented first by Chomsky 
in his Pisa lectures in 1981 and named after two of the main syntactic aspects 
specified within the theory (see below for illustrations). 

In this phase, die idea of Universal Grammar (UG) is applied most 
consistently, and connected widi the assumption of innate human capability 
that underlies the relatively easy acquisition of language by children It is 
believed Uiat the child is bom with certain general properties that correspond to 
the universal principles determining the fundamentals of grammatical 
patterning of natural language. According to die child's experience widi the 
language surrounding him or her, the child tunes the individual parameters 
present in the principles and compatible with the specific features of this 
mother tongue. Thus, e.g., one of the general principles says that "every item 
can be moved to any position in the sentence", and the values of the parameters 
concerning what can be moved and where to, in any individual language, can 
then be formulated as constraints on die movements. In other words, the 
movement rule by itself could result in any order of die items, but most of them 
are filtered out by the specific constraint value. The general form of the 
constraint is also given by UG, e.g. specifying the source or the target position 
(x and y, respectively) of the item, or a barrier (z) for the movement, with x. y 
and z being variables obtaining different values for different languages. The 
diversity of languages is then understood on the basis of these parameter 
values. 

This is not only a description, but, thanks to die intrinsic relationship 
between UG and language acquisition, it presents an explanation (see above in 
2.1 on the three degrees of adequacy). 

The overall scheme of the description then may be sketched out as in (27). 

(27) D-Structure 

S-Structure 

Phonological 
Form 

Logical 
Form 

Here, D-Structure comes close to die previous Deep Structure, S-Structure 
corresponds to Surface Structure enriched by traces, and Logical Form is the 
linguistic patterning of meaning. 

On die basis of die X-bar dieory, items from die lexicon are combined into 
syntactic configurations. It is given by die Projection Principle that on each 
syntactic level, i.e. D-Structure, S-Structure and Logical Form, die sentence 
representations are projected from die lexicon and meet die subcategorization 
properties of lexical units. Thus, e.g., if in a certain structural configuration on 
one of die levels dierc is an NP and die NP is moved to anodier position on 
anodier level, its original position has to be preserved, which leads to die 
introduction of traces or empty categories (empty in die sense Uiat diey are 
not represented by any lexical item). This concerns e.g. die wh-movement in 
sentences such as (28). 

(28) John visited Paul, whom he admired. 

Since die relative pronoun has been moved leftwards from die direct 
object position (i.e. die position after the verb), diis position has to be 
preserved and labelled as empty in the S-Structure (29): 

(29) John visited Paul, whom he admired -empty-. 

In addition to the above mentioned syntactic subcategorization, die lexicon 
con wins information on theta roles. Every lexical item is assigned a theta 
grid, which specifies die set of theta roles diis lexical item combines widi. 
Thus, e.g., the verb find subcategorizes for two NPs widi die Uieta roles of 
Agent and Theme: die verb donate subcategorizes for two NPs and one PP 
(Agent. Theme, Goal). More exactly, verbs do not subcategorize for subjects, 
but may assign dieta roles to diem; die presence of a subject is given by the 
Extended Projection Principle, which says dia( every finite ('tensed') verb 
clause has a subject. 

Amoug die principles diat are connected widi dieta roles, diere is die 
Theta Criterion, which says that every argument bears one and only one dieta 
role and each dieta role contained in die grid is assigned to one and only one 
argument. Theta roles are present in die D-Structure and are preserved at the 
odier syntactic levels due to the Projection Principle. 

The notion of dieta role has been derived from Fillmore's (1968) concept 
of deep ease, which refers to die semantically relevant functions of cases 
(prepositions, etc.), rather dian to morphemic cases diemselves. This concept is 
partly based on die European tradition of syntactic valency, elaborated in its 
classical form by L. Tesniere. In English linguistics, valency has been treated 
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by M . A, K. Halliday in the frame of his transitivity as one of the main 
components of syntax. (The label 'thela roles' comes from Gruber's theme as 
one of his conception of thematic roles, a set of roles similar to Fillmore's 
cases.) 

Fillmore was influenced by considerations connected with the character of 
the original 'deep structure': He claims that the deep subject (defined 
positionally, i.e as that phrase which is inunediately dominated by S) reflects 
different semantic relations; thus, in the following sentences the surface 
subjects were understood to correspond to subjects also in the deep structures, 
although their semantic functions clearly differ (as indicated in parentheses in 
(30) through (33)). On the other hand, the semantic function of the door is the 
same in (30) and (31), though its surface positions (and also their positions in 
the original deep structure, once as a NP immediately dominated by S and once 
as a NP immediately dominated by VP) differ 

(30) John (Agentive) opened the door (Objective) with the key (Instrument), 

(31) The door (Objective) opened. 

(32) The key (Instrument) opened the door (Objective) 

(33) The door (Objective) was opened by John (Agentive). 
Case frames (grids) for verbs can be illustrated by the following examples, 

in which the parentheses indicate optional 'cases'. In (34a.), Instrument is 
present in the content of the sentence (by his hand, by a stone,...), although not 
expressed; in (34b.) there is no Agentive (Agentive is optional with hit, as 
indicated in case frame (34)) 

(34) a. John-Ag hit George-Loc 
b. The boy-Loc was hit by a branch-Inst 

(34') hit: (Agentive) Instrument Locative 

The case frame of the verb break (see (35')) accounts for the hypothesis 
that if Agentive is present. Instrument must be present as well (the presence of 
Instrument is understood in the content of (34a.). The opposite does not hold: 
Agent can be absent even in the content (see (35b.) Fillmore speaks about 
'conditional obligatoriness' and indicates it by embedded' brackets. The only 
obligatory case with break is the Objective (see (35c.)). 

(35) a. John broke a window. 
b. The branch broke a window. 

r c. The window broke. 

(35') break: ((Agentive) Instrument) Objective 

Fillmore's sentence structure scheme is given in (36). 'Modality' covers 
negation, sentence modality, tense, aspect, etc.; C l is a phrase functioning as 
an argument (or adjunct) of die verb; k: is die 'deep case' marker, denoting die 
function of the NP under C. 

(36) 

Modality 

As J. J Robinson has shown, Fillmore's Case Grammar, illustrated in 
(36), comes close to dependency syntax: each kj marks a dependency relation 
between die given NP and die verb. 

Among die advantages of this theory there is its attempt at a more 
adequate account of the meaning of die sentence (which up to that time was 
given little attention in generative grammar). On the other hand, it can be 
objected that some features of the theory were again anchored in specific 
properties of English (where e.g. many verbs have both transitive and 
intransitive uses, .such as break, so that tiie diversity of roles for the subject is 
broader); the semantic specification of deep cases had no clear criteria (e.g. it is 
not exact to claim diat Agentive is always animate; and is shin in such an 
example as 'The shirt has shrunk' an Objective, an Instrument, or a Locative?) 

When describing syntactic relations, we have up to now restricted 
ourselves to the relations between the dominating and dominated nodes (a 
mother and its daughters, in terms of the theory of graphs). However, it is 
necessary to introduce also other relations, going 'across die tree'. Chomsky 
has based this aspect of his syntax on the relation of c(onstituent)-cornmand. 
There are several definitions of this relation, but, for die sake of perspicuity, we 
will use here only the original one, formulated by T. Reuihart and based on die 
notion of branching node, i.e. a node that has more than one daughter: 

(37) A node y c-commands a node z if and only if every branching node 
dominating y dominates z. 

This definition can be illustrated by die simple tree iu (38): 
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(38) 

NP1 

V NP2 

The constituent V c-commands NP2 (and vice versa), hut it does not c-
commaud PP. The relation of government can then be understood as a special 
case of c-command: A node y governs a node z if and only if y c-commands z 
and z c-commands y, and y is one of the head categories, i.e. N, V, P, A, or 
INFL. Let us illustrate tlie government relation with sentence (39) and tree 
(40): 
(39) John knows that Bill likes Chomsky. 

Here know does not govern Bill since Bill does not c-command this verb, 

(40) S' 

NP 

N' 

John 

INFL VP 

knows COMP S 

that NP INFL VP 
I I I 
Bill likes Chomsky 

Another component of the Principles and Parameters theory is the relation of 
'control*. A verb Vj is classified as a verb of control if it requires the subject of 
a clause it governs to be coreferenlial with one of the arguments of Vi, called 
the controller. Thus, if the zero subject of tlie embedded clause is indicated by 
PRO and die subscript indicates coreference, then in (41) tlie subject, and in 
(42) tlie object is tlie controller. 

(41) Johiij decided PROi to leave. 

(42) John persuaded Max* PROi to leave. 

The distribution of pronouns (including reflexives) is covered by the 
Binding Theory, according to which a component y binds a component z if y 
c-commands z and y and z are co-indexed (as being preferential), cf (43). 

(43) Joluij painted lumselfj. 

In English reflexives must have their antecedents in the same clause, and 
pronouns such as he cannot have their antecedents in the same clause. Thus, 
(43) and (46) are well formed, but (44) and (45) are not. 

(44) *Jolin; painted him;. 

(45) *Maryi recalled that John painted herself. 

(46) Maryi recalled that John had painted her,. 
Another issue concerns mediation between die levels of representation. 

This is accounted for by the single transformational rule of the Principles and 
Parameters theory, i.e. by the rule Move alpha, which allows for moving 
anything into any position, as far as the movement meets tlie restrictions 
specified as the Theta Theory, the Projection Principle, etc. Tlie moved item 
leaves a trace, i.e. an empty category (cf. above on the Projection Principle). 

The rule Move alpha can be illustrated by an example of the Passive in 
English, see (47), 

D-Structure: [NP ] INFL kiss-en Bill (47) 

S-Structure: Billj INFL kiss-en c, 

Here -en is an abstract symbol for the suffix of the Passive. The position 
of subject has to be present in the D-Stmcture due to the Extended Projection 
Principle mentioned above, but it is not assigned any theta role in a passive 
clause. Thus, it is possible to move Bill into the subject position together with 
its theta role of Agentive; its underlying position is then occupied by a 
coreferential trace. 

One of the important constraints on movement is the 'subjacency' 
condition: any application of Move alpha may not cross more than one 
bounding node, where bounding nodes for English are NP and S (languages 
differ as regards tlie values of this parameter, Italian is supposed to favour NP 
and S'). 

Long distance movements are possible if composed from jumps each of 
which meets the condition of adjacency Thus, eg., an NP such as (48). with a 
series of jumps from the object position in the deepest embedded clause across 



one occurrence of S, with intermediate landings in a COMP position, is well 
formed, while (49) is excluded: 

(48) the man who, [s I think [s that [s you said | S ' that [s you had seen e,]]]]J 

(49) the man who, [ s I identified [NP the dog [s- which, [ s q bit ei]]]] 

The most recent phase of Chomsky's paradigm, a first oudine of which 
was published in 1992, is the Minimalist approach, which concentrates on a 
most economical formulation of syntactic descriptions. Derivation starts by 
combining individual lexical items into syntactic configurations in the same 
vein as in X-bar theory. The various parts of the VP are assembled first (with 
the subject standing either inside or outside the VP) and then the functional 
nodes, which correspond both to function words and to other grammatical 
values, are added. Leftward movements can then move certain nodes from the 
VP to specific positions under function nodes, accompanied by checking die 
features on die basis of licencing. Dining die application of transformational 
rules, the spell-out point is reached, from which another series of 
transformations leads to die phonetic form of the sentence. In another 
dimension, rules lead from spell-out to Logical Form, which is disambiguated 
and constitutes the level immediately relevant for the semantic interpretation. 
Thus, there are two legitimate levels in the system, namely the interface levels 
of phonetics (interface towards die sound) and of Logical Form (interface 
towards cognition). 

2.3 Lexical Functional Grammar 

Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), formulated by J. Bresnan and R. 
Kaplan (Bresnan 1978, Kaplan and Bresnan 1982), is an alternative approach 
to the formal description of language. As the name indicates, it is distinguished 
by including a considerable amount of grammatical information in the lexicon 
and by basing syntactic description not only on die phrase structure, but also on 
syntactic functions. Similarly as Dependency Grammar (cf. Section 2) or as 
the Relational Grammar of D. Perlmutter and P. Postal. LFG considers 
syntactic functions, such as subject and object as primitive concepts, rather 
than deriving them from the positions of the given items in the tree structure. 
There is no transformational component included in LFG; the work done by 
transformations in Choinskyan framework is carried out by other mechanisms 
determined by lexical processes (e.g. such as lexical rules that in a sense 
replace e.g. Move-alpha). 

LFG works with two syntactic levels, that of Constituent Structure (c-
structure, based on X-bar theory) and Functional Structure (f-structure, with 
sentence representations that liave a form similar to predicate-argument 
structure) This means tliat the two levels differ in the kind of representation 
they use, i.e. nothing like Chomsky's Projection Principle is applied. No 
transformational component is present, and any transition from the c-structure 
to die f-structure is determined by the functional labels attached to the nodes of 
the c-structure. Thus, die overall scheme of LFG is as shown in (50): 

(50) Lexicon 

c-stifu t̂ure "f-structure 
I 

semantics 
It is assumed that languages are similar to each other in f-structure, rather 

than in c-structure. 
The phrase structure rules generating c-structures contain the so-called 

functional annotations for individual nodes, which refer to the function of the 
given node in die f-structure Thus. e.g. phrase structure rule (3) above, 
repeated here for convenience as (51). is accompanied by its annotations as in 
(51'). 

(51) S -> NP VP 

(51') S-»NP VP 
( fSUBJH T=i 

The arrows refer to the function of the given node in the f-structure; the 
upward arrow refers to the function of the given node in the f-structure of the 
inodier node, the downward arrow to the f-structure of the given node itself 
Thus in (51*), the annotation (tSUBJ)=j reads 'the function of Subject of the 
mother node is fulfilled by the given node', i.e. all functional informadon 
carried by the given node is a part of the SUBJ in the f-structure of the mother 
node. The annotation under VP in (51') means that all the functional 
information carried by the VP node is also the direct information about the 
functional structure of the motiier node (which is S, as given by rule (51)). 
Similar conventions hold also for other rules, as indicated in (52) through (55); 
brackets indicate optionality and * indicates that the given phrase can be 
repeated n-times, where n equals or is greater than 0. For all preterminal nodes 
(i.e. the nodes for the 'head' categories such as N, V, A, P) it holds that the 
functional information carried by such a node is also direct information about 
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the functional structure of the mother node; this could be indicated by the label 
T=J (as with VP). 

(52) VP -» V <NP) (NP) PP* <S') 
(TOBJ)=i (]OBJ2)=J, (t (tCASE))=l (TCOMP)=J, 

(53) NP -> (Det) N (PP) 
(t Adjunct)-i 

(54) PP P NP 
(TOBJ)=l 

(55) S* -> COMP S 
T=i 

Each lexical unit carries functional information as is encoded in die 
lexicon; die semantic content of each lexical unit is given in apostrophes and is 
understood as the predicate of die given unit; dius (|PRED)= 'know' can be 
read as "die predicate value of die f-structure of die mother node is 'know'"; 
this information is then carried over to die functional structure connected with 
die constituents of die c-structure. The lexical entries also include information 
about die subcategorization properties of the given entry; dius e.g. 
<(|SUBJ)(tOBJ)> is the subcategorization information for a transitive verb. 

An example of a c-structure is the c-structure of (56) presented in scheme 
(57); die f-structure of die same sentence is in (58). For die sake of simplicity, 
die functional annotations for die preterminals (die type t=l) are omitted in the 
schemes. 

(56) 

(57) 

Tom knows Mary. 

(TSUBJ)=1 
NP 
I 
N 

Tom knows 
(fPRED)= (TPRED)=*know 
'Tom' <(tSUBJ) (fOBJ)>' 

(!TENSE)=PRES Mary 
(|PRED)= 
'Mary* 

(58) SUB J [PRED Tom'] 
OBJ [PRED 'Mary'] 
TENSE PRES 
PRED 'knows<(TSUBJ)(tOBj)>' 

The transition from die c-structure in (57) to die f-structure in (58) is 
carried out in several steps: first, the information on the verb knows included in 
the lexicon is picked up, which leads to die establishment of the 'backbone' of 
the f-structure as illustrated in (59): 

(59) SUBJ f ] 
OBJ I ] 
TENSE PRES 
PRED 'know<(|SUBJ)(tOBJ)>' 

In die second step, the SUBJ part of die structure is filled in by die 
information on die predicate Tom, and in the diird step the information on the 
predicate Mary is added to the OBJ part of die f-structure. It should be noted 
diat from die formal point of view, the values of die individual parts (such as 
SUBJ, OBJ etc. called attributes in diis formalism of feature structures) maybe 
much more complex and they diemselves may have die form of 'embedded' f-
structures. 

The LFG framework works with die following diree basic constraints 
regarding die well-formedness of die f-structures: 

(i) condition of functional uniqueness: in a given f-structure, a particular 
attribute may have at most one value; 

(ii) (local) completeness: an f-structure is locally complete if and only if it 
contains all die governable grammatical functions diat its predicate 
governs (for diis notion, see below); on die basis of 'local' 
completeness die completeness of die whole f-structure is also 
specified; 

(iii) (local) coherence: an f-structure is locally coherent if and only if all die 
governable grammatical functions it contains are governed by a local 
predicate; again, on die basis of 'local' coherence die coherence of die 
whole f-structure is also specified. 

The uniqueness condition is self-explanatory; die two odier constraints can 
be illustrated by the structures given in (60) and (61) (see Sells 1985: 147): the 
verb donate is subcategorized to three functions, namely SUBJ, OBJ, OBLoo 
(oblique object widi the meaning of Goal). (60) does not meet (ii), since the 
two latter functions are missing; (61) meets neidier (ii) - OBLoo is missing 
(note diat the school is not considered to have die function of OBLco since it is 
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not an oblique object) - nor (iii) - it includes die function of OBJ2 to which it is 
not subcategorized. 

(60) The girl donated 

(61) The girl donated die school die book. 
One more remark is important, especially for die comparison between die 

approach of LFG widi diose approaches rooted in die Continental linguistics. 
The lexicon specifies the subcatcgorization information in terms of 
grammatical functions (such as SUBJ, OBJ etc.) radier than grammatical 
categories (such as NP and PP). There are interesting similarities of die LFG 
taxonomy of grammatical functions widi die classification European linguists 
are used to working widi. Bresnan distinguishes between governable 
(subcategorizable) and non-subcutegorizable functions: a subcategorizable 
function is one which is subcategorizable for some predicate. The 
subcategorizable functions are furdier divided into semantically unrestricted 
and semantically restricted: among die former, diere are SUBJ, OBJ and OBJ2 
(exemplified by e.g. (62); cf. L. Tesniere's notions of die first, second and diird 
actant, die distinction between which is given by the number of grammatical 
arguments the verb associates widi radier dian by some semantic criteria), and 
among die latter, diere are OBL-9, COMP. XCOMP, and POSS as exemplified 
in (63) - (66). OBL-9 is a common label for different semantic roles of die 
'oblique object' (e.g. OBLno is an oblique - prepositional - object of Goal). 

(62) John-SUBJ gave a girl-OBJ2 a kiss-OBJ. 

(63) John donated a book-OBJ to die library-OBLm 

(64) John diought [diat he would get a present)-COMP 

(65) John tried [to kiss Ann)-XCOMP 

(66) The professor's-POSS knowledge was amazing. 
There are two non -subcategorizable functions, namely ADJUNCT and 

XADJUNCT, as exemplified in (67) and (68), respectively. 

(67) [WiUi George guarding die house]-ADJUNCT, die odier boys set off. 

(68) [Guarding die house]-XADJUNCT, George was scared. 

It is wordi noting Uiat Bresnan and her students add to die set of 
grammatical functions also the functions of TOPIC and FOCUS; diey assume 

that for some languages, these functions belong among the subcategorizable 
ones, in others among the non-subcategorizable. 

2.4 Optimatity Theory 

The conceptual background and die basic starting points of die so-called 
Optimahty Theory (OT) was first presented in Prince and Smolensky (1993); 
their approach found an immediate positive response, first in the circles of 
phonologists, where the idea of markedness (which can be understood as one 
of the core ideas of OT) had had well-prepared soil since R. Jakobson's times. 
Soon after that, the 'optimahty scenario' was also being used for descriptions 
of morphological and syntactic phenomena (see esp. the papers in Barbosa et 
al. eds, 1998, and in Legendre, Gnmshaw and Vikner, in press) and, most 
recently, also in the domain of semantics (see e.g. de Hoop and de Swart 1999; 
Hendriks and de Hoop, in press). 

The grammatical component of OT consists of two parts: 
(i) the procedure GEN, which generates a set of competitors (candidate 

set, reference set), i.e. of different shapes' of sentences (or other 
linguistic units), from which the optimal shape is selected; 'shape' here 
refers to the outer shape of the sentence enriched by the elements of its 
structural description; 

(ii) die specification of criteria (metrics) on the basis of which the elements 
of the candidate set are evaluated (by the component called EVAL) and 
the optimal shape is selected; diis metrics is given by the set of 
constraints which are ordered (at least partially, see below) from the 
weaker to die stronger the constraints are conceived of as violable: if 
the given shape of a sentence e.g. violates constraint x but does not 
violate any stronger constraints, while any other shape with the given 
structure violates some constraints stronger than x, then the violation of 
x does not represent a deviation and the given shape is described as the 
optimal one (hence die principle 'the best is good enough' or 'best 
satisfies the highest ranking constraint on which the competitors 
conflict). What die relation is between the so-called best choice (based 
on complex computations of 'best fit', cf. die notion of optimahty in 
mathematics), and a simple selection between a marked, specific case 
and the basic, unmarked one deserves a more detailed analysis. 

The above scheme can be applied to any syntactic theory (this might be 
one of reasons for its fast spread): in the writings quoted in the first paragraph 
of this Section, the syntax of the input of GEN is based on lexical functional 
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grammar (LFG), or die so-called Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar 
(HPSGX or die minimalist theory of Chomsky, etc. In all diese approaches, 
GEN is understood as a universal, language-independent procedure; die same 
holds about die set of constraints; it is die hierarchy (ranking) of the constraints 
which is supposed to be language-dependent. It is still a widely discussed issue 
whether the members of die candidate set should share dieir properties at die 
underlying level (i.e. on die level of functional structure in LFG or of Logical 
Form in the minimalist dieory). Our belief is dial diey should. 

Schematically, die grammatical component is sketched in (69). The 
syntactic framework on which diis scheme is based is Uiat of lexical functional 
grammar (cf. 2.3 above), widi two different structures, die c-structure and the f-
structure. GFi is a variable for a grammatical function (in die output of GEN, it 
can be specified as Subject, Object, Addressee etc.), TNS and PRED are 
attributes for die category of Tense and for die predicate of die sentence, die 
subscript widi die square brackets refers to die corresponding node in die c-
structure of die sentence and die diree dots in square brackets stand for 
concrete values widi die given attributes. The procedure invited by this scheme 
is illustrated by an example below. 

(69) INPUT GEN output of GEN: 
to GEN set of 

competitors 

constraints OUTPUT 

a « t x < c 
underspecified 
f structure 

GFi [...] 
TNS [...] 
PRED ... 
G F : [..1 

pairs 
<f-structure, 
c-structure> 
SUBJ[...]a 
TNS ... 
PRED ... 

OBJ [...Is 

SUBJ [...h 
TNS ... 
PRED ... 

OBJ I...14 

selected 
optimal 
candidate 

SUBJ [...]2 

TNS ... 
PRED ... 
OBJ [,..]4 

Let us illustrate die framework of OT in an example taken from Choi 
(1996), who presented die first attempt at a systematic analysis of die 

information structure of die sentence using the framework of OT. Choi 
subscribes to die Lexical-Functional Grammar approach and uses as her 
empirical material German and Korean. She works widi a canonical order 
(unmarked, contextually neutral order) of functional roles (ef. die Praguian 
notion of systemic ordering iti Sgall et al. 1986 and in Section 3.3 below) and 
attempts to capture die relation between die information structure and die word 
order In her treatment of information structure she follows E. Vallduvf (1992). 
who works widi two parts of die so-called ground: namely topic and tail, 
which can be compared widi die Praguian distinction of topic proper and die 
rest of die topic. In addition, Choi distinguishes two kinds of focus: 
contrastive and completive (presentational). Her evaluation procedure is 
based on two features: [NEW1 (new information) and [PROM] (prominence, 
contrast) and widi die combination of two values for each of diem, see (70). 

(70) 
-New 
+New 

+Prom 
topic 

contrastive focus 

-Prom 
tail 

completive focus 

Choi illustrates her distinction between contrastive and completive focus 
by die following German examples (capitals denote die position of die main 
pitch accent): 

(71) (Was ist passiert?) Ich glaube daß Hans dem Schüler das BUCH 
gegeben hat. 

(72) (Was hat Hans dem Schüler gegeben? die Zeitung?) Ich glaube daß 
Hans das BUCH dem Schüler gegeben hat (nicht die ZEITUNG). 

In botii (71) and (72), das Buch is assigned die feature +New, but in (71) 
diere is a completive focus, which has die feature -Prom and in (72) die focus 
is contrastive, widi the feature +Prom. 

Choi claims dial in German embedded clauses, die difference between die 
two kinds of focus is decisive for die grammatically of die sentences: while a 
contrastive focus is placed in die second position of an embedded (content) 
clause (see (73a.) and (73b.)), it is not so widi a completive focus (according to 
her opinion, (74) is ungrammatical). 

(73) a. Ich glaube, daß Hans das BUCH dem Mann gegeben hat, nicht die 
ZEITUNG. 

b. Ich glaube, daß Hans nur das BUCH dem Mann gegeben hat. 
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(74) (Was ist passiert?) *Ich glaube, daß Hans das BUCH dem Mann 
gegeben hat. 

Ii remains an open question (not touched by Choi at all) whether the two 
kinds of focus are distinguished by die character of the pitch accent on die 
focussed element, 

Choi's formulation of (lie corresponding constraints is based on her 
assumption that the elements of the ground in German can be scrambled, 
though topic is moved more easily than the tail, and that only contrastive focus 
can be moved. The two constraints can then be formulated as follows: 
NEW: an element widi the feature -New must precede the element with the 
feature +New 
PROM: an element with the feature +Prom must precede the element widi tire 
feature -Prom 

Another group of constraints concerns the canonical order mentioned 
above: 
CN1: The sentence element with die function of Subject (SUBJ) must be 
structurally more prominent than other elements (non-SUBJ). 
CN2: All elements with die exception of SUBJ must be ordered according to 
the functional hierarchy, which is specified as follows (the sign < means 
'before'): 

(75) indirect object < direct object < adverbial 

Let us illustrate die whole procedure on one of the German examples 
given above: 

Let us assume that the input of GEN (i.e. the functional structure of the 
embedded clause to be generated) consists of the predicate geben and its 
arguments Hans (SUBJ), der Schüler (Indirect Object) and das Buch (Direct 
Object), diat die whole content clause is in die focus and that die focus is 
completive (i.e. all its elements have the features +New and -Prom). The 
module GEN generates the following candidates given in (76): 
(75) PROM CN1 NEW CN2 

==> Hans dem Schüler das Buch 
Hans das Buch dem Schüler * 
dem Schüler Hans das Buch * 
das Buch Hans dem Schüler * * 
dem Schüler das Buch Hans ** 
das Buch dem Schüler Hans ** * 

The constraints are ordered from the strongest (PROM) to the weakest 
(CN2) and asterisks indicate whether they are violated (two asterisks mean that 
Die given constraint is violated twice: eg in the fifth and the sixth lines, the 
subject Hans 'jumped' over both indirect object and direct object, in contrast to 
the third and fourth lines, where the subject 'jumped' only over the indirect 
object and the direct object, respectively). The arrow indicates which candidate 
is chosen as the optimal one. 

In this case, die optimal candidate fulfils all of the constraints; it is 
possible to imagine a case where neither candidate fulfils all of the constraints 
but where a candidate exists which violates a weaker constraint than other 
members of the candidate set; this candidate will be supposed to be the 'best' 
candidate. This situation may be illustrated by example (72) above, with a 
contrastive focus; the corresponding input of GEN is as in (77): 

(77) Hans (-New, +Proin), dem Schüler (-New, -Prom), das Buch 
(+New, +Prom) 

If we add a prosodic constraint determining that high pitch accent' can be 
placed only on the element with the feature +New, the evaluation procedure 
would then choose the second line in (78) as the optimal output even though it 
violates two constraints: the order of the indirect and the direct object is 
reversed and the element with the feature -New (Schüler) does not precede the 
element with the feature +New (Buch). However, these two features are weaker 
than other features tliat are violated by the other candidates. 

(78) PROM 
Hans dem Schüler das BUCH * 

==> Hans das BUCH dem Schüler * 
dem Schüler Hans das BUCH ** * 
das BUCH Hans dem Schüler * ** 
dem Schüler das BUCH Hans ** ** * 
das BUCH dem Schüler Hans * ** ** 

CN1 NEW CN2 

2.5 Concluding remarks-

Oar intention in this chapter was to characterize the main features of 
explicit, formal description of language, as developed first of all in American 
linguistics since the 1950s It was not intended to give a full overview of all 
approaches that meet the conditions of such an approach. 

As we have seen especially with LFG. some of these frameworks have 
included certain ingredients of dependency syntax (syntactic functions as 
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primitive notions, the relation of head and modifier in connection widi X-bar). 
Also the Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar of I. Sag, C. Pollard and 
others, which continues G Gazdar's Generalized Phrase-Structure Grammar, 
stresses the role of the heads in a similar sense. 

In ;iny case, the mainstream dieories have remained faithful to the concept 
of a constituent, taken over from Neo-Bloomfieldian descriptivist linguistics. It 
may still be discussed whether this concept is still necessary, and whether it lias 
not been too heavily influenced by the properties of English and some other 
languages, which exhibit a high degree of configu rationality (with which die 
basic syntactic roles can be in principle specified by word order positions). For 
other languages, which display a higher degree of 'free' word order (present 
also in English, e.g. vidi certain adverbials), a dependency-based description 
(with the word order primarily corresponding to die topic-focus articulation, cf. 
4.3 below) may appear to be more appropriate. 
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3 English Syntax in Functional Generative Description 

3.1 Dependency syntax in underlying structure 

The dieoretical framework of Functional Generative Description (FGD) 
has been elaborated by the research group of formal and computational 
linguistics at Charles University, Prague. This approach applies die strict 
inediodological requirements of a formal description of language and, at die 
same time, it uses die results gained by die classical European structural 
linguistics, especially die Prague School. In such a way, as we wish to 
document, certain advantages can be gained as regards die economy of die 
description and its general applicability. In this Chapter, we can only outline 
die basic points of FGD, as far as diey are immediately relevant to an analysis 
of die syntax of English, without going into details or into die technical issues 
of a formal description (a detailed discussion of FGP can be found in Sgall et 
al. ()98f>), Hajičová (1993), and Sgall (1992); its formal aspects have been 
presented by Plátek et al. (1984) and Petkevič (1995)), A detailed elaboration 
of FGD and its complete application to English still has to be carried out; diis 
task is all die more promising if it is performed on die basis of a comparison 
between twosuch typologically distinct languages as Czech and English. 

The core of die understanding of syntax in FGD consists of analyzing die 
sentence on the basis of dependency syntax (die principles of which were 
systematically analyzed for die first time by Tesniěre (1959). In FGD, we work 
widi tectogrammatica] representations (TRs) of sentences, which reflect 
dicir underlying (deep) structure. 

The central position in a sentence is occupied, in the prototypical case, by 
a finite verb. Its valency am be understood as die set of dependency relations 
(functors) between a verb (head) and the items dependent on dial verb. They 
can be divided into arguments or (inner) participants and adjuncts 
(circumstantials or 'free modifications'). The (underlying) subject is 
understood as one of the participants, alUiough it (similar to die modification of 
attitude) has certain specific properties, being in a sense more loosely 
connected widi die verb dian die odier dependents of die verb. 

Typical kinds of participants are: Actor/Bearer (underlying subject), 
Patient (underlying direct object), Addressee (underlying indirect object). 
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Among the typical kinds of adjuncts there are: Locative, several 
Directional and Temporal modifications, Condition, Means, Manner. The 
adjuncts dependent on a verb are also called adverbials. 

Also nouns, adjectives and some other word classes have their own 
valency, as will be illustrated below (in example (1), only the Possessive and 
the general Restrictive adjunct are included, with 'Possessive' being 
understood in a broader sense, ie. as 'appurtenance). 

Sentence (1) with its TR in (3) is a preliminary example of the dependency 
structure of a sentence: 
(1) My younger brother arrived there yesterday. 

A dependency tree, as illustrated by the example in (3), can be written in 
a linearized form; since the tree in a TR meets the condition of projectivity (cf. 
3.3.3 below), there is a one-to-one relation between the tree (ie. a connected 
graph with a root r and with every other node j adjacent to a single edge that 
marks the node as dependent on a different node) and the linear string, in 
which every dependent is enclosed in its pair of parentheses: a subscript next to 
the parenthesis oriented towards the head denotes die kind of dependency 
relation between this dependent and its head: 

(2) ((my) P o s s (younger)Restr brother) A c t arrived (oir there) ( T e m p yesterday) 

It should also be mentioned that the values of morphological categories 
(ie. of Tense, Modality. Number, Definiteness, etc.) are present in the TRs too 
They are represented here by indices of lexical units, grammatemes. Thus, in 
a more detailed account of (2), at least the following values would be 
present: Comparative with younger. Singular and Definite with brother^ 
Preterite and Indicative with arrived; the lexical units would be represented by 
abstract symbols for individual lexical meanings, 

(3) Here is a simplified form of die dependency tree constituting die TR of 
sentence (1): 

arrived 

brother yesterday 

my younger 
The left-to-right order of the nodes in a TR together with the respective 

indices indicates the topic-focus articulation (TFA) of the sentence (more 
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exactly, of the TR). TFA, based on the notions of communicative dynamism 
(which is decisive for the underlying word order') and of contextual 
boundness, is understood as one of the basic aspects of underlying structures; 
Section 4 is devoted to a characterization of this luerarchy. 

3.2 Classifying valency slots 

It is necessary to work with an operational (testable) criteria to classify 
valency data. Such criteria are based first of all on the possibility of the given 
kind of dependent to occur with every verb token. 

Inner participants can be distinguished from circumstantials on the 
basis of the fact that only the latter can occur freely (even more than once with 
the single occurrence of a verb), whereas the former occur once at the most as 
dependent on a single verb token and are bound to certain verbs. 
This concerns first of all (underlying) objects: 

(4) direct (Objective. Patient): 
to destroy a house 
to see a house 
to think of something 
to address someone 
to elect the chairman 
to choose a spokesman 

indirect (Addressee): 
to give Mary a book 

second (Effect): 
to elect so. the chairman 
to choose him as chairman 
to do stli. as chairman 

Also the underlying subject (Actor/Bearer) is bound to a subset of verbs, 
since in sentences such as (5) the pronoun is just a morphemic filler, which 
does not display any semantic alternative, and thus has no correlate in the TR 
(also in (6) such a filler is present, the actual subject, or at least the underlying 
one, Actor, only follows the verb). The Actor corresponds to different 
cognitive roles, ie. in the domain of cognition (ontological content), which is 
not immediately determined by the structure of an individual language, the 
Actor corresponds to a deliberate agentive, as in (7), to an experiencer 
(recipient), as in (8), to a non-active "theme' as in (9), and so on (for a 
systematic classification of cognitive roles it is necessary to work with 
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individual verbs, or with small groups of verbs, in cases such as to sell and to 
buy, with which the Actor corresponds to the seller and to the buyer, 
respectively; the referents of both of these are actively involved in the event to 
the degree that either of them agrees with the transaction to be performed). 

(5) a. It was raining there yesterday, 
b. It is dark here 

(6) a. It follows that Bill has read die letter. 

b. There are many French books in this store 

(7) Jim listened to the bells. 

(8) Jim heard the bells. 
(9) The door opens into the garden. 

These inner participants (arguments) differ from free modifications 
(adjuncts, circumstantials, adverbials). a preliminary list of which is as follows 
(for the specific issues of Attitude, see Koktova 1986). 
(10) Temporal - w/L>n, how many times, since when, till when, how long, far 

how long 
Manner - e.g. He works hastily; They have done this in another way 
Accompaniment - They came here with their children 
Means (Instrument) - with a knife 
Difference - two inches taller 
Benefit - for someone 
Comparison - as bright as something, brighter than sth. 
Locative - in Glasgow; at UCLA 
Directionals: 

from where - from Prague; escape from the crisis 
which way - through the forest 
where to - to; into 

Condition - He will do it if you agree 
Cause - since; because 
Aim - in order to; for the sake of 
Concession - although 
Result - so tha 
Regard - with regard to 
Extent - He spent his money to the last penny 

Norm - in accordance with 
Criterion - according to 
Substitution - instead of 

Complementations dependent mainly on nouns: 

(11) inner participants: 
Material (Partitive) - two baskets of sth. 
Identity - the river Danube; the notion of operator 

free modifications: 
Possession (Appurtenance) - my table; Jim's brother; Mary's 

car 
Restrictive - rich man 
Descriptive - the Swedes, who are a Scandinavian nation 

As has been mentioned, a free modification (adjunct) can occur more than 
once as dependent on a single verb occurrence, cf. e.g. the two modifications of 
Cause depending on stayed in Last night Neil stayed in the pub due to the rain, 
since he had forgotten to take his umbrella, or the diree Temporal adverbials of 
die type 'when' as adjuncts of came in Yesterday Bill came home late in the 
evening. 

The boundary line between arguments and adjuncts is not clearcut, 
especially at certain points in which a slowly proceeding change is going on; 
cf. e.g. examples such as This room has been slept in, in which (under 
restrictions that can be specified in terms of phraseology and of semantics) the 
functional load of Passive leads to the development of passive forms even 
Uiough die active forms are not (yet) understood as transitive (ie. displaying a 
direct object). In Czech, a similar development concerns first adjectives such as 
obávaný, obdivovaný, then passive forms (byla obdivována) and, only later, 
also the active forms widi an Accusative object (Obdivovali ji; with Obávali se 
jí still only the Genitive object occurs). 

Since in English an indirect object (Addressee) may also have a (surface) 
subject as its counterpart in a passive construction (e.g. Mary was given a 
bracelet by Jim), certain recent dieories understand Addressee constructions 
widi and without the preposition to as basically different and see Maty as die 
'first object' in sentences such as Jim gave Mary a bracelet, whereas diey 
consider bracelet to constitute the 'first object' in Jim gave a bracelet to Mary. 
As we shall see in 4.3.1, Uiere are relevant reasons for considering the two such 
sentences as different, first of all for the topic-focus articulation of the 
sentences. 
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The dichotomy of arguments and adjuncts concerns die kinds of 
complementations (valency slots) as such. On die odier hand, die difference 
between obligatory dependents and optional dependents concerns die pairs 
of a kind of dependent and a lexically specified head: 

While die inner participants prototypically are obligatory (cf. e.g. Jim saw 
Eve), die circumstantials are mostly optional, e.g. to be sitting (somewhere) (to 
a cenan aim) (for some time). However, there are also marked (secondary, 
noil-prototypical) cases, in which an argument is optional, as widi the 
Addressee in to read a book {to someone), and diose in which an adjunct is 
obligatory: to behave somehow: to last for some time: to arrive at a place. 
Often a dependent is obligatory, aldiough deletable (ie. present in die 
underlying structure, however absent in die morphemic and phonemic forms of 
the sentence). The criterion relevant for such cases is J. Paticvova's 'dialogue 
test', which shows diat, for example, widi to arrive die Directional 'where' is 
obligatory, although it can tie deleted (elided) on die surface, cf. die following 
dialogue: 

(12) A. Jerry arrives tomorrow. 
B. Where? (A's assumption that the place is known to the hearer is 

not valid, but diis does not make the dialogue altogedier 
in coherent.) 

A. */ don't know. 
This answer would disqualify die speaker, but it is acceptable after In 

which way?, Why?. 
Different kinds of complementation (valency slots, dependency relations) 

can be distinguished from each odier by means of criteria such as the following 
ones: 

(a) If two morphemic means differ in their tectogranimatical functions, ie. 
correspond to different kinds of complementation, then die speaker is 
able to distinguish diem. Thus, for example, widi to die from hunger 
and to return from London die difference (between Cause and 
Directional) is evident (although the linguistic concepts are not always 
known to die speaker, s/he is able to specify diat hunger was the cause 
of die deadi and London was die point of departure of die return). On 
die odier hand, widi a sentence such as (13) die speaker may not know 
whedier diis was an intentional action. 

(13) John rolled down die hill and broke die window. 
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Therefore agentive and experiencer (or dieme) differ only as cognitive 
roles, radier than constituting two different kinds of participant in die 
system of language. Thus, in die TRs only Actor/Bearer is present, and 
die fact diat it corresponds to two different cognitive roles is just a case 
of indistinctness or vagueness (underspecification). 

(b) If it is impossible to combine two different constructions in 
coordination, die kinds of dependency differ; cf die impossibility of 
coordinating the Temporals 'how often' and 'when* in (14), die 
Directional and 'when* in (15), or Origin and 'how often' in (16): 

(14) *Jim said diis diree limes and yesterday, 

(15) *We came home and yesterday. 

(16) *He bought a car from Jim and twice. 
Some of die modifications are combined widi certain semantic features, 

called syntactic grammatemes. In some cases these can be best specified as 
prototypical meanings of individual prepositions; dius, Locative is furdier 
specified by in, on. under, between, etc., some of diese also occur with 
Directional 'where to', as do to, into and onto: die odier Directionals behave 
similarly. 

In further cases, such a syntactic grammaieme has only iwo values: widi 
Accompaniment or Regard diey can be understood as die positive and die 
negative values, +/- (with/without). 

As has been mentioned, it is necessary to proceed to a more subtle 
classification of die adverbials; e.g. widi Manner it will be useful to distinguish 
between Manner Proper (quickly, consistently, etc.) and Manner by 
Comparison (like lightning): widi Loc where diere is a difference between she 
got hurt in the kitchen and she got hurt on her shoulder). 

Moreover, complex items have to be taken into account; among 
phraseological units of different kinds, die complex predicate expressions are 
most important tor syntactic analysis: die combinations of a verb widi a general 
meaning and either an adjective (to be hungry) or an object (to have a 
headache) exhibit certain syntactic properties similar to diose of a single 
predicate. 

A furdier problem concerns such clustering adverbials as from where to 
where or from when till when, which, at least widi certain verbs (of motion or 
of duration, respectively) behave similarly to a single complementation (for 
how long). 
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A crucial issue is that oť the orientation of the dependency edges, ie. of the 
specification of die head. In endocentrk constructions die dependent(s), 
rather dian die head, can be left out without loosing die grammatical well-
formedness of the construction. This concerns examples such as (widi the 
dependents closed in parendieses) colour (of pencil), (large) window, sleep (in 
a bed), ie. most of die adjuncts. Widi exocentric constructions die situation is 
not dial simple, but a similar criterion can be used if it is generalized from the 
layer of individual words to diat of word classes: in constructions such as see 
something (verb with Patient) or give someone something (verb with Patient 
and Addressee) die nouns functioning as objects are not always present (cf. die 
intransitive verbs, which have no object, and also diose transitive ones the 
objects of which are optional). Also the Actor can dien be understood as 
dependent on die verb, since diere are verbs not requiring any Actor; dius, in it 
is raining die pronoun admits no odier alternative, ie. there is no semantic 
equivalent of die subject, and die pronoun can be regarded as a surface 
(morphemic) filler of die subject position, displaying a function similar to diat 
of die presonal endings in die Latin or Czech equivalents (phut and prší, 
respectively). 

Let us add diat also subjects such as it in // happens that people make 
mistakes (which plays die role of an anaphoric or, more precisely, cataphoric 
item, coreferential widi die í/rar-clause) or there in There were many young 
people present at the ceremony may be understood as morphemic tillers of the 
subject position in the surface word order, which have no direct counterparts in 
die TRs. 

3.3 Examples of simplified valency frames 

(17) read V Act1 Addr Obj 
change V Act1 Obj1 Orig Eff1 

give V Act1 Addr1 Obj1 

arrive V Dir 'where to'1 

beliave V Mann1 

rain V 
brother N Appurt1 

man N 
glass N Material 
full A Material1 

1 
green A 

3.4 An asymmetry between meaning and content 

The kinds of dependency (ie. of arguments and adjuncts) in the TRs have 
to be distinguished from cognitive roles, as we have mentioned in 3.2 and as 
will be discussed in more detail in Section 5. In certain cases a shifting from 
the argument that prototypically corresponds to a given cognitive role into 
another argument can be found, and, as stated by J. Panevova, in the domain of 
the aguments of verbs this shifting is determined by the following general 
rules: 

(18) (i) If the verb lias just one argument (obligatory or optional) in its 
valency frame, then this is die Actor, 

(ii) If the verb has just two arguments (obligatory or optional) in its 
valency frame, then tiiese are the Actor and the Patient. 

The effects of these rules, schematically rendered by (23), may be 
illustrated by the following examples: 

(19) The book appeared Pat — • Act 

(20) She prepared soup from potatoes. Eff — • Pat 

(21) He abandoned his family. O r i g — • Pat 

(22) Jim addressed die whole family. Addr—• Pat 

(23) The scheme of argument shifting: 
f Addr 

Act < - Pat -J Orig 
l.Eff 

Moreover, examples (24) - (26) illustrate the fact that an agument 
corresponds to different cognitive roles widi different verbs, Inferencing is 
necessarily included in the procedure of semantic(-pragmatic) interpretation, to 
reveal the cognitive role rendered by an argument. This inferencing is carried 

Superscript marks the giver complementation as obligatory; optional circumstantials are not 
included (they can be determined by a list covering a whole word class). 
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1 
out on the basis of factual knowledge, provided by intrasentential co-text in 
(24), (25), and by cxtrasentential co-text or situational context in (26)). 

(24) John built a house. Act - Agentive 

(25) John got a letter. Act - Experiencer 

(26) John broke a window. Act - Agentive or Experiencer? 

3.5 Complex sentence 

In a complex sentence, the subordinated (dependent) clauses depend on 
heads in die respective governing clause, ie, die main verb of die subordinate 
clause depends on a word contained in its governing clause. Thus in Martin 
came there late, since fie spent some time with his sick mother die verb spent, 
ie. die main verb of die Cause clause, depends on came, which is die main verb 
of die main clause, ie. die root of die dependency tree of die whole sentence. In 
more complex cases (with deeper subordination of clauses), not every 
governing clause is a main clause; e.g. in Jim told us that he would like to sell 
his car, since his income was reduced the verb form was reduced depends on 
die higher (governing) verb sell (on which thus the whole Cause clause 
depends), but the verb sell itself is contained in a subordinated clause that 
depends (as a clause of Indirect Speech) on told. 

It may be seen from diese examples that it is possible to use die term 'to 
depend' bofJi for die relationship between two nodes (dependent or 
sulwrdinated and governing or die head), as was die case with a verb 
depending on anoUier in our examples, and also for die relationship between a 
head and a whole subtree headed by die dependent node (ie. die whole 
dependent clause). We understand dependency as a direct relationship, 
corresponding to a single edge in die tree, whereas 'subordinated' may be used 
also for an indirect relationship (transitive closure), so dial in die last 
mentioned example was reduced is subordinated to told, aldiough there is no 
direct dependency relation connecting diem. 

A dependent clause always is a complementation (argument or adjunct) 
of a word present in its governing clause; most often diis is die verb. This 
concerns finite verb clauses as well as infinitival clauses. Typical examples of 
die positions of dependent clauses are; 
Adverbial - Cause, Condition, Aim (He came here to look for Susan), Time 

(This itappened after they left), etc. 

Patient - Indirect Speech, including Indirect question (Jane did not know 
whether Mary was already at home. Jane asked me when Mary comes 
back home, etc. 

Actor - Indirect Speech (Why was he doing that was not important, or widi a 
subject-like filler, necessary with inversion: // was not important why he 
was doing that.), etc. 

Restrictive or Descriptive Attribute - Relative Clause: die verb of diis clause 
depends on a noun or pronoun present in its governing clause (in The boy 
who started the quarrel should he punished, the verb started depends on 
the noun boy as a Restrictive Adjunct, in The boy, who started the quarrel, 
should be punished, started depends on boy as Descriptive; widi a 
pronoun: Those who know Brian well cannot be surprised. 
It is important to see that in Indirect Speech the tense has a value of a 

Relative Tense (die event referred to by die verb is expressed as anterior, 
simultaneous or posterior to the event of die verb of die governing clause), and 
diis also concerns clauses subordinated under die clause of Indirect Speech (a 
comparison of Czech and English as regards Relative Tense, based on J. 
Panevova's analysis, can be found in Hajicova et al. 1971). 

It should also be noted dial in a compound sentence (cf, 4.3.5 below) 
each of die coordinated clauses exhibits a dependency structure of its own. 
This also concerns coordinated clauses dependent on a governing clause, as 
e.g. in This train, which starts in Bratislava and goes to Rome, is an Eitrocitv 
train, in which both starts and goes depend on train. 

3.6 Relationships between meaning and oilier levels 

As was mentioned, die topic-focus articulation (TFA), which is 
semantically relevant and indispensable for an interactivity based account of 
syntax, is discussed in Section 4, where it is shown that TFA can get an 
economical description within a dependency-based account of underlying 
syntax. 

The relationships between die TRs as regards die level of linguistic 
(literal) meaning and die domain of cognition (involving semantics and 
pragmatics widiout an immediate connection widi die structure of an individual 
language) are characterized in Section 5. 

Here we want to present a view of die connections between dependency 
syntax and die odier levels of language structure, adding a remark on the 
relation of dependency and coordination. 



3.6.1 Underlying syntax andmorphemics. Most of the syntactic relations and of 
the values of morphological categories are expressed by morphemes, be it by 
affixes or endings, or by function words (prepositions, subordinating 
conjunctions and auxiliary verbs, cf. e.g. to for Addressee, since for the 
adverbial of Cause, will for Future). In an analytic language such as English, 
function words prevail, and it is also characteristic that word order direcUy 
expresses some of the relations, especially those between the verb and its 
subject (Actor) and direct object (Patient). In the prototypical case, die subject 
precedes the verb and the direct object follows it, as in Tom was reading a 
book, but other options are also present in specific contexts, such as Him I 
know (with a left preposed object, which is contcxtually bound). Then emerged 
a nice view on the town, or "This is not so." exclaimed Jim (with different 
kinds of subject inversion. 

While (underlying) syntax, characterized by TRs, basically has the sliape 
of dependency trees, the morphemic representations of sentences can be 
understood as strings of morphemes, some of which are connected more 
closely (within the boundaries of a word-form) than others. Thus, the 
morphemic representation of (27), the simplified linearized form (cf. 3.1) of 
whose TR is (27). has - with many simplifications • the form of (28), where 
die dot indicates the closer connection of morphemes (semes') within a word-
form, Part stands for Past Participle and the other abbreviations are meant to be 
self-explaining: 

(27) Mary visited our country last spring. 

(2T) (Mary)Act visit Indic.Pret (p a t (we)p o s s 

country. Def. Sing) (Temp, when 0»st)R e s t r spring.Def) 

(28) Mary have.3rd.Sing.Indic.Pres visit Part our country Sing Def last 
spring.Sing.Def 

As our example indicates, one of the main differences between the two 
levels consists of the fact that not every morphemic word-form represents a 
syntactic unit The function words (synsemantic words) are viewed as 
function morphemes, syntactically fixed to certain lexical (autosemantic) 
words - prepositions to nouns, conjunctions and auxiliaries to verbs, in the 
prototypical case. It is not adequate (not economical) to represent function 
words by specific nodes on the syntactic tree 

In diis way it is reflected that function words arc not lexical units proper in 
die sense in which autosemantic words are; dieir function is grammatical, and 
dieir counterparts in die TRs are as follows: 

(a) As far as function words (and odier function morphemes) are 
immediately semantically relevant, diey can he indicated by indices of 
complex node labels in die TRs (this concerns die morphological 
grammatemes - values of tense, aspect, modalities, number, 
definiteness); tiius die tectogranimatical correlate of die analytic verb 
form has visited from (27) is, in (27'), mvUndic.Perf, ie. die lexical 
unit widi its grammateme values. Thus also the difference between 
prepositions (which are abundant in an analytic language such as 
English) and case endings (which are more typical of inflectional 
languages, such as Czech or Latin), although important for a 
typological characterization of languages, is not immediately 
significant for die underlying structure, in which widi bodi language 
types prepositions correspond to grammateme values and to die 
syntactic relations, indicated in die TRs as values of edges. 

(b) As far as they arc relevant purely for grammatical agreement, function 
morphemes concern only die relationship between syntax (tree) and 
morphemics (string). This concerns person and number widi verbs and, 
e.g. in Czech, also gender, number, and case widi adjectives. 

While the number of words dius grows in comparison widi die number of 
nodes in tectogranimatical trees, also die opposite numerical asymmetry is 
present: Morphemic representations display less words Uian TRs do in the 
cases of deletion (ellipsis), some of which are grammatical and regular, such as 
diose in (29), odiers being limited to specific contextual occasions, cf. (30) and 
(3D: 

(29) These colours were used for painting in the 18th century, (deletion of 
'general' Actor) 

(30) Yesterday I was present in my study and the day before John (was 
present) in his. 

(31) (What did Eve eat tiiis afternoon?) I drink just a banana. 

In die TRs, die underlying counterparts of die deleted items are present. In 
odier words, the speaker may only use a contextual deletion if s/he assumes 
dial it will not be difficult for the hearer to identify die referents of die deleted 
items; cf. our remarks on deletabilily in 3.2 above. 
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Other differences between TRs and morphemic representations include the 
order of the items, ie. the difference between the 'underlying* and the surface 
word order; they will be discussed in connection with the topic-focus 
articulation in Section 4. 

It should also be noted that, while the units of tectogrammatics are regular, 
not exhibiting synonymous variants in different contexts (or ambiguity), the 
corresponding morphemic units display a certain degree of irregularity (e.g. 
Patient or Direct Object, as well as Addresse. is expressed by different forms -
with and without prepositions: the auxiliaries will and shall, expressing Future 
Tense, vary in individual contexts, and so on Much more irregularity 
(including grammatical and lexical synonymy and ambiguity) is found in die 
phonenuc means of expression of individual morphemic items (thus, e.g.. the 
Preterite forms are specific for small group of 'strong' verbs, and the Plural 
forms have exceptional shapes with certain words). 
3,6.2 Is 'surface' syntax necessary? The main differences that are often cited as 
distinguishing surface syntax from underlying structure, concern 
passivization and nominalization However, as the following examples show, it 
can be doubted whether there is full synonymy between these and the primary 
constructions. The presence of this synonymy would have supported the view 
that passivized and nominalized constructions require a specific level to be 
present in the theoretical description of language - a level identical neither to 
tectogrammatics (in which a single value would be present as the correlate of 
two synonymous constructions), nor to inorphemics (in which each of the 
analytical forms is divided into several words in the string). 

(32) a. Jim observed John willingly. 
b. John was observed by Jim willingly. 

Since an adverbial of Attitude such as willingly is semantically connected 
to the subject of the passive verb in (32b), two such sentences certainly are not 
synonymous. The choice of subject connected with passivization thus is 
relevant not only for the syntactic 'perspective', but also for the TRs. In other 
words, passive Iras to already be distinguished from active in the underlying 
structure. 
(33) a. After Mike's arrival they will stop the discussion 

b. When Mike has arrived they will stop the discussion. 
c. After Mike arrives they will stop the discussion. 

A nominalized construction does not express all temporal distinctions, as 
follows from the fact that both (33b.) and (33c.) correspond to the same 

nominalized (condeused) sentence (a). The temporal relationship between 
arrival and die verb appears to be indistinct, radier than ambiguous (cf. Section 
4). This makes it difficult to understand (33b.) and (33c.) as two underlying 
sources of (33a.); it is preferable to handle (33a.), (33b.) and (33c.) as having 
direc different TRs, ie. to treat words such as arrival as lexically derived 
words, rather dian grammatical forms of the verb. It is then not crucial that 
some of tire syntactic properties of the source verb (Uie core of its valency) are 
shared by such derived nouns (and also by certain derived adjectives); thus, 
e.g. Mike's in (33a.) can be understood as Actor of die noun arrival. 

If the choice of subject belongs to tectogrammatics, and so does die 
difference between a verb and a deverbal noun or adjective, dien 'surface' 
syntax perhaps is not necessary as a specific level in a dieoretical description of 
language. This reduction of the number of levels understood to constitute the 
system of language has been suggested in FGD (Sgall, 1992) in a manner 
similar to Chomsky's 'minimalist program'. While with the latter only the two 
interface levels have been retained (cf. in Section 2 above), wiUi the former we 
still work with at least three levels, distinguishing moi pliemies (widi sentence 
represen tat ions in the form of a siring) from tectogrammatics (widi trees or 
more complex networks, cf. 3,7) and from plioneniics in theoretical linguistics. 

On the other hand, in the domain of automatic natural language 
processing, die complexity of the relationships between tectogrammatics and 
inorphemics makes it useful, lor technical reasons, to work with more specific 
modular components, in which some kind of 'surface syntax' may be useful. 
Such levels usually are parts of systems serving to assist the automatic 
syntactic tagging of large corpora (e.g. Penn Treebank for English or Prague 
Dependency Treebank for Czech, see Hajicova et al. (1998)) or to parsing for 
die aims of machine translation or of communication widi intelligent systems, 
for information retrieval, grammar checking, etc. 

3.7 Dependency and coordination 

It has been well known for many decades diat the relationship of 
coordination (and probably also that of apposition) relates to a different field 
from syntactic dependency. In a sentence such as (34), diere is a coordinated 
subject that fucmions as a whole as dependent on the verb and also as the head 
of the relative clause, 

(34) Jim and Mary, who have two children, went to Boston. 
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The underlying structure of such a sentence cmmot be rendered by a 
planary graph (tree); since such coordinated groups can contain more than two 
members - without any fixed maximal number, and since some of their 
members may themselves consist of coordinated structures and display further 
dependents, coordinated or not. Thus, neither die width nor the depth of the 
combinations of dependency and coordination has a fixed upper limit. A 
theoretically appropriate framework thus can only have the form of a 
multidimensional network. However, as we shall see, the network can be 
assumed to meet strong restrictions on the relationships between the different 
dimensions (projectivity, see 4.3.3), and this makes a univocal linearization of 
the networks possible (using, again, parentheses with subscripts, see 4.3 3 
below). 

Let us go first through some examples, which illustrate also the 
possibilities of deletion and of ambiguity: 
(35) Jim went to Boston and Mary (went) to Chicago. 

(36) Jim and Mary went to Boston. - ambiguity: 
a. Jim (went to Boston) and Mary went to Boston. 
b. Jim and/with Mary went to Boston. 

(37) Jim and Mary are a nice pair, (just (b): group reading) 

(38) Jim and Mary went there together. 

(39) Jim and Mary or Mike and Jane played against Bill and Martha, 
(ambiguity: or is eidier higher or lower than the two occurrences of 
and) 

(40) Jim and Mary met (each other, reciprocity). 

At least the following kinds of coordination have to be distinguished: 
conjunction, disjunction (strings of unlimited length), adversative (pairs). 

Apposition appears more adequately treated if considered as another kind 
of a similar relation (of a dimension different from that of dependency) than as 
an underlying predication (with deletion): Mary and John, (who are) our 
neighbors,... This would mean diat apposition could be identified with 
Descriptive Adjunct, but this probably is not always possible; with connectives 
such as namely, viz., ie. a similar deletion is hardly possible. 

3.8 Language acquisition 

One of die significant concepts brought into discussion by N. Chomsky is 
that of Universal Grammar, which he understands as the supposed common 
core of language systems, rather than as a part or kind of grammar. This notion 
is closely connected to his view of innate ideas' constituting a biologically 
conditioned foundation for natural language. The point is that the acquisition of 
a mother tongue is not immediately based on any innate properties specific for 
a given language, bnt the child relatively easily learns the language used in 
her/his environment. No systematic teaching is necessary, it is sufficient for the 
child to be exposed to the use of the given language and occasionally to be 
corrected or instructed The question still under discussion is to what degree 
this capacity is innate to every human being, and how much is gained on the 
basis of the interactivity of language in communication, ie. of the steps 
determined by the child's involvement in the use of the language. Chomsky's 
Universal Grammar, assumed to constitute the core of all natural language 
systems and to be based on innate properties, is understood to be responsible 
for the fact that the language can be so easily learned. 

An alternative to this approach is offered by those frameworks that, like 
FGD. use dependency based syntav, partially 'free' word order in the 
underlying representations and work with much of the grammatical 
information included in lexical entries (esp. in the valency frames). With such 
an approach the core of language can be described in a ininimalized, 
economical way. 

The fact that die dependency trees that represent the core of the TRs meet 
the condition of projectivity (see 4.3.3) makes a univocal linearization of the 
networks possible, using, again, parentiieses with subscripts, cf. the discussion 
of (3), (27) and (81) in 3.1, 3.6.1, and 4.3.3, respectively. Since a parenthesized 
string of symbols comes close to that layer of elementary logic that is assumed 
to be generally more or less directly accessible to human beings (Boolean 
algebra, prepositional calculus), the easy learnability of a system of this degree 
of complexity (it being close to innate human properties) is not surprising. 
Although the linear representation itself certainly does not directly represent 
the form in which language is internalized in the human brain, the equivalence 
of the linear representation to the multidimensional network thus supports the 
chosen approach. Without assuming the existence of a highly complex innate 
system, it is possible in this vein to look for an explanation of the easy 
learnability of the core of natural languages on the basis of a mechanism of 
which the general human acquirability has to be acknowledged on independent 
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(psychological) grounds and of a further development iu the context of the 
interactivity of language, as anchored in the process of communication. 

Moreover, dus account meets die requirements of what Chomsky called 
Cartesian Linguistics. The positions of the individual components of the 
language system and of the seniantico-pragmalic interpretation (which leads 
from underlying structures to die content of utterances) can be schematically 
represented as is indicated in (41). 

(41) 

underlying 

representation 

morphemic 
representations 

inferencing: 
figurative 
meanings, 
reference, 
connotations 

—> 

truth 
conditions & 
context 
change 
potential 

phonemlcs 

language 
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4 Topic-focus articulation (information structure) of the sentence 

4.1 General and historical overview 

In formulating a sentence, the speaker has die possibility to distinguish 
between those sentence parts which (s)he presents to the hearer(s) as easily 
accessible in their memories ('given' information) and those which are to be 
attached to these in a new' relationship. In a declarative sentence die latter 
items are asserted to hold about die former ones. 

As examples (42) and (43) illustrate, the items presented as 'given' are 
primarily expressed by weak (unstressed) pronouns or deleted, whereas those 
modifying the hearefs memory state as 'new' include the bearer of the 
intonation centre (indicated by capitals). 

(42) (Is Paul going there by bus?) He's going by TRAIN 

(43) (Shirley met a young pair there.) She only recognized HER. not HIM. 

This domain has been dealt with under several headings, such as 
Functional Sentence Perspective or FSP, theme-rlieme structure, information 
structure of the sentence, etc.; we prefer to speak of topic-focus (comment) 
articulation, orTFA. After die pioneering inquiry by Weil (1844), these issues 
were discussed by German linguists (G. von der Gabelentz, H. Paul, P. 
Wegener, H. Ammann and odiers), as well as in Russia (cf. the notion of 
logical stress'), and elsewhere. They were Uien introduced into structural 

linguistics by V. Matliesius in Prague and liave become, step by step, one of 
die crucial points in discussions concerning relationships between syntax, 
semantics and pragmatics. 

The first account that was elaborated in detail was that presented by Firbas 
(1957; 1975; 1992), who speaks of "Functional Sentence Perspective'. Firbas 
added a third element to the dichotomy of theme and rheme, viz. the transition, 
consisting primarily of the temporal and modal elements of the verb, and he 
introduced die scale of communicative dynamism (CD) going from theme 
proper (typically at the beginning of the sentence) to rheme proper (at its end). 
His subtle characterizations of a large number of examples and his manysided 
analyses of written and spoken texts are extremely stimulating. Firbas' view of 
the sentence as "a field within which die degrees of CD are distributed" and 
which may include subfields (clauses, phrases) of lower ranks, displaying their 
own articulations (Firbas 1957: 15ff) is very well grounded and useful. 

Although rather vague terms are often used, which are not always firmly 
determined by operational criteria, it was possible, as we shall see. to make 
some of the basic notions clearer and to formulate more explicitly the 
interrelations between diem, as well as their position in the system of language 
as a whole. Thus an explicit, formal descriptive framework has been 
constructed that allows for the handling of TFA as one of the aspects of 
underlying sentence structure and for connecting this layer both with an 
interpetation in the sense of inlensional semantics and with a description of the 
morphemic and phonemic means expressing the TFA (this framework is briefly 
sketched in 4.3 below). 

Firbas bases his account (which can be only briefly characterized here, 
without going into issues such as sentences other than declarative, 
emotionality, or different positions of individual kinds of adverbials, etc.) on 
the following four factors that 'determine' the perspective: 

(i) Linear modification (wluch basically means word order) "as a factor 
gradually raising degrees of CD can assert itself provided no odier 
factors work counter to it" (Firbas 1992, p. 10). 
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(li) The contextual factor allows for the characterization of "retrievable 
information" (op. cit„ pp. 21-40), in which the concept of 'known' 
information is narrowed by introducing "die immediately relevant 
verbal and situational context" (p. 22). Thus, even when a noun is 
marked by the definite article as referring to endtities that have either 
occurred in preceding co-text or are present in the situation of the 
discourse, the noun may convey 'new' information, cf. Firbas' (p. 21) 
example numbered here as (44), and also the position of the stressed 
pronoun him in our example (43) above. 

(44) Beryl stepped over the window, crossed the veranda, ran down the grass 
to the gate, 

(iii) The semantic factor is "capable of operating counter to linear 
modification" in determining degrees of CD in case a context-
indetermined item is placed at the beginning of a sentence or of a 
subfield (pp. 41-65). The context-independent subject e.g. in (45) has a 
higher degree of CD than the verb and the into group (p. 59); similarly, 
if the verb precedes a context-dependent object or adverb, tiren die verb 
is more dynamic, as in (5), cf. p. 43f. 

(45) A very sweet look had come into the old lady's face. 

(46) Bosinney was just the fellow who might tear up the plans... 

It is possible to add that, in the given context, when reading the text 
aloud, die intonation center is to be placed on the subject in (45) and on 
the verb in (46). 
The semantic factor as such comes into play in Firbas' analysis of the 
presentation function ('appearance on the scene' vs. 'ascribing a 
quality'), in connection with which it should be remarked that the 
context-dependence of the subject as such is directly relevant for CD, 
rather than the lexical choice of the verb, cf the opposition betweeu 
sentences such as (47) and (48): 

(47) Also a foreigner got offended. 

(48) In fact, at that occasion he appeared on the scene for the first time 

While the rhematic subject in (47) refers to a person just being 
introduced to the scene, the thematic subject in (48) is being ascribed a 
quality, although die lexical meanings of the verbs themselves would 
not suggest this. 

Sentences perspectivized either in the sense of presentation or in that of 
ascribing a quality correspond to a general dynamic scale: 

(49) Sett - Pr - Ph - B - Q - Sp - FSp 

where Sett(ing) corresponds to a temporal or locative adverbial, 
Presentation) to a verb of appearance, Ph(enomenon) to the entity that 
either is presented or characterized. Q(uality) to a verb, and the last two 
symbols to one or more specifications, cf. (50). The B-element can be 
seen in die subject, if qualified by other parts of the sentence, and 
instead of a simple verb element, a combination of AofQ (ascription of 
quality) and Q is present in some sentences, with the verb performing 
the ascription and another item denoting the ascribed quality, as in (51). 

(50) Ages ago (Sett) a young king (Ph) ruled (Q) his country (Sp) 
despotically (FSp). 

(51) He (B) felt (AofQ) despondent and disillusioned (Q). 

(iv) The prosodic factor is understood primarily not to contradict the 
linear, contextual and semantic ones, altiiough prosodic intensification 
may be imposed upon this correspondence, in some cases giving more 
prominence to a thematic element dian to the transition, and in other, 
Iiighly emotive cases even re-evaluating die theme-rheme relation. 
However, it seems to be worth discussion whedier in the former case a 
contrastive use is not present, and, especially, whether in the latter case, 
ie. with examples such as (52), die intonation center (IC) may not 
preferably be regarded as rheme proper, which is the usual case 
(although, even so, certain exceptions would probably have to be 
recognized; e.g. in English the rhematic subject of A boy came into the 
room does not necessarily carry the IC, cf Firbas (1992. p. 176); (52) 
would then be understood as coining close to a shortened paraphrase of 
(53). 

(52) THAT's a laugh! 

(53) As for a laugh, THAT'S one! 

It is questionable whether more perspicuous results could not be 
acheived if spoken discourse were understood as the basic layer, with 
die written shape of sentences not completely representing the 
linguistic reality, if the phonologically relevant suprasegmental features 
are not indicated. 
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One remark may be added: die linear arrangement and die contextual 
factor, as well as the prosodic one, can well be understood to represent die 
means of expressing die FSP (in the outer form of sentences and of discourse), 
however, the semantic factor (in die narrower sense, as distinguished from the 
contextual one) appears to be of anodier nature. What all of Firbas' 'factors' 
have in common is that d»ey allow die linguist to decide on die FSP of a 
sentence (specified as ambiguous in some instances). 

An important finding by Firhas and his followers concerns the fact diat die 
degree of CD of an adjunct of a noun is higher dian dial of die noun itself, if 
the adjunct is not context-dependent. Svoboda's (1981) notion of diatheme 
conies close to what especially in some German inquiries is called 'new 
theme', ie. a (part of) dienie diat is not immediately retrievable in the preceding 
co-text, cf. Western Europe in (54), or lias diere an antecedent of rhematic, 
rather tiian of Uiematic character, as she has in (55). 

(54) (What is die news?) Western Europe suffered strong FLOOD1NGS 
yesterday. 

(55) (Jim met JANET yesterday.) She looked TIRED. 

The position of such items in CD would need a more systematic 
discussion concerning die relationships to Firbas' older distinction between 
dieme proper and setting, and to die opposition of syntaginatics and 
paradigmaiics (cf. Sgall 1986). Also widi issues of transition it is not 
altogether clear how to understand certain situations, especially those in which 
only a temporal or modal element is rhematic, as is die case widi die positive or 
negative modality in (56). 

(56) a. John HAS completed his dissertation. 
b. John has NOT completed his dissertation. 

As we have seen, Firbas and his followers often use terms dial are neidier 
based on testable criteria, nor explicitly anchored in a conceptual framework 
for language description (so diat dieir relationships to die levels or layers of 
language structure are not always clear). It is not so attractive for a modern 
dieory to be based on metaphorical formulations such as suiting that a degree 
of CD is understood as "the relative extent to which a linguistic element 
contributes towards die furdier development of die communication" (Firbas 
1992: 8). Neverdieless, widi a partial reinterpretation of his views it has been 
possible to use them as very useful starting points in constructing a fully 
explicit dieory diat allows for integrating die description of what he calls 

Functional Sentence Perspective into a model of language that has a formal 
shape and can be implemented in computers (see 4.3 below). 

4.2 Recent accounts 

The second half of die 20Ui century witnessed die rise of fundamentally 
new approaches to dieoretical linguistics, connected first of all with N. 
Chomsky's work on syntax and widi R. Montague's contribution to semantics. 
The new mediodological requirements, aimed at a fully explicit, fonnalizable 
description, have helped to open die way to die large scale processing of 
natural languages based on automatic procedures implemented on computers. 
One of die main obstacles in diese new developments concerns die fact diat die 
inquiries into die information structure have remained on die periphery of the 
basic research trends for a long time. 

Often diese inquiries want to apply die constituency based syntactic 
frameworks, which leads to serious complications due to die intrinsic 
correlation of information structure widi word order (and sentence prosody). It 
can be seen widi die approaches by J. Jacobs, T. Reinhart and N. Erteschik-
Shir, or M. Rochemont, L. Rizzi, E. Selkirk and odiers dial whenever die word 
order is understood to consitute die basic means of expressing syntactic 
relations, as is die case widi Choinskyan and odier constituency based 
approaches, die fact diat neidier topic nor focus constitute a single constituent 
of any level, in die general case, makes it necessary to complicate the 
description either by working wid) two dichotomies (e.g. 'focus' vs. 
'background' and 'topic' vs. 'comment') or by relationships such as 'focus 
inheritance'. 

4.3 Topic and focus in a description based on syntactic dependency 

4.3.1 The grammatical character of the articulation. Dependency-based 
syntax, which distinguishes between die primary functions of function 
morphemes as expressing the 'static' syntactic relations and of word order as 
expressing die 'dynamic' topic-focus articulation (TFA), offers an appropriate 
background framework also for capturing TFA as one of die main aspects of 
(underlying) syntax. In diis context it has been possible to apply die results of 
die classical Prague School and to continue die research diat - from die work of 
V. Mathesius to that of J. Firbas and his followers - has been based first of all 
on a comparison of languages diat differ from each other typologically as much 
as Czech and English do. This has allowed die results achieved to be made 
more precise in some respects and to be used for the formulation of a relatively 
very economical description of TFA within die Functional Generative 
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Description (FGD, see Section 3 above), see esp. Sgall el al. (1980; 1986), and 
Hajicova(1993). 

Since TFA is not only relevant to the contextual combinability of a 
sentence, but also to its semantics (see 4.3.2 below), and since it is expressed 
by grammatical means (word order, position of intonation centre, constructions 
more or less similar to English clefting, or even specific morphemes), TFA 
clearly belongs to grammar, to the structure of die sentence, and not only to the 
domain of die process of communication. 

The linguistic patterning of TFA is based on die feature of contextual 
boundness. An item activated enough at die given time point can be referred to 
as 'given', contextually bound (CB), aldiough it also can be mentioned as 
'new', contextually non-bound (NB), if contrasted to odier elements available 
for choice. Widiin die descriptive framework, die opposition between CB and 
NB items can be understood as a primitive notion. Empirically the difference 
between these two values should not be understood as immediately connected 
widi die presence or absence of a preferential or anaphoric antecedent of the 
given lexical occurrence in the preceding co-tcxl: diere are cases in which e.g. 
a noun widiout such an antecedent is supposed by die speaker to be easily 
available in die hearer's memory and is used as grammatically CB, as e.g. 
Western Europe in (54) above or you in (57), and cases in which a word having 
such an antecedent is used as 'new', NB, if contrasted to other elements 
available for choice, cf, (43) and (44) in 4.1, and (58) below): 
(57) (This task is radier difficult for me.) I believe you can help me. 

(58) (You and Jim certainly are good friends.) But diis time 1 would prefer to 
have YOU here (radier than him). 

A test appropriate tor operative checking of die opposition between 
CB/NB may be seen in die question test: as die relationship between (59) and 
(60), or diat between (61) and (62) shows, only an item absent from any 
question for which sentence S is an admissible answer can be understood as 
NB in all readings (meanings, underlying structures) of S and an item present 
in all such questions is CB in all readings of S; die other items in S may be 
understood as ambiguous in diis respect. 

(59) Charles gave a bracelet to MARY. 

(60) a. What did Charles do? 
b. To whom did Charles give a bracelet? 
c. What did CHARLES do? 

d. What did Charles give to Mary? 
e. Who gave what to whom? 

(61) John talked to his neighbour about a problem. 

(62) a. What did John talk about to whom? 
b. How did John behave towards his neighbour? 

It may be assumed diat (59) am answer (60a.), (60b.) and (60c), but not 
(60d.), (60e.) or any odier question not containing a word referring to Charles 
(aldiough specific problems are connected widi questions such as What is the 
news?). If (59) answers (60a.), dien a meaning of (59) is present in which die 
verb as well as bodi die objects arc NB and die subject is CB; if (60b.) is being 
answered, dien only Mary is NB, dieodier items being CB; if answering (60c), 
(59) includes die subject as CB, the odicr items being NB; in (60d.), (59) is 
used widi a meaning in which Charles, Mary and die verb are CB, a bracelet 
being NB; and after (60e.) only die verb is CB in (59). Similarly, (61) is used 
with his neighbour and a problem being NB when it answers (62a.), and widi 
the verb and a problem as NB when it answers (62b.). We do not pay attention 
to function words here (nor to function morphemes), since Uiey (widi certain 
radier marginal exceptions) are NB if and only if die corresponding 
autosemamic lexical units are. 

Anodier kind of test is based on using a 'natural' negative response, cf. N. 
Chomsky's (1972) notion of 'range of permissible focus' and examples such 
as: 

(63) K was an ex-convict with a red SHIRT diat he was warned to look out 
for. 

(64) a. No, he was warned to look out for an automobile salesman. 
b. No, he was warned to look out for an ex-convict wearing blue jeans. 

The possibility of Uiese different continuations shows diat (63) is 
ambiguous, having different readings in which eidier an ex-convict with a red 
shirt or only with a red shirt are NB. Furdiermore, tests such as Utese can be 
used based on die fact that, widi certain rather marginal exceptions, only CB 
elements can be deleted or expressed by unstressed (weak) pronouns. We are 
aware that each of diese tests has its weak points, but dieir combination offers a 
relatively effective means for checking which items are CB and which are NB 
in the individual underlying structures of a sentence or in die occurrence of a 
sentence in a discourse, ie. a sentence token, an utterance. 
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Another of the basic notions is that of communicative dynamism (CD), 
which we prefer to handle as a fully syntagmatic notion. The scale of CD 
present in the underlying structure of a sentence (and in an utterance), can then 
be characterized as underlying word order, ie. the left-to-right order of nodes in 
the dependency tree underlying the structure of the sentence. We may assume 
that topic proper and focus proper are die least and the most dynamic elements 
of the sentence, respectively, die other items occupying intermediary positions 
on the scale of CD, where die verb either is the most dynamic element of die 
topic or the least dynamic one of the focus. Furthermore: 

(i) if an argument or adjunct is NB, then it is more dynamic than its head: 
(ii) if two arguments or adjuncts A and B depend on die same head, dien 

dieir positions in the scale of CD can be cliaracterized by the question 
test as follows: 
in a sentence S diat can be used as an answer to question Q 
(ii)a. if A and B both are absent from Q and S can also answer a 

question in which A and not B is present, but S cannot answer any 
question in which B and not A is present, dien B is more dynamic 
than A; 

(ii)b. if - other things being as in (ii)a. - S can also answer a question in 
which B and not A is present, then S is ambiguous, having two 
readings, in one of which B is more dynamic, in the other less 
dynamic dian A; 

(ii)c. if S cannot answer any question from which A was absent, but can 
answer a question not containing B. dien B is more dynamic than A. 

Thus, according to (iia), a bracelet is less dynamic than Mary in (59); 
according to (iic), Charles is less dynamic than either of these nouns; 
according to (i) Mary is more dynamic than the verb, and diis is more dynamic 
than Charles. Since (61) can answer both (62a.) and (62b.), (61) is ambiguous 
in that in one of its readings the verb is more dynamic tlian the Addressee, and 
in another reading it is less dynamic. These examples show how the nodons of 
CB and of CD are related to each other. 

The topic (theme) and die focus (comment, rheme) of the sentence can 
then be specified as follows (if dependency syntax, or a 'flat' structure is used 
and the function words, similarly to function morphemes, are left out of 
consideration): 

(a) if the main verb or some of its arguments and adjuncts 
(complementations, in the sequel) are NB. then these sentence parts 
belong to the focus; 

(b) if a sentence part other dian die main verb belongs to the focus, then so 
do all complementations of this sentence part, 

(c) if the main verb and all its complementations are CB, then the 
rightmost (more exactly: most dynamic, see below) complementation X 
lias to be specified; if some complementation of X is NB, then it 
belongs to die focus; if none is, then the rightmost of them is specified 
as X, and so on (for a more precise treatment, see Sgall et al. 1986; 
PetkeviC 1995); 

(d) a sentence part diat does not belong to Uie focus belongs to the topic. 
Points (b) and (c) may be illustrated by (65) and (66), respectively: 

(65) The neighbor of one of my friends keeps a turtle in his GARDEN. 

(66) (Which teacher did you meet yesterday?) I met die teacher of 
ENGLISH. 

In (65) one of my friends belongs to the topic, although it is NB, and his 
belongs to the focus, although it is CB; in (66) only the adjunct English 
constitutes the focus. 

The options available with 'free' word order often correspond to different 
shapes of the scale of CD. 

(67) a. They have moved from New Jersey to Connecticut, 
b. They have moved to Connecticut from New Jersey 

Since in English such options are much more restricted than in Czech and 
certain other languages, die order variations are often conjoined with 
grammatical variations, or, as in (70c), substituted by a switch of the 
intonation center: 

(68) a. I'll send some friends Christinas cards. 
b. I'll send Christmas cards to some friends. 

(69) 

(70) 

a. Jim wrote several letters 
b. Several letters were written by Jim. 

a. I made a canoe out of every log. 
(hardly acceptable with this intonation pattern, cf. Fillmore 1971) 

b. I made every canoe into a log. 
c. I made a CANOE out of every log. 

It should be noted dial the sets of questions which can be answered by the 
examples (a) and (b) differ in the aspects relevant for the specification of CD. 
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TFA can be systematically described if it is taken into account dial the 
repertoires of types of complementation display a certain basic (canonical) 
ordering, which primarily corresponds to die scale of CD. Within die focus part 
of die sentence the scale of CD reflects diis basic order, called systemic 
ordering (SO). Only if one or more of the complementations occur in a 
sentence as CB, dien dieir position on die scale of CD a n be shifted more to 
the left than what would correspond to SO, cf. die examples (67) - (70) above, 
where the (b) sentences differ from (a) in that the item shifted to the left here 
belongs to die topic in all readings. 
This points to Dir(ectional)-/ro/n preceding Dir-ro under SO (cf. (67)), 
Addressee (cf. (68)) and Actor (cf. (69)) preceding Objective, and Objective 
preceding Effect (cf. (70)). Widi otiier pairs of complementations, a similar 
relationship can be found, see die following examples: 

(7J) a. They went by car to a river. (Means - Dir-Jo) 
b. They went to a river by car. 

(72) a, Jim dug a ditch with a hoe. (Objective - Means) 
b. Jim dug a DITCH with a hoe. 

(73) a. Ron cannot sleep quietly in a hotel. 
(Manner - Locative) 

b. In a hotel Ron cannot sleep quietly. 

Here again, each of die (a) examples is ambiguous in thai in some of its 
readings die last-bui-one complementation belongs to die focus and in odiers to 
die topic. The (b) examples are less ambiguous in tiiat. die correlate of die 
mentioned group belongs to the topic (is CB) in all readings (with die given 
intonation pattern, where die capitals denote its secondary placement). 

These and similar examples have been analyzed widi sevend series of 
psycholinguistic tests (for Czech, German, and partly also for English, see 
Sgall et al. 1995). It appears tliat for some of die main complementations of 
English die prototypical scale of SO is as follows: 

<74) Time - Actor - Addressee - Objective - Origin (Source) 
- Effect - Manner - Directional -from - Means 
- Direct ion al-M - Locative 

Czech, and probably also German, differ from English in that the positions 
of Objective and Effect in diese languages are more to die right, after most of 
the adverbial complementations. Since Indo-European languages, thus, differ 
from each other in die shape of SO, it has to be admitted diat SO changes 

during die development of a language. Such a change being only slow, it may 
be assumed dial diere are transition periods, in which die position of a given 
pair of complementations in SO of a language varies stylistically, locally, or 
widi individual verbs, cf. eg, the difference between 'old' verbs such as give 
and recently coined ones, such as donate, in English: while die former group 
conforms to die SO Addressee - Objective, die latter group has die reverse 
order. 

4.3.2 The semantic relevance of TFA. FSP is not only a matter of die contextual 
positions of sentences, of pragmatics; it is semantically relevant, even in what 
concerns truth conditions. This is true not only for sentences widi such overt 
complex quantifiers as those illustrated by (75), but also for odier examples, cf, 
(76) - (60). 

(75) a. Everybody in diis room knows at least two languages. 
b. At least two languages are known to everybody in dii.s room. 

(76) a. They smoke in die corridor, 
b. They SMOKE in the corridor. 

(77) a. The king ol France is bald. 
b. It is die present king of FRANCE who is bald. 

(78) a. Our victory was caused by Harry, 
b. Harry caused our victory. 

The most obvious and relevant readings of diese examples are connected 
widi presuppositions die repertoire of which differs between die (a) and (b) 
sentences. While in (75) diis difference (connected widi die notion of 
'aboutness') is responsible for die difference in die scopes of quantifiers (die 
less dynamic quantifier having the broader scope), in die odier cases the 
difference concerns die presence of certain presuppositions. A presupposition 
can be characterized (for declarative sentences) as follows: the assertion carried 
by sentence S presupposes the assertion A if and only if A is entailed bodi by S 
and by die (linguistic) negation of S. 

Thus, (76a.) presupposes that smoking takes place (is allowed) somewhere 
and asserts dial this is in die corridor; on die odier hand, (76b.) asserts about 
the corridor that smoking takes place diere. Strawsou (1964) has already 
presented a way to distinguish (by means of a criterion similar to die question 
test) between cases such as (77a.) and (77b.). An occurrence of (77a.) 
(referring to die actual world, in which France is not a kingdom) is connected 
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with presupposition failure, since the definite subject is CB and triggers a 
presupposition of the existence of the king of France, which is not met. On the 
other hand, a token of (77b.) is not connected widi presupposition failure, but is 
an occurrence of a false sentence (since the group the king of France is NB 
here, it does not trigger the presupposition). Also in (78) die definite noun 
group triggers a presupposition only if it is CB; (78b.) entails neidier the 
victory, nor its absence, thus triggering only what Hajicova (1984) calls 
'allegation' (cf, Partee's (1996) discussion of this concept). In general, the 
difference in TFA concerns not just the opposition of the falsity and the 
in appropriateness of an assertion, but directly that of truth and lalsiiy, and thus 
clearly belongs to semantics proper. 

Issues concerning TFA and the representation of its correlates in a formal 
semantic framework have been discussed from different viewpoints, mainly 
witli die use of generalized quantifiers, see esp. Rooth (1985), Krifka (1992). 
Since diese approaches analyze first of all diose cases in which die focus is 
connected with a focus sensitive particle, we will return to die issues concerned 
in 4.4 below. 

4.3.3 Three layers of word order. As we have seen, it is necessary to 
distinguish between three layers of the ordering of lexical occurrences in the 
sentence, in its (underlying) structure and in the valency frames included in 
lexical entries. 

(i) The grammar of a language determines die systemic ordering of die 
valency slots (or die kinds of the dependency relation): SO is specified 
in die valency frames of individual verbs andodier lexical units, widi a 
possible generalization for larger or smaller classes of words. 

(ii) In die underlying structures of individual sentences, die scale of 
communicative dynamism (of underlying word order) is present, 
which corresppnds to SO within focus, but may differ from it in the 
left-dislocation of items included in die topic. 

(iii) On die level of morphemics, the surface word order is prasent, which 
may differ from CD in several respects, some of which concern 
'shallow' rules such as the positions of subject and object with respect 
to die verb in English, die placement of an adjective before die noun, or 
the location of function words, which may be illustrated by (79), where, 
as is typical for English and many oUier languages, die subordinating 
conjunction is placed in front of the embedded clause, and die 
preposition in front of die noun group. 

(79) iim visited me, since he wanted to ask me for advice. 

A strong condition that restricts the relationsliips between the left-to-right 
order of items and die dependency relation is that of projectivity, which is 
illustrated by (80) and which can be specified as follows: a dependency tree 
(accounting both for the dependency relations between heads and their 
modifiers, and for the left-to-right order) is projective if for every set of nodes 
a, b, c, present in the tree, it holds that if a depends on c, and if b is placed 
between a and c in the left-to-right order, then b is subordinated to c, where 
'subordinated' means the transitive closure of 'depends* ('b is subordinated to 
c* means Lb immediately or through mediation of other nodes depends on c'), 

(80) 

In a projective tree, there are no intersections between the edges of the 
tree, indicating the dependency relations, or between the edges and the 
perpendiculars dropped from diem. 

Similar restrictions hold for the relationships between coordination 
(apposition) and the basic two dimensions. Thanks to these restrictions, a one-
to-one linearization of the underlying structures is possible, with pairs of 
parentheses corresponding not only to dependency edges, but also to 
coordinated structures, and the different possible combinations of dependency 
and coordination (e.g. widi coordinated constructions and/or appositions 
including other such groups, or an adjunct depending on a whole coordinated 
construction) can be handled, cf. (81): 

(81) Mary and John, our neighbours, who are a nice pair, arrive, 

(81') (((Mary John)c0nj (we)Appurt neighbour. Plur.Def)Appos 
(Gener (Rel)Actor be.Indic.Pres (obj (nice)Gener 
pair. Sing. Indef)))Actor ( n e r e)Dir.2 arrive.Indic.Pres 

The secondary cases (strongly limited exceptions), in which the surface 
word order does not correspond to the projective order of the underlying 
structure, can then be accounted for by movement rules concerning 
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morphemics. Thus, in die TRs or (82) (with 'heavy constitutent movement') 
and of (83), the respective orders of the lexical tokens are those indicated in 
(82') and (83'); also die w/z-words are often placed more to the left than would 
correspond to their underlying positions. 

(82) I met a man yesterday, who asked me for your address. 

(82') I - yesterday - met - a man, who... 

(83) a larger town than Boston 

(83') larger - dian Boston - town 

4.3.4 TFA and focalize rs. Along with the TFA of the sentence as a whole (or of 
an embedded verb clause), there are also cases in which a focus sensitive 
particle or focalizer (J. Firbas' 'rhematizer'), e.g. negation, words such as 
even, only, also and sentence adverbials, is present, specifying a sentence part 
as its own focus. While the Czech inquiries (and oUier main trends of European 
structural linguistics, such as that by M. A. K. Halliday), as we have seen, have 
based their TFA analyses on properties of sentences, die tradition started by J. 
Jacobs and continued by M . Kritka, M. Roodi and their followers is based on 
the analysis of the positions and functions of localizers, which, with Uieir foci 
and backgrounds, are studied by metiiods proper to formal semantics. An 
example of inquiries oriented towards a synthesis of the two approaches can be 
found in the writings of B. H. Partee wiUi her co-authors (see esp. Hajicova et 
al. (1998); cf. also Peregrin (1996)). 

In die prototypical case, die focus of die sentence is also diat of the 
localizer, see (84) and (85), but there are also cases in which a focalizer has 
another (partial, local) focus, cf. (86), (87). or where die focalizer constitutes 
the whole focus of die sentence (having the rest of the sentence in its scope), as 
in (88): 

(84) Jim has not ARRIVED. 

(85) Jim has already ARRIVED. 

(86) (Which book has only JOHN read?) Only John has read KUNDERA's 
book. 

(87) (Why didn't Mary sleep well?) Mary didn't sleep well since she is ILL. 

(88) Mary is NOT i l l . 

To capture these different positions of the focalizers, it is necessary to 
distinguish between 

(i) the sentence focus (F), typically placed after the topic, marked by the 
intonation centre of the sentence (indicated by capitals in our examples) 
and empirically specifiable with the use of the question test or of a test 
including a negative or adversative continuation, and 

(ii) the focus (ff) of a particle or operator (focalizer, f). 
In the absence of an overt focalizer ihe positive modality of the verb can 

be interpreted as an operator, which then occupies the primary position in the 
sentence or in a finite verb clause. 

If the focalizer is placed in its primary position, as the negation is in (84), 
it is asserted 'about T' that F(T) does not hold, wluch means that what is under 
negation (ff) is identical to F; in other words. T is not under negation and a 
typical definite noun group in T triggers a presupposition diat is not present if 
this group is included in F, as in (89b.) (cf. the discussion on ex. (77) in 3.3.2 
above): while both (89a.) and its positive counterpart entail the existence of 
Jim's broUier, this is not entailed by (89b), in which the entailment can be 
classified as an allegation, ratiier dian a presupposition or a case of 'meaning 
proper' (if these kinds of entailment are distinguished). The meaning of (89c.) 
is similar to tiiat of (b); what is relevant here is die word order shift, which, in 
English, is accompanied by passivization, or the shift in the position of the 
intonation centre. 

(89) a. Jim's brother insulted MARY 
b. Mary was insulted by Jim's BROTHER. 
c. Jim's BROTHER insulted Mary. 

It is necessary to distinguish between ff and the scope of a focalizer, since 
Uie latter can occur e.g. in an embedded clause, cf. (90), in which the T of the 
before<lause belongs to the scope of also, although not to its ff; the scope of a 
focalizer f dius can be understood as consisting of the background and the 
focus of f. 

(90) Before John met also Jane, he had admired MARY. 

4.3.5 Means of Expression of Information Structure. F proper, the most 
dynamic item in the sentence structure, is generally expressed by the intonation 
centre (IC) of the sentence (falling or rising-falling). With a noun group in such 
a position, it is not easy to formulate the rules that determine which part of the 
group carries the IC, since e.g. the noun following an adjective can bear the 
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main stress within the group, although the adjective is more dynamic, if both of 
them are NB, cf. (91): 
(91) (What does Jim do here?) He is looking for a new CAR. 

In the prototypical case, as we have seen with most of our examples, F 
proper occupies the rightmost position in die sentence; however, if IC is placed 
more to the left, then its function overshadows the role of that position, as is 
the case, e.g. in (89c.) above. 

T proper often lias a contrastive value (ie. refers to an entity chosen from a 
set of alternatives determined by the context); tliis is expressed by a certain 
kind of phrasal stress (usually rising), which wc denote by italics: 

(92) Paul's son has bought a new CAR and liis daughter has got an 
APP ARTMENT of her own. 

Example (92) also illustrates the fact that compound sentences prototypically 
include spearate TFA patterns in their individual clauses. 

4.3,6 TFA and discourse patterns. The relationships between FSP and 
discourse patterns have been studied from various aspects Danes (1974) 
pointed out how the 'thematic progressions' relate die topic-focus dichotomy 
of an utterance to its position in a discourse (where, prototypically, the tiieme is 
preferential either with the rheme or widi the theme of the preceding 
utterance). Carlson (1982) presented a manysided analysis of the features of 
TFA in dialogues; Hajicova et al. (1981; 1995) discussed the interrelations 
between TFA and restrictions on anaphoric relations, to which we devote our 
remarks below. Lotscher (1987) and others attempt to characterize not only die 
topic of a sentence, but also that of a (part of a) discourse. 

One of the relevant issues concerns tiie degrees of salience of the 
elements in the stock of knowledge (information) shared by the speaker and 
(according to the speaker's assumptions) by the hearer(s). 

An item activated enough at die given time point can be referred to as 
given', ie. denoted by a contextually bound (CB) part of the sentence, 

although it also can be mentioned by a contextually non-bound (NB) item, cf. 
exx. (43) and(44) in 3.1 above. 

It may be assumed that the degrees of activation constitute a partial 
ordering, the main factors of which are: 

(i) mentioning in preceding context (the referent of die most dynamic 
element of the preceding utterance, ie. its focus proper, being the most 
salient item at the given time point of the discourse); 

(ii) activation by die situation (and by die relevant specific knowledge, 
associative links etc.); 

(iii) main indexicals (such as /, here, today) and items of general knowledge 
as characterized by 'standing salience' (elements which always can be 
referred to as 'given'). 

5 Syntax and semantics 

In semiotics, die relationships between die layer of expressions and die 
domain of cognition (or of ontology) are classified on die basis of die well 
known trichotomy in which syntax concerns die relations between expressions 
themselves, semantics encompasses also die relations of expressions to die 
entitites diey express, and pragmatics covers, moreover, the relations of 
expressions and of die entitites expressed to die users of die language, ie. to the 
participants of communication using die language. 

This semiotic trichotomy is highly useful for purposes of analytic studies 
of language and cognition. However, it does not immediately correspond to 
three distinct levels or components of die system of language. On die one hand, 
sentence representations on each level have dieir own syntax, and tiiis fact 
blurs die relationship between sentence syntax and semantics. On the otiier 
hand, natural language semantics and pragmatics are interwoven in such a 
complex way tiiat diey cannot be distinguished as two different layers of 
language structure. It is not only that pragmatics plays a role in die meanings of 
some of die morphological categories - such as modality (which includes die 
speaker's standpoint in relation to die events expressed) or tense (which 
directly or indirectly concerns die relation of diese events to the time point of 
die discourse, ie. to the speaker's activity. Moreover, botii semantic mid 
pragmatic moments are conjoined e.g. in certain lexical meanings (cf. diose of 
today, yesterday, in which die time point of die discourse is referred to 
pragmatically, and the purely semantic meaning of day is present). 

Instead of distinguishing between a semantic and a pragmatic component 
of natural language, it is essential to be aware of die fundamental difference 
between the system of language (F. de Saussure's iangue' as a system of 
signs, which are bilateral, ie. connect expression and meaning) on one side, and 
die domains of die cognitive (ontological) content and of die process of 
communication (use of language). In N. Chomsky's approach, tiie notion of 
linguistic competence is a counterpart of 'Iangue', dial of linguistic 
performance corresponds to language use, and die opposition between Logical 
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Form and semantic interpretation matches more or less completely the 
dichotomy between the Saussurian 'meaning' (understood here as underlying 
syntax, ie. a component of iangue', see 33) and (cognitive, ontological) 
'content'. 

Thus, die level of underlying syntax (or, in FGD, tectogrammatics), can be 
compared to diat of Chomskyan Logical Form as regards its position among 
the levels of die system of language (although not as for its inner patterning): it 
is diis level that represents the interlace at which die system of language is 
connected widi die primarily non-linguistic domain of cognitive content. The 
underlying structure constitutes a language-specific patterning or 'form' of the 
cognitive content, as discussed by F. de Saussure, L. Hjelmslev, E. Coseriu, 
and M. Dokulil (cf. Sgall 1994); tectogrammatics concerns only relations 
between linguistic signs, radier than relations to 'objects expressed', to 
cognition and ontology. 

The differences between oppositions of (linguistic, literal) meaning and 
those of (cognitive, ontologial) con (em can be briefly illustrated as follows: 

On die one hand, widi an expression displaying more dian one meaning 
we lace a case of ambiguity (eg, light is an ambiguous expression, having at 
least two meanings, the oppositesof 'dark' and of 'heavy'). On die odier hand, 
vagueness or indistinctness is a property of meaning, radier dian of 
expression; examples of indistinct meanings are given in (93): 

(93) now (time point or interval, how long'/) 
wall/fence (how to draw die boundary line?) 
book (text or physical object; 'systematic ambiguity') 

Ambiguity (liomonymy), and also synonymy, are 'resolved' in 
tectogrammatics; every ambiguous expression has more Uian one correlate 
here, and two or more synonymous expressions have an underlying correlate in 
common. However, indistinctness only is resolved in die domain of cognition 
(e.g. what kind of interval is meant by now in a given context, can only be 
understood using infereuchig based on contextual and/or odier knowledge). 

What we call 'meaning' is often denied diis name by logicians, who tell us 
diat entities such as underlying structures of sentences constitute just anodier 
language, which itself needs to be interpreted. However, die level of underlying 
structure deserves to be called 'meaning' in that its patterning is semantically 
relevant. The underlying structure consists of disambiguated units, but it is 
still a linguistic structure, being language specific. Languages often have much 
in common on diis level, but even so tiiere are known differences here, not only 
in die area of lexical meanings (widi e.g. die opposition between table and desk 

having no exact parallel in most Continental languages), but also in grammar 
(cf. the differences in die presence of morphological categories and values such 
as Definiteness, Perfect Tense, Aspect, or in their interpretation). 

While die theory of language systems (hus belongs to linguistics proper, 
there is die interdisciplinary domain of semantic (more exacdy: semanu'eo-
pragmalic) interpretation (also called 'logical analysis of language'), which 
has components such as the following: 

(a) reference assignment (based on inferencing using contextual and other 
knowledge and the degrees of salience, see 3.3.6 above), 

(b) an account of the relationships between a sentence, its meaning with ils 
truth conditions (intension), and the sense of its individual occurrences 
in discourses, determing its truth value (extension), see below; 

(c) figurative meanings (metaphors, metonymies), 
(d) understatements and hyperbolic formulations, 
(e) discourse patterns (often based on typical frames or scenarios), 
and so on. 

In an elementray sense, the interpretation may be understood as 
constituting a procedure that takes as its input the underlying structures 
(meanings) of sentences, and delivers as its output the corresponding (sets of) 
intensions of the sentences, ie. (heir truth conditions. 

Tl should be recalled that a sentence cannot, in the prototypical case, be 
directly assigned a truth value (ic. truth or falsity). Only in specific, marginal 
cases, such as (94) or (95), can a sentence be characterized either as true, or as 
false; these are sentences expressing analytic statements, the truth or falsity of 
which is influenced neither by specific situations (possible worlds), nor by a 
possibility of variation in reference assignment. 

(94) Two and two are four. 

(95) Two and two are five. 

More subtle analytic means are necessary for an analysis of typical 
sentences, such as (96): 

(96) My neighbour is a widow. 

The trudi or falsity in the case of such a sentence can only be determined 
by the participants of the discourse if it is a specified occurrence of the 
sentence in that discourse diat is being assigned die trutii value, not the 
sentence as such (as an abstract unit of the language system). In this sense, the 
truth value can be understood as the extension of an utterance (ie. of a sentence 
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token). Only with such a specific token or occurrence of (96) in a discourse, 
can the hearer understand which person is referred to (spoken about) and 
check (at least in principle) whether the assertion is true or not. 

To be able to describe to what degree and in which ways this assignment 
of truth value is determined by the sentence structure and by other factors, the 
following main ingredients of die theory' are necessary. 

(i) As (96) illustrates, a typical sentence corresponds to different 
extensions in different contexts; two factors are relevant in this point: 
(i)a. The different possible worlds or situations, in some of which the 

given person is a widow, while in others (e.g. some of the past ones, 
or some conditional possibilities) this is not so; in this sense, the 
assertion carried by the sentence assigns different subclasses of 
possible worlds different truth values (true, false, or - in case of 
presupposition failure, see 4.3.2 above. - neither of them); this 
assignemnt (ie. a function from the possible worlds into the truth 
values) is called proposition (in the usage coined by R. Carnap) 
and is understood as the intension of the assertion; extension can 
dien be specified as intension relativized to possible worlds; 

(i)b. reference assignment: which person is meant by my neighbour in 
(96) is not strictly delimited by the lexical and grammatical 
meanings of these word forms; it is not quite exact to say that such a 
noun group can only occur if the speaker has a single neighbour, the 
condition of its occurrence is weaker: it is sufficient that the image 
of one of the existing neighbours has been activated to a much 
higher degree by the context (consituation) of the utterance than the 
images of other neighbours, 

(li) Another decisive factor is the underlying structure (the linguistic 
meaning) of the given sentence; in the general case, a sentence is 
ambiguous, ie. has more dian one meaning. Each of its meanings 
determines another set of assertions that may be carried by the 
sentence. Thus, a linguistic analysis is necessary, e.g. with the often 
discussed example (97) the hearer has to decide (or, in case of 
difficulty, to ask) whether actual flying planes are meant, or the act of 
flying planes 

(97) Flying planes may be dangerous. 

In other cases, of course, lexical, rather than grammatical ambiguity is 
present, and ambiguity (as a property of an expression) has to be 
distinguished from indistinctness (as a feature of meaning), cf. 3,6.1 

above; with (96) it is a question deserving further discussion whether 
the difference between a male and a female neighbour is connected 
with ambiguity or with indistinctness in English (where this difference 
is not direcdy relevant for the grammatical position of the word in a 
sentence, but is relevant for the use of the correferential expressions she 
and he). 

(iii) Language inferencing is another aspect of interpretation; in fact, much 
more is understood in linguistic communication than what is actually 
being said (ie die content of the discourse is richer than the meanings 
of die sentences occurring in it), cf. examples such as (98): 

(98) While Jane was still watching TV, John entered the room and closed the 
door. 

The hearer is supposed by the speaker to be able easily to specify which 
room and which door are meant, whedier causal or other relationships 
between the content of the two clauses are being covertly referred to, 
and so on. Inferencing, based on factual knowledge (partly determined 
by the context), associative links and other factors are relevant here. 
Another kind of inferencing is connected with entailments of such kinds 
as presupposition or allegation, which we characterized in 4.3 2. 

Our examples concern declarative sentences as correlated with assertions. 
The issues of other modalities have been discussed e.g. by Materna (1979). 

Thanks to the pioneering work of R. Montague, not only the syntax of 
natural language, but also the fundamental layers of its semantics have been 
offered the possibility of a fully explicit, formalized description. The basic 
inquiries into formal semantics, which were started by B. Partee, D. Lewis 
and otiiers, were based on the concept of possible worlds (understood as 
maximal coherent situations). A specific trend within this intensionalization of 
semantics is the Transparent Intensions Logic formulated by Tichy (1988) and 
further elaborated by P, Materna and others The main objective of their 
analyses concerns issues of the specification and formal account of 
propositions (as functions from possible worlds into truth values). 

Certain recent trends in formal semantics, connected with the new view of 
language as anchored in communication and thus displaying a fundamental 
interactive nature, require us to understand the content of an utterance not only 
as based on its truth conditions, but as constituting an operation on the state of 
the hearer's memory. The proper aim of uttering sentences is not just to 
formulate pieces of information, but to instruct the hearer to add this 
information to (or to combine it with) what is already present in the hearer's 
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mind This trend, which recognizes die intrinsic role of contextual knowledge 
in semantic interpretation, started with Heim's (1992) 'file change semantics' 
(using die computer based metaphor in the analysis of communication), and 
lias been further developed by H. Kamp in his Discourse Representation 
Theory and by others. The content of the utterance is thus characterized as 
context change potential, and it is required thai individual discourse referents 
are established for shorter or longer sequences of utterances: diis requirement 
clearly is to be connected widi the degrees of salience of the elements of the 
stock of shared information (cf 4.3.6 above) and with TFA. 

These recent trends in formal semantics proceed from the discussion of 
sentence semantics to diat of die semantics of discourse as a dynamic process, 
Uius duly reflecting the interactive character of natural language, anchored in 
the process of communication. 
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Chapter 6 

Pragmatics 
(Jarmila Támyiková) 

1 Preliminaries: general framework 

The aim of Uiis chapter is to provide an outline for further study in the 
Held of pragmatics. Unlike traditional linguistic disciplines (e.g. morphology, 
syntax, lexicology), widi a well-defined scope and well-established 
terminological apparatus, pragmatics as a discipline was not institutionalised 
that long ago (the first issue of the Journal of Pragmatics, placing pragmatics 
explicitly on die 'linguistic map', appeared in 1977), diough references to die 
history of pragmatics (discovered as terra incognita by philosophers ) go back 
to the late 1940's and are usually associated with the name of C. W. Morris and 
his triad of syntax, semantics and pragmatics (Morris, 1938).1 

Rather, it is a systematic interest in the study of pragmatics that is 
relatively new, not die notion itself. 

The number of monographs and studies available in English and 
containing die word 'pragmatics' in dieir titles or subtitles shows that there is 
no shortage of literature mapping the field. In chronological order, we should 
name G. N. Leech (1983) Principles of Pragmatics, and S. C. Levinson (1983) 
Pragmatics, followed by G. M. Green's (1989) Pragmatics and Natural 
Language Understanding, D. Blakemore's (1992) Understanding Utterances. 
An Introduction to Pragmatics, A. Wierzbicka's (1991) monograph on Cross-
Culturat Pragtnatics. The Semantics of Human Interaction; J. Mey's (1993) 
Pragmatics: an introduction, P. Grundy's (1995) Doing Pragmatics; J. Thomas 
(1995) and his Meaning in interaction: an introduction to pragmatics; a brief 

1 For an account of Morris' and Camap's philosophical approaches see Lyons (1977: 115). 
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outline by J. Yule (1996): Pragmatics - and the recent publication by J. 
Vcrschueren (1999) Understanding Pragmatics (see References).2 

The scope of topics covered by the umbrella term of pragmatics is so all 
embracing and diversified (see 11 for details) Uiat pragmatics has often been 
given the rather pejorative status of the waste-basket of linguistics, i.e. what 
could not be handled by other linguistic disciplines within the formal systems 
of analysis (cf. Vcrschueren 1999:255), seems to have been thrown into 
pragmatics.3 Thus, the very first question needs to be raised will be why 
pragmatics? 

Unfortunately, we will have to postpone the answer, since it seems 
illogical to discuss the validity of a discipline without defining its content, 
specifying its goals, and delimiting its scope as well as its place within the 
system of language. In order to understand the current state of pragmatics, a 
brief look into its history seems to be a necessary pre-requisite 

1.1 Pragmatics: its scope in the past and present 

Our approach to pragmatics and its scope is influenced by the overall 
conception of a particular linguistic trend 

1.1.1 The formative traditions of pragmatics are usually associated with the 
philosophical basis of semiotics and the name of C W. Morris and his 
attempts to outline a unified theory of signs or semiotics (though some of the 
monographs mention Cliarles Pierce as his predecessor, and the direct line of 
the American tradition of pragmatism; cf. Verschueren, 1999:255). 

In a rather simplified way. Morris' triad of Syntax. Semantics and 
Pragmatics (Morris. 1938) is cited outside of the original context thus giving 
the impression that these were the linguistics disciplines recognised as valid by 
Morris. The triad, however, represents a semiotic triad* focusing on three 
correlates, i.e. signs, the objects to which signs are applicable, and sign 
interpreters (users) and the following relationships between the signs, and 
the other two correlates i.e. 

(i) the relationslup of signs to other signs is studied in Syntax; 

2 Dozens of other studies should be added if we were to take into consideration the 
contributions published in the Journal of Pragmatics, as well as in the book series Pragmatics 
arid Beyond (io^n Benjamins. 1979 onwards), 
5 As Yule (1998: 6) puts it "it is worth remembering that the contents of that wastebasket were 
not originally organised under a single category. They were defined negatively, as the stuff that 
wasn't easily handled within the formal systems of analysis". 

(ii) the relationship of signs to the objects to which the signs are applicable 
(i.e. to the world independent of issues of use) is treated in Semantics; 
and 

(iii) the relationship of signs to their interpreters (users) is the domain of 
Pragmatics 

Morris' characterisation of pragmatics as the study of the relationship of 
signs to their interpreters is referred to as the classical definition of 
pragmatics'1 

As Wierzbicka (1991; 16), however, pointed out, Morris' division of the 
study of signs may be valid for some artificial sign systems, but is not adequate 
for a natural language "whose syntactic and morphological devices ...are 
themselves carriers of meaning''. To Wierzbicka. meaning is both 'referential' 
and 'pragmatic' at the same time (which is close to the interpretation of 
pragmatics as a functional perspective, as explained in 1.4), 

Besides its contribution to semiotics, the philosophy of language has also 
markedly influenced the development of pragmatics through two other theories 
underlying present-day pragmatics, i.e. the speech act theory (formulated by 
Oxford philosopher J. Austin (1962) and developed by the American 
philosopher J. Searle (1969) along with many other contributors to the field, cf. 
Bach and Harnish (1982), Sperber and Wilson (1986) - and logic of 
conversation' (Grice, 1975. 1978) known under the terms co-operative 
principle or conversational implicature 

Both these theories Itave maintained validity until today (for details see 
2.4 and 2.5) and are said to provide a frame for "the consolidation of the field 
of linguistic pragmatics" (Verschueren 1999:256). 

1.1.2 Other trends having left their imprints on the extending scope of 
pragmatics are the ethnography of communication (Hymes, 1972, 1974) 
based in anduropology and linguistics and analysing factors involved in situated 
speech and patterns of communication as part of cultural knowledge and 
behaviour), later subcategorised into sociolinguistics (providing a description 
of how language is anchored in social life, cf. Hymes. 1974), interactional 
sociolinguistics (Goffman 1971. 1974; Gumpertz, 1982; with a three-part 
focus on language, culture and society) - and the sociological tradition of 
conversational analysis (Sacks et al. 1974), focussing on conversational 

4 For the extension and modification of Morris' theory by Carnap and his specification of "pure 
pragmatics" see Leech (1983: 2-i). 
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management and the on-going process of interpretation (including the ability to 
perceive and interpret communicatively regulative cues in reacting to others). 

Though the focus and the consequent perspective from which to approach 
language data is manifold, all the above mentioned 'additions' to pragmatics 
are interested in the study of language-in-use and the complex interplay of 
socio-cultural patterns contextualizing that use. 

Conversational analysis, moreover, studies the mechanisms of face-to-
face interaction (e.g. the distribution of talk among participants, turn-taking, 
turn-passing), strategies of preserving one's 'face' (i.e. the public self-image of 
a person) and allowing our addressees not to loose theirs. It is therefore not 
surprising that many monographs and studies on pragmatics include chapters 
on politeness and its language manifestations, but also cross-cultural 
similarities and differences in politeness strategies, as part of linguistic 
etiquette (Brown and Levinson, 1987). 

The scope of cross-cultural pragmatics (cf. the approach proposed by 
Wierzbicka, 1991), is undoubtedly wider in order to grasp both similarities and 
differences across cultures and become a relevant guide in pragmatic 
expectations across cultures (based on cultural schemata we develop in the 
context of our life experience). In Wierzbicka's view, even if we accepted one 
of the definitions of pragmatics as more suitable to the tasks modern linguistics 
is faced with, we still have to address the question of how to assign pragmatic 
functions in particular languages, since the functions are culture bound (and in 
this respect culture-different), serving the different needs of a given community 
(cf. also 1.2). 

1.2 Definitions of pragmatics 

Contemporary linguistic thinking seems to follow the above mentioned 
philosophical tradition and, as a result, pragmatics is defined as "the study of 
understanding intentional human action" (Green, 1989: 3), "the science of 
language seen in relation to its user" (Mey, 1994: 5), or e.g. "the discipline 
studying linguistic interaction between T and 'you'" (Wierzbicka, 1991;5). 

These definitions, as is apparent from their wording, are too general and 
vague to become relevant guides for those who want to apply the theory to 

5 A very narrow scope is prescribed to pragmatics in Finegan and Besniere (1989: 215), where 
pragmatics is defined as "the branch of linguistics that studies information structure", i.e. a 
context-sensitive highlighting and deemphasizing of utterance parts in the shaping of the 
message ( echoing some similarities with our tradition in FSP analysis). 

f 
langirage data. What all of them, however, have in common, is the emphasis 
put on 'language-in-use', which goes hand in liand with the shift of interest 
from iangue' as an abstract language construct to 'parole' as concrete 
language manifestations shaped with particular communicative intentions in 
mind, realised in particular communicative situations, with particular 
configurations of participants (in different social roles, e.g. teacher- student, 
parent- child, doctor-patient, lawyer - client, etc.). 

A l l those aspects, multifaceted in nature and operating in a complex 
interplay, influence our choices of particular communicative strategies (cf. 
directness, indirectness, degree of politeness, co-operation with the addressee, 
preferences widiin the semantics of power and solidarity in addressing our 
partners in interaction, etc.) And since under normal conditions we do not 
communicate in isolated stretches of language but rather in sequences sensitive 
to the previous context (co-text), the role of context (verbal, situational and 
pragmatic) also has its imprints on our way to adequate and relevant 
communicative behaviour, referred to as 'felicity conditions', 'sincerity 
conditions' or simply as 'happy conditions of communication'. 

Though the following definition of pragmatics, proposed by Yule (1998: 
3) is also rather general in nature, the explication that follows, reflects all die 
above mentioned perspectives: 

(1) Pragmatics is concerned wiUi die study of meaning as communicated by 
a speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader). 

According to du's definition, pragmatics (unlike semantics) focuses more 
on "what people mean by their utterances than what the words or phrases in 
these utterances might mean by themselves" (op. cit. p. 3) but also on how the 
context influences die interpretation of what is said and how interactants make 
inferences and reasonable guesses about the speaker's intended meaning as 
well as his relations towards the addresse/s. A l l these parameters have been 
taken into consideration by Yule (op.cit.) and resulted in his characterisation of 
pragmatics from the following perspectives: 

(i) Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning 
(ii) Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. 
(iii) Pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated than what is 

said. 
If a socio-pragmatic factor is added (i.e. sensitiveness to the social status 

of the participants and their social roles on the general human stage), than 
another perspective from which to characterise pragmatics could be added -

(iv) Pragmatics is the study of solidarity and distance. 
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This is just a brief outline whose aim is to demonstrate the gradual 
unification of the field of pragmatics (with the focus on Speech act theory and 
Co-operative principle) on the one hand, but at the same time the extension of 
its scope, due to the interdisciplinary links with other approaches to the study 
of language use (ethnography of communication, and its off-springs ), 
borrowing from pragmatics but at the same time contributing to its growth; 
moving the interest from the conditions under which a sentence was true or 
false - to the interest in why people say something, what they are trying to do 
with language, how they co-operate in their interactions, and how they behave 
from a cross-cultural perspective. 

The crucial problem of how to delimit the field and rid it of the status of 
linguistic wastebasket, however, still lives with us, though nowadays, it seems 
to be a wastebasket used with a particular organising principle in mind. 

1.3 Subcategorization of pragmatics 

The vastness and vagueness of the field of pragmatics has not inspired 
many linguists to any further subcategorization within the field. Those linguists 
who do subcategorise, usually make a basic distinction between internal 
pragmatics, referred to as linguistic pragmatics or pragmalinguistics - and 
external pragmatics, also called 'general knowledge of the world', 'knowledge 
of the universe', or simply, non-linguistic pragmatics. 

While die former focuses on our experience with language code - (e.g. 
our preferences in collocations, such as best wishes but not *excellent wishes, 
our experience with particular word-formative processes and expectations 
based on that experience (e.g. the English -able signalling capability, as in 
understandable, manageable, pronounceable) or the use of past tense in 
reference to the present moment to signal tentativeness, politeness, etc. as in / 
just wanted to ask you..., etc. - the latter concerns our lifetime experience with 
various aspects of the surrounding world (real as well as virtual). 

The borderline between linguistic and non-linguistic pragmatics, however, 
is raUier blurred. This is quite apparent in semantics, where the pragmatic 
enrichment of die meaning of a given naming unit is dependent on our shared 
knowledge of the world (including culture, tradition, etc.). Thus. e.g. when a 
proud Granny introducing her little grandson to her friends says This is our 
tittle Einstein.- she presupposes dial her guests will activate their knowledge of 
who Einstein was and will interpret the utterance accordingly. Similarly, when 

a girl says to her boyfriend You are my Romeo. - she presupposes him to 
activate who Romeo was to interpret her message as you are my true lover'. 6 

A person's pragmatic information is supposed to consist of a person's full 
body of knowledge, beliefs, feelings, etc., at a particular moment Such 
knowledge reflects in part a specific knowledge (of a particular entity or 
event), but also general knowledge of structures (frames) we activate on the 
basis of prior experiences (cf. the 'hospital-frame', 'conference-frame', at 
school-frame', etc.) Our pragmatic information contains plans and goals, 
motivations and strategies, etc. and different kinds of inferences need to be 
drawn to comprehend even the simplest messages. 

The following example (borrowed from Mackenie and Keizer (1991: 185-
6) illustrates different kinds of such interferences. 

(2) (Mary and John are having breakfast together. Mary says to John:) 
Pass me the cereal, please. 

The definite reference (the cereal) may in fact have a number of possible 
referents: both Mary and John may liave cereal on dieir places, there will be 
cereal in the pack (or packs) on the table, and there can even be a spare pack on 
a shelf nearby. Nevertheless John may be expected to know which cereal to 
pass on account of his knowledge of what people usually do in such situations 
(including also knowledge of Mary's preferences eg. for a particular kind of 
cereal). 

Levinson (1994: 10) proposes a subcategorisation into universal 
pragmatics focusing on 'the general theory of what aspects of context get 
encoded and how" - and language-specific pragmatics of individual 
languages (cf. the relatively high frequency of occurrence of discourse markers 
(well, oh, n o w . ) in English, or the liigh frequency of honorifics and the 
grammaticalization of social rank of participants in Japanese) 

The study of culture-specific (culturally different) ways of using language 
is referred to as contrastive pragmatics (Yule 1998: 88. 128). 

Cross-cultural pragmatics (cf. Wierzbicka, 1991) focuses on finding a 
prototypical skeleton of cross-cultural primitives which might enable the users 
of different cultures to understand the strategies behind the target-language 
usage (e.g. differences in cordiality or courtesy as cultural values; 'self 
assertion v*\ 'self denial typical of the English and Japanese cultures 

6 Cf. Wierzbicka"s view (1991: 17) that meaning is both referential and pragmatic at the same 
time, introduced here in 1.1. 
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respectively; differences in conversational routines which defy interpretation 
by inference on the basis of word meaning alone, etc.). 

When the focus is on the communicative behaviour of non-native users of 
their second language, we speak about inter-language pragmatics (studying 
e.g. the role of 'pragmatic accent' as a reflection of 'getting our pragmatics 
wrong' and/or revealing die social outsider in us). 

The following example borrowed from Coulmas (1981) illustrates the 
difficulties of a Japanese scholar trying to socialize in a different culture and 
being faced with culture bumps' caused by different implicatures associated 
with the target language strucntres. This is how he describes the adaptation 
difficulties he experienced during his stay in America. 

(3) The 'please help yourself that Americans use so often liad a rather 
unpleasant ring in my cars before I became used to English 
conversation. The meaning, of course, is simply 'please take what you 
want without hesitation', but literally translated it has somehow a flavor 
of 'nobody else will help you\ and I could not see how it came to be an 
expression of good will. (Doi, 1973; 13) 

As exemplified above, the meanings of constituent parts of a routine often 
do not suffice to guarantee proper understanding: the non-native speaker who 
lias learned the meanings of the words please help yourself 'lias only mastered 
one part of the routine (Coulmas 1981: 8). 

Leech (1983: 198) comments on the meaning of the English 
conversational opening How are you? in the following way: "Don't tell your 
friends about your indigestion: 'How are you!' is a greeting, not a question." 

To Wierzbicka (1991: 132), 'How are you?" is not just a greeting, but a 
kind of intersection of a greeting, a question, and an invitation for the 
addressees to say something about their current state, i.e. something that is 
expected to be short and good rather than long and bad. In her view (op. cit. 
p. 133), a response to 'How are you?' involves tliree steps (one obligatory and 
two optional), i.e. 

(i) (obligatory): one answers the interrogative element (How) e.g. by / am 
fine, 1 am well, etc.; 

(ii) (optional): one says thank you, thanks (the choice is highly lexicalized, 
cf. *tlianks a lot); 

(iii) (optional): one reciprocates the act e.g. by And how are you? And your 
self? How about you?, etc. 

Negative self-reports are expected to be rather rare (cf. Not very well, I'm 
afraid.}. 

According to the scope, i.e. whether attention is paid to lesser units of 
human language use or rather to macro-processes going beyond the scope of 
lesser items, pragmatics is subdivided into mieropragmatics and 
macropragmatics respectively (cf. Mey, 1994, Chapter 9. 181 ff). 

1.4 Status of pragmatics 

As for the status, references are rather vague, some characterizing 
pragmatics as 'the study' of language use, whilst some of them refer to 
pragmatics as a 'science', a 'discipline' or a 'component'. 

A different standpoint is advocated by J. Mey (1985) and J. Verschueren 
(1987, 1999). In his book Whose Language?, Mey argues for a "context-
oriented, pragmatic view of language", which should not be "walled-off" from 
die rest of linguistics or treated as a separate component (1994: 125). 

To Verschueren (1999: 2) pragmatics does not constitute an additional 
component of a theory of language on a par with syntax or semantics, rather it 
is viewed as offering a different (functional) perspective from which to 
approach language data In his opinion, there are definitely no linguistic 
phenomena, at any level of structure, that a pragmatic perspective can 
afford to ignore (op cit p. 3). This functional perspective may be defined in 
terms of attention to the "adaptability, variability, and negotiability of 
language" (op. cit. p. II). 7 

To sum up Verschueren's findings, we can use his final definition 
which specifies pragmatics as "a general cognitive, social, and cultural 
perspective on linguistic phenomena in relation to their usage in forms of 
behaviour" (Verschueren, 1999:7). 

Having delimited the status of pragmatics, let us pay attention to the 
applicability of the 'perspective' view of pragmatics by using examples from 
research data (Tamyikova, 1985).s 

In morphology, cf the use of the past tense for 'time-now' reference (I 
just wanted to tell you that he is in his office.) in order to soften the abruptness 
of the utterance. 

' Adaptability is understood as a property of language which enables communicants to make 
negotiation choices to satisfy communicative needs; variability determines the range of 
possible choices, and negotiability implies that the choices are guided by flexible principles 
and strategies (for details see Verschueren. 1 58ff>. 
8 Support for the interpretation of pragmatics as a perspective can be found in the less 
frequently quoted conclusion of W. Morris himself (1938: 35): "Any rule when actually in use 
operates as a type of behavior, and in this sense there is a pragmatic component in all rules". 
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In syntax, when interpreting imperative sentences, we make a 
pragmatically bound distinction between non-impositive imperatives, from the 
realisation of which the addressee benefits, and impositive imperatives, i.e. 
those, in which the addressee is exposed to an authoritative command. As a 
result, the imperatives can be interpreted (decoded) as commands (Bring me 
your credit book.), wishes (Sleep well.), instructions (Shake before use.), 
recommendations (Drink Good Water.), etc. The interpretation of the 
evaluative potential in implicitly evaluative predications is also pragmatically 
bound, as in You must think I was born yesterday. You've got as much feelings 
as a dried-up tea bag. Question tags are said to lower the assertiveness of 
statements; word order permutations (e.g. In walked Pauline) can contribute to 
a narrative effect (resolving a communicative tension), etc. 

In lexicology, there is a pragmatically bound use of naming units, such as 
Iron Lady or public school. 

From this perspective, the pragmatic dimension is seen as a multi-
exponential property operating on vertical as well as horizontal axes of 
language levels (strata) and affecting both higher- and lower-level structures as 
well as micro- and macro-properties of the text/discourse. For a more detailed 
exemplification see Verschueren (1999: 3-6) 

To sum up the current state of pragmatics, we have to admit the existence 
of two basic approaches to pragmatics: pragmatics as a linguistic discipline 
and pragmatics as a perspective (dimension). Before making reasonable 
judgements about the preference of one over the other, let us trace the 'core' 
topics of the traditional approach first. 

2 Core topics in pragmatics 

2,1 The analysis of an invisible meaning 

Since both the theories to be discussed as core topics presuppose the 
activation of implicitness of various kinds by which to bridge the gap between 
what is said' and 'what is meant', a survey of basic findings about the 

processes enabling us to make reasonable guesses and/or logical deductions, is 
a necessary prerequisite. The paths to 'more information' are varied and their 
effect on our decoding of the message is manifold, usually resulting in a 
complex interplay of various cognitive processes (including our knowledge of 
conventional means of conveying more than is said). It is the purpose of this 
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section to overview diose mechanisms Uiat allow more to be communicated 
than is actually said. 

As in other fields of pragmatics, the terminology is not unified, reflecting 
different approaches with a different terminological apparatus. Thus, e.g. the 
unexpressed information which an utterance carries, is referred to as 'common 
knowledge', 'common ground' (i.e. something that is assumed to be shared by 
both utterer and interpreter ), but also as 'mutual knowledge', 'background 
in formation' or 'background assumptions'. The last two terms, suggested by 
Verschueren (1999:26) can be misleading to functional linguists, since 
background information is associated with the theory of information structure 
and die processes of 'foregrounding' and 'backgrounding' in text (also referred 
to by an umbrella term of 'grounding'), in which die background(ed) 
information is of lesser importance, usually representing a secondary 
communicative line, etc. 

The representations of the implicit forms of meaning, referred to as 
explicating (Verschueren 1999: 27) are based on implicit additions of various 
kinds, depending on the type of implicitness and die recoverable implicit 
meaning. 

Thus, for example, the full message 'The library is closed for Easter' 
requires as 'explicatures' further specification of the building, as well as 
whether e.g. Easter means Easter of a particular year or every year, etc. 

In evaluating die role of implicitness in a pragmatic approach to language 
data, Verschueren (1999: 26,31) mentions three aspects Uiat have to be taken 
into consideration: 

(i) the impassibility of complete explicitness (which, besides going against 
the principle of language economy, would cause boring effects in 
communication); 

(ii) the existence of conventional means for conveying implicit meaning 
(see presuppositions, entailment, etc. in die following sections), and 

(iii) strategic avoidance of explicitness (including functional vagueness as a 
lack of explicitness and precision with regard to die choice of lexical 
items and Uieir function in utterances).9 

Below is a brief survey of die types of implicit meaning as suggested by 
Verschueren (1999:33-34): 

In Leech's (1983: 138) view, though condolences are courteous speech ads, there is some 
reticence about expressions of condolence, reflected in less explicit expressions of sympathy 
for misfortune, as in I'm terribly sorry to hear about your cat, which is preferred to I'm terribly 
sorry to hear that your cot died. 
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(i) Presuppositions 
(ii) Logical implicature or entailment 
(iii) Conventional implicature 
(iv) Conversational implicature 

While die first three types represent conventional means, the last one is 
non-conventional (i.e. cancellable, and is characterized as the strategic 
avoidance of explicitness: see also Note 8). 

The following is an explication of the essence of the above mentioned 
types, for which language provides "numerous conventionalized carriers of 
implicit meaning, tools for linking explicit content to relevant aspects of 
background information" (Verschueren, 1999; 27). 

The first category of such tools are presupposition-carrying expressions 
and constructions for the understanding of which our knowledge of the nature 
of presuppositions is a necessary pre-requisitc. 

2.2 Presuppositions and entailments: (heir nature and types 

Let us begin by defining the tecluiical terms first and explaining why 
presuppositions and entailments are treated together. 

A presupposition is "somedting the initiator of communication 
assumes to be the case prior to making utterances'* (Yule, 1998: 25), Thus, for 
example, before saying I've never been to Bristol, 1 presuppose that such a 
place exists, otherwise my message (under normal conditions) would not make 
much sense. 

Presuppositions are speaker-dependent notions, and this property 
distinguishes them from entailments (also called logical implicature), which 
logically follow from what is stated in the utterance, thus relating the form to 
the implicit meaning. By way of illustration, the utterance mentioned above, 
when contextualized, can entail e.g. that I would like to go to Bristol, that 1 do 
not know much about the place, or would not be a good guide for you. etc. -
which can be communicated without being said. Similarly, when a husband 
asks his wife 'What do you want? - I'm warm and affectionate' to which she 
replies by saying So are dogs', the evaluative entailment logically follows 

In newspaper headlines, such as the following, entailments are very often 
difficult to grasp, as in CAN-tastic Amanda - which, when appropriately 
contextualized. was supposed to mean 'Fantastic Amanda (= Look of the Year 
Winner) tasting Coca-Cola (in a can)'. 

Presuppositions and entailments, as is apparent from their 
characteristics, represent different processes of how to grasp implicit 

meaning, based on different chronological perspectives (i.e. prior to the 
utterance in the case of presuppositions vs. following the utterance in the case 
of entailments) and different kinds of orientation (i.e. speaker-oriented 
presuppositions vs. utterance-oriented entailments). Because of the sporadic 
references to entailments in recent pragmatic literature.10 attention will be paid 
in the next sections to the pragmatic notions of presuppositions and 
implicatures. 

2.2.1 Relational nature of presuppositions. Verschueren (1999:27) defines 
presuppositions as "aspects of meaning that must be pre-supposed. understood, 
taken for granted for an utterance to make sense" (Verschueren, 1999:27). They 
are also referred to by the same author as relations between ''a form of 
expression and an implicit meaning which can be arrived at by a process of 
(pragmatic) inference" (op.cit. p. 30). 

Yule ( 1998:26) specifies the relational nature of presuppositions as a 
"relation between two propositions". The following is a survey of Yule's 
approach. 

If we say that sentence in (4a) contains the proposition (p) and the 
sentence in (4b) contains the proposition (q), then using the symbol » (i.e. 
presupposes), we can represent the relationship as in (4c): 

(4) a.. Paul's boy is lazy. (= p) 
b. Paul has a boy. (= q) 
c. p » q 

There is constancy under negation," i.e. the property of the proposition 
remains constant even if the statement is negated, as in (5): 

(5) a. Paul's boy is not lazy. (= NOT p) 
b. Paul has a boy (= q) 
c N O T p » q . 

2.2.2 Types of presuppositions. A l l the types of presuppositions surveyed 
below are considered to be indicators of potential presuppositions, which can 
become actual in context with speakers. The following is a list of 
presuppositions based on Yule (1998:27ff). These include 

" M n "!?• (m&j 2 6 ) P 0 ' " t e d t > U t ' e n l a ' , m e t l t s (""like presuppositions) do not belong to 
generally discussed topics m present-day pragmatics, probably because of their purely logical 
nature (i.e. of being logical, not pragmatic concepts). 

For the role of negation and presuppositions in the semantic structure of utterances see 
Hajicova(1975). 
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(i) existential (existence) presuppositions 
<ii) factive presuppositions 
(iii) non-factive presuppositions 
(iv) counter-factual presuppositions 
(v) lexical presuppositions - and 
(vi) structural propositions. 

Existential presuppositions represent the most uniformly considered type 
of presuppositions (Green, 1989: 71), supported by the finding that existential 
predications, possessive predications (in wliicli the existence of an entity is 
presupposed), as well as many referential expressions belong to frequent types 
of relational processes (in the Hallidayan sense of the word). 

To follow Yule's descriptive apparatus, we can characterise existential 
presuppositions by the following formula: saying (p) presupposes the existence 
of (q), as in (6): 

(6) The sitcom on TV1 is boring. (= p) 
There is a sitcom on T V ! (= q) 
p » q 

In possessive predications, die existence of a possessed item is a pre
requisite: 

(7) Steve's got a new car. (= p) 
There exists a new car (= q) 
p » q 

Definite noun phrases are also said to be based on existential 
presuppositions, as in (8): 

(8) the girl next door (i.e. there is a girl who lives next door). 

In Verscliueren's view (1999:27) all the so-called referring expressions 
presuppose the existence of a given entity in real or historical time, be it a 
person, a building, time span, etc,: 

(9) Tom is crazy about John Lennon ( » such a person existed). 
(10) I lived there between 1977-1979 ( » such a time span existed). 

Factive presuppositions - With certain verbs (know, realise, regret and 
verbal phrases e.g. be glad, be aware ) the information following the verb (as 
its content) is presupposed to be a fact, hence the term factive presuppositions: 

(11) I'm glad he published the paper. ( » He published the paper.) 
I regret he published the paper. ( » He published the paper.) 

I did not realise he was an orphan. ( » He was an orphan.) 

Non-factive presuppositions - typically associated with non-factive 
verbs, such as dream, imagine, pretend), this kind of presuppositions is 
assumed not to be true: 

(12) I dreamed I saw you in the park. ( » My seeing you in the park - as a 
fact - is not uiK) 

Counter-factual presuppositions - unlike in the previous type, what is 
presupposed as counter-factual is not only not true but is contrary to what is 
true, i.e. contrary to the facts, as in (13): 

(13) If I weren't ill ( » the information is counter to reality at the time of the 
utterance, i.e. I am ill). 

Counter-factual conditionals are typical presupposition-carriers. 
Lexical presuppositions - There are linguistic devices treated as a source 

of lexical presuppositions. Yule (1998: 28) suggests the following 
characteristics of this type 

(14) The use of one form with its asserted meaning is conventionally 
interpreted with the presupposition that another (non-asserted) meaning 
is understood. 

Lexical presuppositions are prototypically illustrated by examples with the 
verb to manage- Each time we say someone managed to do something, the 
asserted meaning is that he 'succeeded' in some way and that he 'tried'. 
Consequently, manage is conventionally interpreted as asserting 'succeeded' 
and presupposing 'tried' 

Similarly with phasal verbs (start, begin, stop), or lexical items like again, 
another, etc. conventionally interpreted as presupposing something related to 
the previous state, as in (15): 

(15) Cut us another slice of bread. ( » W e have already had one.). 
They started arguing ( » They were not arguing before.). 
He stopped smoking { » He used to smoke before.) 

Structural presuppositions - Certain sentence structures conventionally 
and regularly presuppose that part of the structure is already assumed to be 
true. This is e.g. typical of WH-qucstions, as in (16): 

(16) When did your brother die? ( » your brother died) 
Why are you so lazy? ( » you are lazy) 
Who told you that? ( » somebody told you that) 
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How often do you visit England? ( » you visit England sometimes)'" 

Conducive questions, such as (17) 

(17) Didn't I tell you all about the case? ( » I told you all) or 

Hasn't it served us well? ( » It served us well) 

also belong to the structures in which die content is assumed to be true. 

The following table provides a survey of the types of presuppositions 

based on Yule (1988:30). 

(18) 

Type Example Presupposition 

existential the girl next door the girl exists 

factive I regret he's left He's left 

non-factive I pretended to be there I was not there 

counter-factual If I weren't ill I was ill 

lexical He managed to escape He tried + succeeded 

structural Where did you buy it? You bought something 

2.2.3 The projection problem. Verschueren (1999:29) noticed diat the 
presupposition-carrying items or constructions, when embedded into larger 
(more complex structures), sometimes preserve their presuppositions (i.e. they 
project them onto Uie wider structure), whereas in other cases they lose them. 
This phenomenon has been specified as a projection problem, also referred to 
as difeasibility of presuppositions (op. cit. 29). The following examples wil l 
illustrate the problem. 

(19) The U N managed to bring peace ( » t r i e d and succeeded) 
Without even trying, the U N managed to bring peace ( » they did not 
try; even » t h e y were expected to try). 

« The relation between a WH-question and its presupposition shows why negative questions 
are ^ S et aTo^: 397?admit tbtf while .here is an acceptable presupposition for vhy 
X s e t my didn't you do it? i He didn't do it for son* reason) « ^ « 

correTp-dence wrth other question words, as in Where dtdn't you do ,t? (*He d.dn t do it 
somewhere). 

2.3 implicatures and inferences 

Similarly to the distinction made between die processes on which 
presuppositions and entailments are based (cf. 2.2), die notion of implicature 
(introduced to pragmatics by P. Grice as a keyword to his dieory of 
Cooperative Principle to be discussed in 2.5) - is speaker-oriented, since it is 
die speaker who communicates meaning via implicature, while die listener 
recognises die meaning (decodes die implicit meaning) via inference. The 
difference is illustrated in (20): 

(20) speakerimplicature utterance M- inference <4- addressee 

Implicature in Grice's conception is a variety of implicit meaning by 
which more is communicated than is said under the condition that some 
basic co-operative principle is in operation. The example borrowed from 
Yule (1998: 40) will illustrate the process: 

(21) Charlene: I hope you brought Uie bread and die cheese. 
Dexter: A l l , I brought die bread. 

The 'more' Dexter conveyed by what he said (i.e. diat he hasn't brought 
die cheese) is an example of a conversational implicature. Charlene, after 
hearing D's response assumes diat he is cooperating, but didn't mention die 
cheese, i.e. if he had brought it he would say so (cf. Quantity Maxim in 2.5). 
Consequently, she infers diat what is not mentioned has not been brought (after 
Yule 1998: 40). This was an example of a conversational implicature, which is 
based on a shared knowledge of co-operation in conversation. Conversational 
implicatures. however, represent only one type of implicatures - referred to as 
'non-convenlional' die odier type being represented by conventional 
implicatures (attached conventionally to die linguistic form or structure).13 

Thus, for example even or yet are said to have conventional implicatures: when 
"even' is included into die utterance, diere is an implicature of 'contrary to 
expectations', while the conventional implicature of yet is "diat the present 
situation is expected to be different, or perhaps die opposite, at a later time" 
(Yule, 1998: 45). The following examples borrowed from Yule might illustrate 
the difference 

1 1 As Blakemore (1993: 15")) pointed out, linguistic parallelism might he a good guide to 
implicatures. but, as apparent from her example, not a safe guide. The following co-ordinations 
are based on different impbcalures: Mary came with Peter, Joan with Boh, and Lily with a sad 
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(22) Even John came to the parly. 
Dennis isn't here yet. 

Conventional implieatures, because of their nature, are not a great focus of 
attention (or pragmalicians, since they are based on traditional linguistic 
properties radier than pragmatic 'addition' of any kind. Predictably, more 
attention is paid to non-conventional implieatures tor which Yule (1998: 40ff.) 
suggests the following taxonomy: 

(i) generalized conversational implieatures (when no special knowledge 
is required in (lie context to calculate the additional conveyed meaning, 
cf. any NP in English preceded by an indefinite article, as in / was 
sitting in a garden one day, in which 'a garden + not speaker's garden' 
is implied); 

(ii) scalar conversational implieatures (typically associated with 
expressions of values manifested in scales, .such as < always, often, 
sometimes >, or < all, most, many, sotne...>. By choosing, e. g some, 
the speaker creates an implicative 'not al l ' , as in I've completed some of 
the required courses. The basis of scalar implieatures, as specified by 
Yule (op. cit. p, 41) is die following: "when any form in a scale is 
asserted, die negative of all higher forms on die scale is implicated"). 

Neidier scalar nor the generalized implieatures presuppose special 
knowledge of any particular context. This distinguishes diem from die last 
type, in which context plays a role in calculating die implieatures. These are 
referred to as 

(iii) particularized conversational implieatures. Communication between 
close friends is rich in Uiis type of implicature, which an outsider can 
hardly recognise via inference , e.g. 

(23) A: Are we going out? 
B: Tom has just rung up. 

(This can e.g. be contextualized as 'we are not going out because there 
is going to be a rehearsal of die play I told you about'). 

To conclude the section on implicit meaning, one must admit that in real 
communicative situations there is a complex interplay of both explicitness and 
implicitness, or, as Verschueren (1999: 156) put it in a more sophisticated way: 

smile on her fate. Similar examples tan lr>e found in the language of fiction, as in Without her 
teg and without her husband, she was lying in the hospital bed. 

'Strategies of language use are ways of exploiting the interplay between 
explicitness and implicitness in the generation of meaning." 

As is apparent from the survey of all the processes through which 
implicitness is grasped, the way of generating meaning is always dynamic and 
interactive. Knowledge of the processes will contribute to an easier 
understanding of the two major strands of exploration in the field of 
pragmatics, i.e. the speech act theory and the co-operative principle. These 
will be discussed in the following sections, 

2.4 The speech act theory 

Besides being referred to as a tool for communication, language is also 
referred to as a tool for doing things. The idea of doing things through 
language does not refer only to verbal actions (i.e. asking questions, issuing 
commands, making compliments, apologies, requests, etc.) but also to doing 
things that change the state of affairs, such as name a ship, propose marriage, 
open an exhibition, nominate a candidate, sentence somebody to death, let the 
student fail, declare the conference open, etc. 

Acts, that are carried out through language are called speech acts14, 
thought of as parts of speech events (e.g. ship-naming ceremony, marriage 
ceremony, examination, court room trial, etc.). 

2.4.1 Austin's model. Influenced by the above mentioned finding, the 
plulosopher J. Austin wrote an influential series of lectures compiled in How 
To Do Things With Words (1962)15. widely acknowledged as the first 
presentation of speech act theory. 

Austin begins by noticing that some utterances that look like statements 
lack the necessary property of statements, i.e. the truth value. This makes him 
subcategorize utterances into constative and performative. 

The constatives in his view are utterances in wliich something is said, 
which can be evaluated along the dimension of truth, i.e. as true or false: 

(24) Angus is a friend of mine. 
London is foggy. 
Pragmatics is a relatively new discipline. 

M For the types of speech act verbs see Wierzbicka's (1987) semantic dictionary. 
1 ? Austin's study is difficult to read since what is proposed at the beginning is rejected by the 
end. 
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Performatives, on the other hand, arc utterances in which something is 
done Uiat 'changes the world' and cannot be true or false, as in (25): 

(25) I name (baptise) tins ship the Queen Elizabedi 

(as uttered when smashing the bottle against the stern so that in the end the ship 
has a name). "To name a ship is to say (in appropriate circumstances the words 
I name, etc." (Austin, 1961 inJaworski 1999: 64). 

(26) I now pronoiuice you husband and wife (creating a new relationship 
between two individuals); 
I hereby declare this meeting adjourned 
I give and bequeadi my watch to my brother, - as occurring in a will. 

Performatives, as Austin argues in the initial phase of his study, cannot 
be true or false; if they go wrong, they can only be unhappy, or infelicitous. 
Thus, you cannot name a ship if the ship is already named otherwise. The act is 
said then to be null and void. 

As apparent from the examples, the performative interpretation requires 
certain conditions to be met (i.e. the procedure must be conventional, the 
circumstances and persons must be appropriate, the procedure must be 
executed correctly and completely .). These are felicity conditions.16 

Further conditions being that die performer is in the l s l person singular, 
the verbal mood is indicative, tense present, voice active, the performative verb 
is in the main clause, and there is a possibility of inserting hereby into the 
utterance). Accordingly, (27a) is a mere statement, since the above mentioned 
conditions have not been met. A similar situation is in (27b) and (27c). 

(27) a. She named the ship the Queen Victoria. 
b. I declared die conference open. 
c. He thought that they sentenced him to deatii. 

Austin soon came to realise that not all the performative verbs had to be 
explicitly present in the utterance; i.e. instead of (28a), practically the same' 
can be achieved with (28b) 

(28) a. I order you to go. 
b. Go. 

Consequently, he proposed to subdivide the class of performatives into 
explicit performatives, as in (28a) above, and implicit performatives (now 

For details see Levinson (1983. 1994: 229). 

I 
also called primary performatives'), presupposed to be in the underlying 
structure of such utterances, as in (28b). 

Austin's black-and-white subcategorisation of utterances into constatives 
and performatives, proved to be problematic, so later (witluii the same study), 
Austin rejects his original suggestion,17 arguing that all utterances have the 
qualities of both constatives and performatives, and advocating a three-fold 
distinction of a locutionary act (locution), illocutionary act (illocution). and 
perlocutionary act (perlocution). also referred to as the "perlocutionary 
effect" (in Yule, 1998:49). 

A locutionary act is the act of saying something (i.e. producing a 
meaningful linguistic expression).A locutionary act in Austin's theory is 
composed of three kinds of intentional ;md goal-oriented acts the speaker 
performs, i.e. 

(i) Phonetic act - producing an acoustic object recognized as relevant 
speech sounds 

(ii) Phatic act - producing a series of tokens of forms according to die 
grammar of a certain language and with a certain intonation 

(iii) Rhetic act - piecing utterances together to be recognized as connected 
discourse (with references to people, events, etc. to the convention of 
the language and culture shared with the addressee).18 

IHocutions are wliat is done in saying something (i.e. producing an 
utterance with some intention in mind, e.g. naming, making a promise), 
Illocutionary acts are means to perlocutionary acts or perlocutions. 

Perlocutions are what is done by saying something (i.e. our intention as 
recognized by the addressee, or. in other words, the aclual effect achieved; e.g. 
when hearing / promise, you can count on my making a promise). 

Of the diree types, however, it is only the illocutions dtat are widely 
discussed in recent literature, and. as Yule (1998: 49) puts it, "die term 'speech 
act1 is generally interpreted quite narrowly to mean only the illocutonary force 
(IF) of an utterance", whose effect, i.e. perlocution, is a context-bound 
variable. In (29) 

(29) I ' l l call the police 

1 7 Austin's main argument being that tlte contextual conditions for performatives are not 
different from those for constatives: both involve truth and falsity as well as felicity and 
infelicity; i.e. London is foggy. - is based on both truth conditions as well as felicity conditions, 
i.e. that the statement is true and 1 am sincere in saying it. 
" In Searle (1969) the first and second acts of Austin are put together to constitute an 
'utterance act', while Austin's rhetic act is called a 'prepositional act'. 
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can be contextualized by different addressees as a 'relief (by a person who has 
been robbed) or a 'threat' (by a robber). 

2.4.2 Performative hypothesis. In the late 1960s, linguists interested in the 
properties of performative expressions (R. Lakoff 1968, J. R. Ross 1970, J, M . 
Sadock 1974) argued that every sentence is embedded into a higher clause widi 
a performative verb and a 1st person singular subject. The language 
manifestation of such a clause, as mentioned before, can be either explicit as in 
(30a) or implicit (abstract), as in (30b): 

(30) I state [X] 
a. I state to you that the world is flat. 
b. The world is flat. 

This approach is known as performative hypothesis. The general 
underlying performative formula lias the following structure: 

(31) I (hereby )Vp you (that) S' 

where Vp is a performative verb (i.e. one out of a limited set of performatives 
in a given language), S' is a sentence specifying die content (often restricted by 
the Vp), and the Vp is conjugated in the simple present indicative active 
(Levinson, 1994: 244). 

As for the scope of applicability, the Hypothesis was supposed to be 
related not only to Austin's performative utterances, but also to traditional 
sentence types (i.e. statements, imperative sentences, interrogative sentences, 
etc.). A l l were interpreted as prefixed by conventional indicators of 
illocutionary force: 

(32) I inform you that [X] 
I order you [X] 
I ask you [X]. 

In its full form, however, such a theory was criticized for being untenable 
and running into difficulties on both the semantic and syntactic fronts (see 
Levinson, 1994: 251 for details). 

In recent studies (cf. Verschueren, 1999:25), performative verbs are said 
to belong to a wider range of illocutionary force indicating devices (IFIDs), 
including attitudinal adverbs (frankly, briefly, seriously, confidentially), 
discourse markers (welt, now, oh), aspects of word order, stress, intonation, and 

IFs underlying communicative sentence types (statements, imperative 
sentences..,).19 

2,4.3 Searle's contribution to the field. The conception proposed by Austin has 
been elaborated by the American philosopher, John Searle (1969). Searle 
introduced the notion of a speech act formula into speech act theory in order 
to propose a framework by which to incorporate speech acts into linguistic 
theory, and his five-part classification of speech acts (see Types of speech acts) 
together with his conception of indirect speech acts have become a theoretical 
basis for many researchers in the field. Searle's speech act formula consists of 
two components: 

(33) illucutionary force + proposition 
(F) (p) 

The illocutionary force is the action side of every speech act, while the 
proposition is understood here as the content of die speech act (consisting of 
reference + predication) The formula is simple: 

(34) F(p) 

indicating that the proposition is embedded into the illocutionary force. 
Searle was also more systematic in applying Austin's felicity conditions, 

insisting that for every type of speech act four kinds of conditions (all 
necessary and together sufficient) should be specified. These include 

(i) Propositional content conditions (which require that the words of the 
sentence be conventionally associated with the speech act intended, eg 
while / now pronounce you husband and wife. - is conventionally 
associated with the ceremony, *! declare you a married couple. - is not. 

(ii) Preparatory conditions - which require a conventionally recognized 
context (e.g. a 'vedding ceremony) 

(iii) Sincerity conditions - requiring die speaker to be sincere (e.g. in 
uttering the declaration) 

(iv) Essential conditions - requiring diat the involved parties intend to 
perform an act (e.g. to create a marriage bond). 

Searle (1965: 137) observes that "to perform illocutionary acts is to 
engage in a rule-governed form of behavior" and argues that such things as 
asking questions or making statements are rule-governed "in the ways quite 

" For problems posed for the Performative Hypothesis by indirect speech acts, see Types of 
speech acts. 
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1 
similar to those in which getting a base hit in baseball or moving a knight in 
chess are rule-governed forms of acts" (op. cit. p. 137). Searle distinguishes 
between two sets of rules: some regulate existing forms of behaviour, such as 
rules of etiquette regulate interpersonal relationships; these are called 
regulative rules. Some rules, however, do not merely regulate, but create or 
define new forms of behaviour (the rules of chess; chess has no existence apart 
from the rules) These are referred to as constitutive rules. Illocutionary acts 
are looked upon as acs performed in accordance with the constitutive rules -
and the goal is to formulate a set of constitutive rules for a certain kind of 
speech act. 

2.4,4 Types of speech acts. In the classical period of the speech act theory 
(Austin, 1962), attention was paid to what is now referred to as direct speech 
acts, only later, the criticism of the basic theory, came the idea of indirect 
speech acts to compensate for the inadequacy of Austin's approach. 

Austin's original (1962: 109ff) classification system into verdictives, 
exercitives, commissives, behabitatives and expositives was criticized namely 
by J, Searle. Searle (1977) found Austin's classification inconsistent and 
incomplete, with overlapping criteria, and was dissatisfied that Austin did not 
see the difference between speech acts and speech act verbs (i.e. die non
existence of a speech act verb does not necessarily mean die absence of a 
speech act). He not only modified Austin's classification but also specified the 
criteria (i.e. conditions and rules) on which to base a relevant taxonomy of 
speech acts (for details see e.g. Mey, 1994: 118ff). The five categories that 
Searle (1977: 34) ends up establishing are as follows: 

(i) Declarations - bring about die state of affairs which Uiey name, cf. 
blessing, baptism, marrying, naming, declaring, resigning. ..20 

(ii) Representatives (in Searle's later work called 'assertivesy - represent 
a state of affairs, e.g. asserting, stating, claiming, suggesting, 
complaining ... 

(iii) Expressives - indicate the speaker's psychological state or attitude. e.g. 
apologizing, greeting, congratulating, condoling... 

(iv) Directives - are intended to get the addressee to carry out an action, 

eg-
commanding, requesting, inviting... 

i 0 Cf. also the fantastical declarations known from fairy tales, e.g. Abracadabra, I changeyou 
into afing. 

(v) Commissives - commit a speaker to a course of action. e.g. promising, 
offering, vowing... 

Attempts to apply performative analysis brought the attention of linguists 
(Searle 1969, Sadock 1970) to the finding that there is not a straightforward 
match between the syntactic form of an utterance and the illocutionary force 
associated with tliat syntactic form Thus, e.g. when saying (35): 

(35) You're standing on my foot.(= I want you to move) 

the syntactic form is that of a statement, while the IF is that of an indirect 
request. 

Similar 'discrepancies' have become the impetus for a theoretical 
consideration of a different type of speech act, referred to as indirect speech 
acts. These will be discussed in the next section. 

As apparent from example (35) above, literal meanings and functions of 
utterances are not bi-uniquely mapped on each other. And since there are more 
(IFs) tlian there are communicative sentence types, one sentence type (e.g. a 
statement) can be used to signal various (IFs) according to the situation in 
which it is used. Thus, e.g. 

(36) It's cold outside. 

is a statement with the primary or literal IF 'to inform the listener' In a well-
defined communicative situation, it may however be used to mean 

(i) a threat (i.e. T could throw you out if you don't behave*); 
(ii) a promise (T could take you out of this overheated room'); 
(iii) a suggestion ('Don't hesitate to take your coat'); 
(iv) a request ('I want you to lend me a coat), etc. (After Hudson, 1975: 2.) 

This is a very important finding about language, and lias been discussed 
and treated under (he heading of indirect speech acts. (Fraser 1975, Searle 
1975, Brown & Levinson 1978). Discrepancies between propositional content 
and illocutionary force, to use Searle's terms, can be observed frequenUy and 
regularly;21 c f questions, such as (37): 

(37) Can you find your way out? 
Can you carry out the garbage? 
Must you always make such a noise? 

interpreted as softened requests due to the fact diat the speaker is not assumed 
to question the obvious (i.e. s/he knows that you can find your way out, carry 

v Cf. also Levinson's (1983: 264) argument thai most usages are indirect. 
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out the garbage, stop making such a noise, etc.). The (IF) in these utterances is 
not a literal force typically associated with questions, i.e. "seeking the missing 
piece of information" but something else, be it a request or a command 

The process in operation is that of implicature (recall here the earlier use 
of the term in connection with implicit meaning in 2 3). Indirect speech acts are 
based on a short-circuited conversational implicature. which is calculable, i.e. 
the meaning can be derived from a particular context, 

2.4.5 Universality of Speech acts. There are many linguists who approach 
speech acts as language universals. Explicit in this respect is the study by 
Fraser el al. (1980), based on the following assumption: 

Every language makes available to die user the same basic set of speech 
acts, such as requesting, apologizing, declaring, and promising, with the 
exception of certain culture-specific ritualised acts such as 
baptising,...excommunicating" (Fraser et al. 1980:78). Underlying this 
assumption is the claim that i f one language permits an act, such as requesting, 
every other language will . 

Wierzbicka (1991: 151), however, is of the view diat when philosophers 
of language discuss speech acts or illocutionary acts (promising, 
commanding...), diey base their findings on concepts wluch are English-
specific, and in this respect ethnocentric (cf. also the similar view on the 
application of conversational maxims in 2.5). To support her view, she 
discusses the differences in language-specific concepts associated with the act 
of 'warning'. In Japanese culture (op. cit. p. 152), the word satosu is said to 
combine some of the components of the English 'warn' but also the additional 
intention 'to protect the addressee from evil - and good feeling towards the 
addressee*. 

Coulmas (1981: 70) also pointed out that "to treat speech acts such as 
thanks and apologies as invariable abstract categories is surely a premature 
stance" - to which Wierzbicka added that it is not only premature, but 
downright ethnocentric. 

So, the diplomatio solution might be to say tliat there exist partly universal 
notions of speech acts, whose content, however, is sensitive to language and 
culture-bound needs of language users, or. in other words, whose content can 
vary in a culture-specific pragmatic dimension. The consequences for the 
process of translating across cultures are of great significance 

The notion of 'force', as introduced in the speech act theory, is also 
connected with the following Cooperative Principle, in which meclianisms by 
wluch to relate sense to the force are traced. 

2.5 Cooperative principle (Conversational implicature) 

2.5 1 Grice'smodel. The Co-operative Principle, as specified by philosopher 
H. P. Grice (1975) represents a system of conversational logic (a term coined 
by Grice for an unwritten pet of co-operation in communicating with each 
other). Also referred to as CP. the Co-operative principle is a general intuitive 
principle presupposed to guide our interaction so that the locutors (participants 
in communication ) are capable of disclosing the communicative intention in 
utterances by basing dieir interpretation on the mutual assumption that both 
parties co-operate and contribute to the common verbal exchange in a sensible 
way. The CP was specified by Grice (1975: 45-6) as follows: 

(38) Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage 
in which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk 
exchange in which you are engaged. 

Inspired by Kant's categories of Quantity, Quality, Relation and Manner, 
Grice touches on four areas of communication with the corresponding four 
categories of the Co-operative Principle, supposed to be observed and 
manifested by the participants in interaction. These became known as 
'maxims' (with some of them subcategorised into 'sub-maxims'). The 
following is the survey of the maxims, as proposed by Grice. 

2.5.1.1 The Maxim of Quantity. In Grice's own words2 2 (1999:78), "the 
category of Quantity relates to the quantity of information to be provided, and 
under it fall the following maxims": 

(i) Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current 
purposes of the exchange). 

(ii) Do not make your contribution more informative Uian is required 
The second maxim (or rather submaxim) is disputable (in Grice's own 

view) since to be overinformative seems to be above all a waste of time The 
argument for the inclusion of die maxim might be that overinformativeness can 
be confusing and in this respect liable to raise side issues (i.e 'why is the 
speaker so overinformative - there must be something in i t ! ' ) . 

The perception of the maxim can be illustrated by examples (39a) and 
(39b) both being responses to the same question asked by a close friend: 

5 1 The quotations are based on Jaworski & Coupland {1999). 
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If 
(39) What's the time? 

a. Five to six. 
b. In five minutes the film begins 

There are many ways to violate the maxim in a given situation, e.g. by 
responding The same as yesterday* which can sound teasing between friends 
but impolite e.g. with strangers. Abiding by the maxim can also open space for 
an indirect strategy of not telling the whole truth', as in (40): 

(40) A: How many brothers and sisters have you got? 
B: Two sisters. 

If it turns out that the speaker has brothers as well, we will feel deceived, 
since the reaction to the question is uncooperative in a way similar to the 
addressee supplying too much information. 

Clark and Clark (1977) give evidence of how the Maxim of Quantity can 
also be broken by 'pragmatic failure in the category of definiteness'. The 
following example borrowed from their micro-dialogue (Clark and Clark 
(1977:122) might illustrate the problem raised: 

(41) Steven; Wilfred is meeting a woman for dinner tonight. 
Susan: Does his wife know about it? 
Steven: Of COURSE she does. The woman he is meeting IS his wife 

Legend; Steve lias broken the Maxim of Quantity in using the relatively 
uninfonnative 'a woman", from which the addressee may deduce that 
the speaker does not know who the woman is. Since both have the 
knowledge that Wilfred lias a wife, Steve violated the maxim of 
quantity by not being appropriately infonnative (i.e. concealing relevant 
pieces of information). 

To sum up the essence of the maxim of Quantity, we could perhaps use 
the following paraphrase: 'Be appropriately infonnative'. Both providing too 
much information and withholding relevant pieces of information is perceived 
as being uncooperative. 

2.5.1.2 The Maxim of Quality, The Maxim of Quality has a central position 
within the maxims since it seems to reflect what might be called "ethical" 
conditions of communication, i.e. tliat the interlocutors will only say what they 
believe to be true and have evidence for what they say. Consequently, other 
maxims are supposed to come into operation only when the Maxim of Quality 
is satisfied; without it the other maxims are only of little value. 

There is a 'supennaxim' defined by Grice for this category: 

(42) Try to make your contribution one tliat is true 

with two more specific maxims: 

(43) a. Do not say what you believe to be false 
b. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence. 

Leech (1983) argues that the above mentioned two maxims should be 
considered together, since they seem to be competitive. In Leech's own words 
(op. cil. p. 84) "die amount of information s[peaker] gives is limited by s*s 
wish to avoid telling untruth" " 3 

Projected into the speech act theory, this maxim applies principally to 
assertions (questions, for example, can hardly be judged as true or false; cf. the 
information-seeking questions such as Is Susan in her office/). 

2.5.1.3 The Maxim of Relation. Also referred to as the Maxim of Relevance 
(Levinson, 1994: 102), die maxim is worded in a very simple way by Grice 
(1999:79): 

(44) Be relevant. 

The relevance here means the organisation of utterances as relevant to the 
on-going context. Thus, e.g. when David asks Where's my piece of cake?' and 
Mummy replies Angela was in the kitchen.' - her reply, when taken literally, 
seems to be unrelated to the question (violating the maxim of relevance). The 
assumption, that both the participants are co-operating, however, enables 
'David' to work out the logical connectedness. 

An exaggeration of the maxim can be the source of many jokes and 
anecdotes: 

(45) Barber: Didn't I shave you before? 
Customer: No, the scars are from the war. 

While the first three maxims were primarily related to what is said, the 
last maxim is understood as relating to how what is said is to be said -
suggesting that the last maxim concerns the manner of communication. 

2.5.1.4 The Maxim of Manner. This category has a super-ordinate maxim 
(super-maxim) 

(46) Be perspicuous. 

This is probably the reason why Harnish (1976: 362) proposed a combined Maxim of 
Quantity-Quality specified as'Make the strongest relevant claim justifiable by your evidence.' 
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with a list of maxims, which is not supposed to be complete and includes 
'various' maxims such as (47): 

(47) a. Avoid obscurity of expression 
b. Avoid ambiguity 

The unwanted ambiguity can be exemplified by the following instruction: 

(48) Police are ordered to stop drinking after midnight. 

Two other maxims are given in (49): 

(49) a. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity) 
b. Be orderly - The violation of die maxim would cause difficulties e.g. in 

recipes, as in baking a cake: 

(50) Put die icing on, add flour and sugar, bake it for one hour, preheat the 
oven, beat the yokes... 

Such a recipe would violate die chronological order of events, typical of 
the processes of baking, cooking, etc. 

In Leech's words (1983: 99), die Maxim of Manner "appears to be die 
Cinderella of Grice's four categories" which should be taken away from the list 
and put into die Clarity Principle (cf. Leech's approach below). 

Besides the basic four categories of maxims, Grice also presupposes die 
existence of odier maxims (e.g. aesthetic, social or moral, such as Be polite.). 
These have been elaborated by Leech (1983) resulting in die model to be 
discussed in the following section. 

The applicability of Grice's dieory for face-to-face communication, 
however, is problematic, since Grice presupposes a very normative model 
putting "high normative value to demands for rationality and efficiency" 
(Verschueren, 1999: 35), while actual communicative situations reflect e.g. 
violation of the maxims due to politeness (cf. telling 'white lies' or not telling 
die whole trudi in order not to disrupt die 'happy conditions of 
communication', to avoid face threatening acts, etc.). Sometimes speakers are 
forced by cultural norms to violate a maxim (e.g. due to politeness based on 
indirectness, vagueness, etc.). 

2.5.2 Leech's approach. G. N . Leech (1983) extended Grice's model to include 
(besides die already mentioned Co-operative Principle) the Politeness Principle 
as well (widi maxims and submaxims) and bodi (CP) and (PP) were put under 
die umbrella term of interpersonal rhetoric, to which Leech added anoUier 
group of principles and maxims referred to as textual rhetoric (including 

Grice's maxim of manner under the Clarify Principle) Hierarchically, the 
Politeness Principle has a higher regulative role, i.e. "to maintain the social 
equilibrium and the friendly relations' 4 

The Politeness Principle (PP) in Leech's view is a necessary complement 
to (CP), which 'rescues the (CP) from serious trouble'. Leech proposes two 
formulas of the (PP), a negative one (51) and a positive wording (52) 
(somewhat less important in Leech's own words) 

(51) Minimize (other things being equal) the expression of impolite beliefs 

(52) Maximize (other things being equal) die expression of polite beliefs. 

To illustrate the procedure, we will borrow an example from Leech 
(1983): 

(53) A; We'll all miss Bi l l and Agatha, won't we? 
B: Well, we'll all miss BILL. 

The speakerB violates the Maxim of Quantity (merely confirming part of 
A ' s opinion, from which an implicature can be derived tliat B is of the opinion 
'we will not miss Agatha'. Such an implicature is not achieved solely on the 
basis of Cooperative Principle: B could have been more informative but only at 
die cost of being more impolite to a third party. Thus the violation of the 
Maxim of Quality is an intended act, i.e. to uphold the Politeness Principle. 

The violation of the Maxim of Quality is typical of frequent 
communicative situations, in wliich people feel justified in telling white lies in 
order to be polite, e.g. when reacting to an unwanted invitation by pretending 
we have already been invited somewhere else; when telling a patient more 
optimistic diings about his real state of health, etc. Thus, when trying to be 
polite, one is often faced with a clash between the (CP) and (PP) and a choice 
of how far to go. In the next section, the Politeness Principle (PP) will be 
discussed in detail with the focus on the maxims of politeness. 

Leech's Politeness Principle (Leech,1983: 132) has the following 
maxims which tend to go in pairs (i.e. having two wordings): 

The Tact Maxim (which can be characterised as 'other-centered') is 
specified in the following way: 

(54) a. Minimize cost to other 

Cf, Leech's illustrative explanation (1983: 82): "Unless you are polite to your neighbour, the 
channel of communication between you will break down, and you will no longer be able to 
borrow his mower". 
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[b. Maximize the benefit to other] 

as in 
(55) You could borrow my copy i f you liked. 

The Generosity Maxim (self-centered): 

(56) a. Minimize benefit to self 
[b. Maximize cost to self\ 

as in (57) 

(57) I could lend you my copy. 
Would you like me to go there instead. 

The Approbation Maxim (the Flattery Maxim) 
compliments: 

(58) a. Minimize dispraise of other 
[b. Maximize praise of other] 

as in (59) 

(59) Your lecture was outstanding. 

The Modesty Maxim 

(60) a. Minimize praise of self 

[b. Maximize dispraise of selj] 

is exemplified in (61): 

(61) How stupid of nie! *How clever of me! 

The Agreement Maxim 
(62) a. Minimize disagreement between self and other 

[b. Maximize agreement between self and other] 

is exemplified in (63): 

(63) It was a nice performance, wasn't it? 
Oh yes, it was, wasn't it? 
*No, it was very uninteresting. 

The Sympathy Maxim: 
(64) a. Minimize antipadiy between self and other 

[b. Maximize sympathy between self and other] 

typical of e.g. 

(65) Interpersonal Rhetoric and Textual Rhetoric - Survey of the principles 
and maxims 

(sub-
Maxim of Quantity maxims) 

I nter-
personali 
rhetoric 

Textual 
rhetoric 

Cooperative 
Principle (CP) 

Politeness 
Principle (PP) 

Irony Principle 

Maxim of Quality 

Maxim of Relation 

Maxim of Manner 

Ma\jm of Tact ... 

Maxim of Generosity ... 

Maxim of Approbation . 

Maxim of Modesty ... 

End-toeus Maxim 

End-weight Maxim 
Processibility 
Principle 

Clarity Principle 

Economy Principle 
Expressivity Principle 

Maxim (64), for example, explains "why congratulations and condolence 
are courteous speech acts, even though condolences express beliefs which are 
negative with regard to the hearer" (Leech 1983: J38), e.g. I'm terribly sorry to 
hear about your cat. 

This is why *I'm delighted to hear about your cat might be true (the 
Maxim of Quality), but (in case of death) impolite. The survey in (65) based on 
Leech (1983: 16) will illustrate Leech's contribution to the dieory. 
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2.5.3 Other modifications of Grice: Conversational Presumptions. Inspired by 
Grice, Akmajian et al. (1993: 316) proposed what they call the inferential 
model of communication based on the assumption diat learning how to 
communicate requires a "variety of shared beliefs or presumptions, as well as a 
system of inferential strategies". 

The presumptions, as the term suggests, allow us to presume information 
about potential hearers or speakers, while the inference strategies provide 
communicants with 'effective patterns of inference'. In their view, die 
presumptions + strategies provide the basis for 'successful linguistic 
communication'. 

The following is a survey of the types of presumptions, as suggested by 
the authors (op. cit. p. 316-317). 

(i) Linguistic presumption The hearer is presumed capable of 
determining the meaning and the referents of the expression uttered. 

(ii) Communicative presumption Unless diere is evidence to the 
contrary, the speaker is assumed to be speaking with some identifiable 
communicative intent 

(iii) Presumption of literalness.Unless there is evidence to the contrary, the 
speaker is assumed to be speaking literally. 

These are followed by a group of presumptions called 
(iv) Conversational presumptions reminding us of Ghee's Cooperative 

Principle These include: 
(a) Relevance: The speaker's remarks are relevant to the conversation. 
(b) Sincerity: The speaker is being sincere. 
(c) Truthfulness: The speaker is attempting to say something true. 
(d) Quantity: The speaker contributes the appropriate amount of 

information 
(e) Quality: The speaker has adequate evidence for what they say. 
The authors believe that if a speaker and hearer share the above 

presumptions "then the problem of successful communication is easier to 
solve, supported by a shared system of inference strategies" (op. cit. p. 317), 
not only for direct and literal communication but also for indirect and non-
literal communication.25 

2.5.4 Wierzbicka's view. Wierzbicka (1991: 392), in her seminal monograph on 
cross-cultural pragmatics does not argue against the validity of language-

independent pragmatic maxims, but she does argue against attempts to explain 
language use 'exclusively' in terms of universal pragmatic principles (which, 
in her view are not only structured as universal but also as edinocentric, i.e. 
Anglo-centric, holding true for die English culture). The treatment of particular 
language items, in her view, has a language specific meaning "which must be 
spelt out in appropriate semantic representations". 

As an example, she mentions tautologies of die type Boys will be boys, 
used in English but not in French, German or Russian. Accordingly, die 
implicature of die English tautologies need not be understood in die respective 
languages, diough die problem is not in finding a parallel construction. 

2.5.5 Do we need all those maxims? This question might be a natural reaction 
to the gradual extension of the maxims associated with communication. Green 
(1989: 89) is probably right staling dial the maxims have various weighting in 
people's minds, with great moral value attached to die Maxim of Quality. 

The tendency to reduce the number of maxims (el", the above model by 
Akniaijan et al.) is supported by the very formulation of die maxims: die 
second part can be entailed from die first (cf. e.g. the Quantity Maxim, in 
which die second part, i.e. "Do not make your contribution more informative 
Uian is required' can be entailed from 'Make your contribution as informative 
as is required...', and similarly widi other maxims). 

An extreme reduction of die principles and die consequent maxims is 
presented in Horn (1984: 15), who suggests only two principles, referred to as 
die Q-principle (Q stands for 'quantity'), telling us to "say as much as we 
am", and the R-prineiple (R stands for 'relation'), telling us to "say no more 
than we must" (for details see Mey, 1994: 78ff) 

In taking a position, we, however, have to keep in mind, diat it is always 
easy to reduce die number of principles, once you get familiar widi die original 
proposal. Thus, after reading Grice and all die Griceans, you in fact 'entail' 
more even from Horn's suggestion. 

3 Tracing pragmatic perspective 

In this section a few selected topics will be discussed widi die aim of 
illustrating how a pragmatic perspective can provide an interpretative basis for 
linguistic phenomena. 

" For a detailed analysis of configurations within the strategies, see Akmajian et al. 1993, 
section9,2, pp.315ff. 
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3.1 Deixis 

Deixis is a technical term for pointing through language. Any linguistic 
form used to accomplish this pointing is called a deictic expression (or 
indexical). These are subdivided into personal deixis (you, me), spatial deixis 
(here, there), temporal deixis (now, (ken), and social deixis (when personal 
indexicals are used to signal social status, as in 'honorifics', T / V exchanges' 
(named so because of die nt/vous distinction in French, to which we can add 
die same distinction between 'T-exchanges' and 'V-exchanges' in Czech and 
Slovak). 

Verschueren (1999:21) also adds discourse deixis used to anchor 
utterances widiin the context of discourse (cf. as mentioned before, in the 
following section, in this chapter...). 

Deictic expressions depend on the participants' sharing the same context 
for dieir interpretation, and Uieir basic use is in face-to-face spoken interaction, 
cf. 

(66) I've put it diere. 
(die book) (on die table). 

Deixis is a form of reference tied to die speaker's context (cf. the 
distinction between indexicals signalling 'near to speaker' (proximal terms) vs. 
'away from speaker* (distal terms). As Yule (1998) points out, location from 
die speaker's perspective can be fixed mentally as well as physically. A 
speaker living far from home can still use 'here' to refer to his distant home. 
This is referred to as deictic projection. 

The pragmatic nature of deictic expressions is connected with the fact dial 
dieir interpretation depends on die context, speaker's intention and 
sensitiveness to a relative distance diey can express (bodi physical and mental). 

As for social deixis, die nature of proximal and distal terms is discussed in 
connection widi the sociolinguistic parameters of die semantics of solidarity 
(T-exchanges) and die semantics of distance (V-exchanges) - and treated as 
one of the manifestations of linguistic etiquette. 

3.2 Hedging 

Another phenomenon treated within die pragmatic domain is hedging.26 

Hedging serves an important interpersonal function in communication and is 
supposed by many linguists to function as an overt language manifestation of 
die Cooperative principle and its maxims proposed by Grice (i.e. the 
participants in communication are not only aware of the maxims but want to 
demonstrate that they arc trying to observe them (cf also the label 
'communicative verbal monitoring' used to describe the role of these 
communicatively regulative devices). 

Hedging can be described as a strategy by which speakers mitigate and 
soften the IF of dieir tilterances thus protecting themselves from potential 
unfavourable judgements by others: they cannot be e.g. fully responsible for 
something Uiey express only tentatively (as in 64-69). The language devices 
they use for doing so are referred to as hedges:'7 

(67) a. Well, J think I know my way, 
b. To tell you the truth, I do believe up to a certain point. 
c. / suppose he is right. 
d. He is kind of strange. 
e. She mentioned her disappointment or something like that. 
f. I just have my doubts about the validity of your argument. 

Though hedging is a phenomenon shared by most languages, its overt 
language manifestations, i.e. the 'hedges', are culture-bound and language 
specific (i.e. diey can differ in terms of language users' expectations, frequency 
of occurrence as well as the spectrum of devices used for their representation, 
ranging from morphological devices to syntactic constructions). 

From the point of view of interlanguage pragmatics, non-native speakers 
(in our case non-native speakers of English), may be unaware of the use of 
hedging, and an 'unhedged speech' can sound too straightforward i f not 
impolite to native speakers. There is a generally shared concensus tliat while 
native speakers are more tolerant of grammatical mistakes, pragmatic failure is 
very often regarded as intentionally impolite or offending. This is especially 
true when speakers are otherwise fluent, since they are also presupposed to 
have mastered underlying social conventions, including pragmatic skill in 
hedging. 

For further reading see G. Clemen {1997: 235^7). 
1 1 Also known under more specific labels reflecting tlieir communicative functions, i.e. 
approximators, shields, discourse markers, discourse particles, gambits, etc. - or under the 
cover terms of communicative strategy signals, indicators of metapragmatic awareness, etc. 
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As for the functions of the devicels used for hedging, they are manifold, 
mostly linked, as mentioned above, with all the basic maxims of the 
Cooperative Principle but hierarchically subordinate to the Politeness Principle 
(as proposed by Leech, cf. (66)), By way of illustration, let us trace some of the 
indicators of the respective maxims 

(68) Quality: as far as I know, to tell you the truth, my guess is... 
Quantity: To cut the long story short, I won't bore you with details... 
Relation: Oh, by the way (said in the middle of the talk). Not to change 

the subject but (... is this related to the examinations?). 
Manner: to avoid ambiguity, in brief, first things first-

It is nowadays widely acknowledged Uiat politeness is the chief 
motivation behind hedging, followed by the intention to signal that the 
Cooperative Principle is at play. Rather Uian indicating e.g. the exact degree to 
which speakers believe in die truth of die their utterances, they make the 
meaning of the utterance rather fuzzy or imprecise to avoid losing their face' 
afterwards. 

Pragmatics, interpreted as a perspective through which to become 
sensitive to all those 'traps* of human communication, can contribute to our 
deeper understanding of the functions of verbal signs, to our being tuned to the 
same wavelength. 

Knowledge of pragmatics enables us. as non-native speakers of English, to 
diminish our 'pragmatic accent' and increase our sensitiveness to 'the more 
that is communicated though less is said'.And this is probably the answer to 
the question raised in the introduction to this chapter. 

Why pragmatics? - To bridge the gap between what is said' and 'what is 
meant'. 

4 Concluding remarks 

A chapter of this scope cannot provide a detailed description of all the 
various frameworks tltat have been put forward as a consequence of the 
increased interest in the analysis of language-in-action data. Moreover, one can 
only agree with Blakemore (1993; 7) that the question of what should be 
treated within the framework of pragmatics is still surrounded by controversy. 

The aim of this chapter was not to contribute to that controversy but rather 
to describe a selective number of approaches in order to be able to advocate the 
one proposed within a functional framework, i.e. to see pragmaUcs as a 
perspective from which to observe and evaluate language use 

Human communication, as a highly structured activity, requires the co
ordinated efforts of the interlocutors (participants). To participate in such 
exchanges, we require knowledge and abilities winch go considerably beyond 
our purely linguistic competence: we need to infer what the communication is 
about, what is expected of us (e.g. exchanging experience or telling jokes). Our 
responses should be related not so much to the literal meaning of the words, 
structures or constructions, but rather to what we think the speaker intends (cf. 
Gumperz (1994:3). 
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